
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 2003610 ;Australia 

4353649    09/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1497717]
Iluka Resources Limited

Level 17, 240 St Georges Terrace Perth WA 6000 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Zircon; zircon sands; zircon opacifier.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

4367233    10/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501055]
Honeywell International Inc.

300 South Tryon Street, 6th Floor Charlotte NC 28202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Low molecular weight poly ethylene based chemical additive.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 4548160 ;France 

4383719    26/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503808]
RHODIA OPERATIONS

25 rue de Clichy F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical catalysts; polyurethane catalysts.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/07/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 015 568 ;Germany 

4383757    10/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503861]
Merck KGaA

Frankfurter Str. 250 64293 Darmstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations, and natural elements, namely antibodies, antibody 
reagents for industrial, scientific use.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/09/2019; Application No. : 302019000066497 ;Italy 

4383802    03/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504275]
Giellepi S.p.A.

Via Aurelio Saffi 21 I-20123 Milano MI Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Proteins for use in the manufacture of food supplements, of dietetic foods adapted for special medical purposes and of 
medical products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 27/03/2014; Application No. : 660100 ;Switzerland 

2859205    23/07/2014

[International Registration No. : 1218100]
DOMINIQUE MARCEL RHEIMS

Avenue Louis Ruchonnet 57 CH-1003 Lausanne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Facial toners (cosmetics); face tonics for cosmetic use; toners for cosmetic use; topical skin sprays for cosmetic use; 
body sprays (for cosmetic uses); skin fresheners (cosmetics); cosmetic skin freshening products; cosmetic products for 
body and beauty care; cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic products in aerosol form for skin care; cosmetic 
products; facial care preparations (cosmetics); preparations for facial care for cosmetic purposes; preparations for the 
face (cosmetics); facial preparations for cosmetic purposes; moisturizing preparations (cosmetics); preparations for facial 
care for cosmetic purposes; preparations for facial care (cosmetics); cosmetic preparations for body care; cosmetics for 
skin care and skin treatment; cosmetic preparations for skin regeneration; cosmetic and beauty preparations; cosmetic 
preparations for skin care and treatment; cosmetic preparations for dry skin during pregnancy; topical-use anti-wrinkle 
cosmetic preparations for the face; cosmetic preparations; ointments for cosmetic use; toning lotions for the face, body 
and hands (for cosmetic purposes); eye lotions (for cosmetic purposes); lotions for face and body care (for cosmetic use); 
skin care lotions (cosmetics); skin care lotions for cosmetic use; face and body lotions (for cosmetic purposes); hand 
lotions (for cosmetic use); facial lotions (cosmetics); cosmetic facial lotions; body lotions (for cosmetic use); skin lotions 
(cosmetics); skin lotions for cosmetic use; moisturizing body lotions (cosmetics); moisturizing skin lotions (cosmetics); 
moisturizing lotions (cosmetics); cosmetic creams and lotions for face and body care; creams and lotions for cosmetic 
use; skin care lotions (cosmetics); skin care lotions for cosmetic purposes; aromatherapy lotions (for cosmetic purposes); 
cosmetic powders, creams and lotions for the face, hands and body; cosmetic lotions; anti-aging lotions (for cosmetic 
purposes); lotions for cosmetic purposes for reducing the appearance or freckles and age spots; lotions for cosmetic use; 
facial moisturizers for cosmetic use; facial moisturizers (cosmetics); essential oils for cosmetic purposes; aromatherapy 
oils (for cosmetic purposes); cosmetic oils, creams and lotions for the skin and body for topical use; eye gels (for 
cosmetic use); moisturizing gels (cosmetics); cosmetic creams and gels for the face, hands and body; anti-aging gels 
(cosmetics); gels for cosmetic use; firming creams for the eye contour for cosmetic purposes; creams for fair skin (for 
cosmetic purposes); eye creams (for cosmetic purposes); hand creams (for cosmetic purposes); lip creams (for cosmetic 
purposes); face and body creams (for cosmetic purposes); face creams (for cosmetic purposes); body creams 
(cosmetics); body creams (for cosmetic purposes); cosmetic creams for the skin; creams for the skin (for cosmetic use); 
age-spot reducing creams (for cosmetic purposes); creams, oils, lotions, sprays, pencils and balms for cosmetic use; 
cosmetic creams for the face; cosmetic creams for skin care; skin creams in liquid and solid form [for cosmetic use]; 
cosmetic creams; anti-aging creams (for cosmetic purposes); anti-wrinkle creams (for cosmetic purposes); cosmetics in 
the form of lotions; cosmetics for use on the skin; personal care cosmetics and preparations; cosmetics and cosmetic 
preparations; cold creams (for cosmetic purposes); cosmetics, namely milks, lotions and emulsions; cosmetics; body 
butter (for cosmetic purposes).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

3946811    12/07/2018

[International Registration No. : 1423234]
HARMONIST INC.

10736 Jefferson Blvd., 963 Culver City CA 90230 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Home fragrances; eaux de toilette; perfumes; eaux de parfum; perfume bases, namely, essential oils and flower extracts; 
perfume for linen, carpets and the atmosphere; incense; oils for perfumery; essential oils; oils for toilet purposes; bath 
oils; oils for cosmetic purposes; flower extracts sold as a component of cosmetics; scented polishing wax; scented 
powders for general purpose cleaning; cosmetics; cosmetic creams, namely, milk cream, shower cream, hand cream; lip 
balm not for medical use; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; powdered almond milk for cosmetic purposes; beauty 
mask; lotions for cosmetic purposes namely, skin lotion, skin cream, skin emollients, chemical peels for skin, fruit acid 
peels for skin, body polish, body balm, skin peels, non-medicated skin serum, skin clarifiers, skin cleansers, skin 
conditioners, skin conditioning creams for cosmetic purposes, skin lighteners, skin fresheners, skin gels for accelerating, 
enhancing or extending tans, skin masks, skin moisturizer, skin texturizers, skin toners, skin whitening creams; makeup; 
makeup remover; scented toilet water; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotion; perfumed soaps; toilet soaps; cosmetic 
preparations for bath; bath salts; shaving goods, namely, shaving lotions, shaving creams; shaving preparations; shaving 
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soaps, aftershave lotions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2018; Application No. : 4020180065275 ;Republic of Korea 

4028619    08/11/2018

[International Registration No. : 1438861]
RAEL KOREA, INC.

4F, 41, Hakdong-ro 97-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul KR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; non-medicated feminine hygiene wash; soaps for personal 
use; hair shampoo; detergent soap; dentifrices; cosmetics for animals; shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming 
preparations]; pre-moistened cleansing tissues; essential oils; facial packs; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; 
perfume; perfumery; beauty masks; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; tissues impregnated with cosmetics; cosmetic pads; 
cotton wool and cotton tip sticks for cosmetic purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2019; Application No. : 2042073 ;Australia 

4344132    08/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1496421]
Advanced Skin Technology Pty Ltd

Unit 8 Keysborough Close, Fiveways Business Centre Keysborough VIC 3173 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated skin care products and preparations; non-medicated creams for the skin, including for hydrating, toning, 
firming, moisturising, protecting, paling, exfoliating, softening and soothing the skin; after sun creams; age spot reducing 
creams; anti-aging creams; anti-aging cosmetic preparations; cold creams; non-medicated skin care beauty products and 
preparations; non-medicated skin care beauty products and preparations, including topical creams and gels for the 
prevention of skin aging, the treatment and repair of skin damage, the treatment of skin conditions, including age spots, 
freckles, wrinkles, sun burns and sun spots; sunscreens; sunscreen preparations; non-medicated skin care products and 
preparations, including creamy face powders, creamy foundations, eye creams, eye gels, perfumed creams; facial mists 
and sprays; preparations for colouring the skin; preparations for covering discoloured skin; non-medicated cleansing 
preparations for skin; non-medicated cleansing preparations for skin, including cream soaps, liquid face soaps, shower 
soaps infused with skin moisturizers, make-up removing preparations; non-medicated skin care lotions (cosmetic); non-
medicated skin care lotions (cosmetic), including lotions, clarifying lotions, creams, masks, gels, toners, serums, cleaners, 
soaps and peels; cosmetics; cosmetics, including lip care preparations and glosses, mascara; non-medicated creams for 
the skin.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4352897    08/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498542]
PARK, Jin Nam

701-305, 39, Hwamyeongsindosi-ro, Buk-gu Busan Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Lipsticks; make-up; badian essence; cosmetic preparations for skin care; eye liner; balms, other than for medical 
purposes; perfume; hair gel; nail varnish for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; cosmetic kits (cosmetic sets).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4367190    10/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1500908]
NARK IMOTI OOD

J.K. Gorublyane, ul. Muzeyna, 2A BG-1138 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Adhesives for cosmetic purposes; make-up; hair preparations and treatments; bath preparations; hair removal and 
shaving preparations; soaps and gels; skin, eye and nail care preparations; lip neutralizers; body glitters; beauty care 
cosmetics; washing creams; beauty milk; foams for use in the shower; body gels; face oils; body massage oils; 
phytocosmetic preparations; body cleansing foams; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : 4009426 ;Spain 

4385346    20/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504572]
E GRAU GIRONES ACTIVE COSMETICS, S.L.

av. Diagonal, 539, 4t. 1a. E-08029 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicinal toiletry preparations and cosmetic products; perfumery products; essential oils.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

2698308    25/11/2013

[International Registration No. : 1187385]
FUJIFILM Irvine Scientific, Inc.

1830 E. Warner Avenue Santa Ana CA 92705 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA AND ASSOCIATES

A-2E, CMA TOWER, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-24, NOIDA - 201 301

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Biological cell culture media for medical purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

2742034    01/04/2014

[International Registration No. : 1201907]
CLIFFORD SYDNEY COOPER

OMEC HOUSE, 108 Ripon Way, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire WD6 2JA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for eye care; eye 
drops; dietetic supplements; substances, foods and beverages adapted for medical use; foods and beverages which are 
adapted for medical purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 19/08/2016; Application No. : 1337921 ;Benelux 

3566449    30/11/2016

[International Registration No. : 1346990]
NUTRI-AD INTERNATIONAL, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP

Hoogveld 93 B-9200 DENDERMONDE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY

A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Natural food supplements and pharmaceutical nutritional additives, to apply in the context of aquaculture, in order to 
improve the stress and disease resistance of aquatic animals.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.DESCRIPTVIE WORDS 
APPEARING OVER THE MARK..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE LABELS SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE..
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2019; Application No. : 88397526 ;United States of America 

4351385    08/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1498497]
Mezzion Pharma Co., Ltd.

3F, C&H Bldg 35, Teheran-ro 87-Gil Seoul 06167 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; medicinal preparations; pharmaceuticals; pharmaceuticals for the treatment of cardiac 
disease.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4369300    08/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1501481]
BaumClinic B.V.

Louis Couperusplein 2 NL-2514 HP DEN HAAG Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Tampons; sanitary towels; pharmaceutical preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; materials for 
dressings; absorbent sanitary products, sanitary pants and sanitary knickers, panty liners (sanitary) for use as 
menstruation and incontinence supports; napkin-pants for incontinence, medical napkins for incontinents; menstruation 
bandages; breast pads; preparations for use in vaginal hygiene (medical); vaginal washes for medical purposes; vaginal 
antifungals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4383825    05/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503531]
FUJIAN TIME AND TIANHE INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

Honggongshan Development Zone, Honglai Town, Nanan City Fujian China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Paper tissues impregnated with disinfecting preparations; pesticides; sanitary napkins; compresses; disinfectants; 
medicines for human purposes; food for babies; depuratives; medicines for veterinary purposes; babies' napkin-pants.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/04/2019; Application No. : 302019000022447 ;Italy 

4386202    27/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504872]
FRAU PHARMA S.R.L.

VIA TRIVULZINA 13/1 AGRATE BRIANZA (MONZA E BRIANZA) Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Food supplements; dietary supplements; dietary supplements consisting of amino acids; dietary supplements consisting 
of minerals; dietary supplements consisting of trace elements; enzyme dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; 
dietary supplements for humans; feed supplements for veterinary purposes; anti-oxidants for use as dietary supplements; 
dietary supplements consisting of amino acids, minerals and trace elements; dietary supplements consisting of amino 
acids for medical purposes; dietary supplements consisting of minerals for medical purposes; nutritional supplements, 
containing omega 3 fatty acids; medical and veterinary preparations consisting primarily of fatty acids and/or omega 3; 
dietary and food supplements for medical and veterinary purposes deriving from edible oils and fats; amino acids for 
medical or veterinary purposes; food supplements consisting of amino acids; vitamins and vitamin preparations; dietary 
supplements consisting of vitamins; health food supplements made principally of vitamins; vitamin supplements; mineral 
water salts; medicinal oils; food supplements consisting of minerals; food supplements consisting of trace elements; 
lecithin dietary supplements; dietary fiber; nutritional supplements; nutraceuticals for therapeutic purposes; 
nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements; pharmaceutical preparations for activating cellular function; amino acids 
for medical purposes; amino acids for veterinary purposes; protein supplements for animals; protein dietary supplements; 
baby vitamins; vitamin preparations; salts for medical purposes; vermifuges; ferments for pharmaceutical purposes; 
enzymes for medical purposes; nutritive substances for microorganisms; cultures of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary use; candy, medicated; gum for medical purposes; milk of almonds for pharmaceutical purposes; dietetic foods 
adapted for medical purposes; linseed dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; royal jelly dietary 
supplements; pollen dietary supplements; lacteal flour for babies; food for babies; diabetic bread adapted for medical use; 
starch for dietetic or pharmaceutical purposes; yeast for pharmaceutical purposes; yeast dietary supplements; enzymes 
for veterinary purposes; dietary supplements for animals; lactose for pharmaceutical purposes; dietetic substances 
consisting of vitamins, minerals, trace elements, either individually or in combination; dietetic substances adapted for 
medical use; food supplements containing folic acid, 5- methyltetrahydrofolic acid, 5-methiltetrahydrofolic acid salts as 
racemate or single enantiomer, palmitoylethanolamide, phosphatidylpalmitoylethanolamide, phospholipids, 
phosphatidilserine, phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylinositol, palmitoylethanolamide, n-oleoylethanolamine, folic acid, 5- 
methyltetrahydrofolate salts as racemate or single enantiomer, inositol, myo-inositol and chiro-inositol; dietary 
supplements containing phospholipids, phosphatidilserine, phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylinositol, 
palmitoylethanolamide, noleoylethanolamine, folic acid, 5-methyltetrahydrofolate salts as racemate or single enantiomer, 
inositol, myoinositol and chiro-inositol; pesticides; biocides; insecticides; herbicides; rat poison; algicides; acaricides; 
soil-sterilising preparations; fly catching paper; medicines for human purposes; asthmatic tea; hemorrhoid preparations; 
bacteriological preparations for medical and veterinary use; lead water; syrups for pharmaceutical purposes; capsules for 
medicines; pharmaceutical preparations; cocaine; chemical contraceptives; vaccines; digestives for pharmaceutical 
purposes; analgesics; medicine cases, portable, filled; elixirs [pharmaceutical preparations]; laxatives; hematogen; 
germicides; lupulin for pharmaceutical purposes; menthol; narcotics; remedies for foot perspiration; blood for medical 
purposes; vesicants; sedatives; sugar for medical purposes;biological preparations for medical purposes; medical 
preparations for slimming purposes; antibiotics; medicinal hair growth preparations; adjuvants for medical purposes; 
eyewashes; appetite suppressant pills; antioxidant pills; alginates for pharmaceutical purposes; alcohol for 
pharmaceutical purposes; wart pencils; balms for medical purposes; calomel; fumigating sticks; detergents for medical 
purposes; tincture of iodine; lotions for pharmaceutical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; 
suppositories; sunburn ointments; extracts of hops for pharmaceutical purposes; sea water for medicinal bathing; mud for 
baths; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; radium for 
medical purposes; gases for medical purposes; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; semen for 
artificial insemination; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; solutions for contact lenses; air purifying preparations; 
depuratives; deodorants, other than for human beings or for animals; dog washes; repellents for dogs; veterinary 
preparations; sanitary panties; tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; diapers [babies' napkins]; antiseptic 
cotton; bandages for dressings; compresses; caustic pencils; adhesive bands for medical purposes; dental amalgams; 
diapers for pets; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; adhesive plasters; surgical dressings; teeth filling material; 
moulding wax for dentists; disinfectants; vermin destroying preparations; fungicides; medicated diapers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4386620    07/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504691]
Ubiosis Co., Ltd.

Room 810, SICOX Tower, 484, Dunchon-daero, Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Collagen for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations containing collagen for medical purposes; collagen for 
pharmaceutical purposes; collagen for the treatment of skin, hair, nail and joint diseases; gelatin for medical purposes; 
nutritional additives for medical purposes; nutritional additives consisting primarily of protein, for medical purposes; 
pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; adjuvants for medical purposes; drugs for medical purposes; stem cells for 
medical purposes; dermatological pharmaceutical preparations; medicines for human purposes; pharmaceutical 
preparations; lozenges for pharmaceutical purposes; medicated serums for skin care; pharmaceutical agents for 
epidermis; collagen for skin care for medical purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 6 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 008 285 ;Germany 

4384216    04/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503677]
PASCHAL-Werk G. Maier GmbH

KreuzbühIstraße 5 77790 Steinach Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Building and construction materials and elements of metal; formwork of metal; formwork elements with formwork shell 
mainly made of metal; accessories [of metal] for formwork and formwork elements; lateral protection [of metal] for 
formwork and formwork elements; small items of metal hardware, in particular nuts, bolts and fasteners of metal; 
formwork parts of metal for concrete, in particular formwork boards and panels, formwork tables for slab formwork, 
formwork corners, compensation parts, connecting bolts, formwork tension rods, spacers of metal, conical stop elements 
for spacers; spacers being building elements made of metal; shuttering and cladding of metal for use in moulding 
concrete; scaffolding and scaffolding parts of metal, in particular the aforesaid for application on or of formwork walls, 
panels and railings for panels in the form of mounts for formwork walkways, formwork supports; profile rails, end rails and 
crossbeams for overlapping and aligning adjacent formwork panels; girders and beams of metal; building panels of metal; 
metal frames of metal for building; wall formwork, ceiling formwork and support formwork of metal; work platforms, 
concreting platforms and support scaffolding of metal.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4386196    16/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504847]
BEIJING WISDOM MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD

NO.19, XITONG ROAD, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, MIYUN DISTRICT 102206 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metal processing machinery; cutting tools [parts of machines]; holding devices of machine tools; turning machines; 
threading machines; drilling machines; broaching machines; blade holders; gear cutting tool.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4386388    24/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1505104]
ZHEJIANG MONRO M&E CO., LTD

Nanquan Phase II, Industrial Development Zone, Taiping Street, Wenling City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pump (machine); pump (machine, engine or motor parts); electric wrench; non-manual hand held tools; atmospheric 
pressure control mechanisms for machinery, engines and motors; hydraulic controls for machinery, engines and motors; 
air compression pump; pressure valve (machine parts); hydraulic components (excluding vehicle hydraulic system); 
vacuum pump (machine).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4386604    25/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1504701]
Zhejiang Liwei Fuel Injection Co.,Ltd.

NO.83 Rd, Shiniu, Shuige Industrial Park, Lishui Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dynamos; pistons for cylinders; cylinders for motors and engines; pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; 
compressors [machines]; carburetter feeders; ball-bearings; pill machine; fuel conversion apparatus for internal 
combustion engines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 8 
 

 

4384329    05/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1503807]
ZHEJIANG WEIJIE DRESS FACILITY CO., LTD.

No. 79, Airport South Road, Xiachen, Jiaojiang District, Taizhou City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
2976024

IR DIVISION
Table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons]; goffering irons; riveters [hand tools]; scissors; embossers [hand tools]; scraping 
tools [hand tools]; hand-operated press tools; hand implements for hair curling; flat irons; graving tools [hand tools].

5294



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

2732473    25/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1200105]
SHENZHEN BEIDOU COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY CO, LTD

Room 402, 4/F, the 5th Building, Donghua Hi-Tech Pioneer Park, Nanguang road, Nanshan district, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR

C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing apparatus; navigational instruments; telephones; satellite navigational apparatus; walkie-talkies; cameras 
(photography); altimeters; remote control apparatus; batteries for pocketlamps; cameras (cinematographic).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 36120102 ;China 

4309603    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488757]
GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.

No.18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang’an, Dongguan Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telephone apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for 
smartphones; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile phones; GPS navigation device; in-car 
telephone handset cradles; selfie lenses; USB cables; electric plugs; batteries, electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless 
chargers; USB chargers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 4535059 ;France 

4339193    10/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1495834]
SOURIAU

9 rue de la Porte de Buc F-78000 VERSAILLES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric, electronic, optoelectronic or optical connectors; wiring harness consisting of electric, electronic, optoelectronic, 
or optical cables and connectors; components of such connectors, namely electrical contacts, contact sockets and pins, 
contact ferrules, contact terminals, connector housings.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4342263    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496839]
Fried, Limor

150 Varick Street New York NY 10013 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
USB hardware and software for computer programming.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 88375989 ;United States of America 

4353647    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497739]
AB INITIO LLC

201 SPRING STREET LEXINGTON MA 02421 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for data processing and data management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4368020    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500083]
INVO BIOSCIENCE, INC.

5582 BROADCAST COURT SARASOTA FL 34240 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laboratory equipment, namely, warming blocks, pipettes, petri dishes and sperm collection tubes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/09/2019; Application No. : UK00003430689 ;United Kingdom 

4385224    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503905]
Clear Score Technology Limited

47 Durham Street London SE11 5JA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; software; application software; platform software; computer software; 
mobile apps; downloadable applications; mobile application software; web application software; downloadable application 
software; cloud computing software; blog software; security software; data encryption and security apparatus; database 
server software; computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing financial services; 
computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing information on financial services; 
computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing financial ratings and credit reports; 
computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing credit assessment and credit 
screening services; computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing credit reporting 
services; computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing credit rating services; 
computer software, mobile application software and platform software for providing credit scoring services; computer 
software, mobile application software and platform software for the preparation of credit reports; computer software, 
mobile application software and platform software for credit application processing; computer software, mobile 
application software and platform software for collection and systemization of data; computer software, mobile application 
software and platform software for providing data processing and data verification services; computer software, mobile 
application software and platform software for the aggregation of financial data; computer software, mobile application 
software and platform software for the aggregation of personal financial data; computer software, mobile application 

5301



software and platform software for providing financial advice; computer software, mobile application software and 
platform software for customer profiling; computer software, mobile application software and platform software for 
matching consumers with financial products and financial instruments, including credit cards, personal loans, mortgages, 
car finance deals, mobile phone contracts, pension funds; computer software, mobile application software and platform 
software enabling customers to communicate with providers of financial services; computer software, mobile application 
software and platform software for marketing of financial products; computer software, mobile application software and 
platform software for providing advice on debt management and debt repayment; financial management software; 
electronic publications recorded on computer media; electronic databases recorded on computer media; databases; 
interactive databases; computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer software 
for creating searchable databases of information and data; downloadable publications; electronic publications; 
downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic publications in the field of finance; downloadable 
electronic publications in the field of credit reporting; digital media content; media software; media players; multi-media 
recordings; downloadable educational media; media streaming software; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

5302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4385313    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504535]
ARCACTIVE LIMITED

128B Waterloo Road, Hornby Christchurch 8042 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic apparatus for neutralising electrostatic fields; fuel cell electrodes; carbon fibre fabric used as the structural 
framework for electrodes; batteries and battery chargers; electrodes for use in electrochemistry; electrodes for use in the 
electrolysis of liquid electrolytes; electrodes (other than medical) made from synthetic materials for the measurement of 
ions; electrodes with amplifiers; electrodes without amplifiers; electrodes for electrical discharge machines; oxygen 
electrodes, not for medical use.

5303



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-097710 ;Japan 

4386300    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504967]
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

7-3 Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8310 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Programmable controllers.

5304



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

4386643    03/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504793]
Shenzhen Weilixun Technology Co.,Ltd.

3F, Building C15, Fuyuan Industrial Park, No.598 Zhoushi Road, Jiuwei Community, Hangcheng Street, Bao'an Dist., Shenzhen 
Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Horns for loudspeakers; enlarging apparatus [photography]; meters; optical apparatus and instruments; wires, electric; 
theft prevention installations, electric; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric.

5305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/06/2018; Application No. : EM017911856 ;European Union 

4391214    01/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1505975]
RAAMaudio UK Ltd

Unit 4 Bells Yew Green Business Court, Bells Yew Green East Sussex TN3 9BJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Data processing equipment; computers; computer software; computer hardware; keyboards; mice; cables, electric; 
speakers; ethernet controllers; circulators in the nature of electronic components; network boards (terms too vague in the 
opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); memory boards; electrical circuit boards 
(terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); computer circuit 
boards; electrical switch boards; computer interface boards; add-on circuit boards; computer add-on boards; printed 
wiring boards; integrated circuit boards; integrated circuit chips; integrated circuit modules; electronic circuit cards; 
electrical circuit breakers; integrated circuit memories; printed electric circuits; computer network switches; high 
frequency switches; electric current switches; power adapters; ethernet adapters; electric convertors; electric rectifiers; 
electric plugs; electrical sockets; electrical inductors; electric leads; electrical meters; electrical conduits; electric 
switching apparatus; switch panels [electric]; data storage devices; memory storage devices; computer network adapters; 
test adapters for testing printed circuit boards; high-frequency switching power supplies; wireless computer peripherals; 
microcontrollers.

5306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 10 
 

 

2918847    20/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230316]
G & G BIOTECHNOLOGY LTD

Beit Ha'Rofim, 4 Ben Gurion St. Haifa Israel

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR

C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Breast implants consisting of artificial materials and parts and components therefor.

5307



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 10 
 

3717754    11/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382031]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, namely medical devices for sensing, measuring, diagnostic and 
treatment purposes in the field of sleep including wearable medical devices to be worn on the user"s head while sleeping.

5308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 10 
 

4121932    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1455080]
SS INNOVATIONS CHINA CO., LTD.

Unit 12-17, 10th Floor, Building 5, No.2. Science Park Road, Baiyang Street, Hangzhou Economic and Technological Development Zone 
Zhejiang Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Surgical robots; cases fitted for medical instruments; surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and 
instruments; saws for surgical purposes; scalpels; scissors for surgery; surgical cutlery; surgical drapes; suture needles; 
suture materials; trocars; probes for medical purposes; forceps; knives for surgical purposes; cannulae; catheters; clips; 
surgical endoscopy cameras for medical purposes; insufflators; brushes for cleaning body cavities; armchairs for medical 
or dental purposes.

5309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 11 
 

4391700    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505707]
Norcros Group (Holdings) Limited

Ladyfield House, Station Road Wilmslow Cheshire SK9 1BU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Installations, apparatus and fixtures for bathrooms; installations, apparatus and fixtures for bathrooms made of metal, 
brass and imitations thereof; installations, apparatus and fixtures for water supply; installations, apparatus and fixtures for 
sanitary purposes; water filtering apparatus; water purification apparatus; apparatus for lighting, drying and heating; 
valves for water supply; valves for sanitary purposes; plumbing fixtures and fittings; taps; faucets; baths; spa baths; 
whirlpool baths; bidets; showers; shower cubicles; sinks; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; toilets; toilet 
seats; toilet bowls; urinals; hand drying apparatus; water heaters; immersion heaters; heated towel rails; stop cocks; stop 
valves being safety apparatus for water apparatus and pipes; stop valves for regulating water; valves (faucets) being parts 
for sanitary installations; level controlling valves being parts for sanitary installations; level controlling valves and tanks; 
valves (taps) being parts for sanitary installations; thermostatic valves; valves for controlling levels in tanks; bath fittings; 
bath installations; bath plumbing fixtures; heaters for baths; mixer taps for water pipes; water softening apparatus; 
washers for water taps; water filtering apparatus; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 12 
 

4383702    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503848]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH

Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicle tires.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 13/06/2019; Application No. : 302019000039441 ;Italy 

4384113    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503633]
MOTORI MINARELLI S.p.A.

Via S. Vitalino 19, Località Lippo I-40012 CALDERARA Dl RENO (BOLOGNA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Land motor vehicles; land electric motor vehicles; engines for land vehicles; bicycles; electric bicycles; motorcycles; 
electric motorcycles; scooters (motorcycles); electric scooters (motorcycles); bodyworks for cycles and motorcycles; 
parts for engine; parts for electric motor; two, three, four wheeled vehicles; brakes for vehicles; cycles; motor vehicles; 
luggage racks and accessories for cycles, motorcycles, bicycles, motor vehicles, namely air pumps [vehicle accessories], 
vehicle windscreen, reversing alarms for vehicle, electric cigarette lighters for land vehicle; motors; frames; handlebars; 
saddles; drive components namely torque converters for land vehicles, driving motors for land vehicles, fuel storage 
systems and component parts as structural parts of vehicles; brakes for cycle, bicycles and motorcycles; rims for vehicle 
wheels; stands for bicycles and motorcycles as parts of bicycles and motorcycles; mudguards; direction signals for 
vehicles; frames for bicycles and motorcycles; pedals for bicycles and motorcycles; rearview mirrors; saddle covers for 
bicycles and motorcycles; saddles for bicycles and motorcycles; saddlebags adapted for bicycles and motorcycles; 
engines for land vehicles; electric motors for land vehicles; motorcycle bags namely tank bags, tail bags, side handbags, 
top-cases; anti-theft devices for vehicles; direction signals for vehicles; horns for vehicles; bells for cycles; seats for 
vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; shock absorbing springs for vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; vehicle 
chassis; vehicle seats; pneumatic tires; casings for pneumatic tires; non-skid devices for vehicle tires; adhesive rubber 
patches for repairing inner tubes; tire pumps for bicycles and motorcycles; repair outfits for inner tubes, namely, tire 
repair patches; rims for vehicle wheels; parts and fittings for land vehicles; machine couplings and transmission 
components for land vehicles; clutches for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for 
land vehicles; driving chains for land vehicles; connecting rods for land vehicles; motorcycle engines; transmission shafts 
for land vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles.

5312



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-103224 ;Japan 

4338486    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1495707]
CITIZEN TOKEI KABUSHIKI KAISHA also trading as CITIZEN WATCH CO., LTD.

1-12, 6-chome, Tanashi-cho, Nishi-tokyo-shi Tokyo Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches, clocks and parts and fittings thereof.

5313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 16 
 

4387791    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504784]
Double A (1991) Public Company Limited

1 Moo 2, Thatoom, Srimahaphote, Prachinburi Thailand Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
File folders (office requisites); clip folders; ring binders; plastic folders for stationery use; alphabet stencils; drawing 
rulers; erasers; staples; paper fasteners; notebooks; scratch pads; diaries; pencil leads; pen ink refills; typewriter paper; 
paper for photocopying; paper for computer printers; facial tissues of paper; paper handkerchiefs; hand towels of paper; 
toilet paper; multipurpose paper; uncoated paper; bond paper for printing; bond paper for writing; glue for household or 
stationery purpose; paper-clips; office staplers; plastic envelopes for stationery use; indexes; document indexes; pencils; 
clutch pencils; index dividers; correction tapes (office requisites); pens; marker pens; correction pens; ballpoint pens; 
whiteboard marker pens; highlighter pens; folders (stationery).

5314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 18 
 

4366215    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500241]
Mary Frances Accessories, Inc.

1407 Oakland Blvd. 204 Walnut Creek CA 94596 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Purses and handbags.

5315



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4386369    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505060]
Jiangxi Huaqiang Furniture Co., Ltd.

Dongshan Furniture Industrial Park, Nankang Economic Development Zone, Ganzhou City Jiangxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pillow; mattress; non-metallic coat hooks; bed; sofa; mirror (glass mirror); furniture; cork; curtain ring; food plastic 
ornament.

5316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 20 
 

4386588    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504695]
Jiangxi Dingsheng Houseware Co., Ltd.

East Longling Industrial Park, Nankang District, Ganzhou City Jiangxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pillow; sofa; latex mattress; furniture; bed; pet cushion; mattress; mirror (glass mirror); boxes not of metal; decorations of 
plastic for foodstuffs.

5317



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 21 
 

Priority claimed from 19/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-098707 ;Japan 

4383696    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504059]
Shiseido Company, Limited

5-5, Ginza 7-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0061 Japan

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
860575

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic and toilet utensils; industrial packaging glass containers for cosmetics; make-up removing appliances; 
applicators for cosmetics; electrically heated hair brushes; electric hair combs; gloves for applying hair color; dental 
flossers; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 21 
 

4391193    26/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506019]
BLACKCUBE Co., Ltd.

305 Gongjangdong, 107 Jiwon-ro, Danwon-gu Ansan-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-electric pots; frying pans; chopping boards for kitchen use; sealed storage containers of glass for preserving food; 
non-electric roasting pans; pot lids; cooking pots [non-electric]; hot pots, not electrically heated; frying pans [non-
electric]; pans; cutting boards for the kitchen; knife rests for the table; containers for household or kitchen use; containers 
for foodstuffs; heat-insulated containers; cooking utensils, non-electric; drinking vessels; tableware, other than knives, 
forks and spoons.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4086680    08/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1448851]
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Two College Street Providence RI 02903 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shirts, sweatshirts, t-shirts, tank tops, caps and sweatpants.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 2013263 ;Australia 

4354990    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497817]
Le Bent Pty Ltd

1302 / 4 Daydream St Warriewood NSW 2102 Australia

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2858432, 2886889, 2886973

IR DIVISION
Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear); athletics wear; balaclavas; articles of clothing made from wool; bandanas 
(neckerchiefs); boxer shorts; clothes; footless socks; footless tights; gymwear; half-hose; knitwear (clothing); hose; 
hosiery; sports hosiery; athletic clothing; leggings (leg warmers); leggings (trousers); neckerchiefs; socks; sports socks; 
sports garments (other than golf gloves); men's clothing; sports headgear (other than helmets); sportswear; sportswear 
(other than golf gloves or helmets); sweat-absorbent stockings; children's clothing; sweat-absorbent underclothing; 
sweat-absorbent underwear; underclothes; underclothing; underclothing for boys; ski clothing (other than for protection 
against injury); underclothing for children; underclothing for girls; underclothing for men; underclothing for women; 
underpants; clothing; undershirts; underwear; headwear; thermally insulated clothing (not specifically adapted for 
protection against accident or injury); sports clothing (other than golf gloves); clothing for sports; clothing, not being 
protective clothing, incorporating reflective or fluorescent elements or material; gloves (clothing); knitted clothing; flat 
caps; caps being headwear; headgear including caps; sports caps; skull caps; thermal clothing (not specifically adapted 
for protection against accident or injury); t-shirts; printed t-shirts; jackets (clothing); beanies; sweatshirts; shorts; 
women's clothing; woollen clothing; athletics hose.

5321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 25 
 

4391164    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506030]
Citizens of Humanity, LLC

5715 Bickett Street Huntington Park CA 90255 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparel, namely, bottoms, dungarees, jeans, pants, shorts, and trousers, skirts, mini skirts, jackets, vests, tops, shirts, t-
shirts, sweatshirts and fleece shirts, bathing suits, bathrobes, beachwear, belts, bikinis, blazers, blouses, boots, 
camisoles, caps, cardigans, coats, cover ups, dresses, footwear, gloves, hats, head bands, hosiery, jerseys, jumpers, 
jumpsuits, lingerie, neckwear, overalls, overcoats, pajamas, scarves, rainwear, sandals, shawls, shoes, sleepwear, 
slippers, sneakers, socks, sport coats, suits, swimwear, tank tops, undergarments and wristbands.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 4022827 ;Spain 

4383850    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503564]
KAZESP, S.L.

Quimica, 23, Poligono Ind. Can Sunyer E-08740 SANT ANDREU DE LA BARCA (BARCELONA) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; canned olives; 
jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yogurt and other dairy products; oils and fats for food.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 29 
 

4391032    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505310]
Khaisook Co., Ltd.

42/14 Sukhumvit 71 Road, Phra Khanong Nuea Sub-district, Vadhana District 10110 Bangkok Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Foods made from egg white, not for medical use.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 24/05/2019; Application No. : 1964829 ;Canada 

4391182    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505637]
McCain Foods Limited

8800 Main Street Florenceville-Bristol NB E7L 1B2 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Potatoes and potato products namely, baked, roasted, fried, French fried, battered, extruded, packaged and frozen 
potatoes, mashed, dried, instant mashed potatoes, and chilled potatoes, processed potato specialties, namely, potato 
wedges, diced hashbrowns, hashbrown patties, lattice-cut chips, potato patties, diced potato cubes, potato puffs, potato 
skins and shells, stuffed potato skins and shells, potato croquettes, instant potato flakes, mashed potato mix, potato 
pancakes, hash browns, onion rings, breaded and battered onion rings; potato-based snack foods; vegetable-based 
snack foods; fruit-based snack foods; legume-based snack foods; dairy-based snack foods; poultry-based snack foods; 
fish-based snack foods; seafood-based snack foods; meat-based snack foods; appetizers consisting primarily of 
potatoes; appetizers consisting primarily of vegetables; appetizers consisting primarily of fruit; appetizers consisting 
primarily of legumes; appetizers consisting primarily of dairy; appetizers consisting primarily of poultry; appetizers 
consisting primarily of fish; appetizers consisting primarily of seafood; appetizers consisting primarily of meat; potato-
based dips; vegetable-based dips; fruit-based dips; legume-based dips; dairy-based dips; poultry-based dips; fish-based 
dips; seafood-based dips; meat-based dips; fresh (pre-cut), frozen, chilled, dehydrated, battered and/or processed fruits 
and vegetables; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of vegetables; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of 
fruit; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of legumes; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of dairy; frozen 
prepared meals consisting primarily of poultry; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of fish; frozen prepared meals 
consisting primarily of seafood; frozen prepared meals consisting primarily of meat; prepared meals and entrees 
consisting primarily of vegetables; prepared meals and entrees consisting primarily of fruit; prepared meals and entrees 
consisting primarily of legumes; prepared meals and entrees consisting primarily of dairy; prepared meals and entrees 
consisting primarily of poultry; prepared meals and entrees consisting primarily of fish; prepared meals and entrees 
consisting primarily of seafood; prepared meals and entrees consisting primarily of meat.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2016; Application No. : UK00003203452 ;United Kingdom 

3613184    13/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1359605]
TEA UK LIMITED

10 Willow Walk Farnborough, Kent BR6 7AA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC

313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; ices; ice; tea-based beverages; coffee-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; 
artificial coffee-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages with milk; cocoa-based beverages with milk; coffee-based 
beverages with milk; tea-based beverages with milk; chai tea; chai latte drinks; cold chai latte drinks; coconut chai latte 
based drinks; ice beverages with a chai base; flavourings for beverages other than essential oils.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 30 
 

4386158    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504619]
HLEKS GIDA SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Toplarönü Sokak No:16 Anadoluhisari Beykoz Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee, cocoa; coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based beverages, pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles, pastries 
and bakery products based on flour, desserts based on flour and chocolate, bread, simit [Turkish ring-shaped bagel 
covered with sesame seeds], pogaca [Turkish bagel], pita, sandwiches, katmer [Turkish pastry], pies, cakes, baklava 
[Turkish dessert based on dough coated with syrup], kadayif [Turkish dessert based on dough], desserts based on dough 
coated with syrup, puddings, custard, kazandibi [Turkish pudding], rice pudding, keskül [Turkish pudding], honey, bee 
glue for human consumption, propolis for food purposes, vanilla (flavoring), spices, sauces (condiments), tomato sauce, 
yeast, baking powder, flour, semolina, starch for food, sugar, cube sugar, powdered sugar, tea, iced tea, confectionery, 
chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers, popping candies, chewing gums, ice-cream, edible ices, salt, cereal-based snack 
food, popcorn, crushed oats, corn chips, breakfast cereals, processed wheat for human consumption, crushed barley for 
human consumption, processed oats for human consumption, processed rye for human consumption, rice, molasses for 
food.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 32 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/05/2018; Application No. : 602520 ;Portugal 

3940452    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421054]
SUPER BOCK GROUP, SGPS, S.A.

Leça do Balio P-4465-764 Matosinhos Portugal

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 33 
 

4093862    28/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1366953]
LAITILAN WIRVOITUSJUOMATEHDAS OY

Limonaadikuja 4 FI-23800 Laitila Finland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4337965    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1242199]
BUZZBALLZ, LLC

2114 McDaniel Drive, Carrollton TX 75006 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers; alcoholic beverages, namely, mixed alcoholic drinks and wine, namely rum/coke, gin 
and tonic, vodka tonic, martinis, whiskey sour, cosmopolitan, manhattan, mojito, red wine, white wine, pink wine, scotch 
and water, scotch and soda, margaritas, and other mixed alcoholic beverages except beers; alcoholic cocktail mixes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 09/10/2019; Application No. : 302019000072407 ;Italy 

4383740    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504179]
TORRE ZAMBRA S.R.L.

Viale Regina Margherita, 24 I-66010 Villamagna (CH) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine.

5331



Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4383699    06/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503906]
Hangzhou Mengku Technology Co.,Ltd.

Room 517, No.2 Tower, Xixi Century Center, Xihu District, Hangzhou 310012 Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; relocation 
services for businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; accounting; sponsorship search.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 35 
 

 

4383703    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504082]
Jiangxi Avatar Wood Industry Co., Ltd.

West District of Longling Industrial Park, Longling Town, Nankang District, Ganzhou City Jiangxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; goods display services; online advertising on a computer network; accounting.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 35 
 

4385216    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503897]
Jiangxi Zhongfa Industrial Co., Ltd.

Xiufeng Resettlement Site of Xinwu Village, Longling Town, Nankang District, Ganzhou City 341000 Jiangxi Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; product display services; accounting; import-export agency 
services; retail services for others; marketing; outsourcing services (commercial assistance); search engine optimisation; 
providing online marketplaces for buyers and sellers of goods and services.
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4386306    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504976]
WIZCART TECHNOLOGIES LLC

3277 BRIAR COURT CHINO HILLS CA 91709 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing via a searchable online website, advertising and a consumer informational guide featuring the goods and 
services of other vendors in the field of residential services, home services, commercial services, transportation, medical 
care, and insurance.
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4385309    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504486]
PACIFIC PRIME (CHINA) CO., LTD.

Room 601, 139 Kangjian Road, Xuhui District 201112 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance underwriting; insurance consultancy; insurance information; actuarial service; fire insurance underwriting; 
health insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; marine insurance underwriting; accident insurance 
underwriting; insurance brokerage.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 88274324 ;United States of America 

4391038    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505372]
Bala Ramamoorthy

7361 Calhoun Place, Suite 600 Rockville MD 20853 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial and investment services, namely, asset and investment acquisition, and consultation; investment services, 
namely, asset acquisition, consultation, and management services.
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Priority claimed from 29/05/2019; Application No. : 2019-075356 ;Japan 

4386550    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504664]
Integrated Geotechnology Institute Limited

1-23-6 Yotsuya, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Construction; provision of technical information in relation to construction; construction of civil engineering works; 
provision of technical information in relation to construction of civil engineering works; construction work of reinforced 
soil wall; provision of technical information in relation to construction work of reinforced soil wall; construction 
consultancy; construction supervision; technical advisory services relating to construction; consultancy relating to 
construction of civil engineering works; supervision of construction of civil engineering works; technical advisory 
services relating to construction of civil engineering works; consultancy relating to construction work of reinforced soil 
wall; supervision of construction work of reinforced soil wall; technical advisory services relating to construction work of 
reinforced soil wall; operation and maintenance of building equipment; operation and maintenance of construction 
equipment.
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4134674    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452209]
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Two College Street Providence RI 02903 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction in liberal arts, design, art, print making, photography, 
architecture and industrial design and art museum services.
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4361287    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499563]
INVO BIOSCIENCE

5582 BROADCAST COURT SARASOTA FL 34240 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, conducting classes, seminars, conferences and workshops in the field of medical fertility 
procedures.
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Priority claimed from 01/05/2019; Application No. : 88411134 ;United States of America 

4369238    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501355]
Abeona Therapeutics, Inc.

1330 Avenue of the Americas New York NY 10019 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
(Based on Use in Commerce) Development of pharmaceutical preparations for gene therapy.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 002 081 ;Germany 

4386277    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504940]
Ecolab Deutschland GmbH

Ecolab-Allee 1 40789 Monheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Technical surveying; technical inspection services; testing, analysis and evaluation of the goods and services of others 
for the purpose of certification; surveying; scientific research and analysis; laboratory testing services; providing 
scientific research information and results from an online searchable database; advice, consulting and information 
concerning the aforesaid, included in this class; technological consultancy; quality control services to assure disinfection 
compliance of cleanrooms with industry standards within the scope of quality control; provision of temporary use of web-
based database applications featuring technologies that give users the ability to review data showing the efficacy of 
cleanroom disinfecting products across relevant cleanroom surfaces and organisms; provision of temporary use of 
database software featuring technologies that give users the ability to review data showing the efficacy of cleanroom 
disinfecting products across relevant cleanroom surfaces and organisms.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2013; Application No. : 86123026 ;United States of America 

2725599    07/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1195185]
Bridgestreet TM, LLC

11180 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 400 Reston VA 20191 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES

2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing furnished temporary housing and accommodations to the general public as an alternative to hotel and/or motel 
accommodations.
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Priority claimed from 19/11/2013; Application No. : 86123029 ;United States of America 

2727500    07/01/2014
[International Registration No. : 1196131]
BRIDGESTREET TM, LLC

11180 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 400 Reston VA 20191 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAGAR CHANDRA & ASSOCIATES

2/48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, NEW DELHI 16

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing furnished temporary housing and accommodations to the general public as an alternative to hotel and/or motel 
accommodations.
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Priority claimed from 07/06/2019; Application No. : 733427 ;Switzerland 

4356203    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487796]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical services and provision of information on such services.
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4356541    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498879]
Christian Motorcyclists Association, Inc.

P.O. Box 9 Hatfield AR 71945 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Evangelistic ministerial services.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2013; Application No. : M-13-974 ;Latvia 

2697130    23/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188498]
PRIMETEH, AS

Gustava Zemgala gatve 76 LV-1039 Riga LV

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR

C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Ready to use concrete; concrete; concrete floors; concrete panels; concrete piles; concrete beams; concrete 
walls; blocks of concrete.

Cl.37;Concrete pouring and forming for buildings and other commercial or public concrete structures; coatings of 
concrete.
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2857124    24/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1215928]
TORING TURBINE D.O.O.

Ferrarska ulica 8 SI-6000 Koper SI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

B-256 TOP FLOOR PALAM EXTEN. NEAR RAMPHAL CHOWK, SEC-7 DWARKA NEW DELHI 110077

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); air suction machines; turbines other than for land vehicles; turbines and 
components for turbines belonging to this class; water turbines; hydraulic turbines; turbines for aeration of standing 
waters; turbines for treatment of standing waters; turbines for power generation; turbines for water aeration and 
oxygenation; turbine pumps; vertical turbine pumps; turbine blades for power generation; turbine shafts (machine parts); 
water turbine generators; steam turbines (except for land vehicles); suction turbines (except for land vehicles); shaft 
couplings (machines); shafts for machines; shafts for turbines; crank shafts; transmission shafts (except for land 
vehicles); bearings for shafts; bearings for transmission shafts; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; turbine 
shafts (machine parts); graders (machines or machine parts); lifting beams; shaft couplings (machines); machine shafts; 
shafts bearings for vacuum pumps; shafts for pumps; machine coupling; machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); shaft couplings (machines); power tools for applying or installing electrical 
connectors; floats for turbines; motorised water aerators; self-aspirating aerators; scarifiers; rotary aerators for water 
aeration; gasifiers; water aerators; compressor water aerators; jet water aerators; turbine water aerators; water aeration 
equipment belonging to this class; self-aspirating turbines for aeration of wastewater; high-pressure machines for 
cleaning surfaces using water; asynchronous electric motors; automatic grapnels for marine purposes; machines and 
apparatus for cleaning (electric); pumps (as of machines or engines); pumps (machines); aerating pumps for aquaria; 
electric generators; electric machines and apparatus for wet cleaning; filters (pans of machines); air cleaners (for 
engines); cylinder heads for engines; machine wheels; hydraulic engines; hydraulic door openers and closers (parts of 
machines); water separators; moulds (parts of machines); compressors (machines); clack valves (parts of machines); 
mud catchers and collectors (machines); engines other than for land vehicles; filtering apparatus; aerocondensers; 
regulators (parts of machines); pressure regulators (parts of machines); speed regulators for machines, engines and 
motors; separators; suction machines (for industrial purposes); clutches other than for land vehicles; aerated water 
making apparatus; pressure valves (parts of machines); turbochargers; vacuum pumps (machines); vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; data 
processing equipment and computers; computer software; turbine meters; control devices for water turbines; turbine 
control systems comprising electronic sensors and related software; automated control system namely microprocessor-
based hardware and software for monitoring the status of industrial machines, namely turbines and/or generators and/or 
compressors; acoustic couplers; fibre optic couplers; cd-roms; chips (parts of integrated circuits); image files, 
uploadable through a computer network (internet); slides; floppy disk drives; DVDs; electronic publications, uploadable 
through a computer network (internet); electronic certificates; electronic trademarks; electric installations for the remote 
control of industrial operations; computer programs, downloadable software, uploadable through a computer network 
(internet); computer programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; beacons, luminous.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; water purifying apparatus; water purifying machines; tap-water purifying apparatus; wastewater and 
water treatment units; distillation apparatus; water filtering apparatus; purification installations for sewage; water 
purification installations; ionisation apparatus for treatment of air or water; water purification apparatus and machines; 
regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus.
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Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; trade, wholesale trade, retail trade, 
representation, brokerage, distribution, online store or online sales of the following products and services: machines and 
machine tools, motors and engines (except for land vehicles), machine coupling and transmission components (except 
for land vehicles), air suction machines, turbines other than for land vehicles, turbines and components for turbines 
belonging to this class, water turbines, hydraulic turbines, turbines for aeration of standing waters, turbines for treatment 
of standing waters, turbines for power generation, turbines for water aeration and oxygenation, turbine pumps, vertical 
turbine pumps, turbine blades for power generation, turbine shafts (machine parts), water turbine generators, steam 
turbines (except for land vehicles), suction turbines (except for land vehicles), shaft couplings (machines), shafts for 
machines, shafts for turbines, crank shafts, transmission shafts (except for land vehicles), bearings for shafts, bearings 
for transmission shafts, crankcases for machines, motors and engines, turbine shafts (machine parts), graders (machines 
or machine parts), lifting beams, shaft couplings (machines), machine shafts, shafts bearings for vacuum pumps, shafts 
for pumps, machine coupling, machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), shalt couplings 
(machines), power tools for applying or installing electrical connectors, floats for turbines, motorised water aerators, self-
aspirating aerators, aerators, rotary aerators for water aeration, gasifiers, water aerators, compressor water aerators, jet 
water aerators, turbine water aerators, water aeration equipment, self-aspirating turbines for aeration of wastewater, high-
pressure machines for cleaning surfaces using water, asynchronous electric motors, automatic grapnels for marine 
purposes, machines and apparatus for cleaning (electric), pumps (parts of machines or engines), pumps (machines), 
aerating pumps for aquaria, electric generators, electric machines and apparatus for wet cleaning, filters (parts of 
machines), air cleaners (for engines), cylinder heads for engines, machine wheels, hydraulic engines, hydraulic door 
openers and closers (parts of machines), water separators, moulds (parts of machines), compressors (machines), clack 
valves (parts of machines), mud catchers and collectors (machines), engines other than for land vehicles, filtering 
apparatus, aerocondensers, regulators (parts of machines), pressure regulators (parts of machines), speed regulators for 
machines, engines and motors, separators, suction machines (for industrial purposes), clutches other than for land 
vehicles, aerated water making apparatus, pressure valves (parts of machines), turbochargers, vacuum pumps 
(machines), vacuum cleaners, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, 
DVDs and other digital recording media, data processing equipment and computers, computer software, turbine meters, 
control devices for water turbines, turbine control systems comprising electronic sensors and related software, 
automated control system namely microprocessor-based hardware and software for monitoring the status of industrial 
machines, namely turbines and/or generators and/or compressors, acoustic couplers, fibre optic couplers, cd-roms, chips 
(parts of integrated circuits), image files, uploadable through a computer network (internet), slides, floppy disk drives, 
DVDs, electronic publications, uploadable through a computer network (internet), electronic certificates, electronic 
trademarks, electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations, computer programs, downloadable 
software, uploadable through a computer network (internet), computer programs, recorded, computer software, recorded, 
beacons, luminous apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary purposes, water purifying apparatus, water purifying machines, tap-water purifying apparatus, 
wastewater and water treatment units, distillation apparatus, water filtering apparatus, purification installations for 
sewage, water purification installations, ionisation apparatus for treatment of air or water, water purification apparatus 
and machines, regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus, advertising, business management, business 
administration, office functions.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2014; Application No. : TV2014C000302 ;Italy 

2858820    30/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217713]
NOVACOLOR SRL

Via Ulisse Aldrovandi, 10, I-47122 FORLI' (FC) (Italy)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P.AHUJA & CO.

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA- 700 019

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers, enamels, paints for painting.

Cl.17;Insulating paints, insulating varnishes.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2014; Application No. : 14/4143927 ;France 

3206932    23/04/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266890]
APTAR STELMI SAS

Le Raspail - Paris Nord II, 22 avenue des Nations F-93420 VILLEPINTE France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments, software, software packages, recorded and unrecorded data media in the 
nature of discs, floppy disks or cards, all these goods for the quality control, compliance monitoring and inspection of 
products on production lines and after products are produced.

Cl.42;Compliance monitoring of products on production lines and after products are produced; quality control, namely 
inspection of goods, raw materials, manufactured products, semi-manufactured products, processed products or 
products of all kinds; monitoring the origin of goods; controlling the quality, quantity and the authenticity of goods; 
inspection before boarding for the purpose of issuing a certificate of compliance; checking that goods, equipment, 
services and systems are in compliance with standards, particularly environmental standards, laws, regulations, practices 
and national and international standards, with customers" contractual requirements and with other national and 
international normative documents relating to goods, services, up until a certificate of conformity is issued; setting up of 
safety chain systems, in other words, systems for analyzing and verifying all steps in the development, production and 
distribution processes for goods created within a company; quality testing, product safety testing; visual technical 
inspection of goods; development, design and creation of computer software, computer programs and data banks 
relating to compliance assessment and the certification of the quality of goods; updating, modifying and maintaining 
computer software.
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3227339    19/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1270426]
WOLFGANG GOESE

Im Stadtwald 3 CH-9400 Rorschach Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits 
and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary services; health care and beauty care for human beings and animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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3256633    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1274837]
SOCIETE DE FINANCEMENT ET D'INVESTISSEMENTS

702 rue du Pont Rouge F-59236 FRELINGHIEN France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES

#704,THE CASTLE,PLOT 36-A,SECTOR 56,GURGAON-122 009,HARYANA,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video screens, television apparatus, monitors, touch screens, computers, software, audio and video receivers, 
electronic display boards, computer printers, interactive electronic terminals.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of video screens, television apparatus, monitors, touch screens, audio and 
video receivers, electronic display boards, computer printers, interactive electronic terminals.
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3320465    27/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288409]
SEDES HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI

Levent Mah. Büyükdere Cad., Yapi Kredi Plaza No:176 C Blok K:2, Levent Besiktas ISTANBUL Turkey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR

C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching and cleaning preparations, detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical 
purposes, laundry bleach, fabric softeners for laundry use, stain removers, dishwasher detergents; perfumery; cosmetics; 
fragrances; deodorants for personal use and animals; soaps; dental care preparations: dentifrices, denture polishes, 
tooth whitening preparations, mouth washes, not for medical purposes; abrasive preparations; emery cloth; sandpaper; 
pumice stone; abrasive pastes; polishing preparations for leather, vinyl, metal and wood, polishes and creams for leather, 
vinyl, metal and wood, wax for polishing.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical and 
veterinary purposes, chemical reagents for pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes; dietary supplements for 
pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes; dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; medical preparations for 
slimming purposes; food for babies; herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal purposes; dental preparations 
and articles: teeth filling material, dental impression material, dental adhesives and material for repairing teeth, sanitary 
preparations for medical use; hygienic pads; hygienic tampons; plasters; materials for dressings; diapers, including 
those made of paper and textiles; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides; deodorants, other than for 
human beings or for animals; air deodorising preparations; disinfectants; antiseptics; detergents for medical purposes.

Cl.21;Hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, other than paintbrushes, steel chips 
for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-
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electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops; toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, 
dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs; non-electric household or kitchen utensils, included in this class, 
[other than forks, knives, spoons], services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-
electric cooking utensils; ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying racks for washing, clothes drying hangers; 
cages for household pets, indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums for animals and plant cultivation; 
ornaments and decorative goods of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay, included in this class, namely statues, figurines 
and vases, all made of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay; mouse traps, insect traps, electric devices for attracting and 
killing flies and insects, fly catchers, fly swatters; perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, electric or 
non-electric make-up removing appliances, powder puffs, toilet cases; nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for watering 
cans, watering devices, garden watering cans; unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, mosaics of glass 
and powdered glass for decoration, except for building, glass wool other than for insulation or textile use.

Cl.25;Clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing; socks, mufflers 
[clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats, caps with 
visors, berets, caps [headwear], skull caps.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; business management, business administration and business consultancy; 
accounting; commercial consultancy services; import-export agencies; business appraisal services for commercial or 
industrial products; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling 
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale 
outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues.
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Priority claimed from 19/08/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 057 712 ;Germany 

3333743    19/02/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292914]
Transporter Industry International GmbH

Kalistrasse 57 74076 Heilbronn Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Earth moving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining machines and apparatus; pumps, compressors and 
fans; robots; moving and handling equipment; generators of electricity; machines and machine tools for treatment of 
materials and for manufacturing; engines, powertrains and generic parts for machines; dispensing machines; sweeping, 
cleaning, washing and laundering machines; devices and apparatus for generating and transmitting energy, in particular 
devices and apparatus for generating and transmitting kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages; powertrains 
including motors and engines (except for land vehicles), in particular powertrains including motors and engines fed by 
gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as powertrains employing such motors, 
hybrid powertrains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines; machine coupling and transmission components (except 
for land vehicles), in particular for gyrating mass storages; machines for the transport and/or handling of heavy and/or 
bulky loads; machine tools, cranes; conveying machines and conveying installations (pneumatic and mechanical); 
handling devices and handling apparatus, other than manuallyoperated; machine driven transport devices, transport 
equipment and transport apparatus; transport machines for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads; parts and fittings 
for the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforementioned goods for use or in connection with 
motorcycles, mopeds or motor scooters as well as for use for helicopters and aircrafts.

Cl.9;Recorded content; information technology and audiovisual equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers; 
apparatus and instruments and cables for electricity; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; safety, security, 
protecting and signalling devices; diving equipment; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; 
measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; scientific research and laboratory 
apparatus, educating apparatus and simulators; devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of energy, in 
particular devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages; 
installations for transformation and storage of energy, in particular of kinetic energy, in particular using a gyrating mass 
storage; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments for devices and apparatus as well as installations using these powertrains 
including devices and apparatus, each for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of energy, in particular 
devices and apparatus as well as installations using such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, 
transforming and storing of kinetic or solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and powertrains including 
motors and engines employing gyrating mass storages; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in particular for devices and apparatus as well as 
installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing energy, in 
particular devices and apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, 
transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic and solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and powertrains 
including motors and engines based on gyrating mass storages; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound, images and/or information; magnetic data carriers, recording discs, CDs, DVDs, digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; computers; 
computer software; fire extinguishing apparatus; accumulators (electric), in particular for vehicles, here in particular for 
land vehicles; signalling, checking (supervision), controlling and regulating apparatus for vehicles and apparatus for 
locomotion by land, air or water, for powertrains including engines and motors, in particular for the aforementioned 
vehicles and apparatus, for transport and logistics devices, apparatus and equipment and installations, for cranes, 
conveying devices and apparatus, handling devices and apparatus; monitoring instruments, monitoring devices and 
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regulators for vehicles for transport; monitoring apparatus for vehicles for transport; electronic monitoring apparatus for 
vehicles for transport; electronic control systems for vehicles for transport; automatic control systems for vehicles; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; none of the aforementioned goods for use or in connection 
with motorcycles, mopeds or motor scooters as well as for use for helicopters and aircrafts.

Cl.12;Conveyances, except motorcycles, mopeds or motor scooters as well as helicopters and aircrafts for 
transportation by air; powertrains including motors and engines for land vehicles, in particular powertrains including 
motors and engines fed by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as engines 
using such motors; hybrid motors and hybrid engines; coupling and transmission components for land vehicles, in 
particular couplings and transmission components for gyrating mass storages; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
and by water, with the exception of aircrafts and apparatus for transportation by air and with the exception of transport 
machines, for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in particular heavy load vehicles and heavy load transportation 
apparatus, platform transporters, semi-trailer transporters, module transporters, railway car transporters, stacking 
vehicles, portal elevating transporters, elevating transporters, ship section transporters, shipyard transporters as well as 
towing vehicles and towing machines, in particular for the aforementioned vehicles, and trailers for the aforementioned 
vehicles; semi-trailer tractors, gas transporters, tool changing transporters and vehicles; vehicles and apparatus for road 
transport, with the exception of transport machines; vehicles and apparatus, with the exception of aircrafts and apparatus 
for transportation by air, for transportation for the offshore industry and the ship building industry, for metallurgy, for 
aviation, for the astronautics and aerospace industry, in particular air craft tractors and tractors for space vehicles; 
transport vehicles, except aircrafts; lorries; tractors; trailers, in particular heavy load trailers, semitrailers; crawlers, 
carriages for crawlers; fluid, hydraulic and pneumatic powertrains for aforementioned land vehicles and for 
aforementioned apparatus for transportation, controlling instruments, as far as included in this class, for aforementioned 
vehicles and apparatus for transport; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, as far as included in this class; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, as far as included in this class, except tyres, inner tubes for vehicle wheels, tyre 
covers for retreading of tyres, chains for track vehicles.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; commercial trading and consumer information services, 
namely, retail and wholesale services, in relation to agricultural, earth moving, construction, oil and gas extraction and 
mining machines and apparatus, pumps, compressors and fans, robots, moving and handling equipment, generators of 
electricity, machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing, engines, powertrains and 
generic parts for machines, dispensing machines, sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines, devices and 
apparatus for generating and transmitting energy, in particular devices and apparatus for generating and transmitting 
kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages, powertrains including motors and engines (except for land vehicles), 
in particular powertrains including motors and engines fed by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, 
combustion motors as well as powertrains employing such motors, hybrid powertrains including hybrid motors and 
hybrid engines, machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), in particular for gyrating 
mass storages, machines for the transport and/or handling of heavy and/or bulky loads, machine tools, cranes, conveying 
machines and conveying installations (pneumatic and mechanical), handling devices and handling apparatus, other than 
manually-operated, machine driven transport devices, transport equipment and transport apparatus, transport machines 
for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in relation to recorded content, information technology and audiovisual 
equipment, magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers, apparatus and instruments and cables for electricity, optical 
devices, enhancers and correctors, safety, security, protecting and signalling devices, diving equipment, navigation, 
guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers, scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educating apparatus and simulators, devices and apparatus for 
transformation and storage of energy, in particular devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of kinetic 
energy, in particular gyrating mass storages, installations for transformation and storage of energy, in particular of kinetic 
energy, in particular using a gyrating mass storage, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments for devices and apparatus as 
well as installations using these powertrains including devices and apparatus, each for generating, transmitting, 
transforming and storing of energy, in particular devices and apparatus as well as installations using such devices and 
apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic or solar energy, in particular gyrating mass 
storages and powertrains including motors and engines employing gyrating mass storages, apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in particular for devices and 
apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and 
storing energy, in particular devices and apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for 
generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic and solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and 
powertrains including motors and engines based on gyrating mass storages, apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound, images and/or information, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, CDs, DVDs, digital recording 
media, mechanisms for coinoperated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers, computer software, fire extinguishing apparatus, accumulators (electric), in particular for vehicles, here in 
particular for land vehicles, signalling, checking (supervision), controlling and regulating apparatus for vehicles and 
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, for powertrains including engines and motors, in particular for the 
aforementioned vehicles and apparatus, for transport and logistics devices, apparatus and equipment and installations, 
for cranes, conveying devices and apparatus, handling devices and apparatus, monitoring instruments, monitoring 
devices and regulators for vehicles, monitoring apparatus for vehicles, electronic monitoring apparatus for vehicles, 
electronic control systems for vehicles, automatic control systems for vehicles, in relation to vehicles and conveyances, 
powertrains including motors and engines for land vehicles, in particular powertrains including motors and engines fed 
by gyrating mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as engines using such motors, 
hybrid powertrains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines, coupling and transmission components for land vehicles, 
in particular couplings and transmission components for gyrating mass storages, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
water, with the exception of transport machines, for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in particular heavy load 
vehicles and heavy load transportation apparatus, platform transporters, semi-trailer transporters, module transporters, 
railway car transporters, stacking vehicles, portal elevating transporters, elevating transporters, ship section 
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transporters, shipyard transporters as well as towing vehicles and towing machines, in particular for the aforementioned 
vehicles, and trailers for the aforementioned vehicles, semi-trailer tractors, gas transporters, tool changing transporters 
and vehicles, vehicles and apparatus for road transport, with the exception of transport machines, vehicles and apparatus 
for transportation for the offshore industry and the ship building industry, for metallurgy, for aviation, for the astronautics 
and aerospace industry, in particular air craft tractors and tractors for space vehicles, transport vehicles, lorries, tractors, 
trailers, in particular heavy load trailers, semi-trailers, crawlers, carriages for crawlers, fluid, hydraulic and pneumatic 
powertrains for aforementioned vehicles and for aforementioned machines for transportation, controlling instruments for 
aforementioned vehicles and apparatus; auctioneering services, commercial trading services and consumer information 
services, namely rental of vending machines, commercial trading and consumer information services, provision of 
commercial and business contact information, collective buying services, business appraisals and evaluations in 
business matters, organizing of business competitions, distributorship services, import and export services, negotiation 
and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties, ordering services, price comparing services, procurement 
services for others, subscription services; business assistance, management and administrative services; business 
analysis, research information services; rental, hire and leasing of goods in connection with the provision of the aforesaid 
services, included in this class; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class; none of the 
aforementioned services in relation to motorcycles, mopeds, motor scooters as well as aircrafts and apparatus for 
locomotion by air.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction demolition; mining, 
and oil and gas extraction; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance services in relation to agricultural, earth moving, 
construction, oil and gas extraction and mining machines and apparatus, pumps, compressors and fans, robots, moving 
and handling equipment, generators of electricity, machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for 
manufacturing, engines, powertrains and generic parts for machines, dispensing machines, sweeping, cleaning, washing 
and laundering machines, devices and apparatus for generating and transmitting energy, in particular devices and 
apparatus for generating and transmitting kinetic energy, in particular gyrating mass storages, powertrains including 
motors and engines (except for land vehicles), in particular powertrains including motors and engines fed by gyrating 
mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as powertrains employing such motors, hybrid 
powertrains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines, machine coupling and transmission components (except for 
land vehicles), in particular for gyrating mass storages, machines for the transport and/or handling of heavy and/or bulky 
loads, machine tools, cranes, conveying machines and conveying installations (pneumatic and mechanical), handling 
devices and handling apparatus, other than manually-operated, machine driven transport devices, transport equipment 
and transport apparatus, transport machines for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class, in relation to recorded content, information technology and audiovisual 
equipment, magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers, apparatus and instruments and cables for electricity, optical 
devices, enhancers and correctors, safety, security, protecting and signalling devices, diving equipment, navigation, 
guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers, scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educating apparatus and simulators, devices and apparatus for 
transformation and storage of energy, in particular devices and apparatus for transformation and storage of kinetic 
energy, in particular gyrating mass storages, installations for transformation and storage of energy, in particular of kinetic 
energy, in particular using a gyrating mass storage, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 
optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments for devices and apparatus as 
well as installations using these powertrains including devices and apparatus, each for generating, transmitting, 
transforming and storing of energy, in particular devices and apparatus as well as installations using such devices and 
apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic or solar energy, in particular gyrating mass 
storages and powertrains including motors and engines employing gyrating mass storages, apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, in particular for devices and 
apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for generating, transmitting, transforming and 
storing energy, in particular devices and apparatus as well as installations employing such devices and apparatus for 
generating, transmitting, transforming and storing of kinetic and solar energy, in particular gyrating mass storages and 
powertrains including motors and engines based on gyrating mass storages, apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound, images and/or information, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, CDs, DVDs, digital recording 
media, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers, installation, repair and maintenance of computer software, fire extinguishing apparatus, accumulators 
(electric), in particular for vehicles, here in particular for land vehicles, signalling, checking (supervision), controlling and 
regulating apparatus for vehicles and apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, for powertrains including engines 
and motors, in particular for the aforementioned vehicles and apparatus, for transport and logistics devices, apparatus 
and equipment and installations, for cranes, conveying devices and apparatus, handling devices and apparatus, 
monitoring instruments, monitoring devices and regulators for vehicles, monitoring apparatus for vehicles, electronic 
monitoring apparatus for vehicles, electronic control systems for vehicles, automatic control systems for vehicles, parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class, in relation to vehicles and conveyances, powertrains 
including motors and engines for land vehicles, in particular powertrains including motors and engines fed by gyrating 
mass storages, electric motors and engines, combustion motors as well as engines using such motors, hybrid 
powertrains including hybrid motors and hybrid engines, coupling and transmission components for land vehicles, in 
particular couplings and transmission components for gyrating mass storages, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
water, with the exception of transport machines, for the transport of heavy and/or bulky loads, in particular heavy load 
vehicles and heavy load transportation apparatus, platform transporters, semi-trailer transporters, module transporters, 
railway car transporters, stacking vehicles, portal elevating transporters, elevating transporters, ship section 
transporters, shipyard transporters as well as towing vehicles and machines, in particular for the aforementioned 
vehicles, and trailers for the aforementioned vehicles, semi-trailer tractors, gas transporters, tool changing transporters 
and vehicles, vehicles and apparatus for road transport, with the exception of transport machines, vehicles and apparatus 
for transportation for the offshore industry and the ship building industry, for metallurgy, for aviation, for the astronautics 
and aerospace industry, in particular air craft tractors and tractors for space vehicles, transport vehicles, lorries, tractors, 
trailers, in particular heavy load trailers, semi-trailers, crawlers, carriages for crawlers, fluid, hydraulic and pneumatic 
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powertrains for aforementioned vehicles and for aforementioned machines for transportation, controlling instruments for 
aforementioned vehicles and apparatus, as well as parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, as far as included in this 
class; rental, hire and leasing in connection with the provision of the aforesaid services, included in this class; advice, 
consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this class; none of the aforementioned services in relation to 
motorcycles, mopeds, motor scooters as well as aircrafts and apparatus for locomotion by air.

Cl.42;IT services, namely, software development, programming and implementation, computer hardware development, 
hosting services and software as a service and rental of software, rental of computer hardware facilities, IT consultancy, 
advisory and information services; IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data; data 
duplication and conversion services, data coding services, computer analysis and diagnostics, research and 
development and implementation of computers and systems, computer project management services, data mining, digital 
watermarking, technological services relating to computers, computer network services, updating of software and 
recorded content; data migration services, updating websites for others, monitoring of computer systems by remote 
access; services in the field of science and technology and research and development related thereto; testing, 
authentication and quality control; design services; rental, hire and leasing of goods in connection with the provision of 
the aforesaid services, included in this class; advice, consultancy and information for the aforesaid, included in this 
class; none of the aforementioned services in relation to motorcycles, mopeds, motor scooters as well as aircrafts and 
apparatus for locomotion by air.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020           Class 99 
 

 

3538471    21/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1340907]
AM Technology Limited

Richmond House, Walkern Road, Stevenage Hertfordshire SG1 3QP United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals for use in the manufacture of varnishes and paints, chemicals for use in the initiation of 
thickening of varnishes and paints, polyurethane cross-linking agents for use in varnishes and paints, balm of gurjun 
(gurjon, gurjan) for making varnishes and paints, coalescing aids for the varnish and paint industries, defoaming agents 
for the varnish and paint industries, sequestrants for varnishes and paints, talc for use in varnishes and paints, solvents 
for varnishes and paint; chemical additives for varnishes.

Cl.2;Varnishes with air purifying properties, varnishes with air deodorising properties; paints, varnishes, lacquers, 
enamels, thickening agents for varnishes and paints, colour bases for varnishes, thinners for varnishes and paints, 
protective coatings in the form of varnishes, sumac for varnishes, reflective varnishes; additives to paints not being 
chemical preparations for the manufacture of paints.

Cl.5;Air deodorising and purifying preparations.

Cl.11;Air purifying apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2016; Application No. : UK00003182370 ;United Kingdom 

3566512    07/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1347323]
IBERITAL UK. LIMITED

Unit 12 Albury Close, Loverock Road, Reading Berkshire RG30 1BD United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING

Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring instruments; timers; scales, thermometers (not for medical purposes); measuring glassware; measuring 
spoons; all the aforementioned goods being for use in making hot drinks.

Cl.21;Brushes; dishwashing brushes, floor brushes, bottle brushes; containers for household or kitchen use, canisters; 
cups of paper or plastic; glassware; porcelain; shot glasses, drinking glasses, plates, cups, saucers; hand-operated 
grinders, hand-operated mills; barista equipment, coffeemakers, coffee tampers, coffee knock out boxes, coffee filters, 
coffee percolators, coffee pots, coffee shakers, sifters; non-electric kettles; coffee services, tea services, milk jugs, sugar 
bowls; teapots; tea infusers, tea strainers; urns; vessels for making ices and iced drinks; insulating flasks; heat-insulated 
containers for beverages; kitchen utensils, non-electric whisks.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2016; Application No. : 1328735 ;Benelux 

3567026    22/08/2016
[International Registration No. : 1347963]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Skin lotions; skin soaps; skin moisturizing agents, skin masks; skin conditioners, skin creams and gels; skin 
cleansers, cosmetics and skincare products for the treatment of skin; skin lotions, non- medicated skin serums, non-
medicated creams; cosmetic oils for the skin; cosmetic preparations for skin rejuvenation, "anti-aging" skin care 
preparations; skin balms; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; skin cleansers; non-
medicated skin care products.

Cl.8;Electric hand-instruments for facial cleaning.

Cl.10;Massage apparatus, massage sticks and foot massage apparatus; apparatus for analyzing skin.

Cl.11;Facial steamers; facial saunas and steaming apparatus; ultraviolet lamps not for medical use; apparatus for 
tanning the skin; facial saunas for medical use.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; 
brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; electric brushes (except parts of 
machines); brushes for skin care.

Cl.44;Medical services; consultancy services related to skin care; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or 
animals.
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Priority claimed from 10/10/2016; Application No. : 201611715 ;Norway 

3723323    10/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382568]
OSMOTEX AG

Scützenstrasse 3 CH-8800 THALWIL Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments, including downloadable applications, measurement and control; machines 
and machine systems, including parts and accessories for management, distribution, regulation or control of electricity

Cl.11;Appliances and devices with membrane for electronically induced transport of moisture, liquids and vapor by use 
of electroosmosis or other mechanisms, for drying, heating, cooling, ventilation and other climatizing, water supply, 
purification, distribution, sampling and filtering of liquids and vapor, for use in industrial manufacturing and production, 
as well as scientific research, development, and other work; electronically climatized clothing, including protective 
clothing, work clothing, sportswear, leisurewear, technical clothing, uniforms, including footwear, gloves, helmets, head 
protector, masks, lifejackets, reflective vests, bulletproof vests, shoes and special suits; membrane for electronically 
induced transport of moisture, liquids and vapor by use of electroosmosis or other mechanisms, for drying and air 
conditioning; electronically climatized clothing, work clothing, sportswear, leisurewear, technical clothing, uniforms, 
footwear and gloves

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles with membrane for electronically induced transport of moisture, liquids and 
vapor by use of electroosmosis or other mechanisms, for drying, heating, cooling, ventilation and other climatization, 
purification, distribution, sampling and filtering, for use in industrial manufacturing and production, as well as scientific 
research, development, and other work

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headwear made wholly or partly with textiles and substitutes for textiles with membrane for 
electronically induced transport of moisture, liquids and vapor by use of electroosmosis or other mechanisms, for drying, 
heating, cooling, ventilation and other climatization
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4028660    04/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1438637]
APTAR STELMI SAS

22 Avenue des Nations F-93420 VILLEPINTE France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Valves for aerosol dispensers for medical use.

Cl.17;Rubber stoppers.

Cl.35;Compilation of scientific information into computer databases; retail services for pharmaceutical and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical products, namely hand-operated pumps, dosage 
dispensers, automatic dosage apparatus, injectors for medical purposes, aerosol dispensers for medical purposes, 
pumps for medical purposes, inhalers, sprayers for medical purposes, applicators for pharmaceutical preparations, 
droppers for medical purposes, syringes for medical use, rubber stoppers, valves for aerosol dispensers for medical use; 
compilation of scientific information.

Cl.41;Training for handling scientific instruments and apparatus for research in laboratories; provision of online 
training.

Cl.42;Providing information and advice in the field of clinical trials; technical information in the field of scientific 
instruments; products design and development [pharmaceutical products]; engineering services in the pharmaceutical 
field.
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Priority claimed from 29/10/2018; Application No. : 4020180148437 ;Republic of Korea 

4046003    20/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1440895]
PUBG CORPORATION

7F, 8F, 12, Seocho-daero 38-gil, Seocho-gu Seoul 06655 KR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Used Since :19/03/2018

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Virtual reality game software; computer game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless 
devices; computer software applications, downloadable; downloadable mobile coupons; downloadable computer game 
programs; laptop bags; laptop carrying cases; laptop computers; mouse pads; respiratory masks, other than for artificial 
respiration; bullet-proof clothing; protective gloves; protective helmets; games (cartridges for video -) [software]; video 
games software; sunglasses; sports helmets; eyeglasses; interactive multimedia computer game programs; magnetically 
encoded credit cards; magnetically encoded key cards; electronic coupons; games (cartridges for computer -) [software]; 
computer keyboards; disc featuring computer game software; computer game software; computer mice; headsets for use 
with computers; cell phone cases; headsets for cellular phones.

Cl.41;Gaming services; providing of electronic publications (not downloadable); production of animations; production 
of audio and video programmes; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; planning/operating/arranging of online 
game competitions/other game competitions; game services provided on-line from a computer network; production of 
sound and video recordings; providing on-line information about computer games; game services provided on-line from a 
computer network or mobile phone network.
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4052241    30/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443187]
DAIKIN INDUSTRIES, LTD.

Umeda Center Bldg., 4-12, Nakazaki-nishi 2-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8323 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemical additives for lubricants; chemical additives for oils; chemical additives for 
improving resin; perfluorinated chemical compounds prepared synthetically for use in manufacture; fluorine; chemical 
additives for processing paints (industrial chemicals); chemical coatings for ophthalmic lenses; chemical coatings for 
display panels; water and oil repellent agents; antifouling chemical agent.

Cl.2;Coating compositions in the nature of paint; synthetic resin paints; fluorine resin coatings [paints]; fluorine resin 
coating preparations [paint]; coating preparations having water repellent properties [paint]; coating preparations having 
oil repellent properties [paint]; coating preparations having antifouling properties [paint].

Cl.4;Lubricants; industrial lubricants; lubricants for industrial machinery; lubricating oil; solid lubricants for industrial 
purposes.

Cl.9;Protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films adapted for smartphones; protective films adapted 
for personal digital assistants; protective films adapted for screens of navigation apparatus for vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 103 011 ;Germany 

4066157    31/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1444860]
EISEND KIDS E.K.

Atzmannstraße 4 97469 Gochsheim Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.26;Arm bands [clothing accessories], birds" feathers [clothing accessories], brooches [clothing accessories], 
sewing kits and decorative textile ribbons; hair ornaments, hair rollers, hair fastening articles, and false hair; charms (not 
jewellery or for keys, rings or chains).

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; retail and wholesale services, including via the internet, in 
relation to headgear, clothing, footwear, accessories for apparel, sewing articles and decorative textile articles.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2018; Application No. : 4020180164036 ;Republic of Korea 

4099582    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1451440]
PUBG CORPORATION

7F, 8F, 12, Seocho-daero 38-gil, Seocho-gu Seoul 06655 KR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Retail services of game manual; advertising and commercial information services; advertising and promotional 
services; retail services of downloadable electronic publications; retail services of video game programs; business 
management; business information services; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibitions; on-line data 
processing services; promotion of sports competitions and events; retail services of portable media players; advertising 
via the Internet; inventory control; product marketing; management and compilation of computerised databases; 
computerized data processing; compilation of statistical information; retail services of portable computers.

Cl.38;Internet protocol broadcasting; video-on-demand transmission services; transmission of digital files; multimedia 
messaging services [MMS]; provision of on-line communications services; providing online forums; webcasting services; 
providing Internet chat lines; transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; broadcasting of audiovisual content via 
the Internet; transfer of data via the Internet; information about telecommunication; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; collection and transmission of electronic messages; providing access to computer 
databases; computer aided transmission of messages; computer aided transmission of images; television broadcasting.

Cl.41;Technology education services in relation to games; consultancy in relation to games; arranging of exhibit in 
relation to games; arranging of game competitions; arranging and conducting of game events; providing of electronic 
publications (not downloadable); publication of books; organizing of sporting competitions; production of animations; 
production of audio and video programmes; providing on-line videos (not downloadable); planning/operating/arranging of 
online game competitions/other game competitions; game services provided on-line from a computer network; distance 
learning services; production of music; production of sound and video recordings; provision of online information in 
relation to computer games; computer game academies; game services provided on-line from a computer network or 
mobile phone network; party planning [entertainment].
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4118094    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1454248]
SS INNOVATIONS CHINA CO., LTD.

Unit 12-17, 10th Floor, Building 5, No.2. Science Park Road, Baiyang Street, Hangzhou Economic and Technological Development Zone 
Zhejiang Province China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Monitors [computer hardware]; computer programs, recorded; video recorders; data processing apparatus; optical 
apparatus and instruments; audio and video receivers; stereoscopic apparatus.

Cl.10;Surgical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments; endoscopy cameras for medical 
purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 06/07/2018; Application No. : 1378042 ;Benelux 

4128301    30/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1457365]
CORPORATE FINANCE INTERNATIONAL B.V.

Amstelzijde 85 NL-1184 TZ Amstelveen Netherlands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER...

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; accounting services for mergers 
and acquisitions; publication of printed matter for advertising; distribution of advertising material; arranging of 
promotional events; publicity; business operation; business organisation, business communication, business strategic, 
business economics and business administrative consultancy; business advice relating to growth financing; strategic 
business planning; provision of commercial information; business merger services; business advice relating to 
franchising; marketing; market canvassing, market research and market analysis; commercial business mediation in 
purchase and sale, import and export, as well as wholesale and retail services concerning paper and cardboard, printed 
matter, photographs, stationery and office requisites, instructional and teaching materials, plastic sheets, films and bags 
for wrapping and packaging, parts of the aforementioned goods and other commercial goods; business intermediary 
services relating to the matching of potential investors and entrepreneurs needing funding; business intermediary 
services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing financing; negotiation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; negotiation of business contracts for others; advice relating to 
the sale of businesses; business research and information services; business and market research; appraisal of business 
opportunities; evaluations relating to commercial matters; business appraisal consultancy; evaluation of business 
opportunities; evaluations relating to business management in industrial enterprises; evaluations relating to business 
management in professional enterprises; evaluations relating to business management in commercial enterprises; 
statistical evaluations of marketing data; organisation of events for commercial and advertising purposes; database 
management; compilation, updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; business appraisals for financial 
valuation; consultancy and provision of information relating to the aforesaid services and to promote public awareness 
on the aforesaid services; the aforementioned services also provided via electronic networks, including the internet.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; financial services relating to personal equity plans; financial services relating to the 
provision and structuring of capital; financing services for the securing of funds for business; financial management for 
businesses; capital management; financial affairs relating to capital interest; equity capital investment; capital 
investment; equity financing; arranging the provision of finance; raising of financial capital; capital fund investment; 
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investment banking services; investment services for businesses; investment management; financial analysis services 
relating to investments; arranging of financial investments; financial management relating to investment; financing 
services; provision of finance for enterprises; arranging finance for businesses; financing of mergers; financing of 
acquisitions; financing in relation to the buying and selling of businesses; management of corporate finances; 
management of private equity funds; asset management; acquisition for financial investment; private equity fund 
investment services; investment fund transfer and transaction services; management services for loan related 
transactions; financial advisory services relating to tax; provision of advice on impaired debt; economic financial 
research services; financial investment research services; research services relating to investment; investment research; 
financial solvency investigations; research services relating to banking; financial valuation services; valuation of 
portfolios of securities; asset evaluation [financial]; financial evaluation; financial evaluation and analysis; financial 
assessment of company credit; preparation of financial reports; financial loan services; monetary affairs; financial and 
monetary transaction services; real estate affairs; consultancy and provision of information relating to the aforesaid 
services and to promote public awareness on the aforesaid services; the aforementioned services also provided via 
electronic networks, including the internet.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2018; Application No. : 4020180164037 ;Republic of Korea 

4137105    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1452060]
PUBG CORPORATION

7F, 8F, 12, Seocho-daero 38-gil, Seocho-gu Seoul 06655 KR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Retail services of game manual; advertising and commercial information services; advertising and promotional 
services; retail services of downloadable electronic publications; retail services of video game programs; business 
management; business information services; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibitions; on-line data 
processing services; promotion of sports competitions and events; retail services of portable media players; advertising 
via the Internet; inventory control; product marketing; management and compilation of computerised databases; 
computerized data processing; compilation of statistical information; retail services of portable computers.

Cl.38;Internet protocol broadcasting; video-on-demand transmission services; transmission of digital files; multimedia 
messaging services [MMS]; provision of on-line communications services; providing online forums; webcasting services; 
providing Internet chat lines; transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; broadcasting of audiovisual content via 
the Internet; transfer of data via the Internet; information about telecommunication; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; collection and transmission of electronic messages; providing access to computer 
databases; computer aided transmission of messages; computer aided transmission of images; television broadcasting.

Cl.41;Technology education services in relation to games; consultancy in relation to games; arranging of exhibit in 
relation to games; arranging of game competitions; arranging and conducting of game events; providing of electronic 
publications (not downloadable); publication of books; organizing of sporting competitions; production of animations; 
production of audio and video programmes; providing on-line videos (not downloadable); planning/operating/arranging of 
online game competitions/other game competitions; game services provided on-line from a computer network; distance 
learning services; production of music; production of sound and video recordings; provision of online information in 
relation to computer games; computer game academies; game services provided on-line from a computer network or  
mobile phone network; party planning [entertainment].
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4308049    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1341474]
JAMF SOFTWARE, LLC

Suite 1100, 100 Washington Ave. S. Minneapolis MN 55401 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS

517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for remotely and securely managing computers, other electronic devices, and the content on 
those computers and devices; computer software to convert data and control interactions between disparate systems; 
computer and downloadable mobile applications to empower end users to manage their devices; computer software to 
enable distribution and sharing of community resources and knowledge; computer software to create distributable 
software packages.

Cl.41;Computer education training services.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider servicesand updating of computer software.
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4308050    14/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1344110]
JAMF SOFTWARE, LLC

Suite 1100, 100 Washington Ave. S. Minneapolis MN 55401 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS

517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for managing security and access control to computer networks and network devices; 
computer software for imaging, updating, and maintaining security and access control to computers; computer software 
for remotely and securely managing computers, other electronic devices, and the content on those computers and 
devices; computer software to convert data and control interactions between disparate systems; computer and 
downloadable mobile applications to empower end users to manager their devices; computer software to enable 
distribution and sharing of community resources and knowledge; computer software to create distribution software 
packages.

Cl.41;Computer education training services.

Cl.42;Computer software technical support services in the nature of repair and troubleshooting of computer software 
problems;electronic storage of data; maintenance of computer software;technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting of computer software problems; installation of computer software;computer programming services for 
others in the field of software configuration management; computer services,namely, cloud hosting provider services and 
updating of computer software; distributorship services in the field of software.
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4311284    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488333]
THOMAS NAPP

Volksdorfer Weg 85c 22393 Hamburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES

7th Floor, M3M Cosmopolitan Sector 66, Golf Course Extension Road Gurugram – 122001 National Capital Region India 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Purses; casual bags; braided goods of leather or imitations of leather, namely women's handbags, gentleman's 
handbags, purses, folio cases; business bags, keycases, keyholder, holdalls, travel luggage, backpacks; cases, of leather 
or leatherboard; luggage trunks.

Cl.25;Clothing; headgear; leather belts [clothing]; footwear.
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4312398    06/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489079]
SNOW PEAK, INC.

456, Nakanohara, Sanjo-shi Niigata 955-0147 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Alcohol [fuel]; candles; carburants; charcoal [fuel]; firelighters; firewood; fuel; fuel gas; vaporized fuel mixtures; 
fuel with an alcoholic base; gas for lighting; solidified gases [fuel]; gasoline; industrial grease; lighting fuel; lubricating 
grease; lubricating oil; oil-gas; lamp wicks.

Cl.8;Adzes [tools]; agricultural implements, hand-operated; fireplace bellows [hand tools]; billhooks; blades [hand 
tools]; border shears; choppers [knives]; kitchen knives; cutlery; pizza cutters, non-electric; cutting tools [hand tools]; 
edge tools [hand tools]; table forks; hand tools, hand-operated; hammers [hand tools]; harpoons; harpoons for fishing; 
hatchets; hoes [hand tools]; holing axes; hunting knives; knives; nail drawers [hand tools]; paring knives; saws [hand 
tools]; scissors; secateurs; shovels [hand tools]; silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]; spoons; table cutlery [knives, 
forks and spoons]; tin openers, non-electric; trowels [gardening]; vegetable knives; vegetable slicers; fire tongs; fire 
irons.

Cl.11;Electric lamps; lighting apparatus and installations; electric torches; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting 
apparatus; portable headlamps; bicycle lights; household electrothermic appliances; gas fired water heaters; non-electric 
cooking heaters for household purposes; barbecue grills; camping stoves; cooking apparatus and installations for 
commercial use; barbecues; freestanding paper lanterns; gas lamps; oil lamps; lanterns for lighting; burners for lamps; 
stoves for household purposes, non-electric; gas fires; oil stoves; hibachis [Japanese heating apparatus]; portable gas 
burners; ice chests for household purposes.

Cl.16;Printed matter; industrial packaging containers of paper; food wrapping plastic film for household use; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; grocery bags of paper or plastic; hygienic hand towels of paper; 
towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; table linen of paper; stationery; 
seals [stationery]; stickers [stationery]; posters; catalogues; pamphlets.

Cl.18;Curried skins; fur; leather straps; leather and fur, unworked or semi-worked; clothing for pets; dog collars; dog 
leashes; harness for animals; bags; backpacks; rucksacks; travelling bags; all-purpose carrying bags; carry-all bags; 
bags for campers; hiking bags; bags for sports; tote bags; carry-on bags; textile shopping bags; pouches; purses; 
business card cases; vanity cases, not fitted; umbrellas; outdoor umbrellas; walking sticks; mountaineering sticks; hiking 
sticks.

Cl.20;Air cushions, not for medical purposes; air mattresses, not for medical purposes; air pillows, not for medical 
purposes; camping mats; camping mattresses; bamboo; baskets, not of metal; bed fittings, not of metal; bedding, except 
linen; beds; beds for household pets; water beds, not for medical purposes; benches [furniture]; work benches; bins, not 
of metal; bolsters; packaging containers of wood or plastic; chairs [seats]; chests, not of metal; containers, not of metal, 
for liquid fuel; counters [tables]; cupboards; cushions; pet cushions; deck chairs; desks; dinner wagons [furniture]; 
divans; easy chairs; flower-pot pedestals; flower-stands [furniture]; footstools; furniture; furniture of metal; furniture for 
camping; furniture partitions of wood; furniture shelves; ladders of wood or plastics; mattresses; spring mattresses; 
nameplates, not of metal; tent pegs, not of metal; screens [furniture]; settees; sideboards; signboards of wood or 
plastics; stools; table tops; tables; tables of metal; trolleys [furniture]; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for 
household purposes; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for commercial use.
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Cl.21;Glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; cosmetic utensils; toilet utensils; combs; toilet cases; 
toothbrushes; hair brushes; utensils for household purposes; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; 
kitchen utensils and containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters for 
household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; cooking pots and pans, non-electric; kettles, non-electric; 
frying pans; coffee urns, non-electric; coffee filters, non-electric; griddles [cooking utensils]; coffee percolators, non-
electric; coffeepots, non-electric; dinnerware, other than knives, forks and spoons; drinking vessels; dishes; wan 
[Japanese-style soup bowls]; mugs; drinking flasks [for travellers]; insulating flasks; portable cool boxes, non-electric; 
ice pails; colanders for household purposes; graters for kitchen use; grills [cooking utensils]; cookware; chopsticks; 
chopstick rests; cutting boards for the kitchen; pepper pots; hot pads [trivets]; cruet sets for oil and vinegar; oven mitts; 
cake molds; pastry cutters; scoops for household purposes; kitchen mitts; serving ladles; salad tongs; cooking tongs; 
salt shakers; coffee grinders, hand-operated; graters for kitchen use; spatulas for kitchen use; cookery molds; cooking 
pins of metal; cooking skewers of metal; potholders; barbecue mitts; grill supports; milk frothers, hand-operated; 
containers for household or kitchen use; cooking utensils, non-electric; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; 
bowls [basins]; mess-tins; coal scuttles; incense burners; portable cooking kits for outdoor use; heating or cooling packs 
filled with chemical substances ready to react when required.

Cl.22;Tarpaulins; sails; knitted cords; Sanada-himo [Japanese-style cords]; twisted cords; cordage; cables, not of 
metal; string; ropes, not of metal; wrapping or binding bands, not of metal; network; industrial packaging containers of 
textile; tents, not for camping; tarpaulins for camping; mountaineering ropes; tents for mountaineering or camping; 
ground cloths; wax ends.

Cl.24;Sleeping bags for camping.

Cl.25;Aprons [clothing]; beach shoes; belts [clothing]; boas [necklets]; boots for sports; boots; braces for clothing 
[suspenders]; brassieres; breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; headwear; clothing; clothing of leather; coats; 
mufflers [neck scarves]; cyclists" clothing; drawers [clothing]; dresses; ear muffs [clothing]; fishing vests; footmuffs, not 
electrically heated; footwear, not for sports; non-slipping devices for footwear; gloves [clothing]; half-boots; hosiery; 
inner soles; jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; knitwear [clothing]; mittens; neckties; outerclothing; overcoats; 
pajamas; pants; parkas; ponchos; waterproof clothing; sandals; geta [Japanese style wooden clogs]; kimonos; scarfs; 
shawls; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; shirts; shoes; short-sleeve shirts; skirts; slippers; socks; spats; sports jerseys; 
footwear for sports; clothing for sports; stuff jackets [clothing]; suits; sweat-absorbent underclothing; tee-shirts; tights; 
underclothing; uniforms; vests.

Cl.35;Advertising; providing information concerning commercial sales via the Internet, fax, telephone and direct mail; 
providing information concerning commercial sales; advertising agency services via the Internet [communication network 
using a computer accessible via telephone lines] and other advertising; advertising services provided via the Internet; 
information services relating to advertising via the Internet; advertising by Internet website; providing information 
concerning commercial sales via the Internet; providing and rental of advertising space on the Internet; retail services or 
wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or 
wholesale services for footwear; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale 
services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages, other than confectionery, 
bread and buns, sandwiches, steamed buns stuffed with minced meat [Chuka-manjuh], hamburgers [sandwiches], pizzas, 
hot dogs [sandwichees] and meat pies; retail services or wholesale services for furniture; retail services or wholesale 
services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatus; retail services or 
wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal hardware; retail services or wholesale services 
for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale services for fuel; retail services 
or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or 
wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and 
photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for building materials; retail services or wholesale services 
for rubber cords and laces, asbestos cords and strings, leather straps, straw plaits, knitted cords, Sanada-himo 
[Japanese-style cords], twisted cords, cordage and braids; retail services or wholesale services for window shades and 
floor coverings; retail services or wholesale services for tarpaulins, not for ships, tents, not for camping, sunshade and 
blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo; retail services or wholesale services for benches; retail services or wholesale services 
for handles for lifting cooking pots and pans; retail services or wholesale services for outdoor trash containers, not for 
household use; retail services or wholesale services for gas lanterns, gas lamps, oil lamps, lamp chimneys and lamp 
wicks; retail services or wholesale services for mantles for gas or gasoline lanterns; retail services or wholesale services 
for poles for hanging gas or gasoline lanterns; retail services or wholesale services for pole mounting lantern hangers; 
retail services or wholesale services for bonfire stands; retail services or wholesale services for base plates for fire pits; 
retail services or wholesale services for charcoal fire starting tools; retail services or wholesale services for Gotoku 
[trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes], fire pans for carrying live charcoal [Juno], fireplace 
bellows [handtools], Japanese charcoal extinguishers [Hikeshi-tsubo], fire tongs, fire pokers, cinder sifters for household 
purposes and coal scuttles; retail services or wholesale services for dog leashes and clothing for pets; retail services or 
wholesale services for measuring or testing machines and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for tent 
pegs; retail services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for 
bicycles.

Cl.43;Providing foods and beverages; restaurant services; café services; cafeteria services; arranging and providing 
temporary accommodation; reservation of temporary accommodation in hotels and boarding houses; boarding for 
animals; rental of electric hot plates for household purposes; rental of electric toasters for household purposes; rental of 
microwave ovens for household purposes; rental of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; rental of non-electric 
cooking heaters; rental of dishes; rental of kitchen worktops.

Cl.44;Rental of kitchen sinks.
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4314352    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490398]
STAR MICRONICS CO., LTD.

20-10, Nakayoshida, Suruga-Ku, Shizuoka-Shi Shizuoka 422-8654 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machine tools; metal working machines; computer numerically controlled automatic lathes.

Cl.9;Telecommunications apparatus and equipment; telecommunications transmitters and receivers; computer 
peripherals for telecommunications; interface hardware for use in computer printers; network interface hardware for 
controlling cash register drawers for use in point-of-sale systems; computer peripherals; computer printers; computer 
programs for controlling computer printers and computer peripherals; computer programs for use in electronic cash 
register systems; computer software for managing computer printers and computer peripherals; electronic card readers; 
electronic card writers; computer software for digitizing printed data on purchase receipts, transmitting the data to the 
purchaser"s mobile devices, smartphones and personal computers, storing the data in the servers, managing and 
analyzing the purchase history, and distributing advertisements, offers, rewards, coupons, and direct mail campaign 
information; computer software for generating, displaying, transmitting, receiving, saving, and managing electronic 
receipts; computer programs for use in printing data received from a cloud server; computer software for use in printing 
data from mobile devices, smartphones, and personal computers connected to a cloud computing network; computer 
software for use in remote monitoring of computers, computer printers, computer systems, CNC lathes, and machine 
tools connected to a cloud computing network; computer software for issuance and management of point cards and 
coupons for promotional purposes; computer software for operating computer peripherals connected to a cloud 
computing network; computer programs for configuration and control of computer printers; computer programs for 
monitoring machine tools operation; electronic cash registers; electronic cash register drawers; electronic cash register 
drawers with built-in printers for use in point-of-sale systems.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for generating, issuing, displaying, 
transmitting, receiving, saving, and managing electronic receipts; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 
software for issuance and management of point cards and coupons for promotional purposes using a cloud computing 
network; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in transmitting data to printers connected 
to a cloud computing network for printing; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in 
printing data from mobile devices, smartphones and personal computers connected to a cloud computing network; 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in remote monitoring of computers, computer 
printers, computer systems, CNC lathes, and metal working machines connected to a cloud computing network; 
providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for operating and controlling computer printers 
and computer peripherals; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for operating and 
controlling machine tools and CNC lathes.
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4338455    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452950]
Peake 123 Limited

2 Pancras Square London N1C 4AG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4229407, 4338453

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, electronic, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electrical and electronic 
components; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; computers; single board 
computers; computer hardware; computer hardware modules for use with Internet of Things (IoT); computer software; 
computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things (IoT); downloadable computer software; 
computer games software; magnetic data carriers, digital recording media; calculating machines, data processing 
equipment; baseboards; module boards; mounts for integrated circuits and microprocessors; servers; blank computer 
storage media; read-only memory; flash memory; flash memory cards; memory card readers; SD cards; magnetic data 
carriers; disk drives; USB flash drives; memory boards; motherboards; power supply units; solid state drives; central 
processing units; circuit boards; integrated circuits; printed circuit boards; expansion cards for computers; magnetic, 
optical, and electronic data storage materials and devices; computer memory devices; sound, video, audio and data 
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recordings; electric cables; HDMI cables; capacitors; computer peripheral devices; computer monitors; computer 
keyboards; printers; computer mice; remote control for computers; batteries; chargers; buses for computers; ports for 
computers; digital audio and video players with multimedia and interactive functions; radios; cameras; video cameras; 
web cameras; projectors; global positioning systems; communications equipment; electrical connectors, electronic 
connectors, audio connectors, video connectors, circular connectors, i.e. sockets, mains and IEC connectors, network 
and telecommunications connectors, PCB connectors, power connectors, RF and coaxial connectors, USB connectors, 
fibre optic connectors; electrical contacts; control panels; insulated copper wire; optical data media; electrical indicators, 
digital indicators, interfaces for computers; junction sleeves for electric cables; audio speakers for computers; 
microphones; microprocessors; modems; headphones; optical discs; optical fibres; plugs, sockets and other contacts; 
electric connections; transformers; transistors; transmitters of electronic signals; light emitting diodes; thermocouples; 
trunking; sound amplifiers; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; casings, cases, boxes and 
housings, all adapted for use with computer apparatus; process control apparatus; resistors; sensors; transducers; audio 
and visual apparatus and instruments; shielding apparatus; ferrites; downloadable electronic publications; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Packaging of paper or cardboard; packaging materials made from paper or cardboard; printed matter; printed 
matter relating to computers, single board computers, computer peripherals, computer hardware, computer software or 
computing services; documents and publications relating to computers, single board computers, computer peripherals 
computer hardware, computer software or computing services; instructional and teaching material; books; magazines, 
catalogues; manuals; handbooks; pencils; pens; printed publications; stationery; greeting cards; calendars; bookmarks; 
stickers; posters; photographs; postcards; diagrams; graphic prints; erasers; pencil sharpeners; pencil cases; rulers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Hand held computer games; electronic hand-held game units; electric computer games; computer gaming 
machines; games controllers adapted for playing computer games; gaming wheels; joysticks for gaming, gaming 
surfaces; gaming mice; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected 
with the sale of scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, electronic, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; retail services, mail 
order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; retail 
services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale 
of electrical and electronic components, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; retail 
services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale 
of computers, single board computers, computer hardware; computer hardware modules for use with Internet of Things 
(IoT), computer software, computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things (IoT), 
downloadable computer software, computer games software, magnetic data carriers, digital recording media; retail 
services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale 
of calculating machines, data processing equipment, baseboards, module boards, mounts for integrated circuits and 
microprocessors, servers, blank computer storage media, read-only memory, flash memory, flash memory cards, memory 
card readers, SD cards; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale 
services all connected with the sale of magnetic data carriers, disk drives, USB flash drives, memory boards, 
motherboards, power supply units, solid state drives, central processing units, circuit boards, integrated circuits, printed 
circuit boards, expansion cards for computers, magnetic, optical, and electronic data storage materials and devices, 
computer memory devices; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale 
services all connected with the sale of sound, video, audio and data recordings, electric cables, HDMI cables, capacitors; 
retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the 
sale of computer peripheral devices, computer monitors, computer keyboards, printers, computer mice, remote control 
for computers, batteries, chargers, buses for computers, ports for computers, digital audio and video players with 
multimedia and interactive functions; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and 
wholesale services all connected with the sale of radios, cameras, video cameras, web cameras, projectors, global 
positioning systems, communications equipment; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail 
services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of electrical connectors, electronic connectors, audio 
connectors, video connectors, circular connectors, i.e. sockets, mains and IEC connectors, network and 
telecommunications connectors, PCB connectors, power connectors, RF and coaxial connectors, USB connectors, fibre 
optic connectors, electrical contacts, control panels, insulated copper wire; retail services, mail order retail services, 
electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of optical data media, electrical 
indicators, digital indicators, interfaces for computers; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail 
services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of junction sleeves for electric cables, audio speakers for 
computers, microphones, microprocessors, modems, headphones; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or 
online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of optical discs, optical fibres, plugs, sockets and 
other contacts, electric connections, transformers, transistors, transmitters of electronic signals, light emitting diodes, 
thermocouples, trunking, sound amplifiers; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services 
and wholesale services all connected with the sale of electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments, 
casings, cases, boxes and housings, all adapted for use with computer apparatus; retail services, mail order retail 
services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of, process control 
apparatus, resistors, sensors, transducers, audio and visual apparatus and instruments, shielding apparatus, 
transformers, ferrites, downloadable electronic publications, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; retail services, 
mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of 
packaging of paper or cardboard, packaging materials made from paper or cardboard, printed matter, printed matter 
relating to computers, single board computers, computer peripherals, computer hardware, computer software or 
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computing services; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and wholesale services 
all connected with the sale of documents and publications relating to computers, single board computers, computer 
peripherals computer hardware, computer software or computing services; retail services, mail order retail services, 
electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of instructional and teaching 
material, books, magazines, catalogues, manuals, handbooks, pencils, pens, printed publications, stationery, greeting 
cards, calendars, bookmarks, stickers, posters, photographs, postcards, diagrams, graphic prints, erasers, pencil 
sharpeners, pencil cases, rulers; retail services, mail order retail services, electronic or online retail services and 
wholesale services all connected with the sale of clothing, footwear, headgear; retail services, mail order retail services, 
electronic or online retail services and wholesale services all connected with the sale of computer games, electronic 
hand-held game units, electric computer games, computer gaming machines, games controllers adapted for playing 
computer games, gaming wheels, joysticks for gaming, gaming surfaces, gaming mice, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; advertising, marketing and promotional services, and information services relating thereto; business 
information services, business information services provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet; 
compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet; provision of business data information or images all 
on-line from a database or the Internet; dissemination of advertising materials in form of catalogues, printed publication 
or by electronic means; on-line checking services for identifying whether or not on-line callers are pre-registered as 
buyers or as sellers or both for participating in on-line electronic commerce; provision of advertising for accessing via 
communication and computer networks, including the Internet and web sites; provision of product information for 
accessing via communication and computer networks; provision of commercial information; provision of business data 
and business statistical information; computerised data processing; computerised information dissemination and 
retrieval services for commercial or advertising purposes; on-line data processing services; compilation and retrieval of 
information and data; analysis of business information and data; administrative management of communication 
networks; compilation of advertisements; on-line directory services relating to education and instruction; advisory, 
information and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications and communication services; transmission and broadcasting of text, messages, 
information, data, sound and still and moving images; message sending; message collection and transmission services; 
message board services; provision of chat room services; electronic mail services; transmission of photographic images; 
on-line bulletin board services; providing access to non-downloadable software to enable uploading, downloading, 
capturing, posting, showing, editing, playing or otherwise providing access to electronic media, multimedia content, 
videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via 
telecommunication networks, the Internet and other computer and communications networks; providing access to non-
downloadable software to enable streaming, viewing, previewing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing, manipulating, 
distributing, publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing access to electronic media, multimedia content, videos, 
movies, pictures, images, text, photos, user-generated content, audio content, and information via telecommunication 
networks, the Internet and other computer and communications networks; providing access to non-downloadable 
software to enable sharing of multimedia content and comments among users; providing access to non-downloadable 
software to enable content providers to track multimedia content; web messaging; broadcasting services; webcasting 
services; providing online forums, chat rooms and portals for the transmission of messages, comments, information and 
multimedia content among users; providing online community forums for users; providing on-line access to databases 
and reference material; leasing of access time to computer databases, advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Education and instruction services; entertainment services; provision of information relating to education and 
instruction; publication of printed and on-line matter; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, webinars and 
podcasts; provision of online tutorials in the field of single board computers; providing instructional videos in the field of 
single board computers; publishing online information in the field of single board computers; providing on-line electronic 
publications, not downloadable; publication of electronic books, manuals, journals and biogs on-line; developing and 
conducting educational programs in relation to computers, advisory and consultancy services relating to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Computerised information storage and online data storage; hosting a website on the internet for the purpose of 
social networking; hosting a website on the internet for the purpose of sharing technical information; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software applications through a website; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud 
based software for connecting, operating and managing networked devices in the Internet of Things (IoT); technical 
support and consultation services for research, design and development of products; electronics, electronic and 
computer engineering services; industrial design; engineering drawing; material testing; mechanical research; technical 
research; product development services; leasing, rental and hire of computer hardware and computer software and 
computer programs; computer programming; design and development of computer hardware, computer software and 
computer peripherals; research and development of computer hardware and software; technical support and consultation 
services for design and development of single board computers, computer systems, databases and applications; 
information provided on-line from a computer database or from the Internet relating to computer hardware, computer 
software or single board computers, technical or engineering matters; information provided on-line from a computer 
database or from the Internet relating to computer hardware, computer software or single board computers; technical 
consultancy in the field of information technology, single board computing and Internet of Things (IoT); technical 
assistance, advice and information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services, hosting of 
digital content, namely on-line journals and biogs, hosting an online virtual community for registered users to share 
information, photos, audio and video content and to participate in discussions and forums, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 09/04/2019; Application No. : UK00003390641 ;United Kingdom 

4345597    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496540]
Camelot UK Bidco Limited

Friars House, 160 Blackfriars Road London SE1 8EZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Online computer services in the nature of providing a search engine for searching and retrieving information, 
sites, data and other resources available on a global computer network.

Cl.45;Registration of domain names; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; intellectual 
property rights agency; intellectual property consultancy; domain name registration services.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2019; Application No. : 38422742 ;China 

4345962    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1496285]
Realme Chongqing Mobile Telecommunications Corp., Ltd.

No. 2 Building, No. 24 Nichang Boulevard, Huixing Block, Yubei District 401120 Chongqing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable mobilephone application software; remote control apparatus; smartphones; data processing 
apparatus; headsets; batteries, electric; computer software, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
downloadable music files; power switches.

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; message sending; telephone services; electronic information delivery services; Internet 
service provider [ISP] services; radio broadcast; transmission of electronic mail; webcast services; streaming of data; 
news transmission.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2019; Application No. : 732793 ;Switzerland 

4350617    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498187]
Exposition Swissminiatur SA

CH-6815 Melide Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1486585

IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; luggage and transport bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals; all the aforesaid goods are from 
Switzerland.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; all the aforesaid goods are from Switzerland.

Cl.41;Organization of cultural activities; organization and presentation to the public of exhibition centers for 
architectural miniatures, such as monuments, historic buildings, castles, cathedrals, houses, palaces, country structures 
represented in miniature, landscapes and territories suggestive of Switzerland and reproduced to scale; all the aforesaid 
goods are from Switzerland.
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Priority claimed from 17/04/2019; Application No. : 018053265 ;European Union 

4350686    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498374]
Next Generation Elements GmbH

Gewerbepark 22 A-4101 Feldkirchen an der Donau Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; extrusion moulding machines; 
archimedian screws.

Cl.11;Reactor vessels; reactors for gas-solids reactions.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : 1387359 ;Benelux 

4355366    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497770]
Signify Holding B.V.

High Tech Campus 48 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control apparatus and computer software programs for lighting apparatus and lighting systems; lighting control 
apparatus; lighting control systems; remote control apparatus for controlling lighting; mobile apps for lighting systems; 
control apparatus and computer software programs for the input, storage, processing and transmission of data; computer 
networking software; computer peripherals; networking apparatus and instruments; telecommunications, 
communications and satellite apparatus and instruments; wireless communications equipment and hardware including, 
computer networking, digital audio and video devices and telecommunication apparatus; computer hardware and 
peripherals, namely wireless local area networking products and devices and global wireless networking products and 
devices; wireless access apparatus, instruments and equipment; downloadable electronic publications; decoders; visible 
light decoders; optical control apparatus; heat regulating apparatus; signaling apparatus and instruments; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of images; projectors; apparatus for the transmission of data; databases; electric 
converter; ballasts for lighting installations; light emitting diodes (leds), organic light emitting diodes (oleds), laser diodes 
and zener diodes; lasers; electronic control components for lighting; sensors and detectors; electric power unit 
[transformers]; batteries; starters for electric lamps; parts of the aforementioned goods.
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Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting; lighting fixtures and lighting installations; lamps; light sources [other than for 
photographic or medical use]; light filters [other than for photographic or medical use]; parts of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.38;Telecommunications and communications services; wireless communication services; wireless broadband 
communications services; rental of telecommunication facilities and equipment; telecommunications consultation and 
advisory services relating to wireless communications and wireless communications equipment; providing information 
related to wireless communications; providing internet access; providing multiple-user access to a global computer 
network; providing multiple use access to global computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination of a 
wide range of information; electronic communication services; electronic network communications; providing access to 
electronic communications networks; providing telecommunications connections to the internet; providing 
telecommunications connections to a global computer network; information services relating to electronic 
communication services; providing electronic telecommunication connections.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2019; Application No. : 88493980 ;United States of America 

4355998    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499350]
Williams-Sonoma, Inc.

3250 Van Ness Avenue San Francisco CA 94109 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1472090, 3631821, 3882611

IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Framed art pictures and prints; art pictures and prints on canvas.

Cl.20;Furniture; decorative mirrors; works of art made of wood; decorative centerpieces of wood; drapery hardware, 
namely, curtain rods, curtain hooks and finials.

Cl.21;Bath accessories, namely, cup holders, toothbrush holders, soap dishes, liquid soap and lotion dispensers; 
waste baskets and trash cans; decorative centerpieces made of glass and ceramic; works of art made of glass or ceramic.

Cl.24;Bedding, namely, bed sheets, pillow cases, pillow shams, bed skirts, comforters, bed blankets and blanket 
throws, bedspreads, duvets, quilts and coverlets; curtains, draperies; towels; washcloths; shower curtains.

Cl.27;Floor coverings; rugs; door mats; bath mats.

Cl.35;Retail store services, on-line retail store services and catalog mail order services featuring furniture, framed art, 
bath accessories, bedding, rugs and decorative accessories and products.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2019; Application No. : 302019000043536 ;Italy 

4356053    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499196]
CISTELAIER S.P.A.

Via Gandhi, 1 MODENA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Printed circuits; multilayer printed circuits, double sided printed circuits; rigid-flex printed circuits; electronic 
circuits; integrated circuits; circuit testers; printed circuit boards incorporating integrated circuits; interface circuits for 
video cameras; electronic integrated circuits; computer chipsets; large-scale integrated circuits; connectors for electronic 
circuits; chip card readers; integrated circuit [IC] memory cards; integrated circuit modules; multilayer printed wiring 
boards; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit boards; chip cards; encoded integrated circuit cards; audio circuit 
boards; electrical circuit boards; video circuit boards; electronic components for integrated circuit cards; copper panels 
for circuit boards; blank integrated circuit cards [blank smart cards].

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of printed circuits, multilayer printed 
circuits, double sided printed circuits, rigid-flex printed circuits; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, 
also on-line, of electronic circuits, integrated circuits, circuit testers, printed circuit boards incorporating integrated 
circuits, interface circuits for video cameras, electronic integrated circuits, computer chipsets, large-scale integrated 
circuits; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of connectors for electronic circuits, chip 
card readers, integrated circuit memory cards, integrated circuit modules, multilayer printed wiring boards, chips 
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[integrated circuits]; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of printed circuit boards, chip 
cards, encoded integrated circuit cards, audio circuit boards, electrical circuit boards, video circuit boards, electronic 
components for integrated circuit cards, copper panels for circuit boards, blank integrated circuit cards; retail and 
wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also on-line, of scientific apparatus and instruments, signalling, checking 
[supervision] apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; retail and wholesale services on behalf of third parties, also online, of magnetic data carriers, recording discs, 
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; sales promotion for others; 
outsourcing services [business assistance]; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; demonstration of goods; sponsorship search; business inquiries; business information; promoting the 
goods and services of others on the Internet; market analysis; market research; market studies; market surveys; 
marketing; marketing advice; marketing analysis; marketing assistance; marketing consultancy; marketing information; 
marketing services; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; planning and 
conducting of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations for commercial or advertising purposes; business organization 
consultancy; providing advice relating to the organisation and management of businesses; business assistance; 
assistance and consultancy relating to business management and organization; providing assistance in the field of 
business management and planning; advisory services for business management; advisory services relating to business 
analysis; advisory services relating to business organization; advisory services relating to business planning; business 
research; providing business and commercial advice and information; publicity; public relations; commercial or industrial 
management assistance; business appraisals; providing statistical information for business or commercial purposes; 
personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment
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4356108    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499655]
SILK GEORGETTE MKL INTERNATIONAL Sagl

Via Maraini 17/a CH-6900 Lugano Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, ores; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric 
cables and wires of metal; small items of metal hardware; containers of metal for storage or transport; safes.

Cl.19;Slabs of marble; slabs of slate; slabs of clay; natural stone slabs; cement slabs; slabs not of metal for building; 
stringers (parts of staircases), not of metal; staircases not of metal; floors not of metal; rock materials used for the 
construction of floors, roofs, countertops, walls, cladding and fireplaces; drywall; wainscoting not of metal; non-metallic 
lining coatings for construction; veneering, not of metal, for building; veneer wall coverings, not of metal, for building; 
lining wall coverings, not of metal, for building; flooring or wall cladding of synthetic materials; busts of stone, concrete 
or marble; figures of marble; figurines made of stone, concrete or marble; marble; monuments of marble; works of art 
made of stone, concrete or marble; mosaic tiles made of marble for decoration purposes; grave markers of marble; 
sculptures of cement, marble or stone; statues of stone, concrete or marble.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 88392553 ;United States of America 

4356352    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1498852]
PERSONAL GENOME DIAGNOSTICS INC.

2809 Boston Street, Suite 503 Baltimore MD 21224 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents for scientific or medical research use.

Cl.5;Medical diagnostic reagents; medical diagnostic reagents and assays for testing of body fluids; diagnostic 
reagents for clinical or medical laboratory use.
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4356495    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499000]
BioPhorum Operations Group Limited

5 Westbrook Court, Sharrow Vale Road Sheffield S11 8YZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter; stationery; instructional and teaching materials; printed matter, namely books, reports, leaflets, 
pamphlets, flyers, articles, information sheets, manuals, newsletters, periodicals and journals all in the biopharmaceutical 
field; printed matter, namely books, reports, leaflets, pamphlets, flyers, articles, information sheets, manuals, newsletters, 
periodicals and journals all in the biotechnology field; research reports featuring biopharmaceutical and biotechnology 
data.

Cl.35;Business development services; business advisory services relating to product development; business project 
management for others in the fields of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; business management consultancy; 
corporate management consultancy; commercial management consultancy; business consultancy; business information; 
market research; business services, namely, formulation of best practices in the biopharmaceutical and biotechnology 
fields; expert evaluations and reports relating to business matters; benchmarking programmes; benchmarking services; 
conducting business and market research surveys; collection of market research information; analysis of market 
research data and statistics; computerised market research services; preparation of business reports; provision of 
marketing reports; market reports and studies; promoting collaboration within the science and research communities; 
promoting collaboration within the science and research communities to achieve advances in the field of 
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biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; promoting the exchange of information within the science and research 
communities; promoting the exchange of information within the science and research communities to achieve advances 
in the field of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; business research; business research consultation; business 
consultancy to the biotechnology and biopharmaceuticals industry; business introduction services; business project 
management services; organizing collaborative projects concerning business issues in the scientific, pharmaceutical, 
biopharmaceutical and biotechnology fields.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting seminars, workshops, educational conferences, teleconferences, webconferences and 
events; arranging and conducting seminars, workshops, educational conferences, teleconferences, webconferences and 
events in the field of biotechnology and biopharmaceuticals; organisation of working groups, research groups and 
conventions in the field of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; arranging and conducting meetings in the 
biopharmaceutical industry; arranging and conducting meetings in the biotech industry; arranging and conducting 
meetings to discuss best practices on a wide range of quality, engineering and organisational subjects within the 
biopharmaceutical and biotechnology fields; business training services; providing online training in the form of courses, 
seminars and workshops in the fields of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; providing an in-person educational 
forum in the fields of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; publication of electronic newsletters in the fields of 
biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; providing online newsletters in the filed of biopharmaceuticals (terms too vague 
in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing online newsletters in the 
field of biotechnology (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); publishing online reports in the field of biotechnology; publishing online reports in the field of 
biopharmaceuticals; publishing services; publishing in relation to regulatory matters, scientific matters, business 
information, product development, product supply chain, biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology industry and 
technology; education services; arranging and conducting business conferences; providing an in-person business forum 
in the fields of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; technological consultancy; technological consulting services relating to manufacture; scientific consultancy; 
environmental consultancy; design consultancy; services relating to design and design processes; technology road-
mapping; conducting collaborative scientific research projects; providing information in relation to science research and 
development of biopharmaceuticals and biotechnology; project management of research and design projects; product 
quality evaluation; advisory services relating to the safety testing of products; advisory services relating to the safety 
testing of engineering products; advisory services relating to energy efficiency; advisory services relating to safety of the 
environment; advisory services relating to obtaining quality systems approvals from organisations; auditing of the quality 
control capability of manufacturers; advisory services relating to quality control of manufactured goods; evaluation of 
performance against bench-mark references; conducting of scientist studies; scientific research and development 
services; organizing collaborative technical project studies concerning scientific issues in the scientific, pharmaceutical, 
biopharmaceutical and biotechnology fields.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2019; Application No. : 88392531 ;United States of America 

4356521    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499641]
PERSONAL GENOME DIAGNOSTICS INC.

2809 Boston Street, Suite 503 Baltimore MD 21224 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4207261

IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Providing scientific research information in the field of cancer genomics; scientific research for medical purposes 
in the field of genomic testing; scientific and technological services, namely, scientific research, analysis, and testing in 
the field of genomic testing, mutation detection, and cancer.

Cl.44;Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes in the field of tumor mutation detection and genomic testing; 
providing health information in the field of mutation detection and cancer genomics.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : 18041047 ;European Union 

4361276    05/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497756]
Hindawi Limited

Adam House, 3rd Floor, 1 Fitzroy Square London W1T 5HF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Provision of electronic publications on-line from a computer database or via the Internet; publishing books, 
periodicals, publications, reviews and peer-reviewed journals related to science and technology including editorial 
consultancy; library services provided by means of a computerised database or via the Internet; library services using a 
searchable computerised database containing material extracted from scientific publications and reviews, 
recommendations and comments relating to the said material; educational services relating to science and technology; 
publication of scientific and technological news; scientific and technological awareness services [education]; publication 
of books, magazines, academic research articles, scholarly journals, scholarly monographs, and datasets produced from 
academic research; educational and training services, namely, conducting seminars and conferences.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological research services; scientific and technological information and consultancy 
services; on-line provision of information relating to science and technology; scientific services, namely review, quality 
valuation, recommendation, evaluation, commenting, highlighting, rating and compiling of scientific and academic books, 
publications and journals; consultancy services relating to the design, development and maintenance of computer 
databases; computer services, namely, providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in 
submitting, tracking and management of manuscripts, online reporting of manuscripts acceptance and rejection 
decisions, and online peer review of manuscripts.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 018096376 ;European Union 

4365079    07/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500480]
Lipoid GmbH

Frigenstr. 4 67065 Ludwigshafen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical additives in particular for use in the manufacture of medical preparations, in particular for use in the 
manufacture of oils for parenteral nutrition, medicated and non-medicated skin care preparations, preparations for day 
care and night care of the skin, anti-inflammatory agents, antioxidants, skin-calming preparations, anti-irritant skin 
preparations, anti-inflammatory skin preparations, cosmetic and pharmaceutical sunscreens, preparations for delaying 
aging, reducing wrinkles and preparations for after-sun care, preparations for treating skin damage caused by UV light 
and/or solar radiation, preparations for preventing skin damage caused by UV light and/or solar radiation.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations, in particular oils for parenteral nutrition; dietetic foodstuffs and 
substances adapted for medical use; infant formula; nutritional supplements.
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4366317    19/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500564]
IKEDA MOHANDO CO., LTD.

16 Jinden, Kamiichi-machi, Nakaniikawa-gun Toyama 930-0394 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; baby powder [toiletries]; bath foam; bath salts, non-medicated; body lotion; hair care creams; hair 
coloring preparations; lipsticks; foundations; make-up removing creams; beauty care preparations; body deodorants 
[perfumery]; cosmetic creams; cosmetic facial preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations 
for the care of mouth and teeth; cosmetic preparations for the face and body; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; after-sun 
moisturizers; fragrances; hair setting preparations; hand creams; lip balm; massage oil; moisturizers; baby powder 
[toiletries]; baby oils [toiletries]; shaving creams; soaps; cleaning preparations (not for industrial and medical purposes); 
hair shampoos and conditioners; hand soap; laundry washing preparations, dentifrice and toothpaste; non-medicated 
mouthwashes; breath fresheners; antiperspirants for personal use; cotton wool and cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; 
artificial fingernails; false eyelashes; incense; room fragrancing preparations; essential oils; aromatherapy oils [for 
cosmetic use]; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; washing and bleaching preparations; stain removing preparations; baby 
powders not for medical purposes.

Cl.5;Medicines; reagent paper for medical purposes; pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; non-prescription medicines, anti-itch ointments [antipruritics]; anti-itch 
creams [antipruritics]; liquid antipruritics; medical plasters; dermatological pharmaceutical products; pharmaceutical 
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preparations for wounds; medicated baby powder; medicated body lotions; medicated lip balms; medicated lozenges; 
cough syrups; gargles [for medical use]; anti-inflammatories; analgesic preparations; acne treatment preparations; 
hygienic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical cold preparations; mothballs; insect repelling preparations; 
antiparasitics; insect destroying preparations; mosquito repellents for application to the skin; bactericides; medicated 
compresses; medicated lotions for sunburn; first aid kits for household use; antiseptic preparations; all-purpose 
disinfectants; pregnancy testing preparations; veterinary preparations and substances; herbicides for agricultural use; 
agricultural pesticides; bath preparations for medical purposes; adhesive bandages for medical purposes; materials for 
dressings; air deodorizing preparations; fabric deodorizers; household deodorants; babies' diapers of paper; disposable 
adult diapers; gauze [for medical use]; cotton swabs for medical purposes; cotton wool for medical purposes; ear 
bandages; eye bandages for medical purposes; sanitary tampons; sticking plasters for medical use; dietary and 
nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for humans; food for infants; powdered milk for babies; slimming tea for 
medical purposes; material for dental prostheses; materials for repairing teeth and dental prostheses; fixing materials for 
dental purposes; dental adhesives; pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes; soaps used for medical purposes.
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4366702    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500655]
Coala-Life AB

RIDDARGATAN 18, 2TR SE-114 51 STOCKHOLM Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, databases and computer software platforms for monitoring, screening and diagnosis of the heart and 
lungs; software in the form of apps for monitoring, screening and diagnosis of the heart and lungs; computer software, 
databases and computer software platforms for the management and transmission of patient information.

Cl.10;Electronic medical instruments and apparatus; diagnostic, examination, and monitoring equipment; electronic 
medical instruments and equipment for diagnosis of heart diseases, strokes and lung diseases; heart and lung 
monitoring equipment; electronic heart rate monitors [for medical use]; electronic heart signal monitors [for medical use]; 
cardio-pulmonary diagnostic instrumentation; medical systems for monitoring the heart.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2018; Application No. : 017997700 ;European Union 

4368038    26/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1500113]
INTS IT IS NOT THE SAME, GmbH

Baarerstr. 98 CH-6302 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious stones, pearls and precious metals and their imitations; jewelry; sports watches; rings [jewelry]; 
Bracelets and wristlets; rings [jewelry] made of precious metal; rings [jewelry] not made of precious metal; jewelry 
[costume jewelry]; brooches [jewelry]; decorative brooches [jewelry]; brooches for scarves with jewelry; earrings; silver 
earrings; gold earrings; drop earrings; hoop earrings; stud earrings; pressure earrings; clip-on earrings; earrings with a 
hole; earrings made of precious metals; gold plated earrings; necklaces [jewelry]; jewelry rope chain for necklaces; 
decorative articles [trinkets or jewelry] for personal use.

Cl.18;Travel bags; purses; haversacks; coin purses, not of precious metal; trunks and suitcases; suitcases, handbags, 
briefcases and other object-carriers; shoulder belts [straps] of leather; trunks [luggage]; kori wicker trunks; traveling 
trunks; pocket wallets; bags; shoulder bags; bags for sports; traveling bags of leather for clothing; bags for campers; roll 
bags; all-purpose sports bags; weekend bags; gym bags; shopping bag trolleys with two wheels; footwear bags; waist 
and hip bags; bags for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; bags for accessory kits; bags for carrying 
clothing; book bags; handbags; handbags for men; handbags for women; small handbags; handbags not made of 
precious metals; clutch bags; evening bags; knitted bags not made of precious metals; hiking bags; wallets with card 
cases; cases [leatherware]; school satchels; credit card cases of leather; handbags; wallets in precious metals; school 
satchels; key wallets; wallets for clipping on belts; empty cases for cosmetics; luggage tags [leatherware]; billfolds; 
leather covers; covers made of imitation leather; commuter pass holders; garment bags for travel; leather key cases; 
backpacks; backpacks with a structure for carrying infants; cases and briefcases; cosmetic bags; baby carriers worn on 
the body; document cases; coin holders (purses); garment bags, shirt covers and garment covers; travel bags (leather 
goods); card cases [notecases].

Cl.25;Coats; blousons; jackets; parkas; hoods; blousons; pelisses; raincoats; long pants; short trousers; skirts; belts; 
clothing; sweaters; jerseys (garments); cardigans; pullovers; sweatshirts; shirts; undershirts; short-sleeved tee-shirts; 
polo shirts; suits; vests; Bermuda shorts; body linen [garments]; T-shirts; leotards; dressing gowns; negligees; 
underwear; nightgowns; pajamas; bathing suits; shawls; cummerbunds (sashes); neckties; tights; leggings [leg 
warmers]; foulards; bandanas (neckerchiefs); stocking suspenders; gloves (clothing); mittens; stockings; socks; 
footwear; slippers; boots; esparto shoes or sandals; sandals; half-boots; flip flops; pareus; ballet flats [footwear]; casual 
footwear; rain footwear; footwear [except orthopedic footwear]; beach shoes; footwear for children; footwear for men; 
footwear for sports; horse riding footwear; non-slip devices for footwear; footwear, not for sports; hats; wimples [hats]; 
small hats; millinery; fur hats; fashion hats; beach hats; woolly hats; tassel hats; sports caps and hats [other than 
helmets]; paper hats for use as clothing; caps [headwear]; beanies; shower caps; caps for water polo; ski caps; sleeping 
caps; bathing caps; caps and sports caps; fez [traditional hats of Turkish origin]; party hats [clothing]; sports shoes.

Cl.35;Dissemination of advertisements; modeling services for advertising or sales promotion; advertising; commercial 
business management; commercial administration; marketing services; business information services; retail sale 
services relating to clothing; retail services relating to footwear; retail services relating to jewelry; retail sale of sports 
articles; retail services for bags; wholesale services for bags; wholesale services relating to clothing; online retail 
services for clothing; wholesale services relating to footwear; wholesale services relating to jewelry; advertising services; 
dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples]; retail services connected with the 
sale of clothing and clothing accessories; wholesale services relating to the sale of clothing and clothing accessories; 
organization of trade fairs for advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; 
organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions and trade 
fairs for commercial and promotional purposes; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, 
promotional and advertising purposes; wholesale services relating to hats; customer loyalty services for commercial, 
promotional or advertising purposes.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 4558719 ;France 

4379930    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502576]
MYRRA

ZI Gustave Eiffel, 2 boulevard de la Haye F-77600 BUSSY-SAINT-GEORGES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity distribution or consumption; installations, equipment and apparatus for charging electric vehicles; charging 
stations for electric vehicles; connection terminals for electric vehicles; electric cables for charging electric vehicles; 
electrical terminal connectors; electrical junction boxes; chargers for electric cars; chargers for motor vehicles batteries; 
batteries for electric vehicles; electric power converters; electric power converters; aC/DC converters; electric converters.

Cl.37;Construction, maintenance and repair of installations, equipment and apparatus for power distribution; 
installation, maintenance and repair of charging systems for electric vehicles; installation, maintenance and repair of 
charging stations for electric vehicles; battery charging services for electric vehicles; advice and information with respect 
to the installation, maintenance and repair of charging stations for electric vehicles.

Cl.40;Custom manufacturing of equipment, installations and apparatus for charging electric vehicles; custom 
manufacturing of charging stations for electric vehicles.
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Cl.41;Professional training, demonstration (practical training) services with respect to charging electric vehicles; 
publication of books, periodicals and manuals, including online, with respect to electric vehicle chargers; arranging and 
holding colloquiums, conferences and congresses with respect to electric vehicle charging.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating thereto, industrial analysis and 
industrial research services, engineering and expert services (engineering work), technical project studies, all in 
connection with the installations, equipment and apparatus for charging electric vehicles; development of energy and 
electricity management systems; technical information, advice and consultations with respect to installations, equipment 
and apparatus for charging electric vehicles; energy auditing; advice in the field of energy saving and energy efficiency; 
technological analysis relating to the energy and electricity needs of third parties.
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Priority claimed from 12/04/2019; Application No. : 01393934 ;Benelux 

4380202    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502411]
AGC Inc.

5-1, Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8405 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Antennas; parabolic antennas; radar antennas; antennas [aerials]; dish antennas; television antennas; radio 
antennas; satellite antennas; signal antennas; radio-frequency antennas; antennas for wireless communications 
apparatus; antennas and aerials as components; receiving antennas for satellite broadcast; telecommunications 
transmitters.

Cl.19;Building glass; insulating glass [building]; tempered glass for building; safety glass for building; decorative glass 
for building; insulating glass for building; window glass for building; float glass for building; colored sheet glass for 
building; plate glass [windows] for building; glass elements for building panels; glass panels for building construction; 
laminated flat glass for building.

Cl.21;Unworked glass, except building glass; semi-worked glass, except building glass; sheet glass (except glass used 
in building); decorative glass, not for building; tempered glass, not for building.

Cl.37;Antenna installation and repair; maintenance of communications equipment.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; mobile telecommunications services; cellular telecommunications services.
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4383666    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504025]
Société Civile Particulière MONOECUS

"Le Bristol", 25bis, boulevard Albert 1er MC-98000 Monaco Monaco

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumes and eaux de toilette; toiletries; animal grooming preparations; aromatic extracts and essential oils; 
perfuming and cleaning preparations; abrasive preparations; wax for tailors and shoemakers.

Cl.14;Precious stones, pearls and precious metals and imitations thereof; jewelry articles; chronometric instruments; 
other articles of precious metals and precious stones, and their imitations, namely, works of art made of precious metals; 
boxes of precious metal; rosaries; copper tokens; misbaha [prayer beads]; coins; cases for watches and jewelry; key 
rings and key chains.

Cl.18;Leather, imitation leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and their imitations and products made of these 
materials, namely, leather shoulder straps; gold beaters' skin; boxes of leather or leatherboard; reins for guiding children; 
straps for soldiers' equipment; cases of leather or leatherboard; leatherboard; kid; leather laces; straps for skates; butts 
[parts of hides]; unworked or semi-worked leather; leather labels; leather threads (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); furs [animal skins], fur-skins [animal skins]; casings, of 
leather, for springs; trimmings of leather for furniture; harness fittings; imitations of leather, imitation leather; leather 
straps; chin straps, of leather; moleskin [imitation leather]; animal skins, animal hides; curried skins; cattle skins; 
chamois leather, other than for cleaning purposes; furniture coverings of leather; girths of leather; tefillin [phylacteries]; 
valves of leather; bags; wallets; luggage and transport bags; suitcases, traveling bags, and other transport objects for 
traveling (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations); 
umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; collars, leashes, saddlery, whips and clothing for animals.

Cl.25;Headgear; clothing; footwear and bags.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003399929 ;United Kingdom 

4383673    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503526]
Drest Limited

Hays Galleria, 1 Hays Lane London SE1 2RD United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; perfumes; essential oils; colognes; solid fragrance; eau de toilette; parfum; scented body spray; non-
medicated skin care preparations; skin care serums; non-medicated beauty serums; beauty creams; non-medicated skin 
moisturisers; skincare sprays; moisturising body oils, creams and lotions.

Cl.9;Software; downloadable computer software; software for mobile telephones; software for tablet computers and 
notebook computers; mobile gaming applications; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; downloadable publications; covers and 
cases for mobile telephones; covers and cases for tablet computers and notebook computers; spectacles; glasses; 
sunglasses; cases for spectacles; cases for glasses and sunglasses; contact lens cases; laptop bags and pouches.

Cl.14;Precious metals, jewellery, clocks, watches, keyrings, keychains, key charms, cuff links, tie pins, accessories.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; magazines; passport holders.

Cl.18;Leather goods made of leather and fake leather; luggage; suitcases; garment bags; beauty cases; holdalls; 
weekend bags; briefcases; backpacks; wash bags for carrying toiletries; toiletry bags, vanity bags and cases; travel 
wallets; bags; make up bags; wallets, purses, card cases.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; belts, gloves, hats, scarves, hosiery, beachwear, coats, denim clothing, knitwear, 
lingerie, shorts, skirts, suits, tops, trousers, braces, ties.

Cl.35;Retail services featuring cosmetics, perfumes, essential oils, colognes, solid fragrance, eau de toilette, parfum, 
scented body spray, non-medicated skin care preparations, skin serums, non-medicated beauty serums, beauty creams, 
non-medicated skin moisturisers, skincare sprays, moisturising body oils, creams and lotions, covers and cases for 
mobile telephones, covers and cases for tablet computers and notebook computers, spectacles, glasses, sunglasses, 
cases for spectacles, cases for glasses and sunglasses, contact lens cases, precious metals, jewellery, clocks, watches, 
keyrings, keychains, key charms, cuff links, tie pins, accessories, leather goods made of leather and fake leather, 
luggage, suitcases, garment bags, beauty cases, holdalls, weekend bags, laptop bags and pouches, briefcases, 
backpacks, wash bags, toiletry bags, vanity bags and cases, travel wallets, bags, make up bags, wallets, purses, card 
cases, passport holders, clothing, footwear, headgear, belts, gloves, hats, scarves, hosiery, beachwear, coats, denim 
clothing, knitwear, lingerie, shorts, skirts, suits, tops, trousers, braces, ties, hair accessories; electronic retail services 
featuring cosmetics, perfumes, essential oils, colognes, solid fragrance, eau de toilette, parfum, scented body spray, non-
medicated skin care preparations, skin serums, non-medicated beauty serums, beauty creams, non-medicated skin 
moisturisers, skincare sprays, moisturising body oils, creams and lotions, covers and cases for mobile telephones, 
covers and cases for tablet computers and notebook computers, spectacles, glasses, sunglasses, cases for spectacles, 
cases for glasses and sunglasses, contact lens cases, precious metals, jewellery, clocks, watches, keyrings, keychains, 
key charms, cuff links, tie pins, accessories, leather goods made of leather and fake leather, luggage, suitcases, garment 
bags, beauty cases, holdalls, weekend bags, laptop bags and pouches, briefcases, backpacks, wash bags, toiletry bags, 
vanity bags and cases, travel wallets, bags, make up bags, wallets, purses, card cases, passport holders, clothing, 
footwear, headgear, belts, gloves, hats, scarves, hosiery, beachwear, coats, denim clothing, knitwear, lingerie, shorts, 
skirts, suits, tops, trousers, braces, ties, hair accessories; affiliate marketing services; advertising, marketing and 
promotion services; advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others; operating and providing on-
line marketplaces for sellers and buyers of goods and services; advertising and marketing services provided by means of 
social media; market research services; facilitating the exchange and sale of services and products of third parties via 
computer and communication networks; business networking services; consultancy, advisory and information services 
relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; electronic transmission of data, messages and 
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information; providing access to online forums for communication; providing access to online communications links 
which transfer website users to other local and global web pages; facilitating access to third party websites; providing 
online chat rooms; providing email and instant messaging services; providing access to an online platform allowing 
users to communicate and network; providing access to virtual communities for users to organise groups and events, 
participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and community networking; providing online forums for 
communication; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; education services; sporting and cultural activities; photography; organisation of fashion 
shows for entertainment purposes; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; publishing 
services; magazine publishing services; electronic publishing services; magazine publishing services; on-line electronic 
publishing of books, periodicals and magazines; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; digital video, 
audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to the 
aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software and websites; creating websites featuring virtual communities of 
users to organise groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and community 
networking; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Social introduction and networking services; online social networking services; online social networking 
services, including allowing users to communicate and network and allowing virtual communities of users to organise 
groups and events, participate in discussions, and engage in social, business and community networking; networking 
services in he nature of online forums for communication; provision of online social networking services via an online 
platform that allows users to communicate and network; provision of information relating to personal fashion; 
consultancy, advisory and information services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2019; Application No. : 88387598 ;United States of America 

4383715    01/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503648]
Rimage Corporation

7725 Washington Avenue South Edina MN 55439 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1376385

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;A fully automated robotic device for use in recording selected data onto blank USB cards and then customizing 
those cards by printing personalized images or text on the cards.

Cl.42;Technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software 
problems; technological consultation in the technology field of computer hardware data automation systems; updating of 
computer software.
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4383718    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504115]
Beijing Baocaisheng Catering Management Co., Ltd.

Room 3009, Unit 1, 26 F, Building No.99, Chaoyang North Road, Chaoyang District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Meat; fish-based foodstuffs; fruits, canned; vegetable-based snack foods; vegetables, preserved; eggs; cheese; 
yoghurt; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk products; milk shakes; milk tea [milk-based]; oils for food; fruit jellies; 
nuts, prepared; dried edible mushroom; bean curd goods.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; tea-based beverages; sugar; honey; sugar confectionery; bread; pastries; mooncakes; rice 
dumplings [zongzi]; glutinous rice balls; cereal preparations; pasta; cereal-based snack food; starch for food; soya flour; 
ice cream; edible ices; food flavourings, other than essential oils; yeast; preparations for stiffening whipped cream.

Cl.32;Beer; fruit juice; vegetable juices [beverages]; aerated water; fruit-based lacto-fermented beverages; non-
alcoholic beverages; beer wort; waters [beverages]; legume drink; beverage making preparations.

Cl.35;Publicity; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; sales promotion for 
others; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; personnel management 
consultancy; relocation services for businesses; systemization of information into computer databases; accounting; 
sponsorship search; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary, sanitary and medical supplies.

Cl.43;Café services; hotel services; restaurant services; hotel reservations; mobile canteens for the provision of food; 
rental of transportable buildings; retirement home services; day-nursery [crèche] services; rental of chairs, tables, table 
linen, glassware; boarding for animals.
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4383730    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503814]
Georgina Mae Limited

27, Pewley Hill, Guildford Surrey GU1 3SN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery; articles of jewellery made from or incorporating precious stones, precious metals and alloys of 
precious metals; articles of jewellery made from or incorporating semi-precious stones; imitation jewellery; jewellery 
featuring ornamental stones or artificial gem stones; anklets, bracelets, brooches, chains, cufflinks, cameos, charms, 
earrings, necklaces, tie pins, lapel pins, lockets, pendants, rings, jewellery trinkets, wrist bands, wrist straps; watches and 
their parts and fittings; horological and chronological instruments; clothing ornaments and jewellery of precious metals; 
shoe jewellery; jewellery for the head and hat jewellery; insignias of precious metal; key rings, fobs and chains; jewellery 
boxes; jewellery organiser rolls for travel; works of art made of precious metals, precious stones and semi-precious 
stones.

Cl.18;Bags; straps for bags; frames for bags; handbags; handbag straps; handbag and purse frames; purses and 
wallets; all-purpose leather straps; artificial fur bags, beach bags, bucket bags, bum bags, shopping bags, sling bags, 
slouch bags, chain mesh purses and bags, purses and bags of precious metal, cloth bags, clutch bags and purses, coin 
holders, coin purses, card cases and holders, wrist mounted wallets and purses, evening bags, fashion handbags, knitted 
bags, rucksacks, satchels, overnight bags, weekend bags, make up bags, toiletry bags, vanity bags, wash bags; luggage; 
trunks and travelling bags; suitcases; labels and tags for bags, luggage, suitcases, wallets and other carriers.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; belts; hosiery; underwear; scarves.
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4383738    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504168]
Dörentrup Feuerfestprodukte GmbH & Co. KG

Lemgoer Str. 9 32694 Dörentrup Germany

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4342190

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for processing refractory materials; mechanically, operated tamping tools, vibrating devices and stencil 
turning devices; vibrators for the side wall of crucible induction furnaces; two-arm and three-arm automatic vibrators; 
vibratory lifting devices; bottom vibratory plates; compressed air vibrators (parts of machines); electric vibrators (parks 
of machines); backfilling compound compressors; crucible lifting devices; compulsory mixers (parts of machines); 
spraying machines.

Cl.11;Crucibles as a part for metal melting furnaces, prefabricated crucibles, furnace linings; all the aforementioned 
goods for industrial furnaces, mainly crucible induction furnaces, cupolas and rotary drum furnaces, melting, holding and 
pouring furnaces.

Cl.19;Refractory lining materials, not of metal, based on siliceous, aluminous, basic raw materials containing carbon, 
zirconium and silicon carbide or a combination of these raw materials for lining of metal melting furnaces; refractory 
furnace linings, not of metal, namely for distributors for molten metal (tundish), inductors (coils), ladles, fore hearths, 
converters, gutters.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance services relating to metal melting furnaces and parts therefor; installation services 
relating to metal melting furnaces and parts therefor.

Cl.40;Custom-specific production of goods and fittings by molding of refractory materials for industrial furnaces and 
metal melting furnaces.

Cl.42;Technical diagnostic testing services relating to the functionality of furnace linings; testing the functionality of 
furnace linings during maintenance services.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2018; Application No. : 017982699 ;European Union 

4383739    09/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504172]
Cozify Oy

Linnoitustie 4 B FI-02600 ESPOO Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer networking and data communications equipment; electronic control systems; automatic control 
apparatus; monitoring instruments; alarms and warning equipment; communications equipment; controllers (regulators); 
sensors and detectors; data processing equipment and accessories (electrical and mechanical); computers and computer 
hardware; computer components and parts; information technology and audiovisual equipment; audio/visual and 
photographic devices; signal cables for IT, AV and telecommunication; data loggers and recorders; data storage devices; 
electrical and electronic components; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; measuring, detecting and 
monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; display devices, television receivers and film and video devices; 
access control devices for controlling access to physical places and electronic and electrical systems; antennas and 
aerials as communications apparatus; electric cables and wires; image scanners; peripherals adapted for use with 
computers; annunciators; temperature measuring instruments; audio devices and radio receivers; apparatus, instruments 
and cables for electricity; antennas and aerials as components; databases (electronic); software; software and 
applications for mobile devices.

Cl.11;Lighting and lighting reflectors; HVAC systems (heating, ventilation and air conditioning); refrigerating and 
freezing equipment; burners, boilers and heaters; sanitary and bathroom installations and plumbing fixtures; sanitary 
installations, water supply and sanitation equipment; regulating and safety accessories for water and gas installations; air 
treatment equipment; personal heating and drying implements; igniters; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and 
purification equipment (ambient); food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment equipment; filters for 
industrial and household use; fireplaces; flues and installations for conveying exhaust gases; gas scrubbing apparatus 
and gas purification apparatus; steam baths, saunas and spas; sun tanning appliances; vehicle HVAC systems (heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning); water purification, desalination and conditioning installations.

Cl.35;Administrative data processing; computerized file management; business analysis, research and information 
services; business consultancy and advisory services; business assistance, management and administrative services; 
collection and systematization of business data; retail services in relation to domestic electronic equipment.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of hardware for computer networks and internet access; installation, maintenance 
and repair of computer network and information technology equipment; computer hardware and telecommunication 
apparatus installation, maintenance and repair; installing of telecommunications networks; installation and repair of 
telecommunications hardware; installation of data network apparatus; installation of wireless telecommunications 
equipment and wireless local area networks; consultancy relating to the installation, maintenance and repair of computer 
hardware; installation of computerised information systems; installation and repair of telecommunications networks; 
installation of hardware for computer networks; repair of electronic apparatus; maintenance of electronic apparatus; 
installing of electronic communications networks; maintenance and repair of electronic apparatus; maintenance and 
repair of electronic installations; installation of hardware for computer systems; installation of access control systems; 
installation of hardware for computer systems; HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning) installation, maintenance 
and repair.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; computer communication and internet access; electronic transmission services; 
access to content, websites and portals; provision and rental of telecommunications facilities and equipment; 
transmission of sound, picture and data signals; data broadcasting services; transmission of data and information by 
computer and electronic communication means; electronic transmission of data; telecommunications services for 
providing access to computer databases; providing access to electronic communications networks.
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Cl.42;IT programming services; IT engineering services; installation of computer software; IT security services in the 
nature of protection and recovery of computer data; computer hardware development; data duplication and conversion 
services, data coding services; design services; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; 
scientific and technological services; software development, programming and implementation; testing, authentication 
and quality control; it consultancy, advisory and information services; rental of computer hardware and facilities; platform 
as a service [PaaS].
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2019; Application No. : 18117579 ;European Union 

4383744    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504190]
H. C. Starck Tantalum and Niobium GmbH

Landsberger Straße 98 80339 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
tempering and soldering preparations.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, in particular molybdenum, niobium, tantalum, tungsten, copper, titanium, nickel 
and aluminium; common metals and their alloys in powder form.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2019; Application No. : 88308839 ;United States of America 

4383777    16/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504258]
Health Line International Corp.

5675 West 300 South Salt Lake City UT 84104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Catheters.

Cl.40;Contract manufacturing in the field of medical products, namely, manufacturing of medical products to the order 
and specification of others.
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Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 2007409 ;Australia 

4383826    23/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503533]
CRC CARE Pty Ltd

ATC Building, University Drive, University of Newcastle Callaghan NSW 2308 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measuring and monitoring apparatus; apparatus for measuring and monitoring metal ions in solution; apparatus 
for measuring and monitoring water quality and pollutants in water; electrodes for measuring and monitoring metal ions 
in solution; electrodes for measuring and monitoring water quality and pollutants in water; computer software for 
measuring and monitoring metal ions in solution; and computer software for measuring and monitoring water quality and 
pollutants in water.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, all in the area of the following, 
being the measurement of metal ions in solution, the monitoring of water quality and pollutants in water, and the 
calibration of an apparatus for measuring metal ions in solution; industrial analysis and research services, all in the area 
of the following, being the measurement of metal ions in solution, the monitoring of water quality and pollutants in water, 
and the calibration of a device for measuring metal ions in solution; design and development of computer hardware and 
software, all in the area of the following, being the measurement of metal ions in solution, the monitoring of water quality 
and pollutants in water, and the calibration of a device for measuring metal ions in solution; and conducting sampling to 
check for water contamination.
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Priority claimed from 30/09/2019; Application No. : 302019000070007 ;Italy 

4383849    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503562]
PRYSMIAN S.P.A.

Via Chiese, 6 I-20126 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cables; electric cables; cables for charging electric vehicles.

Cl.37;Filling stations for electric vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 12/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 008 964 ;Germany 

4383867    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503604]
Minimax GmbH & Co. KG

Industriestraße 10/12 23840 Bad Oldesloe Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing hardware and computers, in particular for fire detection and fire-extinguishing control panels; 
computer software, in particular security systems and building management systems, and for displaying and managing 
fire alarm systems, extinguishing systems and hazard alarm systems; fire-extinguishing apparatus, including mobile fire-
extinguishing apparatus; fire extinguishers; stationary and mobile fire-extinguishing installations; apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; measuring, signaling, checking (supervision) and life-saving 
apparatus and instruments, in particular for protecting property and individuals and for fire extinguishing, fire protection 
and safety technology; sensors and detectors, in particular smoke detectors, gas detectors, alarms devices, alarm sirens 
and remote control apparatus therefor; electrical controls; electrical monitoring units, not for medical use.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, in particular electronic, digital or wireless transmission of messages, information and data 
from fire alarm systems, extinguishing systems and hazard alarm systems.

Cl.42;Planning of mobile and stationary fire detection control panels, fire-extinguishing control panels and fire-
extinguishing installations; technical consultancy related to fire-extinguishing systems, fire alarm systems, fire-
extinguishing control systems and smoke and heat extraction systems; development services, construction drafting and 
engineering services in the field of fire- extinguishing systems, fire alarm systems, fire-extinguishing control systems and 
smoke and heat extraction systems; testing services for alarm and monitoring systems, in particular for fire alarm 
systems, fire-extinguishing systems and hazard alarm systems.
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4383868    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503613]
Brainlab AG

Olof-Palme-Str. 9 81829 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and programs and data carriers for X-ray apparatus; software and programs and data carriers for medical 
X-ray apparatus; software and programs and data carriers for operating X-ray apparatus and viewing X-ray images; 
software and programs and data carriers for operating medical X-ray apparatus and viewing medical X-ray images; 
software and programs and data carriers for intra-operative X-ray apparatus; software and programs and data carriers for 
computed tomography scanning; software and programs and data carriers for fluoroscopy; software and programs and 
data carriers for angiography; planning software and programs for use in conducting medical diagnostic procedures; data 
carriers featuring planning software and programs for medical diagnoses.

Cl.10;Medical X-ray apparatus, and accessories thereof; medical X-ray imaging apparatus, and accessories thereof; X-
ray apparatus for surgical use, and accessories thereof; medical X-ray apparatus for diagnostic use, and accessories 
thereof; medical X-ray apparatus for computed tomography scan, and accessories thereof; X-ray apparatus for 
fluoroscopy, and accessories thereof; X-ray apparatus for angiography, and accessories thereof; X-ray apparatus for 
intra-operative use, and accessories thereof; mobile X-ray apparatus for intra-operative use, and accessories thereof; 
robots for positioning and holding medical instruments and apparatus; robots for positioning and holding medical X-ray 
apparatus.

Cl.42;Technical and scientific services related to an X-ray apparatus, a medical X-ray apparatus, an X-ray apparatus for 
intra-operative use, X-ray imaging, medical computed tomography scans, X-ray fluoroscopy and X-ray angiography; 
computer programming services, namely, developing programs for others for medical x-ray diagnostic procedures and 
apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 03/12/2018; Application No. : 88214941 ;United States of America 

4384324    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503798]
Archipelago Analytics, Inc.

165 Buena Vista East San Francisco CA 94177 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4342244

IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business strategic planning services for clients in the insurance industry concerning business and financial risk 
assessments; compiling global business and financial risk assessment information and insurance information into 
computer databases; data compiling and analyzing for clients in the field of insurance; business data analysis for clients 
regarding business and financial risk assessments; providing information in the field of business risk assessment 
services; providing information and consultation relating to global business risk assessment services.

Cl.36;Insurance information; providing information in the field of financial risk assessment services; insurance 
information and consultancy; providing information and consultation relating to global financial risk assessment 
services.

Cl.42;Providing a website featuring technology that enables users to analyze, transmit and share information in the 
fields of insurance, business risk assessments and financial risk assessments (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 
software for analyzing, managing, storing, tracking, transmitting and sharing data and information in the fields of 
insurance, business risk assessments and financial risk assessments; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable cloud computing software for analyzing, managing, storing, tracking, transmitting and sharing data and 
information in the fields of insurance, business risk assessments and financial risk assessments.
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Priority claimed from 23/08/2019; Application No. : 40550351 ;China 

4385202    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503842]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Huawei Administration Building, Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518129 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smart glasses (data processing); smart watches (data processing); computer hardware; computer memory 
devices; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; sleeves for laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; stands 
adapted for tablet computers; flat panel display screens; flexible flat panel display for computers; laptop computers; 
notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; computer keyboards; mouse [computer peripheral]; computer 
programmes [programs], recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; black boxes [data recorders]; 
interactive touch screen terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; 
smart rings (data processing); security tokens [encryption devices]; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen 
saver software, recorded or downloadable; computer software, recorded; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; 
wearable computers; downloadable mobile phone software applications; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; 
computer operating programs, recorded; large-screen liquid crystal displays [LCDs]; electronic diaries; LCDs [liquid 
crystal displays]; electronic pens; video printers; computer styluses; computer programs, downloadable; pedometers; 
handprint readers; facial recognition equipment; scales; bathroom scales; scales with body mass analyzers; portable 
digital electronic scales; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; 
protective films adapted for smartphones; transponders; equipment for communication network; modems; switchboards; 
transmitters of electronic signals; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; program-controlled telephone switching 
equipment; radios; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewelry; selfie sticks for use with mobile phones; stands 
adapted for mobile phones; intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames; microphones; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; headphones; earphones; virtual reality headsets; car digital video recorders; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; 
portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical 
purposes; video monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; equalizers 
[audio apparatus]; security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; television apparatus; car televisions; 
ultra high definition televisions; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; cameras 
[photography]; thermal imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; gas testing 
instruments; digital weather stations; biochips; infrared detectors; air analysis apparatus; laboratory robots; teaching 
robots; optical lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; USB cables; USB cables for cellphones; electronic 
key fobs being remote control apparatus; video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; touch screens; electric 
plugs; electric sockets; sensor; digital door locks; alarm central units; batteries, electric; battery chargers; power bank 
(rechargeable batteries); coded identification card; digital signal processors; short range radios; electronic access 
control systems for interlocking doors; electronic publications, downloadable; chips [integrated circuits]; printed circuit 
boards; printed circuits; central processing units for processing information, data, sound or images; central processing 
units [processors].

Cl.42;Technical research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; technical project 
studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software design; updating of 
computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance of computer 
software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer 
system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data [not 
physical conversion]; computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the Internet; 
web site design consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing information on 
computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; computer 
security consultancy; developing of driver and operating system software.
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4385254    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503964]
Quanzhou Zhongkai Clothing Co., Ltd.

4A, No.72-8, Chuangye Road, Fengli Sub-district, Shishi City, Quanzhou City 362000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;School satchels; rucksacks; handbags; travelling bags; pocket wallets; shopping bags; animal skins; walking 
sticks; umbrellas; key cases.

Cl.25;Clothing; layettes [clothing]; wedding dresses; bathing suits; scarfs; footwear; caps [headwear]; hosiery; 
underwear; leather belts [clothing].

Cl.35;Advertising; advertising design; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; 
business research; import-export agency services; marketing; systemization of information into computer databases; 
business organization consultancy; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses].
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Priority claimed from 04/03/2019; Application No. : 018031156 ;European Union 

4385277    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503972]
ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN AG

Löwentaler Str. 20 88046 Friedrichshafen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Dongles, plugs and connectors for diagnostic apparatus for vehicle on-board diagnostics; diagnostic apparatus for 
vehicle on-board diagnostics; diagnostic software.

Cl.42;Computer aided vehicle on-board diagnostics.
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Priority claimed from 27/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003387186 ;United Kingdom 

4385311    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504495]
Permastore Limited

Airfield Industrial Estate Eye, Suffolk IP23 7HS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Silos and storage structures; containers for liquids, piece material and bulk material; steel sections for assembling 
the aforesaid goods; aluminium geodesic dome roof coverings; metal supports for panels; roof kits made of metal roof 
panels and metal support structures; roof systems made of metal frames and frameworks; roofs; ventilators (vents) of 
metal for buildings; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.19;Silos and storage structures, all being non-metallic; silos made of glass; non metallic roofing membranes; PVC 
roofing membranes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.40;Materials treatment; glass coating and finishing; vitreous enamel coating and finishing; glass to metal fusion; 
heat treatment, melting and chemical bonding processes.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 40201908149P ;Singapore 

4385344    08/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504827]
VELOX TECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS PTE. LTD.

1 Robinson Road, 17-00 Aia Tower Singapore 048542 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Protective helmets; helmet cameras; motorcycle helmets; safety helmets; riding helmets; mobile phone 
applications; mobile application software; downloadable mobile applications; mobile applications for booking taxis; 
application software related to car rental, taxi and all types of passenger vehicle rental services; computer software; 
computer software applications; computer software for coordinating transportation services; software for the automated 
scheduling and dispatch of motorized vehicles; computer software for processing credit card payments, electronic 
payments and for transferring funds to and from others; electronic taximeters; encryption software; encryption 
apparatus; data encryption apparatus; security tokens [encryption devices]; electronic payment cards; electronic 
payment terminals; transponders equipped with in-vehicle electronic payment; apparatus for electronic payment 
processing; electronic and magnetic ID cards for use in connection with payment for services; computer hardware; 
displays for vehicles; batteries for vehicles; cameras for vehicles; vehicle control assistance software; vehicle tracking 
systems; vehicle tracking apparatus; personnel tracking devices; computer software for tracking driver behavior; 
navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; recording apparatus; image recording apparatus; 
audio recording apparatus; apparatus for recording distance; time and date recording apparatus; video recording 
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apparatus for vehicles; data transmission apparatus; GPS navigation devices; GPS navigation systems; GPS software; 
security alarms; security cameras; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; fire extinguishing apparatus for 
automobiles; fire-extinguishing apparatus; advertising display signs [mechanical or luminous]; safety signs [mechanical]; 
safety signs [luminous]; downloadable movies; downloadable software; mobile application software for acquiring, 
arranging and ordering transportation services; mobile application software for navigation; mobile application software 
for coordinating and acquiring delivery services; protective masks; chargers for batteries; instant messaging software; 
downloadable electronic publications; mobile application software for connecting drivers and passengers; mobile 
application software for binding with transportation services.

Cl.16;Bag of paper for packaging; bags of plastic for packaging; printed matter; printed publications; printed matter for 
instructional purposes; prospectuses; writing paper; magazines; paper boxes; calendar; posters; pens; stickers; 
envelopes; books; newsletters; brochures; pamphlets; business cards; posters; stickers; vehicle bumper stickers; 
letterheads; files (office requisites); folders (for paper); booklets; office equipment except furniture; cards; maps 
(geographical); globes (territorial); address stamps; letter trays; pictures; printed advertisements; letters [type]; 
photographs; typefaces; audiovisual printed presentational materials; car decals [adhesive decalcomanias]; stationery; 
packaging materials; catalogs.

Cl.18;Bags; backpacks; suitcases; handbags; saddlebags; satchels; all-purpose carrying bags; wheeled bags; courier 
bags; messenger bags; waterproof bags; umbrellas; carrying cases; leaflet bags for use by the person delivering; card 
cases [notecases]; haversacks; key cases; leather and imitations of leather; card holders of leather; shopping bags; 
wallets; tote bags; sports bags.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; jackets; stuff jackets; t-shirts; printed t-shirts; polo-shirts; shirts; pants; suits; rain 
coats; shoes; caps; hats; headgear for wear; waterproof clothing; waterproof outerclothing; waterproof suits for 
motorcyclists; visors; cap visors; aprons; headbands; wristbands; coats; duffel coats; clothing for cyclists; glove for 
cyclists; motorcycle gloves; motorcycle jackets; motorcyclist's clothing; motorcyclist boots; parkas; ready-made 
clothing; vests; wind vests; uniforms; uniforms for commercial use; singlets; socks; skirts; blouses; gloves; ties; belts; 
sandals; slippers; hoods; shorts; overcoats; sweaters.

Cl.35;Online retail services; retailing, wholesaling and distributorship services; online retail services of consumer 
products; compilation of advertisements for use as web pages on the Internet, dissemination of advertising materials, 
updating of advertising materials; advertising and promotional information through a global computer network and via the 
Internet; presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; sales promotional and marketing services; 
online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; advertising; cinema advertising; event 
marketing; rental of advertising space; online advertising; providing business information via a web site; automobile 
registration services; vehicular registration and title transfer; promotion of musical concerts; business management; 
import and/or export agency and provision of business assistance for custom clearance of goods; promoting the sale of 
goods and services (on behalf of others) by arranging advertisements; advertising, direct mail advertising; the bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order; shop window dressing; administrative processing of orders; 
business administration in the field of transportation; data processing services in the field of transportation; business 
management consultation in the field of transportation and delivery of goods; electronic order processing services.

Cl.36;Electronic payment services; electronic wallet services (financial services); payment administration services; 
payment processing services; mobile and internet payment services; mobile internet payment services; contactless 
payment services; electronic commerce payment services; payment services provided via wireless telecommunications 
apparatus and devices; integrated services of mobile electronic wallet and mobile payment; payment and receipt of 
money as agents; brokerage of mobile and internet payment; brokerage of mobile payment; mobile banking; online 
banking; banking services; financing services; electronic banking via a global computer network (internet banking); 
transaction authorization and settlement services; issuance of tokens of value as part of a customer membership 
scheme; issuance of electronic coupon; financial services; financial transaction services; debit card services; credit card 
services; monetary services for receiving and disbursing payments and gifts in fiat currencies and virtual currencies over 
a computer network and exchanging fiat currencies and virtual currencies over a computer network; electronic funds 
transfer; transfer of funds; payment authorisation, verification and transaction processing services; issue and redemption 
of tokens of value; securities management; trading in securities; management of transferable securities; computerised 
securities brokerage services; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty; issuing of tokens of value in 
relation to customer loyalty schemes; provision of finance for the purchase of vehicles; insurance services relating to 
vehicles; lease purchase financing of vehicles; rental of real estate; monetary affairs; financial analysis; insurance 
information; financial information; bill payment services; issue of tokens, coupons and vouchers of value; conducting 
cashless payment transactions; rental of offices; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.37;Repair and restoration of household articles; cleaning services; cleaning of residential houses; laundry services; 
domestic cleaning; vehicle cleaning; dry cleaning; window cleaning; vehicle servicing and maintenance; vehicle washing; 
repair of automobiles; tyre maintenance and repair; battery charging service for motor vehicles; building construction.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; telecommunication services; telecommunication services via satellite; telecommunication 
services via telephone; telecommunication services via electronics; services of receiving and sending data news via 
electronic channels; communication services by telephone; communication services by sending SMS messages; 
telephone services; send and receive SMS; communication by notifying to mobile user; data transmission; electronic data 
communications; streaming of data; electronic data exchange; chat room services; providing on-line electronic bulletin 
board services and chat rooms; rental of smartphones; rental of telecommunications apparatus; rental of radio 
equipment; broadcasting of teleshopping programmes; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; 
providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; signal transmission for electronic commerce via 
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telecommunication systems and data communication systems; digital communications services; digital transmission 
services; providing voice chat services; chatroom services for social networking; electronic exchange of messages via 
chat lines, chatrooms and Internet forums; broadcasting of television programs, motion picture films, and other 
audiovisual and multimedia content via internet protocol and communication networks; telecommunications services for 
routing calls, SMS messages, chat lines and rooms, and push-notifications to local third-party motorized vehicle 
operators in the vicinity of the caller using mobile phones or smart phones for coordinating transport services of 
passenger, to retail and delivery services; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.39;Transportation; transport services; land transportation services; car rental; car transport; transport reservation; 
taxi transport; vehicle rental; providing land vehicles for use in transport and arranging the rental thereof; passenger 
transport; motorcycle rental; bicycle rental; delivery services; courier services (messages or merchandise); delivery of 
goods; freight (shipping of goods); parcel transport; goods transport; packaging of goods; storage of goods; 
transportation logistics; logistic services; storehouse rental; parcel delivery; warehouse storage services; goods and 
passenger transport brokerage; motorcycle taxi services; taxi services; arrangement of taxi transport; providing taxi 
booking services via mobile applications; car sharing services; bicycle sharing services; food delivery; delivery of food 
and drink prepared for consumption; storage of food; refrigerated transport of food; packing of food; rental of frozen food 
lockers; delivery of hampers containing food and drink; flower delivery; gift delivery; delivery of groceries; express 
delivery of goods; travel arrangement; planning, arranging and booking of travel by electronic means; planning, arranging 
and booking of travel; arranging of transportation; arranging of transportation by electronic means; parking services; 
parking space rental; navigation services; rental of navigation systems; conducting sightseeing travel tours; travel 
reservation; reservation of parking space; transportation management services via a computerized technology platform; 
ticketing services for travel; air ticket booking services; arranging airline tickets, cruise tickets and train tickets; travel 
tour guide services; tracking and tracing of shipments; tracking of passenger vehicles by computer or via GPS; advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Movie studios; movie showing; presentation of movies; planning of movie shows; movie schedule information; 
entertainment information; entertainment ticket agency services; organization and arranging exhibitions for entertainment 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; production of live entertainment events; 
presentation of live entertainment events; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural 
events; booking of entertainment; entertainment services provided by performing artists; modelling for artists; movie 
theatres; provision of entertainment information relating to movies; shows and film production; providing entertainment 
in the nature of film clips via a website; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; game services; 
providing online computer games; online game services; providing Internet games, non-downloadable; online game 
services through mobile devices; mobile library services; music composition services; providing online electronic 
publications; publication of multimedia material online; recording studio services; providing online music, not 
downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; subtitling services; translation services; entertainment 
services for photo and data sharing; provision of training; providing non-downloadable electronic publications from a 
global computer network or the internet.

Cl.42;Design and hosting of online multimedia content; hosting multimedia entertainment content; hosting electronic 
memory space on the internet for advertising goods and services; providing online non-downloadable software; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software for providing transportation services, bookings for transportation 
services and for dispatching motorized vehicles to customers; software design; software development; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for 
processing electronic payments; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for processing wireless 
payments; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for e-commerce; software as a service [SaaS]; 
providing platforms as a service (PaaS); providing computer infrastructure as a service (IaaS); providing databases as a 
service (DBaaS); online data storage; cloud computing services; database design; data mining; data encryption services; 
data decryption services; computerised data storage; technical data analysis; data back-up services; data security 
services; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet; monitoring of computer systems for 
detecting unauthorized access or data breach; industrial research; industrial testing; industrial analysis services; 
development of industrial processes; research into new products for others; development of new products; design and 
testing of new products; website design; creating websites; IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery 
of computer data; computer hardware development; testing of computer hardware; hosting of e-commerce platforms on 
the Internet; constructing an internet platform for electronic commerce; urban planning; research on urban planning; 
vehicle roadworthiness testing; design of vehicles and vehicle parts and components; inspection of vehicles for 
roadworthiness; safety technology services relating to land vehicles; quality assurance services; technical project 
studies; design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a web site; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; take away food and drink services; take away fast food services; 
preparation of food and drink; catering of food and drink; catering services; restaurants; provision of foods and drinks in 
kiosks; cafe services; bistro services; snack bar services; food cooking services; self-service restaurants; rental of food 
service equipment; serving food and drinks; booking of catering services; booking of restaurant seats; booking of 
temporary accommodation; booking services for hotels; provision of restaurant booking or reservations from customer 
loyalty and frequent buyer schemes; reservation and booking services for restaurants and meals; rental of chairs, tables, 
table linen, glassware; hotel catering services; consultancy services in relation to food and drink catering; consultancy 
services relating to food preparation and food cooking services; advisory services relating to catering; provision of 
information relating to the preparation of food and drink; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of meeting room; boarding 
house for animal; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Cl.44;Massage services; sports massage; hairdressing services; wreath making; animal beautician services; hygienic 
and beauty care for animals; animal grooming; flower arranging; beauty care services; healthcare; healthcare services 
offered through a network of health care providers on a contract basis; aromatherapy services; health centre services; 
landscape gardening; horticulture; facial treatment services; beauty salons; hair salon services; manicure and pedicure 
services; spa services.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2018; Application No. : 4506898 ;France 

4385360    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504546]
VALLOUREC

27 avenue du Général Leclerc F-92100 Boulogne-Billancourt France

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1449420

IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; steel; nickel and nickel alloys; metal goods, namely, casings of metal, containers 
of metal, connectors of metal, joints of metal, junctions of metal for pipes, sleeves and tubes of metal, bracelets of metal, 
flanges of metal, metal building materials, building elements of metal, blanks for the manufacture of pipes and tubes of 
metal, hollow profiles of metal, bars of metal, fittings of metal for pipes and tubes of metal, protective end pieces of metal 
or predominantly of metal, metal handling means; metal products, namely, metal containers, metal formworks, metal 
connections, metal fittings, metal joints for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metallic building 
materials, metallic building elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal 
profiles, metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, metal or essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal handling 
means, all these products being equipped with physical markers including character series, bar codes, qr codes, paint 
with tracers; metal products, namely, metal containers, metal formworks, metal connections, metal fittings, metal joints 
for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metallic building materials, metallic building elements, 
blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal accessories for metal tubes 
and pipes, metal or essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal handling means, all these products are equipped with 
physical markers including DNA paint; metal products, namely, metal containers, metal formworks, metal connections, 
metal fittings, metal joints for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metallic building materials, 
metallic building elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal 
accessories for metal tubes and pipes, metal or essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal handling means, all such 
products being equipped with electronic markers including electronic chips; metal products, namely, metal containers, 
metal formworks, metal connections, metal fittings, metal joints for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal 
flanges, metallic building materials, metallic building elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, 
hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, metal or essentially metal protective end-
pieces, metal handling means equipped with electronic chips including rfid; metal products, namely, metal containers, 
metal formworks, metal connections, metal fittings, metal joints for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal 
flanges, metallic building materials, metallic building elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, 
hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal tube and pipe accessories, metal or essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal 
handling means, all of which are equipped with physical means of communication, electrical or electronic; metal 
products, namely, metal containers, metal formworks, metal connections, metal fittings, metal joints for tubes and pipes, 
metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metallic building materials, metallic building elements, blanks for the 
manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal tube and pipe accessories, metal or 
essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal handling means, all of which are equipped with physical measuring means, 
electrical or electronic; metal products, namely, metal containers, metal formworks, metal connections, metal fittings, 
metal joints for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metallic building materials, metallic building 
elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal tube and pipe 
accessories, metal or essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal handling means, all of which are equipped with 
electrical conductors; metal products, namely, metal containers, metal formworks, metal connections, metal fittings, 
metal joints for tubes and pipes, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metallic building materials, metallic building 
elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal profiles, metal tube and pipe 
accessories, metal or essentially metal protective end-pieces, metal handling means, all of which are equipped with anti-
counterfeiting devices; metal tubes and pipes; tube and pipe of steel; threaded metal tubes and pipes; metal tubes and 
pipes coated internally and/or externally; hollow or full wall metal tubes and pipes; metal tubes and pipes for the oil and 
gas industries, including metal hydrocarbon tubes and pipes, metal tubes and pipes for oil and gas pipelines, metal tubes 
and pipes for gas; metal well-casing tubes and pipes for wells; metal tubes and pipes for drilling the ground, including 
metal tubes and pipes for drilling oil and gas wells or for drilling geothermal wells; metal tubes and pipes for the building 
industry; metal tubes and pipes for wind turbine supports (construction); metal tubes and pipes for industrial and 
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geothermal installations; metal tubes and pipes for the extraction of fluids; metal tubes and pipes for the chemical and 
petrochemical industries; metal pipes and tubes for the nuclear industry; metal tubes and pipes for the thermal energy 
industry; pipes and tubes of metal for the mechanical engineering industry; metal pipes and tubes for machining parts; 
metal tubes and pipes equipped with physical markers including character series, bar codes, QR codes, paint with 
tracers; metal tubes and pipes equipped with physical markers including DNA paint; metal tubes and pipes equipped with 
electronic markers including electronic chips; metal tubes and pipes equipped with electronic chips including RFID; metal 
tubes and pipes equipped with electric conductors; metal tubes and pipes equipped with anti-counterfeiting devices; 
metal tubes and pipes equipped with means of physical, electric and electronic communications; metal tubes and pipes 
equipped with means of physical, electric and electronic measuring; metal formworks for oil and gas wells; metal 
assembly devices for metal tubes and pipes including metal connections, metal fittings, metal joints, metal sleeves, metal 
clamps, metal flanges; metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, namely, metal tube parts threaded or unthreaded; 
metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, namely, threaded or unthreaded tubular metal parts used to connect casing 
tubes, or production tubes; metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, namely, threaded or unthreaded tubular metal 
parts used to connect casing or production tubes to surface equipment, including wellheads, the valves, the safety 
valves; metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, namely, threaded or unthreaded tubular metal parts used to connect 
production tubes to production tools and production tools to each other; metal or mainly metal protective end pieces for 
metal tubes and pipes and for metal tube and pipe assembly devices; metal handling means, such as metal handling 
pallets or metal slings, straps or shoulder straps for handling loads and loads; protective tips for metal tubes and pipes; 
protective ends for metal tubes and pipes of synthetic or composite materials equipped with physical markers including 
character series, bar codes, QR codes, paint with tracers; protective ends for tubes and pipes of synthetic or composite 
materials equipped with physical markers including DNA paint; protective ends for tubes and pipes of synthetic or 
composite materials equipped with electronic markers including electronic chips; protective fittings for tubes and pipes 
of synthetic or composite materials equipped with electronic chips including RFID; protective ends for tubes and pipes of 
synthetic or composite materials equipped with physical, electrical or electronic means of communication; protective 
ends for tubes and pipes of synthetic or composite materials equipped with physical, electrical or electronic measuring 
means; protective tips for tubes and pipes of synthetic or composite materials equipped with electric conductors.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for monitoring (inspection) of oil drilling; control (inspection) apparatus and 
instruments for oil pipelines and pipelines; control (inspection) apparatus and instruments for metal tubes and pipes; 
apparatus and instruments for monitoring (inspection) connections (connections); apparatus and instruments for the 
control (inspection) of metal tubes and pipes, manual, semi-automatic, automatic or controlled by artificial intelligence; 
apparatus and instruments for measuring metal tubes and pipes; apparatus and instruments for measuring connections, 
including connections, of metal tubes and pipes; apparatus and instruments for measuring including indicators and 
gauges; apparatus and instruments for measuring metal tubes and pipes, including those for oil drilling, oil exploitation 
and the transport of gas or oil; well measuring apparatus and instruments assisted by sensors installed on metal tubes 
and pipes; well measuring apparatus and instruments including sensor-assisted; diagnostic apparatus other than for 
medical use; apparatus and instruments for verifying and controling the authenticity, traceability, authentication, and 
identification of a product, document, or digital data; software (recorded programs); software available on-line or 
downloadable; software for machines for assembling tubes and pipes [including by screwing and welding] semi-
automatic, automatic or driven by artificial intelligence; software for semi-automatic machines for assembling tubes and 
pipes; software for automatic machines for assembling tubes and pipes; software for assembly machines driven by 
artificial intelligence; verification and control software for authenticity, traceability, of a product, document, or digital data; 
authentication, and identification software for a product, document, or digital data; data entry, data storage, data analysis, 
data control, data communication software; software platform on-line or not with product management of physical or 
electronic markers; software platform on-line or not with management of non-physical documents or electronic markers; 
software platform on-line or not sales of products or services; computer platform in the form of registered or 
downloadable software, including online supply chain management platform; applications for mobile telephones, tablets 
and mobile devices; applications for mobile phones, tablets, mobile devices for or in relation with products, including 
metal tubes and pipes of metal; applications for mobile phones, tablets, or mobile devices, providing access to product 
information, including location, availability, number, certification; applications for mobile phones, tablets, or mobile 
devices, providing access to data on products, including their nature, composition, dimensions, weight; applications for 
mobile phones, tablets, or mobile devices, for verification and control of authenticity, traceability, of a product, document, 
or digital data; applications for mobile phones, tablets, or mobile devices, for authentication, and identification, of a 
product, document, or digital data; application for mobile phones, tablets, mobile devices, and for the sale of products or 
services; reading devices for markers including electronic or physical; reading devices for character series, bar codes, 
QR codes, paint with tracers; electronic chip reading devices, including RFID chips; tracer reading devices including DNA 
contained in paint; recorded data; database management software; data banks; downloadable data files; data storage 
media and devices; data processing systems; data generators, including temporal data; digital copies of tubes and pipes, 
tubes and pipes installed, including in wells, pipelines, oil pipelines or industrial facilities; digital twins of tubes and 
pipes, tubes and pipes installed, including in wells, pipelines, oil pipelines or industrial facilities; digital representation of 
pipes and tubes; digital representation of installed tubes and pipes, including in wells, pipelines, oil pipelines or industrial 
facilities; anti-counterfeiting devices; magnetic identification tapes; encoded identification tapes; sensors; sensors 
mounted on metal tubes and pipes; sensors for temperature, mechanical stress, light, images [including cameras], 
chemical or physical.

Cl.20;Protective ends of synthetic or composite materials for metal tubes and pipes; protective ends of synthetic 
materials or composites for devices for assembling metal tubes and pipes; protective ends made by molding, injection or 
3D printing; storage devices (non-metallic), including containers and packaging; storage devices (non-metallic) equipped 
with physical markers including character series, bar codes, QR codes, paint equipped with tracers; storage devices (non-
metallic) equipped with physical markers including DNA paint; storage devices (non-metallic) equipped with electronic 
markers including electronic chips; storage devices (non-metallic) equipped with electronic chips including RFID.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale sale services, online or not for base metals and their alloys, steel, nickel and nickel alloys; 
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retail or wholesale sale services, online or not for metal products, steel metal products; retail or wholesale sale services, 
on-line or not for metal tubes and pipes, steel tubes and pipes, threaded metal tubes and pipes; retail or wholesale sale 
services on-line or not for metal formworks for oil and gas wells, metal assembly devices for metal tubes and pipes 
including metal connections, metal fittings, metal joints, metal sleeves, metal collars, metal flanges, metal construction 
materials, metal construction elements, blanks for the manufacture of metal tubes and pipes, hollow metal bars, metal 
profiles, metal accessories for metal tubes and pipes, protective metal end-pieces, synthetic or composite materials for 
metal tubes and pipes and for devices for assembling metal tubes and pipes, metal handling means, namely, metal 
handling pallets or slings, metal straps or shoulder straps for handling loads and loads, metal containers; retail or 
wholesale sale service, on-line or not for metal tubes and pipes and tubes and pipes (parts of machines), cylinders of 
machines, welding apparatus and machines, tools (parts of machines), machining inserts, drilling tools, handling 
apparatus, assembly machines, tube and pipe assembly machines; retail or wholesale sale services online or not for 
storage devices; retail or wholesale sale services, online or not for tubular metal elements and metal parts intended for 
vehicles, including motor vehicles, vehicles equipped with handling and lifting equipment; retail or wholesale sale 
services, online or not for metal tubes and pipes, metal tubular elements and metal parts for railway transport; retail or 
wholesale sale services, online or not for handling apparatus; retail or wholesale sale services, online or not for apparatus 
and instruments for testing metal tubes and pipes; retail or wholesale sale services, online or not for petroleum drilling, 
pipelines, oil pipelines, metal pipe and pipe monitoring (inspection) apparatus and instruments (inspection) connections 
(connections), metal tubes and pipes, manual, semi-automatic, automatic or driven by artificial intelligence; retail or 
wholesale sale services, online or not for apparatus and instruments for measuring metal tubes and pipes, measuring 
connections, including connections, tubes and pipes, measuring apparatus and instruments, including calipers and 
gauges, and measuring apparatus and instruments for metal tubes and pipes, including those for oil drilling, the 
exploitation of oil and the transport of gas or oil, well measuring apparatus and instruments assisted by sensors installed 
on metal tubes and pipes, well measuring apparatus and instruments assisted by sensors; retail or wholesale sale 
services, online or not for diagnostic apparatus other than medical equipment, apparatus and instruments for verifying 
and checking authenticity, traceability, authentication, and identification, product, document, or digital data; retail or 
wholesale sale services, online or not for software (registered programs), software available online or downloadable, 
software for tube and pipe assembly semi-automatic, automatic or driven by artificial intelligence, software for semi-
automatic assembly machines, software for automatic assembly machines, software for assembly machines driven by 
artificial intelligence, software for verification and control of the authenticity, traceability of a product, document, or digital 
data, authentication software, and the identification of a product, document, or digital data, data entry, data storage, data 
analysis, data control, data communication software; retail or wholesale sale services online or not or non-online software 
platform or non-online product management with physical or electronic markers, online or non-online software platform 
for document management with physical or electronic markers, online or non-online software platform for the sale of 
products or services, computer platform in the form of registered or downloadable software, including online supply 
chain management platform; retail or wholesale sale services online or not of sensors, marker reading devices including 
physical or electronic, anti-counterfeiting devices, magnetic identification tapes, coded identification strips; preparation 
of inventories; inventory control; inventory control services; inventory management services; computer file management 
services, including computerized inventory tracking; financial auditing and accounting storage classes; strategic 
business analysis; management of business data; data input; business data analysis; processing of business data; 
commercial data analysis; data management services; data input and processing services; data compilation and entry in 
computer databases; provision of commercial data and information available to consumers; providing computerized 
business data; provision of information relating to data processing; providing business information directory services by 
global computer networks; provision of business information; supply chain management services; management of a 
supply chain of base metals and their alloys, fabricated or semi-manufactured, construction materials, tubes and pipes; 
provision of an online platform for supply chain management; provision of an online platform sharing of data and 
information about products; sharing of data and information about products; computerized inventory location services 
(computer file management); commercial intermediation relating to contracts for the purchase and sale of goods; 
business management assistance; commercial administration; commercial and administrative management services of 
customers' product fleets, including metal tubes and pipes, end caps, packaging and protective elements; commercial 
and administrative management services for customer product stocks, including metal tubes and pipes, end caps, 
packaging and protective elements; provision of administrative support for the management of customers' product fleets, 
including metal tubes and pipes, end caps, packaging and protective elements.

Cl.37;The optimization of technical maintenance of industrial facilities; assistance, advice and technical information 
relating to the installation, maintenance and maintenance of oil and gas extraction platforms, oil and gas wells, pipelines, 
oil pipelines, geothermal wells, carbon dioxide storage wells, refineries, chemical processing plants, and electric power 
plants; assistance, advice and technical information relating to the construction of infrastructure and buildings; 
information and advice relating to construction; assistance, advice and information relating to drilling oil or gas wells; 
assistance, advice and information relating to the completion of wells; rental of construction equipment; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machines, tubes and pipes; repair information; construction services for pipelines, oil 
pipelines, and conduits; installation services for pipelines, oil pipelines, and conduits; repair services for pipelines, oil 
pipelines, and conduits; underwater construction, maintenance and repair services; maintenance of oil and gas extraction 
platforms, oil and gas wells, pipelines, oil pipelines, geothermal wells, carbon dioxide storage wells.

Cl.38;Provision of access to an online platform; data communication services; data transmission services; provision of 
access to data on communication networks; services, telecommunication services, including data routing.

Cl.39;Transport logistics of products; logistics services for transporting products including metal tubes and pipes; 
monitoring of stocks of products; product tracking services, including metal tubes and pipes; transport services; 
distribution services [delivery]; transport and distribution services for base metals and their alloys, worked or semi-
worked, of building materials, tubes and pipes, by air, sea or land; Packaging and storage services; storage and 
packaging services for base metals and their alloys, worked or semi-worked, of building materials, tubes and pipes, by 
air, sea or land; physical storage of data, documents, videos and images; rental services for metal products, metal tubes 
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and pipes, tube and pipe accessories, welding apparatus and machines, tools (machine parts), machining inserts, drilling 
tools, handling apparatus, pipe and pipe assembly machines; rental services for apparatus and instruments for testing 
metal tubes and pipes; rental services for control apparatus and instruments (inspection), sensors, measuring apparatus 
and instruments, diagnostic apparatus other than for medical purposes, verification apparatus and instruments, control of 
authenticity, traceability, authentication, identification, product, document, or digital data; rental services for marker 
reading devices including physical or electronic; rental services for anti-counterfeiting device; rental services for 
protective end caps, storage devices; technical assistance, advice and information in routing operations including oil and 
gas.

Cl.40;Information regarding treatment of materials; tubes and pipe processing; processing and mechanical processing 
of metal articles including forging, machining, threading of tubes and pipes, surface treatment of tubes and pipes, metal 
plating; assembling including by screwing, or welding metal products on site with customers or on behalf of customers; 
completion of assemblies of metal products including tubes and pipes on site with customers or on behalf of customers; 
rental of machines for assembling tubes and pipes; provision or rental of machines for assembling tubes and pipes; 
manufacturing services of metal or non-metallic parts, tubular or not tubular, by any means, including by molding, 
machining, forging or additive manufacturing; surface treatment services of metallic or non-metallic parts, tubular or not 
tubular, by any means, including mechanical, chemical or electrochemical.

Cl.42;Evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; research 
and development of new products for third parties; mechanical research; environmental protection-related research; 
technical project planning, technical project studies and project management (IT engineering); technical data analysis 
services; assistance, advice and technical information in drilling, completion and extraction operations, including oil and 
gas operations; technical assistance, advice and information on design, oil and gas extraction platforms, oil and gas 
wells, pipelines, oil pipelines, geothermal wells, carbon dioxide storage wells, refining plants, chemical processing plants, 
and electrical production plants; assistance, advice and technical information on infrastructure and building design; 
technical project study; scientific laboratory services; testing of materials and products, including metal tubes and pipes; 
surveying (engineering work); engineering; analysis and advice for the development of oil and gas deposits; modeling 
and simulating work done by computers for others; environmental surveys; evaluation of environmental risks; technical 
consultancy in the field of environmental engineering; consultancy services related to research in the field of 
environmental protection; well monitoring, including oil and gas wells, geothermal wells, carbon dioxide storage wells; 
well control containing metal tubes and pipes; quality control; quality control of products including metal tubes and 
pipes; qualification and non-destructive testing of products, including metal tubes and pipes, on-site, laboratory, factory 
or online; quality audit of third-party technical teams including oil and gas extraction, thermal energy extraction, thermal 
energy production or carbon dioxide storage; audits of storage (quality) courses; audits, advice and technical information 
for the operation of wells, pipelines, oil pipelines and industrial facilities; audits, advice and technical information for the 
operation of wells, pipelines, oil pipelines and industrial facilities; qualification and non-destructive testing of metal pipe 
assemblies, on-site, laboratory, in factory or online; qualification or calibration of product assembly or control machines, 
including metal tubes and pipes, on site in the laboratory, in factory or online; product identification, authentication and 
traceability services; product identification, authentication and traceability services; rental of measuring apparatus; 
technical performance analysis services including oil platforms, oil and gas extraction and delivery facilities, oil and gas 
wells, geothermal wells, and carbon dioxide storage wells; provision of an online [Paas] platform; provision of a platform 
for the design or coordination of plant realization projects, including installations with metallic tubular components; 
provision of a platform for the design or coordination of facilities projects, including oil and gas extraction wells; 
provision of a platform for the design or coordination of projects for the construction of geothermal facilities, carbon 
dioxide storage, pipelines, oil pipelines, thermal power stations, buildings on land or at sea; provision or rental of devices 
for reading physical markers including character series, bar codes, QR codes, paint with tracers; provision or rental of 
physical marker reading devices including paint containing DNA; provision or rental of electronic marker reading devices, 
including electronic chips; provision or rental of electronic chip reading devices including RFID; rental of reading 
devices; provision or rental of reading devices such as temperature sensors, mechanical stresses, light, images (such as 
a camera), chemical or physical sensors; provision of technical information and data to customers; provision of an online 
[Paas] platform to manage a fleet or stock of products, including metal tubes and pipes; provision of an online supply 
chain management platform [PaaS]; provision or rental of inventory management software and customer product fleets; 
provision online of software for inventory management and customer product fleets; hosting of computerized data, files, 
applications and information; data hosting; online software hosting; online hosting of data entry, data storage, data 
analysis, data control, data communication software; data conversion and copying services, data encoding services; 
electronic data storage; electronic storage of data online; electronic storage of data including the production of a digital 
copy of products; electronic storage of product data, including raw, processed or installed metal tubes and pipes; 
electronic storage of data, documents, videos and digital images; measuring service in wells using sensors installed on 
metal tubes and pipes; measuring service in wells using sensors; [online] platform for sharing technical information and 
data on products; product control and inspection services for quality control purposes prior to shipment; software rental 
services for semi-automatic, automatic or driven by artificial intelligence-driven tube and pipe assembly machines 
[including by screwing or welding], software for semi-automatic assembly semi-automatic tubes and pipes, software for 
automatic tubes and pipes assembly machines, software for tubes and pipes assembly machines driven by artificial 
intelligence, software for verification and control of authenticity, traceability, product, document, or digital data, 
authentication and identification software, a product, a document, or digital data, software [registered programs], 
software available online or downloadable, data entry software, data storage, data analysis, data control, data 
communication; mobile app rental services for mobile phones, tablets or mobile devices, apps for mobile phones, tablets 
or mobile devices, in connection with metal products including metal tubes and pipes, applications for mobile phones, 
electronic tablets or mobile devices, giving access to product information, including their location, availability, number, 
certification, applications for mobile phones, tablets, or mobile devices, providing access to product data, including their 
nature, composition, dimensions, weight, mobile phone applications for electronic tablets, or for mobile devices, for 
verifying and controlling the authenticity, traceability, product, document, or digital data, mobile phone applications, for 
electronic tablets, or for mobile devices, intended for authentication, and identification, of a product, document, or digital 
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data, application for mobile phones, for electronic tablets, or for mobile devices, intended for the sale of products or 
services, software for the management of customers' stocks and fleets of products; online availability of software for 
inventory management and customer product fleets; rental services of data management software and databases; online 
availability of software for database management; rental services of marker reading devices including physical or 
electronic, character series reading devices, bar codes, QR codes, paint with tracers, electronic chip reading devices, 
including RFID chips, tracer reading devices including paint DNA; authentication services (control) of data transmitted by 
telecommunication, encryption, decryption and authentication of message and data information.
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4385363    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504598]
Behr Bircher Cellpack BBC AG

Anglikerstrasse 99 CH-5612 Villmergen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Artificial resins and plastics, unprocessed, adhesives used in industry; silicones and carbonates.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers.

Cl.6;Materials of metal for building and construction; doors and gates of metal; ventilation grilles of metal; oil trays of 
metal, for industrial purposes, namely for transformer stations; decking of metal.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated), including cartridge guns and multi-tools for processing of electric 
cables.

Cl.9;Scientific, research, navigational, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detection, testing, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for recording, transmission, reproduction or processing of sound, images or data; apparatus 
and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling of distribution or use of 
electricity; switch-disconnectors; measuring, signalling, detection, testing and control apparatus and instruments; 
electric and electronic monitoring apparatus; electrical control, testing and monitoring apparatus; distribution boxes 
(electricity); electric and electronic display units; electric cables, lines and wires; cable harnesses; electric switching 
elements, in particular safety switches, contact mats, light sensors and light barriers; sensors, in particular sensors for 
doors, gates and machines; sensors for use in mass transit, triangulation sensors, tactile sensors, non-tactile sensors, 
passive and active infrared sensors, optical sensors; motion sensors; light sensors; light barriers; detectors, in particular 
loop detectors; alarms; signal bells; probes for scientific and industrial purposes (other than for medical purposes); 
safety steps (sensors), electrical switch rails and safety mats, in particular for safeguarding of machines and doors and 
gates; measuring apparatus, in particular pressure measuring apparatus, distance measuring apparatus, frequency 
meters; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; remote controls; electrical and electronic controls for 
elevator installations; transmitters of electrical or electronic signals; electrical and electronic access control systems; 
printed circuits; integrated circuits; integrated circuit modules; limiters (electricity); electric and electronic apparatus for 
commutation; electric coils; electromagnetic coils; electric resistances; computer programs and software; electric 
contacts; electric couplings; fiber-optic couplings; circuit breakers; wire connectors (electricity); electric cable 
connectors; junction sleeves for electric cables; electricity conduits; potted joints, junction sleeves and branche joints of 
cast resin for electric cables and wires; protection devices for personal use against accidents; laboratory apparatus and 
instruments, in particular retaining devices for sample containers of plastic; laboratory trays; laboratory pipettes; Petri 
dishes for laboratory use; pipette racks for laboratory use.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; handles for surgical, medical, dental and 
veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical implants made from artificial materials or of metal.

Cl.16;Plastic materials for packaging; wrapping paper; industrial packaging containers of paper; food wrapping paper.

Cl.17;Insulation materials; electrical insulating materials; polyurethane resins for the insulation of electrical cables and 
of wires and artificial resin cable fittings; electrical insulating materials in the form of silicone-based gels; insulating 
tapes; semi-processed plastic substances; plastic heat-shrink tubing for electric cables and wires; adhesive tapes for 
industrial purposes.

Cl.19;Materials not of metal for building; decking, not of metal, in particular for transformer stations; candelabra-
basements; cable ducts, not of metal.

Cl.20;Cable clips of plastics.

Cl.37;Cleaning and sterilization of medical instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of machines, apparatus, 
constructions and buildings, in particular in the field of distributing electricity.

Cl.39;Packaging of goods, in particular of medical products in clean rooms.
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Cl.40;Custom manufacturing of metal packaging, plastic film for packaging, wrapping paper, paper and cardboard 
packaging containers and plastic containers to the order and specification of a customer; custom manufacturing of 
medical apparatus and instruments and parts thereof of plastic or of metal to the order and specification of a customer; 
custom manufacturing of electric cables and wires to the order and specification of a customer; processing of plastic and 
metal material for the production of customer-specific moulded parts; rental of mobile transformer stations.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; engineering; design and development of 
computers and computer software.
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4385365    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504584]
Verein zur Förderung der internationalen Standardisierung von Automatisierungs- und Meßsystemen (ASAM) e.V.

Altlaufstr. 40 85635 Höhenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; simulation software; computer utility programs for file management; interfaces for computers; recorded 
data files.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of congresses; conducting instructional courses; arranging and conducting of 
workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars.

Cl.42;Science and technology services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the 
Common Regulations); testing, authentication and quality control; testing services for the certification of quality or 
standards; process monitoring for quality assurance; quality assurance consultancy; computer programming; design and 
development of computer database programs; software development, programming and implementation; computer 
software design; providing information about the design and development of computer hardware and software; rental of 
computer software; providing online, non-downloadable software; computer research services; computer aided scientific 
analysis services; scientific research conducted using databases.

Cl.45;Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations; licensing of computer 
software [legal services]; licensing of databases.
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4385376    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504601]
Comité International Olympique

Château de Vidy CH-1007 Lausanne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1508828, 1520320, 1520736

IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; cleaning preparations containing 
chemicals and chemical compounds for cleaning steel, aluminum, mixed and galvanized metal surfaces for general 
industrial use for manufacturing goods of metal; cleaning agents containing chemicals and chemical compounds for 
industrial use for removing contaminants in industrial process systems; paint stripping preparations containing 
chemicals and chemical compounds for removing paint from equipment surfaces in spray-painting booth operations; 
cleaning products for audio equipment, audio cables, video cables, other audio machines.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental 
impressions; disinfectants; pesticides; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical preparations for diagnosis; veterinary 
pharmaceutical preparations for diagnosis; veterinary and pharmaceutical substances for medical use; diagnostic 
preparations and reagents for medical use; diagnostic substances for medical use; contrasting substances for medical 
imaging; scanning diagnostic reagents for use in vivo; diagnostic imaging agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); 
radiopharmaceuticals for medical and clinical use; radiopharmaceutical sources and norms for nuclear medicine; 
radioactive pharmaceuticals and non-radioactive reagents for producing radiopharmaceuticals for in-vivo diagnosis or for 
therapeutic use; gases and mixtures for medical imaging; pre-filled bottles containing reagents for medical diagnosis; 
pre-filled cartridges containing chemical solutions for medical use; pre-filled cylinders containing gases and gas mixtures 
for medical use; implantable radiotherapy devices consisting of radio-isotope brachytherapy sources in capsules; 
radiotherapy administration system consisting of radioactive pellets and of a bioabsorbable carrier set.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus; protective helmets for sports; spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sports; computer software, computer game 
software; fuel distribution equipment, namely calibrated fuel pumps, electric fuel-level gauges, control valves for 
regulating gas flow and fuel lines; automated systems for service-station management comprising operating software, 
calibrated fuel pumps, flow control panels, fuel lines and pump nozzles for refueling of land vehicles, marine vehicles and 
aircraft; gas meters; on-board and roadside signaling and communication systems, train inspection systems, crossing 
notification systems, apparatus for electric control of switching; GPS tracking and monitoring systems for the railway and 
transit industries; electrical distribution products and devices, namely capacitors, circuit breakers, circuit-breaker patch 
boards, circuit closers, contact breakers, commutators, contactors, current rectifiers, current limiters, electric contacts, 
electric collectors, electric conductors, electric connectors, electric controllers, electric inductors, electric power supply 
systems, distribution boards and branch boxes (electricity), electrical distribution consoles, electrical switchboards and 
switchboxes; software for persons in charge of troubleshooting and maintenance of programmable controllers, software 
for blood vessel analysis, including heart vessel analysis, also with calculation functions with regard to blood vessels, 
software for medical patient-monitoring equipment, software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data, 
software for developing customized programs for asset allocation; software for use on line enabling vendors of office 
equipment to place orders, to manage portfolios and communicate with the company; software for accessing mortgage 
and insurance information, software for collecting data concerning vital signs, software for analyzing electrical systems 
and electronic instruction manuals sold in the form of sets, software for employees of financial institutions used for 
assessing customers' financial investments and processing the sale of the investments identified, software for obtaining 
information on the risk of flooding with regard to real property, software for developing graphic user interfaces and 
displaying data, software for calculating mortgage payments, software for controlling and managing vehicle fleet 
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maintenance services, software for using and accessing commercial information technology services, software used by 
clients to obtain information regarding lease portfolios, software for a radiology information system for radiologists and 
radiology departments, software for managing databases containing information on employees and patients for archiving 
purposes and patient follow-up, software installed on and used with PCs and medical monitoring equipment for graphic 
user interfaces, software for sending encrypted and compressed data to radio-paging (transport) systems, software for 
providing access to web sites so that buyers and sellers can carry out business transactions by electronic means, and 
software for subterranean navigation, namely navigation of the assembly of a depth probe for oil drilling and drilling 
assemblies so as to set up subterranean installations; electronic, nuclear, industrial and laboratory instruments and 
apparatus, for testing, measuring, calculating and monitoring; electrical products, electricity production and distribution 
products and voltage surge protection products, namely lightning conductors, armored rods; electric capacitors; 
switches for lighting; input/output devices and controls; fuses; controls for lighting; switch boxes, DELs, namely light-
emitting diodes, electrical voltage regulators, voltage surge protectors, voltage surge limiters, voltmeters, electrical 
circuit boards, relays and timers, electromagnetic switches and limit switches, manual full-voltage starters, reduced-
voltage starters, electric disconnecting switches and switches, splitters for circuit boards and short-cycling panels, 
circuit breakers and disconnecting switches, transformers, electric circuit and electric lighting boards, electric wires, 
cables, cords and conductors, electric wiring and accessories, lightning conductors, electricity meters, wattmeters, 
grounding resistances, humidity and temperature sensors; industrial calibration sensors, push buttons, engine and motor 
control centers and their electric controls and voltage regulators included in this class; computer programs and software 
for medical use, industrial use and for research; electrophoresis apparatus; chromatography columns and pumps; 
apparatus for microfabrication; apparatus for bio-informatics systems; scintillation apparatus; imaging apparatus for 
luminescent and radioactive emissions; integrated purification and synthesis systems; oligonucleotide-producing 
apparatus; optical laser systems for digital imaging; laboratory glassware; vials and micro-vials; microtiter plates; 
software for managing hospital operating rooms; software for intensive care information management; software for 
industrial operation control; software and manuals therefor sold in the form of sets for plant management; graphic 
interface computer programs for controlling machines in industrial automation applications; software for creating graphic 
presentations and editing dynamic data interfaces for real-time graphic applications for industrial and commercial use; 
communication software for providing connections among computer network users; software for injection molding of 
plastic; software for controlling, monitoring, simulating, communicating, recording and collecting data and for plant 
automation; software for integration of manufacturing machine operations, process control, supply of data for displaying, 
problem follow-up and production report generation; software packages for operating and programming grinders in the 
manufacture industry; computer hardware for monitoring industrial processes, namely computerized monitors; portable 
computers, Ethernet cards and cables; computer networking hardware, memory boards; microchips; microprocessors; 
computer network hubs, switches and routers, computer accessories, displaying devices and terminals; computer 
whiteboards; processors and system cards; call controllers, operator interfaces, reference interfaces and data collectors; 
applications for manufacture and control, namely for statistical process control, data collection, direct digital control; 
document management systems; digital signal processing products and systems, namely, industrial automation controls 
and programmable logic controllers; adaptive control product in the form of an external controller for optimizing rough 
and semi-rough cutting performance of machine tools; distributed and remote input/output equipment, input/output 
modules, interface modules, electricity supplies and assembly equipment; anti-theft and burglar alarm systems; security 
devices, namely logic programming computers, control panels, electronic burglar detectors, electronic glass-breakage 
detectors, electronic vibration detectors, magnetic contacts for security systems, electronic switch plates, electronic 
motion detectors for alarm systems, electronic motion-sensitive switches, fixed connection sirens, audio loudspeakers, 
electronic navigation systems, alarm monitoring and access control systems; fire, smoke and heat alarms and detectors; 
systems for access control with computer cards; card readers, card encoders and encoded cards for card-operated 
access control systems; video cameras; video devices for object recognition; video devices for object following; video 
devices for reading license plates; video devices for checking alarms; video devices for facial recognition; video devices 
for vehicle recognition; video devices for traffic detection; video devices for access door control; video devices for 
burglar detection; processing software or hardware used for analyzing digital video images for extracting, recording and 
reporting information automatically, and remote video surveillance systems for surveillance and security applications; 
central video monitors; videotape recorders; apparatus for shooting and filming; closed-circuit video systems; closed-
circuit video systems consisting of one or several cameras and camera housings; wireless, short-range and 
radiofrequency transceivers; transceivers for electrical lines; communication monitoring equipment for operating closed-
circuit cameras; communication monitoring equipment, namely numeric-pad controls, matrix switching devices, 
multiplexers, digital video recorders, integrated swinging panoramic zoom domes, remote video controllers, receivers, 
electronic alarms, triggers and management controls and video transmission devices sold separately or as parts of a 
closed-circuit camera operating system; personal digital assistants (PDAs) configured for use by real estate 
professionals; communication interfacing devices for personal digital assistants (PDAs); fiber-optic transmission 
systems, namely fiber-optic transmitters, receivers and transceivers for transmission of video signals, audio signals and 
data via optical fibers; electric switches; electromechanical locking devices; magnetic cards for locks, access control, 
presence control, alarms and security systems; portable electronic hardware for reception, control, storage, handling, 
display and transmission of data and for actuating electronic locks; electronic access cards and their readers and 
encoders; magnetic access cards and their readers and encoders; memory access cards and their readers and encoders; 
proximity cards and their readers and encoders; key holders and their readers and encoders; barcode access cards and 
their readers, encoders and laminators; access keypads; radio-frequency tracking devices; tracking and control systems 
consisting of one or several detectors, transceivers and radio-frequency beacons for determining and checking the 
location and movements of assets, stocks and people; infrared sensors; computer hardware and software for managing 
infrastructures and monitoring systems for accessing infrastructures and components thereof, namely control boards, 
access card readers and video imaging, video surveillance, digital hard disk recording, network transmission and remote 
access equipment and systems; networked digital video storage servers, applications for surveillance and access control, 
alarm and security monitoring, computer hardware and software for monitoring and operating access and security 
systems comprising locking systems, doors, access and identification devices; and security cases in the form of boxes 
for keys; surveillance and monitoring equipment sold separately or as components or in the form of sets such as systems 
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comprising one or several surveillance cameras, hidden cameras, closed-circuit television cameras, camera casings, 
camera stands, lenses, video monitors, video recorders, digital recorders, video recording media, video switches, control 
panels, numerical pad controls, joysticks, interface apparatus for alarms and access control equipment, transceivers, 
receivers, transmitters, signal processors, multiplexers, matrix switches, controls, control panel casings, switch 
housings, transformers, switches, splitters, coaxial cables, connectors, motion detectors, microphones and 
loudspeakers; user interface software and control software for management of access, security and fire-extinguishing 
systems; electric locks; portable electronic communication and computer equipment for data reception, control, storage, 
handling, display and transmission for operating electronic locking devices; electronic key holders, readers and 
encoders; computer hardware and software for data processing; electric power supplies, namely batteries, 
rectifiers/regulators of current/voltage and transformers; control panels, namely electronic apparatus designed for 
electronically monitoring a predefined activity and for activating an anti-theft alarm; loudspeakers for sirens; and 
electronic siren controls, namely ringer tone generators and amplifiers for sirens; software for controlling communication 
equipment for operating and controlling closed-circuit cameras; switching devices integrating magnetically triggered 
blade switches for anti-theft alarm systems and fire alarm systems, in industrial tracking apparatus, revolution counters, 
security lock systems for equipment cabinets, industrial position-monitoring apparatus, electric cables and pump and 
valve monitoring apparatus and home security alarm systems; electric and electronic checking apparatus for detecting 
the presence of certain substances on people, in luggage and freight; electric and electronic checking apparatus for 
detecting the presence of explosives and/or narcotics on people, in luggage and freight; apparatus for detecting the 
presence of explosives and other contraband; timers or sensitive apparatus for detecting changes in conditions for 
launching and monitoring regeneration or washing cycles for waster treatment equipment; control valves for water 
treating and filtering equipment; bioreactors for cell culture; portable analysis instruments, namely a probe with a 
recorder for data conversion equipped with microprocessors for measuring organic and inorganic products in water; 
filters and filter housings for laboratories; membrane filters for laboratories; silt density measuring devices; deionization 
devices for laboratories, filters and filter housings for laboratories; liquid separating apparatus for laboratories; 
membranes for laboratories; liquid flow control devices, namely pumps, valves, flowmeters and regulators for 
laboratories; ozone monitoring instruments; laboratory equipment, namely porous titration microplates for cellular 
biology and other applications in life sciences; electronic controls for water treatment and processes, namely apparatus 
for treatment of industrial and commercial water supply systems, boiler water systems, water cooling systems, cooling 
water systems and closed water-supply systems, systems for paper and pulp treatment, fuel treatment systems and metal 
treatment systems for analyzing system chemistry, determining the right treatment program, applying the desired 
treatment and monitoring treatment efficacy; data management software in the field of paper, pulp and water treatment; 
electronic controls for data processing in the field of paper, pulp and water treatment; apparatus for industrial water-
supply systems for measuring and checking pH and conductivity; apparatus for supplying an industrial, commercial or 
municipal water supply system with measured quantities of chemicals; electronic testing apparatus for water treatment; 
laboratory testing equipment, namely apparatus for testing deposit levels and corrosion speed; mobile laboratory 
equipped with instruments and equipment for measuring and monitoring pH, conductivity and concentration of chromate 
in domestic and industrial water, for carrying out inorganic and microbiological water testing; electronic and 
electrochemical products, namely fuel cells; apparatus for converting photo-electric radiation to electrical energy, namely, 
photovoltaic solar modules, hybrid photovoltaic solar modules, electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation, photo-
cells; apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electric energy, namely photovoltaic solar modules, systems and 
components and all related system components; printers, laser printers, ink-jet printers, multi-function and multi-purpose 
printers, parts of all the aforesaid goods; portable electronic devices for wireless reception and/or transmission of data, 
enabling users to store or manage personal information and to transmit and receive voice, video and image 
communications; software for synchronization of data between a remote unit or station and a fixed unit or station, and 
software providing a one-way and/or two-way wireless connection to data; portable digital electronic apparatus and 
related software; portable electronic devices for wireless data reception and/or transmission; software for re-orientation 
of messages, electronic mail and/or other data from a personal computer or a server towards one or several portable 
electronic devices; computer programs and software for wireless device operation and management; apparatus for 
telecommunication; software for accessing, researching, indexing and recovering information and data from global 
computer networks and global communication networks, and for navigation on web sites in the aforesaid networks; 
software for sending and receiving short messages and electronic mail and for filtering non-text information from data; 
portable electronic devices for voice, video, data and image communications; computer game software for mobile 
telephone receivers; electronic game software for mobile telephone receivers; software, software packages; batteries, dry 
cells and batteries, rechargeable batteries, battery chargers, storage batteries, solar cells and batteries, fuel cells; wiring 
apparatus, connectors (electric), electric cables, electric ducts, floor ducts specially designed for housing electric cables, 
ballast (for discharge lamps), wiring systems under carpets, code lighting switches, circuit breakers, magnetic starter 
switches and contactors, circuit protectors, switching devices, electric connecting boxes, device switches, output jacks, 
plugs (electric), insulating materials, electric timers, other wiring devices; signaling apparatus and instruments, video 
intercoms, intercom systems, electric door chimes, intercoms, fire alarms, gas-leak alarms, anti-theft alarms, portable 
emergency intercoms; acoustic machines and apparatus, radios, tape recorders/players, radio cassette recorders, 
portable tape players, compact disc recorders/players, minidisc recorders/players, minidisc consoles, DVD audio 
recorders/players, secured digital recorders/players, secured digital cards, loudspeakers, tuners, amplifiers, stereo 
systems, disc readers, graphic equalizers, alarm clocks, integrated circuit recorders, digital audio processing devices, 
earphones, headphones, microphones, cassette recorders/players, software for compact discs (prerecorded), electric 
megaphones, language laboratories, audio systems for cars, public address systems, mixing consoles; audiovisual 
machines and apparatus, television sets, cathode ray tube display devices, cathode ray tubes, image pick-up tubes, 
plasma television sets, plasma display devices, television sets (liquid crystal display), liquid crystal display monitors, 
television sets combined with video tape recorders, television sets combined with disc players, antennas, tuners for 
satellite broadcasting, television tuners, Internet terminals, video projectors, video cassette recorders, camcorders, video 
cameras, video printers, laser disc players, video CD (compact disc) players, software for video CD (compact disc), video 
recorders/players for DVDs, color video systems for large-scale display, cable television systems, hard disk units, video 
imaging devices, electric optical display boards, multi-purpose electric display systems, closed-circuit video equipment 
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systems, software for DVDs, television cameras, video switches, non-linear editing systems, editing controllers, DVD 
creation systems, LED displays, other audiovisual machines; optical disc machines and apparatus; optical disc units, 
optical disc recorders, optical disc readers, optical disc changers, optical disc cartridges, optical disc recording systems; 
communication apparatus and machines, facsimile transceivers, transceivers, telephones, cellular mobile telephones, 
cases for cellular mobile telephones, telephone answering machines, private auto-switch systems, global positioning 
system receivers, radiotelephones, marine radars, radio-paging receivers, mobile communication systems, multi-channel 
access radio systems, electric panels for traffic information, videoconferencing systems, private portable telephone 
systems, local network systems, AV codecs (coder-decoders), navigation systems for cars (road guidance systems), 
electronic systems for road toll collection, GPS (global positioning system) antennas; surveillance (monitoring) apparatus 
and instruments, electric door opening devices, communication and surveillance systems for apartment structures, 
intruder detection systems, automated systems for surveillance and control of functions in buildings, security apparatus 
with several electrical layers; automatic control machines and instruments, electric distribution boards, road signal 
control apparatus, bus placement systems, ultrasound vehicle detectors, information and telecommunication networks 
for road traffic management, light dimmers, light switches, inverters, programmable control systems, transformers, 
cabinets, domestic electricity production systems, power capacitors; data processing equipment; computers and 
computer peripherals, word processors, software (recorded), image scanners for personal computers, printers, PC cards, 
computer keyboards, mice (data processing equipment), CD-ROM units, diskette units, card reading/writing systems, 
barcode readers, time recorders, portable data terminals, point-of-sale systems, data collection terminals, personal digital 
assistants (PDAs), DVD-RAM/ROM units, CAD/CAM (computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing) systems, 
hard disk units, electronic calculators, uninterruptible power supplies for computers / communication / broadcasting; 
external storage devices, video cassettes, cleaning heads, D-VHS (video systems for household use), other computer 
peripherals; video tapes, audio cassettes, diskettes, optical discs, mini-discs, DVDs (digital versatile discs), integrated 
circuit memory cards; weighing and measuring apparatus and instruments, thermoluminescent dosimetry systems, 
portable x-ray dosimeters, electronic meters, ammeters, electricity consumption meters, grip measuring devices, electric 
apparatus for measuring leakance, electric insulation meters, thermometers, measuring system processors, electric multi-
circuit sector voltage monitors, micro-precision measuring devices, body fat monitors, pacers, audio/video analyzers, 
oscilloscopes, modulators, voltmeters, distortion meters, other measuring apparatus; sensors, light-sensitive sensors, 
thermometric sensors, position sensors, angular velocity sensors, rotation sensors, angle sensors, dew point sensors, 
other sensors; electric components, LEDs, liquid crystals, liquid crystal display modules, magnetrons, diodes, 
transistors, thermostats, integrated circuits, semi-conductor storage devices, micro-computers with a single chip, 
cartridges for microphones with electric capacitor, gray-scale image processors, thermal print heads, magnetic heads, 
permanent magnets, connectors, relays, display components, semi-conductor lasers, charge coupling devices, image 
detectors, film capacitors, over-oxygenation membrane units, electric tuner units, high-frequency units, coin validation 
units, note validation units, magnetic card reading/writing devices, voltage-controlled oscillators, phase-locking circuit 
synthesizing modules, wireless communication module units, optical transmission components, printed wiring boards, 
loudspeaker components, electricity supplies, AC adaptors, focusing magnets, inductors (coils), capacitors for electric 
apparatus, electric signal filters, transformers, deflection coils, thermistors, varistors, piezoelectric ceramic components, 
acoustic-optical components, resistances, potentiometers, encoders, printing units, hybrid integrated circuits, switching 
components, heat-welding wiring boards, transparent button boards, electroluminescent components, remote control 
units, magnetic resistance elements, thermal disconnects, other electric utensils for household use, electric flat irons, 
electric hair curlers, electric hair straightening or curling irons; electric arc-welding apparatus, welding electrodes, 
electric timers; equipment for processing data, particularly for financial applications; operating system programs; 
computer hardware and software, particularly for local and wide-range computer network development, maintenance and 
use; systems for reading memory cards and systems for reading stored data including integrated circuit memories and 
bank card memories; automatic ticket dispensers; accounting machines; encoded cards, including magnetic cards and 
integrated circuit cards, particularly for financial applications; card readers, printing apparatus, including printing 
apparatus for data processing systems and financial transaction systems; machines for banking institutions; encoders 
and decoders; modems; encoded magnetic cards, cards with electronic data, readers for encoded magnetic cards, 
readers for cards with electronic data, electronic encryption systems, computer hardware, computer terminals, software 
used in financial services, in the banking and telecommunication industries; electric and electronic products, namely 
calculating machines, pocket planners, alarms and torches; bank cards, including printed bank cards and bank cards with 
magnetic memory and with integrated circuit memory; bank cards, credit cards, debit cards, including such cards 
equipped with integrated circuits and microprocessors; memory cards (smart cards); automatic cash dispensers; data 
processing equipment and computers including cards equipped with microprocessors and integrated circuits; computer 
hardware in the form of integrated circuit cards and card readers containing transponders and other proximity payment 
devices; computer mouse pads; machines and machine systems, including parts and accessories for transmission, 
distribution and control of electricity; induction devices, electrical displacement devices, electricity control and regulation 
devices, electricity measuring instruments, electrical protection devices, switchboards, switchboard apparatus, wiring 
devices and supplies; liquid control devices, namely, flowmeters, manostats, sequential timers, electric controls and 
switches; audio amplifiers for keyboards, external memories for musical instruments; systems for managing data and 
preserving archives in the field of anesthesia; electronic apparatus for practicing golf.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; electric motors and diesel engines for land vehicles; 
bicycles, tires and tubeless tires for bicycles, automatic vehicles, electric bicycles; tires; fuel lines for vehicles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, 
particularly commemorative medals and coins; jewelry, precious stones; pins; timepieces and chronometric instruments; 
key rings.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; 
playing cards; electric floats for fishing, apparatus for tying fishing lines to hooks; stationary exercise bicycles and 
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rollers.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice for refreshment.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertisements by all media, particularly in the form of themed messages focused 
on human values; advertising by sponsorship (sponsoring); business management; business administration; office 
functions; promotion of the goods and services of others, by means of contractual agreements, particularly partnership 
(sponsorship) and licensing agreements, affording them with increased notoriety and/or enhanced image and/or 
sympathy derived from the notoriety and/or enhanced image resulting from cultural and sporting events, particularly 
international events and/or sympathy generated by the above; promotion of the goods and services of others by means of 
what is referred to as the initial interest factor driving the public to consider, from among many competitors, goods or 
services presented with signs, emblems or messages so as to capture its attention; promotion of the goods and services 
of others by means of the so-called image transfer; rental of advertising space of all type and on all media, whether digital 
or not; business administration of the participation of national teams to an international sports competition, and 
promotion intended for the public and bodies interested in providing support to the aforesaid teams; inventory 
management services; advice relating to stock monitoring services; advertising by means of direct marketing for others 
consisting in marketing of databases; advice for advertising by means of direct marketing for others consisting in 
marketing of databases; advisory services in connection with business reorganization; automobile and truck fleet 
management services, namely billing via a global computer network; advice in connection with the management of 
automobile and truck fleets; business administration consultancy; management of power plants of others; advice 
regarding management of electric power plants, commercial services, namely administration of contracts for repair and 
servicing, supply chain management services and advice relating to the purchase and supply in terms of chemicals and 
chemical services, product inventory and supply services, limitation of costs; advice, marketing, analysis of prices and 
costs concerning devices for electrochemical purification of liquids for industrial use; administrative, commercial and 
technical management of computer files; data input and processing services; management of value-added data 
transmission networks and computer servers (multimedia systems, interactive videography, global computer networks 
for telecommunications); retail sale of electric and electronic machines and apparatus (grouping, for others, of a range of 
goods so as to enable customers to view and purchase said goods at their convenience in a retail store carrying electrical 
goods), information concerning the sale of raw materials, commercial information, commercial information agencies, 
rental of photocopiers; promotion of the sale of goods and services of others including by means of advertisements, 
promotional competitions, awarding of prizes and bonuses in the form of promotional lotteries, discounts, reduction 
tokens and value-added offers in connection with the use of payment cards; promotion of sporting events and 
competitions for use by others; promotion of concerts and of cultural events for others, organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; provision of documentation, namely direct mail advertising, distribution of 
advertising material, distribution of samples, reproduction of documents; advertising concerning the promotion of 
commercial sales of goods and services for retail sale purposes; provision of information in connection with e-commerce 
and electronic retail sale; provision of information concerning the purchase of goods and services on line via the Internet 
and other computer networks; advertising services by means of tourist documentation concerning transport, travel, 
hotels, accommodation, food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing tours, tourist agency services; 
maintenance of computerized databases.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; banking; monetary affairs; real estate affairs, credit card services; 
financing of sporting and cultural activities; rental of buildings and accessory buildings set up for corporate 
entertainment events; private mark and equity financing services; financial analysis and consultation; financial services 
in connection with credit cards; credit card services, namely granting credit to others; financial asset management for 
others; insurance and reinsurance services, namely underwriting of all types of insurance; equity capital investment 
services; insurance underwriting services in the field of bonds; financial security underwriting services; personal loan 
financing; lending against collateral; acquisition financing services; commercial financing services; commercial real-
estate agency services; mutual funds; loan and private capital investments; information, assistance and advice in all the 
aforesaid fields, lease-purchasing of mobile and modular structures, insurance brokerage services, credit agency 
services in the field of commercial and consumer credit, financing of real estate loans and financial and banking services; 
monetary operations particularly by means of bank cards or customer loyalty cards; financial clearing services; issuing of 
checks and letters of credit; financial services; insurance services; financial operations; bill payment services; debit card 
services; payment card services; pre-payment card services; electronic transactions by credit and debit card; electronic 
transfer of funds; electronic money and smart card services; provision of liquidities; payment and credit card services 
replacing cash payments; electronic capital transfer services; check verification; encashment of checks; access services 
to cash dispensers and safe deposit systems; payment processing services; authentication and verification of 
transactions; provision of financial information via a global computer network; financial sponsoring of festivals and 
concerts; financial services for purchasing goods and services sold in retail at points-of-sale for promotion purposes; 
information services in the field of tourism, namely financial information; financial services for tourist assistance 
purposes; lease-purchasing of telephones, facsimile machines and other telecommunication equipment; lease-
purchasing of transport containers.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; television program broadcasting, broadcasting of televised programs (live or recorded); 
cellular telephone communication; communications by electronic computer terminals, by databases and by 
telecommunication networks connected to the Internet; communications by telex; communications by telegrams; 
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communications by telephone; communications by facsimile machines; radio paging services; teleconferencing 
communications; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; radio broadcasting; news agencies; other 
message transmission services; dissemination of a commercial site on the Internet; radio and television broadcasting 
provided via the Internet; electronic mail; provision of access to computer information newsletters and to discussion 
forums on line; transmission of messages and images via computers; provision of access to services for ordering and 
buying at home and at the office via computer and/or interactive communication technologies; telecommunication of 
information (including Web pages), computer programs and all other data; electronic mail services; provision of access to 
the Internet for users; telecommunication connections to the Internet or to databases; provision of access to web sites for 
digital music on the Internet; provision of access to MP3 web sites on the Internet; rental of access time to a central 
database (telecommunications); provision of access to search engines; operation of discussion forums on the Internet; 
rental of access time to a database server; rental of access time to a computer database (telecommunication services); 
simultaneous broadcasting, particularly by means of electronic interconnections, of films and of sound and video 
recordings; wireless data messaging services, particularly services enabling a user to send and/or receive messages via 
a wireless data network; one-way and two-way messaging services; electronic transmission of data, images, documents 
and audio and video data, including texts, cards, letters, messages, mail, animations and electronic mail, via local or 
global communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication networks, 
cellular networks and satellite networks; electronic transmission of software via local or global communication networks, 
including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication networks, cellular networks and satellite 
networks; provision of access to databases and to local or global communication networks, including the Internet, 
intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication, cellular and satellite networks; transmission and relay of 
messages, namely electronic transmission of messages; telecommunication services for dissemination of information by 
mobile telephone, namely transmission of data to mobile telephones; communication by mobile telephone; transmission 
and reception of voice communication services; transmission and reception on a value-added network; 
telecommunication services by telematic means and by multimedia networks; rental of access time to a database server 
center.

Cl.41;Educational services; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, televised sporting and cultural 
entertainment; organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; operating lotteries and competitions; 
betting and gambling services in connection with or relating to sports; entertainment services provided during sporting 
events or concerning sporting events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of real or 
virtual sporting competitions; operation of sports facilities; rental of audio and video equipment; production, presentation 
and distribution of films and of sound and video recordings; rental of sound and video recordings; rental and/or provision 
via a computer network of interactive entertainment and education products, namely interactive compact discs, CD-
ROMs, computer games; entertainment, namely presentation of interactive entertainment and education products, namely 
interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; covering televised and broadcast sporting events; production of 
television and radio programs and of videotapes; production of cartoons; production of animated shows for television; 
reservation of tickets for sporting events and shows; timing of sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive 
entertainment; on-line betting services; provision of games on the Internet; provision of raffle services; information 
concerning entertainment or education, provided on line from a data bank or the Internet; electronic game services 
provided by means of the Internet; provision of electronic publications on line; publication of books, magazines, texts 
(other than publicity texts) and periodicals; publication of books, magazines, texts (other than publicity texts) and of 
electronic periodicals on line; provision of digital music from the Internet; provision of digital music from MP3 web sites; 
provision of sporting results; information services concerning sports and sporting events; rental of recorded sounds and 
images; audio production services; information services concerning sporting events provided on line from a computer 
database or the Internet; editing and publishing services; provision of digital music (non-downloadable); offering digital 
music by means of telecommunications; publication of statistics regarding sporting results and audience ratings for 
sporting competitions; training in the use and operation of systems for signaling and notification of crossings for the 
railway and transit industries; education services in the field of medical imaging and diagnosis, namely conducting of 
seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops concerning the pharmaceutical industry, intended for medical doctors 
and employees of pharmaceutical companies; education services, namely conducting of seminars, conferences, 
symposiums or workshops in the field of life sciences and biotechnology for scientists and researchers; conducting of 
seminars on problems in connection with industrial water treatment; training services in all the aforesaid fields; training 
services in the field of management and medicine by means of the use of instructions and demonstrations provided on 
line, via the Internet, intranets and extranets; education services, namely conducting of practical training workshops, 
courses and seminars including demonstrations in the field of medicine and management; design, conducting and 
hosting of courses, seminars and all training activities in the field of information technology; organization and 
performance of concerts; booking of seats for shows; movie presentations; entertainment information; film production; 
show production; theater production services; operation of golf facilities; health club services (fitness training); sports 
camp services; presentation of live performances; film projections; organization of shows (impresario services); holiday 
camp services [entertainment]; movie studios; news reporter services; provision of on-line electronic publications, not 
downloadable; music hall services; education services, namely conducting of courses, seminars, presentations, video 
presentations, provision of educational material, namely dissemination of material in the field of financial knowledge; 
education services in the field of tourism; information services in the field of tourism, namely information services 
regarding reservation of tickets for recreational events; information services in the field of tourism, namely information 
services regarding entertainment; information services in the field of tourism, namely information services regarding 
planned sporting, cultural and recreational activities; services in connection with entertainment for tourist assistance; 
tourist reservation services, namely activity and entertainment reservation services; assistance services for tourists 
concerning reservation of tickets for recreational events; assistance services for tourists concerning planned sporting, 
cultural and recreational activities.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific and laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment; apparatus, instruments and equipment for clinical 
and medical laboratory use (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); scientific and laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment for use in the fields of reproductive 
science, fertility, reproduction and assisted reproduction; apparatus, instruments and equipment for use in 
electrophoresis procedures, other than for medical purposes; electrophoresis apparatus, instruments and equipment, 
other than for medical purposes; electrophoresis apparatus, instruments and equipment for scientific and laboratory use 
in the fields of reproductive science, fertility, reproduction and assisted reproduction; scientific apparatus, instruments 
and equipment for analysing sperm and semen; laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment for analysing sperm 
and semen; scientific apparatus, instruments and equipment for separating sperm; laboratory apparatus, instruments and 
equipment for separating sperm; scientific apparatus, instruments and equipment for selecting sperm; laboratory 
apparatus, instruments and equipment for selecting sperm; scientific apparatus, instruments and equipment for isolating 
sperm cells; laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment for isolating sperm cells; scientific apparatus, instruments 
and equipment for differentiating sperm cells; laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment for differentiating sperm 
cells; scientific apparatus, instruments and equipment for identifying and differentiating viable sperm cells from damaged 
or non-viable sperm cells; laboratory apparatus, instruments and equipment for identifying and differentiating viable 
sperm cells from damaged or non-viable sperm cells; scientific apparatus, instruments and equipment for preparing 
sperm for use in connection with assisted reproduction and fertility treatments; apparatus, instruments and equipment for 
preparing sperm for scientific research in laboratories, for use in connection with assisted reproduction and fertility 
treatments; apparatus, instruments and equipment for analysing, differentiating, separating, selecting and preparing 
sperm for scientific research in laboratories, for use in connection with assisted reproduction and fertility treatments.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus, instruments and equipment; apparatus, instruments and equipment for medical 
purposes; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for use in the fields of reproductive medicine, fertility, 
reproduction and assisted reproduction; electrophoresis apparatus, instruments and equipment for medical purposes; 
electrophoresis apparatus, instruments and equipment for medical use in the fields of reproductive medicine, fertility, 
reproduction and assisted reproduction; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for analysing sperm and semen; 
medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for separating sperm; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for 
selecting sperm; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for isolating sperm cells; medical apparatus, instruments 
and equipment for differentiating sperm cells; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for identifying and 
differentiating viable sperm cells from damaged or nonviable sperm cells; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment 
for preparing sperm for use in connection with assisted reproduction and fertility treatments; medical apparatus, 
instruments and equipment for analysing, differentiating, separating, selecting and preparing sperm for use in connection 
with assisted reproduction and fertility treatments.
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4386182    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504815]
UAB Game Insight

Antakalnio St. 17 LT-10312 Vilnius Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer game software; video game software; downloadable computer game software; downloadable video game 
software; downloadable digital materials, namely, graphics, videos, films, multimedia files, live action programs, and 
animation in the field of video games, computer games, electronic sports, computer and video game tournaments, events, 
leagues, matches and competitions; pre-recorded digital downloadable media files featuring computer games and video 
games, graphics, videos, films and animation in the field of video games, computer games, electronic sports, computer 
and video game tournaments, events, leagues, matches and competitions; downloadable publications; bags, cases and 
sleeves for storing and carrying telephones, computers, headphones and cameras; covers for mobile phones, portable 
computers and tablets; headphones; decorative magnets; belts and straps for telephones, computers, headphones and 
cameras; electric power units.

Cl.16;Albums; scrapbooks; booklets; books; comic books; drawing pens; pencils; pens [office requisites]; postcards; 
posters; printed publications; computer game instruction manuals; calendars; erasers; cards; collectable cards; trading 
cards; figures made of paper; paper bags; sticker albums; stickers; paper signs; cardboard boxes; party decorations 
made of paper; paper banners; photographs; notebooks; brochures; packing paper, wrapping paper and packaging 
materials; strategy guides for games; manuals for computer games; graphic novels; fiction novels.

Cl.28;Toy models; toy figures; electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; action skill games; toys, 
games and playthings; board games; play sets for action figures; game cards and playing cards; soft dolls; plush toys; 
stuffed toys, water toys, wooden toys, toys made of plastics; puzzles; balloons; bags, cases and sleeves for storing and 
carrying apparatus for games.

Cl.38;Providing interactive discussion forums and bulletin boards.

Cl.41;Game services provided on-line from a computer network; providing interactive social games in a virtual 
environment; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line computer and video games; providing on-line 
gaming services; publishing of computer game software, electronic games and video game software; providing computer 
games and gaming services through an internet website portal; arranging, organizing and conducting of electronic 
sports, computer game and video game tournaments, events, leagues, matches and competitions; providing news and 
information related to computer and video games, electronic sports, players, tournaments, schedules, leagues, events, 
matches, competitions, statistics, strategy and tips; providing on-line trivia, tips and strategies for computer and video 
games; fan club services [entertainment]; production and distribution of computer and video game related multimedia 
programs; all the foregoing services being in relation to video games, computer games and electronic sports.
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Priority claimed from 03/03/2019; Application No. : 88323402 ;United States of America 

4386186    01/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504821]
DynaMove Ortho LLC

1830 Mapleview Place NE Owatonna MN 55060 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Orthotic inserts for footwear; custom orthotic inserts for footwear; orthotic footwear; orthotic and orthopedic 
footwear featuring orthotic and bracing components; polymer insert sold as a component of medical and therapeutic 
devices, namely, therapeutic braces, orthotic footwear, and orthopedic footwear.

Cl.25;Footwear; athletic footwear; heel inserts; non-orthopedic polymer inserts sold as a component of footwear and 
athletic footwear; footwear and athletic footwear featuring polymer components.
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Priority claimed from 13/11/2018; Application No. : 88192104 ;United States of America 

4386198    13/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504866]
The Global FoodBanking Network

70 E. Lake Street, Suite 1200 Chicago IL 60601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1722716

IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Charitable consulting, namely, facilitating administrative coordination of the procurement and distribution of food 
donations from manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and government agencies to organizations providing free food to 
needy people; charitable consulting, namely, providing business organizational and development advice and assistance 
for existing food banks and for the development of national and international networks of food banks.

Cl.36;Charitable fundraising services.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conferences and training in how to develop and manage food banks and food bank 
networks, food banking and food sourcing.
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 201903842 ;Norway 

4386226    12/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504878]
Zacco Norway AS

Haakon VII's gate. 2 N-0161 OSLO Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints; antifouling paint for ships.

Cl.3;Chemical products for the cleaning and care of ships; blasting abrasives for mechanical surface treatment, in 
particular mineral blasting abrasives and sandblasting abrasives; brighteners.

Cl.7;Robot cleaners for the underwater hull of ships; mechanical cleaning apparatus, and installations consisting 
thereof, in particular brushing machines, ship hulls polishing apparatus, cleaning machines for hard surfaces as well as 
brushes and scouring pads for these machines; apparatus for cleaning the underwater hull of ships, mechanically 
operated apparatus for cleaning ships; electric suction apparatus for industrial purposes; ships washing installations; 
mechanical apparatus for removing barnacles, fouling and weed from ships; hydraulic controls for machines; parts of the 
aforesaid goods, in particular brushes, hoses, cleaner filters; mechanical hose reels; motor-powered mowing implements 
and mowing machines; mechanical high-pressure water jet apparatus for cleaning, removing and treating surfaces and 
for cutting, pneumatic, hydraulic, electric or manually driven handling machines, positioning devices, feed mechanisms 
and robots for guiding apparatus for cleaning the underwater hull of ships.

Cl.9;Wireless transmitters and receivers; data storage media; mobile data communications apparatus; electric 
controllers; radio remote controls; time switches; electric connection cables; extension cords; batteries (electric); 
rechargeable electric batteries; chargers for electric batteries; electric irrigation control apparatus; readers for the 
contactless reading of markings, in particular bar code readers and RFID (radio frequency identification) readers; 
measuring apparatus; dosimeters; data processing equipment and computers; navigation instruments and electronical 
position instruments; computer software (stored); computer software (downloadable); application software; GPS-
receivers; navigational apparatus for operating of robots.

Cl.12;Vehicles; carrier vehicles for motor-powered apparatus for cleaning the underwater hull of ships; transport 
trolleys, in particular for cleaning material and cleaning apparatus.

Cl.37;Assembling of machine plant (installation work); maintenance and repair of apparatus for cleaning the underwater 
hull of ships and of handling machines, positioning devices, robots for guiding cleaning machines; cleaning, servicing 
and maintenance of ships.

Cl.42;Computer programming consultancy; technical planning of installation and machines for cleaning the underwater 
hull of ships; technical testing of cleaning apparatus and installations; technical testing of material treatment installations 
and machines and surface treatment installations and machines; computer programming; quality assurance by carrying 
out quality checks.
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4386256    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504913]
Xu Shunlin

No. 46, Yingfang Lane, Damaiyu Subdistrict, Yuhuan County, Taizhou City 318000 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3571549

IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Fruit, fresh; areca nuts, fresh; arrangements of fresh fruit; almonds [fruits].

Cl.35;Accounting; sales promotion for others; advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail 
purposes; relocation services for businesses; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; personnel recruitment; compilation of information into computer databases.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 88295033 ;United States of America 

4386257    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504887]
TechCrunch, Inc.

410 Townsend Street, Suite 100 San Francisco CA 94107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable podcasts in the fields of technology, technology innovation, consumer products, electronics, the 
Internet, computers, social media, entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business; downloadable software in the 
nature of a mobile application for delivering, accessing, and viewing information, news, analysis, and commentary in the 
fields of technology, technology innovation, consumer products, electronics, the Internet, social media, computers, 
entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business.

Cl.35;Providing consumer product information and reviews in the field of technology, electronics, computers, and the 
internet; subscription services, namely, providing subscription-based online publications in the nature of newsletters and 
information, both in the field of current events relating to technology, technology innovation, consumer products, 
electronics, the Internet, social media, computers, entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business.

Cl.41;Providing information, news, analysis, and commentary in the field of current events relating to technology, 
technology innovation, consumer products, electronics, the internet, social media, computers, entrepreneurship, startup 
companies, and business, via a website; online publication of electronic journals, namely, blogs featuring current events 
information, news, analysis, and commentary relating to technology, technology innovation, consumer products, 
electronics, the Internet, social media, computers, entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business; educational 
services, namely, providing conferences, workshops, educational competitions, and online newsletters in the field of 
current events information, news, analysis, and commentary relating to technology, technology innovation, consumer 
products, electronics, the internet, social media, computers, entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business; 
providing non-downloadable on-line videos in the field of current events information, news, analysis, and commentary 
relating to technology, technology innovation, consumer products, electronics, the Internet, social media, computers, 
entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business; entertainment services, namely, providing podcasts in the field of 
current events information, news, analysis, and commentary relating to technology, technology innovation, consumer 
products, electronics, the internet, social media, computers, entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business; 
entertainment services, namely, providing ongoing audio programs featuring technology, internet products and services, 
start-up companies, and entrepreneurship; providing online electronic publications, newsletters and information, both in 
the field of current events relating to technology, technology innovation, consumer products, electronics, the Internet, 
social media, computers, entrepreneurship, startup companies, and business; arranging and conducting conventions and 
conferences for business purposes in the fields of technology, technology innovation, consumer products, electronics, 
the internet, computers, social media, entrepreneurship, startup companies, business, marketing, design, finance, 
recruitment, intellectual property, and leadership.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting online 
meetings, gatherings, and interactive discussions; computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining an online website 
for others to exchange information concerning technology and internet products and services; product testing; 
application service provider featuring software for providing an online database in the field of transaction processing to 
upload transactional data, provide statistical analysis, and produce notifications and reports; computer services, namely, 
acting as an application service provider in the field of knowledge management to host computer application software for 
creating searchable databases of information and data; computer services, namely, providing search engines for 
obtaining data on an global computer network; technology research in the field of Internet products and services, mobile 
communications, and information technology.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2019; Application No. : 018107376 ;European Union 

4386273    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504917]
Volocopter GmbH

Zeiloch 20 76646 Bruchsal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Driving motors for air vehicles; motors, other than for land vehicles, in particular electric motors; aeronautical 
engines, in particular electric; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; generators of electricity; control 
mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; clutch disks, other than for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; data processing apparatus and computers; accumulators, electric; alarms; electric connectors; 
connections for electric lines; steering apparatus, automatic, for air vehicles; observation instruments; computer 
hardware; computer peripheral devices; computer programs, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
data carriers; receiving apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; regulating apparatus, electric; 
chargers for electric batteries; measuring apparatus; measuring instruments; apparatus and instruments for physics; life-
saving apparatus and equipment.
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Cl.12;Apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, in particular electrically driven multicopters; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances, in particular screw-propellers, rotors, tires; safety belts for air vehicle seats; 
parachutes; aerodynamic fairings for vehicles and aircraft; aerodynamic attachments for vehicle and aircraft bodies; 
aerodynamic wings for airplanes; aerofoils for air vehicles; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances; aeroplane 
towing vehicles; air and space vehicles; air vehicles; aircraft; aircraft fuselages; aircraft landing gear; airplane propellers; 
airplanes and structural parts thereof; automatic guided vehicles and aircraft; autonomous vehicles and aircraft; camera 
drones, other than toys; delivery drones; drones; electrically powered aircraft; fuselages [aircraft parts]; gearboxes 
[aircraft parts]; helicopters; landing gear [aircraft parts]; multiactuator aerial vehicles (mavs); parts and fittings for air and 
space vehicles; pilotless aircraft; propeller airplanes; propellers for air vehicles; remote controlled aircraft, remote 
controlled air vehicles; rescue drones; stability control system for vehicles and aircraft; structural parts for aircraft; 
tiltrotor aircraft; unmanned aerial vehicles (uavs); vehicle joystick; vehicle propellers; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, 
water or rail; vehicles for travel by air; vehicles (remote control-), other than toys; wings for aircraft.

Cl.37;Electric appliance installation and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; interference 
suppression in electrical apparatus; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; photographic apparatus repair; rebuilding 
engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; repair information; recharging of batteries, in particular batteries for 
aircraft or vehicles and for electrical drives; aircraft or vehicle cleaning; aircraft or vehicle maintenance; aircraft or vehicle 
polishing; aircraft or vehicle service stations [refueling and maintenance]; aircraft or vehicle washing; repair or 
maintenance of aircraft; all of these services in particular in connection with manned and unmanned aircraft or drones, 
especially electrically propelled multicopters; construction; construction services; building construction supervision; 
building maintenance; building services; building consultancy; building of houses; building construction services; 
construction of buildings; maintenance of buildings; repair of buildings; renovation of buildings; building of industrial 
properties; building, construction and demolition.

Cl.39;Air transport; aircraft rental; booking of seats for travel; chauffeur services; delivery of goods; freight brokerage; 
freight forwarding; freighting; parcel delivery; passenger transport; piloting; providing driving directions for travel 
purposes; rental of aircraft engines; rescue operations [transport]; salvaging; taxi transport; traffic information; transport; 
transport of travelers; transport reservation; transport service for sightseeing tours; transportation information; 
transportation logistics; travel reservation; unloading cargo; aircraft or vehicle rental; all of these services in particular in 
connection with manned and unmanned aircraft or drones, especially electrically propelled multicopters.

Cl.42;Calibration [measuring]; cartography services; cloud computing; computer programming; computer security 
consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer software design; computer system analysis; computer system 
design; computer technology consultancy; conducting technical project studies; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information 
technology services]; creating and maintaining web sites for others; electronic data storage; engineering; hosting 
computer sites [web sites]; industrial design; information technology [IT] consultancy; installation of computer software; 
interior design; maintenance of computer software; mechanical research; monitoring of computer systems to detect 
breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems for detecting 
unauthorized access or data breach; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; technological 
research; providing information on computer technology and programming via a Web site; quality control; software as a 
service [SaaS]; technical research; technological consultancy; updating of computer software; urban planning; all of 
these services in particular in connection with manned and unmanned aircraft or drones, especially electrically propelled 
multicopters.

Cl.44;Aerial seeding; aerial spreading of fertilizers; aerial spreading of agricultural chemicals; fertilizers and other 
agricultural chemicals (aerial and surface spreading-); aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural 
chemicals; agricultural services; fumigation in agriculture; pest control in agriculture; spraying (insecticide-) in 
agriculture; rental of agricultural machinery; rental of agricultural equipment; spreading of agricultural chemicals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; rental of agricultural spraying machinery; vermin exterminating for 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry; spraying of crop protection products for agricultural purposes.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 2019-015657 ;Japan 

4386287    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504952]
BRIDGESTONE CORPORATION

1-1, Kyobashi 3-chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8340 Japan

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
203633, 696551, 1837728, 2106272

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Rubber tracks for use with crawlers on mining machinery; mining machines and apparatus; belt conveyors; belts 
for conveyors; rubber tracks for use with crawlers on civil engineering machinery; rubber tracks for use with crawlers on 
construction machinery; rubber tracks for use with crawlers on loading-unloading machinery; construction machines and 
apparatus; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; rubber tracks for use with crawlers on agricultural machinery; 
agricultural machines and agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; rubber pads to be attached to shoe plates 
of iron crawlers; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; non-electric prime movers, not for land 
vehicles; engine mounts; parts of non-electric prime movers; devices for seismic isolation used in buildings; fuel 
dispensing machines for service stations; hose washing machines; shaft couplings or connectors, machine elements not 
for land vehicles; bearings, machine elements not for land vehicles; shock absorbers, machine elements not for land 
vehicles; springs, machine elements not for land vehicles; rubber springs for suspension systems, not for land vehicles; 
pneumatic holders for gripping, reeling and transporting devices.

Cl.9;Tire pressure and tire temperature monitoring and measuring machines and instruments; bicycle speedometers; 
measuring or testing machines and instruments; batteries for vehicles; electric wires and cables; terminal devices for 
collecting information which have saving data measured by remote monitoring and transmitting saved data on demand 
functions; data transmitting devices for telecommunication; telecommunication machines and apparatus; electronic 
machines and apparatus for measuring, monitoring and transmitting tire pressure and tire temperature; computer 
programs for managing information regarding tires and vehicles; computer programs for managing information regarding 
belts for conveyors; computer programs for vehicle drive information, vehicle kinetic information and tire pressure 
information; computer programs relating to visualization tools for solution effectiveness, such as improvement of 
productivity, optimization of inventory and improvement of efficiency, by various combinations of products and services; 
computer programs; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; protective eyewear for cycling; bicycle helmets; 
computers for vehicles with autonomous driving functions or autonomous driving assistance functions; computers for 
vehicles with automated driving functions or automated driving assistance functions; computer programs for vehicles 
with autonomous driving functions or autonomous driving assistance functions; computer programs for vehicles with 
automated driving functions or automated driving assistance functions; autonomous driving or automated driving 
devices for automobiles comprised of telecommunication machines and apparatus, electrical and electronic control 
apparatus and instruments, remote control apparatus, photographic machines and apparatus, and automatic 
adjusting/regulating machines and instruments including radar apparatus, scanners [data processing equipment], 
cameras, video cameras, sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for medical use, and alarms, for autonomous 
driving or automated driving of automobiles; telecommunication machines and apparatus for autonomous driving or 
automated driving of automobiles; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments for autonomous driving or 
automated driving of automobiles; remote control apparatus for autonomous driving or automated driving of automobiles; 
photographic machines and apparatus for autonomous driving or automated driving of automobiles; autonomous parking 
or automated parking devices for automobiles comprised of telecommunication machines and apparatus, electrical and 
electronic control apparatus and instruments, remote control apparatus, photographic machines and apparatus, and 
automatic adjusting/regulating machines and instruments including radar apparatus, scanners [data processing 
equipment], cameras, video cameras, sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for medical use, and alarms, for 
autonomous parking or automated parking of automobiles; telecommunication machines and apparatus for autonomous 
parking or automated parking of automobiles; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments for 
autonomous parking or automated parking of automobiles; remote control apparatus for autonomous parking or 
automated parking of automobiles; photographic machines and apparatus for autonomous parking or automated parking 
of automobiles; radar apparatus, scanners [data processing equipment], cameras, video cameras, sensors [measurement 
apparatus] other than for medical use, alarms and automatic adjusting/regulating machines and instruments for 
automobiles comprised thereof.

Cl.12;Shaft couplings or connectors, machine elements for land vehicles; bearings, machine elements for land 
vehicles; vehicle suspension components; shock absorbers, machine elements for land vehicles; springs, machine 
elements for land vehicles; non- pneumatic tires for wheelchairs; fenders for vessels [boat side protectors]; vessels and 
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their parts and fittings; tires for aircraft; retreaded tires for aircraft; non-pneumatic tires for aircraft; inner tubes for aircraft 
tires; tread rubber for retreading tires for aircraft; aircraft and their parts and fittings; tires for railway cars; retreaded tires 
for railway cars; non-pneumatic tires for railway cars; inner tubes for railway car tires; wheels for railway cars; tread 
rubber for retreading tires for railway cars; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; tires for automated guideway 
transit [AGT] vehicles; non-pneumatic tires for automated guideway transit [AGT] vehicles; retreaded tires for automated 
guideway transit [AGT] vehicles; inner tubes of tires for automated guideway transit [AGT] vehicles; wheels for automated 
guideway transit [AGT] vehicles; tread rubber for retreading tires for automated guideway transit [AGT] vehicles; 
automated guideway transit [AGT] vehicles and their parts and fittings; tires for magnetic levitation trains; non-pneumatic 
tires for magnetic levitation trains; retreaded tires for magnetic levitation trains; inner tubes for magnetic levitation train 
tires; wheels for magnetic levitation trains; tread rubber for retreading tires for magnetic levitation trains; magnetic 
levitation trains and their parts and fittings; tires for monorail vehicles; non-pneumatic tires for monorail vehicles; 
retreaded tires for monorail vehicles; inner tubes for monorail vehicle tires; wheels for monorail vehicles; tread rubber for 
retreading tires for monorail vehicles; monorail vehicles and their parts and fittings; tires for next-generation streetcars 
such as light rail vehicles; non-pneumatic tires for next-generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles; retreaded tires 
for next-generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles; inner tubes for next-generation streetcar tires such as light rail 
vehicle tires; wheels for next-generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles; tread rubber for retreading tires for next-
generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles; next-generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles and their parts and 
fittings; tires for new transportation system vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], 
bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; non-pneumatic tires for new transportation system vehicles such 
as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; 
retreaded tires for new transportation system vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], 
bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; inner tubes of tires for new transportation system vehicles such as 
automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; wheels 
for new transportation system vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid 
transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; tread rubber for retreading tires for new transportation system vehicles such 
as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; new 
transportation system vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] 
and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV], and their parts and fittings; autonomous cars; automated cars; vehicles with driving 
assistance functions; tires for automobiles; tires for vehicles; retreaded tires for automobiles; retreaded tires for vehicles; 
non-pneumatic tires for small electric cars; non-pneumatic tires for automobiles; inner tubes for automobile tires; inner 
tubes for vehicle tires; tread rubber for retreading tires for automobiles; wheels for automobiles; wheels for vehicles; anti-
vibration rubber for automobiles, treads for vehicles [tractor type]; seat cushions for vehicles; hydraulic hoses for 
vehicles, not of metal; automobiles and their parts and fittings; non-pneumatic tires for mobility scooters; non-pneumatic 
tires for golf carts; non-pneumatic tires for electric carts; non-pneumatic tires for all-terrain vehicles; tires for two-
wheeled motor vehicles; retreaded tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles; non-pneumatic tires for two-wheeled motor 
vehicles; inner tubes for two-wheeled motor vehicle tires; wheels for two-wheeled motor vehicles; tires for bicycles; 
retreaded tires for bicycles; non-pneumatic tires for bicycles; inner tubes for bicycle tires; wheels for bicycles; tread 
rubber for retreading tires for two-wheeled motor vehicles or bicycles; electric bicycles; two-wheeled motor vehicles, 
bicycles and their parts and fittings; wheel rims and wheel covers for aircraft, railway cars, automobiles, two-wheeled 
motor vehicles and bicycles; wheel rims and wheel covers for vehicles; wheel rims and wheel covers for automated 
guideway transit [AGT] vehicles, magnetic levitation trains, monorail vehicles, next-generation streetcars such as light rail 
vehicles and new transportation system vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus 
rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; valves for tires of aircraft, railway cars, automobiles, two-wheeled motor 
vehicles and bicycles; valves for vehicle tires; valves for tires of automated guideway transit [AGT] vehicles, magnetic 
levitation trains, monorail vehicles, next-generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles and new transportation system 
vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle 
[DMV]; adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires.

Cl.17;Seals; hoses made of rubber; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets; 
pipe joints made of synthetic resin; non-metal pipe couplings and joints; urethane foam; sound absorbing sponge for 
automobile tires; plastic semi-worked products; foam rubber [semi-finished product]; sound absorbing materials for 
automobile tires; sound absorbing plates for automobile tires; rubber for retreading and repairing tires; rubber for 
repairing tubes; rubber materials for recapping tires; rubber.

Cl.35;Business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research or analysis; providing information 
concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; providing business consulting services; collection of 
market research information; collection and analysis of business information on vehicles; management of inventory and 
sales incentives for retail stores and wholesale stores; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail 
services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail 
services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for 
agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles and their parts and 
fittings; retail services or wholesale services for mining, construction, loading-unloading and agricultural machinery, and 
their parts and fittings; retail services or wholesale services for shock absorbers, springs, valves, and hoses made of 
rubber, and their parts and fittings; retail services or wholesale services for pipes made of resin, couplings of resin for 
pipes and seismic isolation rubber, and their parts and fittings; research and retrieval regarding computer-assisted 
business information; providing information and advice to consumers on the selection of tires to be attached and driving 
techniques and practices; providing commercial information and advice related to tire management, namely the selection, 
maintenance, repair, retreading, replacement and pressure measuring of vehicle tires; advice and consultancy relating to 
business management and organization intended especially for automotive and pneumatic tire professionals; advice and 
consultancy relating to business management and organization; arranging and conducting of marketing analysis; input, 
processing, systemization and compilation into computer databases of information and data relating to vehicle and tire 
management, vehicle location and road itineraries; commercial information and advice related to vehicle location; 
consultancy relating to management, strategy, organization management of businesses and of its employees; 
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administrative advice, information linked to employment development and professional and social integration; 
compilation and provision of business information; business analysis, business advice and business consultancy; 
professional business consultancy; collection, management and analysis of customer information.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of automobiles and their parts and fittings or inspection, consultancy and information 
services relating thereto; repair and maintenance of mining, construction, loading-unloading and agricultural machinery, 
and their parts and fittings or inspection, consultancy and information services relating thereto; repair and maintenance 
of shock absorbers, springs, valves, and hoses made of rubber, and their parts and fittings or inspection, consultancy 
and information services relating thereto; repair and maintenance of pipes made of resin, couplings of resin for pipes and 
seismic isolation rubber, and their parts and fittings or inspection, consultancy and information services relating thereto; 
information services on maintenance of automobile tires, by telecommunication, relating to tire pressure and tire 
temperature; inspection, consultancy and information services relating to retreading of tires; battery charging services for 
electric vehicles.

Cl.39;Advisory, consultancy and information services relating to transportation; providing information relating to 
operation status of vessels; providing information relating to operation status of aircraft; providing information relating to 
operation status of railway cars; providing information relating to operation status of automated guideway transit [AGT] 
vehicles; providing information relating to operation status of magnetic levitation trains; providing information relating to 
operation status of monorail vehicles; providing information relating to operation status of next-generation streetcars 
such as light rail vehicles; providing information relating to operation status of new transportation system vehicles such 
as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus [DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV]; 
providing information relating to operation status of autonomous cars or automated cars; providing information relating 
to operation status of vehicles with driving assistance functions; providing information relating to operation status of 
automobiles; providing information relating to operation status of small electric cars; providing information relating to 
operation status of treads for vehicles [tractor type]; providing information relating to operation status of mobility 
scooters; providing information relating to operation status of golf carts; providing information relating to operation 
status of electric carts; providing information relating to operation status of all-terrain vehicles; providing information 
relating to operation status of two-wheeled motor vehicles; providing information relating to operation status of bicycles; 
providing information relating to vehicle operation status; providing road and traffic information; tracking of vehicles with 
autonomous driving functions or autonomous driving assistance functions by computer (transport information); tracking 
of vehicles with automated driving functions or automated driving assistance functions by computers (transport 
information); tracking of vehicles with autonomous driving functions or autonomous driving assistance functions by 
computer programs (transport information); tracking of vehicles with automated driving functions or automated driving 
assistance functions by computer programs (transport information); providing information relating to autonomous driving 
or automated driving devices for automobiles comprised of telecommunication machines and apparatus, electrical and 
electronic control apparatus and instruments, remote control apparatus, photographic machines and apparatus, and 
automatic adjusting/regulating machines and instruments including radar apparatus, scanners [data processing 
equipment], cameras, video cameras, sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for medical use, and alarms, for 
autonomous driving or automated driving of automobiles; tracking of autonomous driving or automated driving of 
automobiles by telecommunication machines and apparatus (transport information); tracking of autonomous driving or 
automated driving of automobiles by electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments (transport information); 
tracking of autonomous driving or automated driving of automobiles by remote control apparatus (transport information); 
tracking of autonomous driving or automated driving of automobiles by photographic machines and apparatus (transport 
information); providing information relating to autonomous parking or automated parking devices for automobiles 
comprised of telecommunication machines and apparatus, electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments, 
remote control apparatus, photographic machines and apparatus, and automatic adjusting/regulating machines and 
instruments including radar apparatus, scanners [data processing equipment], cameras, video cameras, sensors 
[measurement apparatus], other than for medical use, and alarms, for autonomous parking or automated parking of 
automobiles; tracking of autonomous parking or automated parking of automobiles by telecommunication machines and 
apparatus (transport information); tracking of autonomous parking or automated parking of automobiles by electrical and 
electronic control apparatus and instruments (transport information); tracking of autonomous parking or automated 
parking of automobiles by remote control apparatus (transport information); tracking of autonomous parking or 
automated parking of automobiles by photographic machines and apparatus (transport information); tracking of 
automobiles by radar apparatus, scanners [data processing equipment], cameras, video cameras, sensors [measurement 
apparatus] other than for medical use, alarms and automatic adjusting/regulating machines and instruments (transport 
information); vehicle-driving services.

Cl.42;Designing of tires, other than for advertising purposes; designing, programming or maintenance of computer 
programs for managing information of belts for conveyors; designing, programming or maintenance of computer 
programs for simulation relating to tires and road surface condition; designing, programming or maintenance of 
computer programs; designing, programming or maintenance of computer programs relating to visualization tools for 
solution effectiveness, such as improvement of productivity, optimization of inventory and improvement of efficiency, by 
various combinations of products and services; technical advice relating to specialized knowledge as to tires and 
methods to check up on tires; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; technical 
analysis and consulting services related to the selection, condition, maintenance, retreading or replacement of tires; 
technical analysis and consulting services related to the selection, condition, maintenance and replacement of vehicle 
component parts, spare parts and accessories; technical analysis and consulting services related to the selection and 
maintenance of automobiles and their parts and fittings; technical analysis and consulting services related to the 
selection and maintenance of mining, construction, loading-unloading and agricultural machinery, and their parts and 
fittings; technical analysis and consulting services related to the selection and maintenance of shock absorbers, springs, 
valves, and hoses made of rubber, and their parts and fittings; technical analysis and consulting services related to the 
selection and maintenance of pipes made of resin, couplings of resin for pipes and seismic isolation rubber, and their 
parts and fittings; rental of computers; providing computer programs for vehicle drive information, vehicle kinetic 
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information and tire pressure information; providing computer programs for managing information of belts for conveyors; 
providing computer programs for simulation relating to tires and road surface condition; providing computer programs 
relating to visualization tools for solution effectiveness, such as improvement of productivity, optimization of inventory 
and improvement of efficiency, by various combinations of products and services; providing computer programs on data 
networks; providing technical consultancy and information relating to design, development and use of tires and their 
parts; testing or research on tires and road surface condition and information services relating thereto; providing 
computer programs regarding management of inventory and sales incentives for retail stores and wholesale stores; 
remote monitoring services of computer systems; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of data 
from in-vehicle systems by remote access; monitoring of data from in-vehicle systems by remote access; research 
services or editing services for computer programs relating to visualization tools for solution effectiveness, such as 
improvement of productivity, optimization of inventory and improvement of efficiency, by various combinations of 
products and services; testing or research on vehicles with autonomous driving functions or autonomous driving 
assistance functions and information services relating thereto; testing or research on vehicles with automated driving 
functions or automated driving assistance functions and information services relating thereto; testing or research on 
next-generation streetcars such as light rail vehicles and their parts and fittings and information services relating thereto; 
testing or research on new transportation system vehicles such as automated guideway transit [AGT], dual mode bus 
[DMB], bus rapid transit [BRT] and Dual Mode Vehicle [DMV], and their parts and fittings and information services relating 
thereto; providing computer programs connected with customers' systems for improving productivity at customers by 
quality management and inventory management of tires; providing technical information and consultancy related to 
scientific and technological research and development of tire management, namely the selection, maintenance, repair, 
retreading, replacement and pressure measuring of vehicle tires; technological consultancy and preparation of reports 
relating to technical research on the selection, condition, maintenance and repair of tires, spare parts and accessories for 
vehicles; providing technical information and consultancy related to scientific and technological research and 
development related to vehicle and trailer tracking; testing and quality control of tires and inner tubes; design of business 
premises such as retail stores and wholesale stores for the tire trade; design, development and maintenance of software, 
mobile applications, databases and web sites; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for use in 
publishing; providing search engines for obtaining data via communications networks; conducting technical project 
studies; studies and research in the field of waste treatment.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 37515864 ;China 

4386302    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504968]
XIAOMI INC.

Floor 13, Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, No. 68, Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian District 100028 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing user 
access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; streaming of data; providing online forums; video-
on-demand transmission.

Cl.41;Educational services; arranging and conducting of conferences; mobile library services; providing online 
electronic publications, not downloadable; production of radio and television programmes; providing online music, not 
downloadable; game services provided online from a computer network; entertainment services; toy rental; games 
equipment rental; conducting guided tours; animal training; organization of prize draws, namely, lotteries; organization of 
lotteries.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; quality control; surveying; cosmetic research; biological 
research; meteorological information; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; design of interior décor; dress 
designing; computer software design; authenticating works of art; graphic arts design; design and development of virtual 
reality software; electronic data storage; cloud computing; evaluation of the design of products and services; graphic 
design of promotional materials; development of computer platforms; platform as a service [PaaS]; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access.
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4386309    27/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504981]
Schiefergruben Magog GmbH & Co. KG

Alter Bahnhof 9 57392 Schmallenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Slate, roofing slates; building materials for roofing and facade cladding (not of metal), in particular heat-insulating 
elements, roof coverings, roof shuttering boards, roof hooks; roofs with integrated solar cells.

Cl.37;Building construction, in particular dead sounding for buildings; fixing underlay webs for building roofs and 
facades, in particular underfloor webs, formwork webs and liner webs; fitting (montage) of roof hooks and roofing felt.
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4386320    04/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505004]
LAR Process Analysers AG

Neuköllnische Allee 134 12057 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and parts therefor; measuring apparatus for 
process monitoring, in particular processing of liquids, and parts therefor.

Cl.42;Rental of apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and parts therefor, measuring 
apparatus for process monitoring, in particular processing of liquids, and parts therefor; engineering, in particular 
development and operation of apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and parts therefor, 
measuring apparatus for process monitoring, in particular processing of liquids, and parts therefor, and development of 
applications for the aforesaid apparatus, being engineering services; development of computer operating programs for 
apparatus for use in drinking, service and waste water analytics, and measuring apparatus for process monitoring, in 
particular processing of liquids.
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Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 39448815 ;China 

4386322    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505006]
Xiaomi Inc.

Floor 13, Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, NO. 68, Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian District 100028 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, recorded; computer peripheral devices; mobile software applications, downloadable; 
pedometers; apparatus to check franking; automated teller machines [ATM]; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
dictating machines; holograms; hemline markers; voting machines; electronic terminals for generating lottery tickets; 
face recognition equipment; phototelegraphy apparatus; scales for weighting, electric; measures; digital signs; mobile 
telephones; wearable video display monitors; headphones; video projectors; measuring apparatus; sports whistles; egg-
candlers; dog whistles; decorative magnets; electrified fences; electronic collars to train animals; magnetic sticker used 
on refrigerator; portable remote control for stopping car; optical lenses; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; 
semi-conductors; chips [integrated circuits]; rheostats; electric plugs; sensors; video screens; remote control apparatus; 
optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; protective helmets; theft prevention installations, 
electric; sunglasses; batteries, electric; animated cartoons.

Cl.42;Cloud seeding; handwriting analysis [graphology]; cartography services; evaluation of the design of products 
and services; quality control services for certifying product quality, namely, weighting of goods for others; providing 
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scenery design services for theater company; graphic design of promotional materials; nautical charts updating service; 
graphic design; research and development of new products for others; quality control; surveying; cosmetic research; 
biological research; meteorological information; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; design of interior 
decor; dress designing; computer software design; computer system design; updating of computer software; 
maintenance of computer software; authenticating works of art; graphic arts design.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2019; Application No. : UK00003415946 ;United Kingdom 

4386358    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505043]
Cadbury UK Limited

P.O. Box 12, Bournville Lane, Bournville Birmingham B30 2LU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1855302

IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Non-medicated confectionery; chocolate confectionery; sugar confectionery; frozen confectionery; chilled 
confectionery and desserts; ice creams; cakes, biscuits and wafers; food drinks, namely malted food drinks, chocolate 
food drinks, chocolate based food drinks, chocolate flavoured food drinks, fruit flavoured food drinks, fruit flavoured food 
drinks, fruit based food drinks; chewing gum.

Cl.41;Educational services related to diet and health.
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4386361    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505048]
Odessa Technologies, Inc.

50 S 16th St, Ste 2300 Philadelphia PA 19102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in the leasing industry, namely, software for managing the lifecycle of a lease from 
origination to maturation, such as for evaluation of credit risk, determination of pricing, document management, and 
administration of lease-related transactions.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in the leasing industry, namely, 
software for managing the lifecycle of a lease from origination to maturation, such as for evaluation of credit risk, 
determination of pricing, document management, and administration of lease-related transactions; design and 
development of computer software for the processing and servicing of the management of vehicle and equipment leasing 
services; configuration and customization of computer software for the automation of the management of vehicle and 
equipment leasing services; computer consultation for the leasing industry.
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4386403    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505124]
Enersize OY

Malminrinne 1 B FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, surveying, optical, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for measuring, detecting, monitoring, indication and controllers (regulators); apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; audio-visual apparatus, 
equipment and instruments; visual monitoring apparatus and monitors; electronic controlling apparatus; electronic 
surveillance apparatus; electronic installations for the remote control of industrial functions; computer hardware; 
software; software for remote monitoring and remote controlling; software, apparatus, instruments and installations for 
data collection, data storage, data visualization, data presentation and data management, handling and management of 
databases, creation and authorizing access to databases, application and database integration; apparatus and 
instruments for information transmission, information storage, information processing; software, apparatus, instruments 
and installations for setting up connection to, control and steering of machines, industrial equipment and processes for 
monitoring, control, measuring and analysis of energy use, energy levels, air pressure and air flows and industrial 
processes, and collecting, management, analysis and presentation of data; sensors and detectors, wireless sensors; 
sensors for the use in monitoring and collecting of information; sensors for use in monitoring and collection of 
information from machines and industrial apparatus; apparatus and software for communication user interfaces; 
interfaces for sensors and detectors.

Cl.35;Collection, compilation, processing and systemization of information in databases.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance of sensors, sensor networks and detectors; installation, repair and 
maintenance of measuring instruments, control equipment, monitoring instruments and controllers; installation, 
maintenance, repair, setup and update of computer hardware.

Cl.42;Scientific and technology services; technological and industrial analysis services; computer aided industrial 
analysis services; technical data analysis services; computerized processing, treatment, analysis and presentation of 
data (computer services); preparation of technical reports; computer aided technical analysis services; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of data processing systems; design and development of software and 
systems for data processing; design and development of software for electronic databases; programming, development 
and design of databases; development of software and hardware for monitoring and controlling of industrial processes; 
software as a service [SaaS]; providing virtual computer systems and computer environments, for monitoring of industrial 
processes, through cloud computing; advisory services related to use of energy, energy efficiency and energy 
optimization; technological consultancy; consultancy in the fields of industrial technology, industrial processes, use of 
energy and energy-saving; installation, maintenance, repair, setup and update of computer software.
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4386519    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505113]
DIUSA SA

2 ap, Vasil Aprilov Str. 11 BG-1000 SOFIA Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Mineral food supplements; dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition; food for medically restricted diets; dietetic 
food adapted for veterinary use; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; freeze-dried food adapted for medical 
purposes; homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; medicated additives for animal foods; nutritional 
supplements for livestock feed; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; nutritional additives to foodstuffs for 
animals, for medical purposes; preparations for use as additives to food for human consumption [medicated]; medical 
foodstuff additives for veterinary use; dietary supplements for pets; vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; food 
supplements for veterinary use; pharmaceutical and medical complementary feed for animal foods; protein supplements 
for animals; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; sanitary preparations and articles; pest control preparations 
and articles; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; veterinary preparations; veterinary vaccines; vaccines for cattle; 
disinfectants for veterinary use; medicines for veterinary purposes; cultures for veterinary use; greases for veterinary 
purposes; veterinary preparations and substances; enzymes for veterinary purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; 
amino acids for veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use; chemical preparations for veterinary 
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; sanitary preparations for veterinary use; anti-infective products 
for veterinary use; feed supplements for veterinary use; fodder supplements for veterinary purposes; yeast for medical, 
veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; vitamins for animals; dietary supplements for animals; antiparasitic collars for 
animals; powders for killing fleas on animals; vitamin supplements for animals; medicated animal feed; insecticidal 
animal shampoos; animal washes [insecticides]; deodorizers for litter trays; antiparasitic preparations for pets; vitamins 
for pets; medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals.

Cl.31;Agricultural products (unprocessed -); flowers; fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables and 
herbs; seeds for planting; pulses [foodstuffs for animals]; horticultural mulches; trees and forestry products; unseasoned 
timber; live animals; foodstuffs for marine animals; algarovilla for animal consumption; bran mash for animal 
consumption; malt; pet food; beverages for pets; woodshavings for use as animal bedding; foodstuffs for chickens; 
foodstuffs for dogs; foodstuffs for sheep; foodstuffs for horses; formula animal feed; bird food; synthetic animal feed; 
food for aquarium fish; foodstuffs for dairy animals; feeding preparations for bees; mixed animal feed; animal feed 
preparations; foodstuffs for pigs; soy bean meal [animal feed]; preserved crops for animal feeds; animal foodstuffs in the 
form of nuts; stall food for animals; soy sauce cakes [animal feed]; residues from malt treatment for use as an animal 
feed; foodstuffs for calves; foodstuffs for poultry; rabbit food; food for rodents; foodstuffs for fish; animal foodstuffs; 
mushrooms, fresh, for food; food for wild birds; foodstuffs containing phosphate for feeding animals; foods containing 
liver for feeding cats; foodstuffs for farm animals; canned foodstuffs for dogs; foods containing liver for feeding dogs; 
animal foodstuffs containing hay; aloe vera, fresh, for food; canned foodstuffs for cats; nutrients [foodstuffs] for fish; 
foods flavoured with liver for feeding dogs; foods flavoured with chicken for feeding cats; rice bran [animal feed]; animal 
foodstuffs derived from hay; animal foodstuffs derived from vegetable matter; foods flavoured with chicken for feeding 
dogs; foods flavoured with liver for feeding cats; edible chews for animals; starch pulp [animal feed]; distillery waste for 
animal consumption; foods in the form of rings for feeding to cats; oat-based food for animals; foods flavoured with beef 
for feeding dogs; foods flavoured with beef for feeding cats; canned or preserved foods for animals; foods in the form of 
rings for feeding to dogs; animal foodstuffs in the form of pieces; animal foodstuffs in the form of pellets; cereal based 
foodstuffs for animals; milk-based foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuffs containing air-cured hay; animal foodstuffs 
for the weaning of animals; canned foodstuffs consisting of meat for young animals; cereals preparations being food for 
animals; milk substitutes for use as foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuffs derived from air-cured hay; foodstuffs for 
cats based on or consisting of fish; animal foodstuffs consisting of soya bean products; pet animals; meal for 
consumption by animals; litter for animals; malt for animals; biscuits for animals; meal for animals; milled food products 
for animals; strengthening animal forage; animal fattening preparations.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2019; Application No. : 4020190133034 ;Republic of Korea 

4386575    18/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504708]
BITEL CO., LTD.

(Sangdaewon-dong, Star Tower bldg.), 710, 37, Sagimakgol-ro 62beon-gil, Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do 13211 Republic of 
Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical skin esthetic apparatus with electrical stimulation; skin stimulating machines for cosmetic treatment; 
cosmetic skin treatment apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus and instruments for the treatment of skin; medical 
apparatus for skin wrinkle removal with LED light; medical apparatus and instruments for skin improvement with LED 
light; IPL apparatus for skin care/treatment; medical apparatus and instruments [except for dental purposes]; medical 
laser skin care equipment; medical skin care apparatus; electric skin massaging apparatus for household purposes; high-
frequency cosmetic apparatus for skin treatment with microcurrents [except for medical purposes]; esthetic massaging 
apparatus; electric skin diagnostic instruments for cosmetic purposes; skin diagnostic apparatus [except for medical 
purposes]; electric esthetic massaging apparatus; components of electric esthetic massaging apparatus; electric heating 
skin massaging apparatus; cosmetic skin treatment apparatus for skin whitening.

Cl.11;Skin bacteria sterilizers.
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4386576    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504728]
James T. Holdings Pty Ltd

46a Staton Road East Fremantle WA 6158 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games, toys and playthings; sporting articles and equipment; apparatus for use in sports; bags and cases 
specifically adapted for carrying sporting articles, apparatus and implements; kite boards and kite surfing articles and 
equipment; physical exercise apparatus and machines; protectors and protective articles for use in sport; safety 
harnesses and restraints for use in sport; apparatus for games and electronic games; apparatus and articles for use in 
playing games and for use with board games; board games; educational games and playthings; electronic games; game 
machines; games for adults and children; hand held electronic and computer games and computer games apparatus.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services; retailing of goods and services including retailing of goods online; advertising, 
including online advertising of services; advertising, promotion and marketing services, including advertising, promotion 
and marketing online; retailing and wholesaling of games, toys, playthings, sporting articles and equipment; organising 
and conducting exhibitions for advertising and trade purposes; design of advertising and marketing material; distribution 
of samples, including distribution of games, toys, playthings and sporting articles and equipment samples; business 
services relating to the commercialisation and sale of goods, including games, toys, playthings and sporting articles and 
equipment; market research, including market research in relation to games, toys, playthings and sporting articles and 
equipment.
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4386581    17/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504660]
Ján Baráni

Dubová 495/11 SK-031 04 Liptovský Mikuláš Slovakia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Covers for meteorological instruments; meteorological instruments; meteorological balloons; sensors used in 
meteorology; wireless weather stations; digital weather stations; electronic publications, downloadable; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; usb flash drives; optical data media; 
audiovisual teaching apparatus; gauges; balancing apparatus; magnetic tapes; calculators; meters; pedometers; 
detectors; monitoring apparatus, electric; photocopiers; cameras; dictating machines; distance recording apparatus; 
electric cables; ducts [electricity]; electricity control panels; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; chargers for electric 
batteries; fuses; speed indicators; intercommunication apparatus; lasers, not for medical purposes; computers; recorded 
computer programs; remote control apparatus; transmitters [telecommunication]; theft prevention installations, electric; 
integrated circuit chips; electricity mains (materials for -) [wires, cables]; computer keyboards; bar code readers; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; peripherals adapted for use with computers; computer software, recorded; 
monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; optical discs; printers for computers; readers [data 
processing equipment]; scanners [data processing equipment]; camcorders; notebook computers; fire blankets; satellite 
navigational apparatus; computer hardware; calculators; data processing equipment; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.42;Meteorological information; meteorological research; providing weather information; collection of information 
relating to meteorology; provision of meteorological information for shipping; scientific and technological services; 
research relating to technology; scientific services and design relating thereto; technological services and design relating 
thereto; scientific research; industrial analysis and research services; software design and development; design and 
development of computer hardware; design planning; engineering research; computer programming; industrial design; 
calibration [measuring]; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer 
hardware; rental of software; maintenance of software; recovery of computer data; computer system analysis; computer 
system design; installation of software; installation of software; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
electronic data storage; technological consultation services; design of cars; automotive design; testing [inspection] of 
vehicles for roadworthiness; aircraft design; technical consultation in the field of aerospace engineering; aerial surveying 
services; development of aircraft; design of computer programs and software relating to aircraft; furnishing design 
services for the interiors of aircraft; marine vehicle design; air flow measurement services; planning and design of 
drones.
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4386635    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505107]
Fixty, Limited Liability Company

PR-KT LOMONOSOVSKII, D. 41, K. 1, KV. 79 RU-119192 MOSCOW Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; retail and 
wholesale services; retail and wholesale store services; online retail and wholesale store services; online retail services; 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

Cl.43;Snack-bar services; café services; cafeteria services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; 
canteen services; bar services; services for providing food and drink; food and drink catering.
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4390991    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505558]
CHINA COAL TECHNOLOGY & ENGINEERING GROUP CORP

HEPINGLI QINGNIANGOU ROAD NO.5, CHAOYANG 100033 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Ammonia; alkaline earth metal; acid; alkali; potassium superoxide; bauxite; acetic acid; acetate (chemical); 
acetylene; alcohol; ether; industrial phenol; aniline; ketone; acetaldehyde; ester; agar; industrial starch; industrial 
amylase; surfactant chemicals; hydrogen peroxide; distilled water; fuel for atomic piles; bleaching preparations for 
industrial purposes; masonry building preservatives expect for paint and oil; chemical additives to engine fuel; china 
clay; chemical preparations for metal alloys; gas purifying preparations; chemical additives for use in the casting of 
metals; water-softening preparations; degreasing preparations for use in manufacturing processes; chemical 
preparations for producing lacquer; antistatic preparations; chemical additives for drilling mud; auxiliary fluids for use 
with abrasives; degumming preparations; animal charcoal; chemical preservatives; activated carbon; color-brightening 
chemicals for industrial purposes; industrial chemicals; glaziers' putty; agricultural chemicals, except fungicides, 
herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides; chemical reagents (non-medical or veterinary use); photographic chemicals; 
unprocessed artificial resins; plasticizers; fertilizers; fire-retardant chemicals; fire extinguishing chemicals; food 
preserving chemicals; tanning material; pulp; industrial adhesives; welding chemicals.

Cl.2;Dyes; pigments; edible pigments; photocopier ink (toners); ink for skin-dressing; paint; preservatives; natural 
resins; silvering powders; wall painting powder.

Cl.4;Lubricating oil; fuel; mineral fuel; industrial wax; candle; dust removal agent; electric energy; coal; coking coal; 
lignite.

Cl.7;Agricultural machinery; feed mill; wood processing machine; paper machine; printing machine; textile machine; 
dyeing machine; electric food processors; brewing machine; tobacco processing machine; leather tanning machines; 
sewing machine; machines and machine tools for use in bicycle industry; pottery wheel; carving machine; industrial 
machines for use in manufacture of batteries; local products processing machinery; enamel painting machine; bulb 
making machines; packing machine; coal ball processing machines; electric blenders for food preparation; washing 
machine; pharmaceutical processing industrial machine; molding machine; glass processing machine; chemical fertilizer 
distributing machines; electric machinery for chemical industry; machine equipment for geological exploration, mining 
and mineral processing; petrochemical equipment; crane; press; ignition devices for internal combustion engines; wind 
power equipment; needle making machine; button making machine; electric scissors; optical cold processing equipment; 
gas separation equipment; paint sprayer; generator; transmissions for machines; filter; electric pumps for aquarium 
pools; milking machine; animal shearing machine; industrial machines for sanitary towel production; valve (machine 
parts); hydraulic machines, excluding vehicle hydraulic system; self-oiling bearings; conveyor belt; wire drawing 
machine; piston ring; vending machine; self-regulating fuel pumps; skirt hemming machines; electric welding apparatus.

Cl.9;Computer; telefax equipment; weighing apparatus; measuring apparatus; camera (photography); gas meter; 
chemical instruments and appliances for laboratory use; electrical measuring instrument; nuclear testing, measuring, 
calculating and monitoring instruments and apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; electric resistances; fire-
extinguishing equipment; radiation measuring apparatus; animation film; time and date stamping machines; money 
counting and sorting machines; coin-operated mechanisms; fluorescent screen; optical fiber; lightning rod; remote 
control instrument.

Cl.11;Lamp; spray lamp; steam lamp; water heater; cooling device and machine; air conditioning device; heating 
device; faucet; bathroom device; water purification device; electric heater; gas lighter; nuclear reactor; vehicle lamp; hair 
dryer; automatic watering device; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; tea making machine; air cooler; electrically heated 
clothing.

Cl.12;Locomotive; electrically powered motor vehicles; motorcycle; bicycle; cable car; trolley; public carriage; wheel 
tyre; dashboards for automobiles; ship; wheel anti-skid device; repair outfits for inner tubes; forklift; bicycle pump.
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Cl.16;Paper; copy paper (stationery); toilet paper; cardboard; brochures; printed publications; posters; wrapping paper; 
book binders; stationery; ink; stamps [seals]; pens; adhesive paper; painting instruments; painting materials; computer 
printer ribbons; model materials; cardboard tubes; periodicals; teaching materials [except apparatus]; disposable 
pouches for packaging sterilized instruments.

Cl.19;Wood; marble; plaster; cement; concrete building components; bricks; refractory clay; tar; non-metallic building 
structures; non-metallic buildings; building glass; coatings (building materials); binding agents for making stones; 
statues of stone, concrete or marble; tombstones; luminescent plates being non-metal building materials.

Cl.35;Advertising; business research; promotion (for others); accounting; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; import-export 
agency services; auditing; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search.

Cl.36;Insurance; capital investment; art appraisal; real estate agency services; brokerage; surety services; charitable 
fund raising; escrow services for the travel industry; lending against security; financial services; art appraisal; appraisal 
of intellectual property.

Cl.37;Mining extraction; decorative interior house painting services; installation and repair of heating equipment; 
installation and repair of air conditioning equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of office machines and 
equipment; installation and repair of kitchen equipment; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; installation and 
repair of medical equipment; installation and repair of sanitary equipment; installation and repair of lighting equipment; 
maintenance and repair of vehicles; aircraft maintenance and repair; shipbuilding; photographic equipment repair; clock 
repair; safe maintenance and repair; rust prevention; tire retreading; furniture maintenance; dry cleaning; disinfection; 
telephone installation and repair; elevator installation and repair; fire alarm installation and repair; shoe repair; air 
cylinder or pump repair; umbrella repair; artificial snow-making services; hand tools repair; jewelry repair; musical 
instrument repair; installation and repair of recreational sports facilities; art restoration; swimming pool maintenance.

Cl.39;Transport; maritime transport; automobile transport; air transport; parking lot; storage; diving suit rental; energy 
distribution; canal lock gate operation; mail delivery; travel agencies (excluding hotel reservation); pipeline transport; 
commodity packaging; ship rental; carriage transport; wheelchair rental; satellite launching for others.

Cl.40;Material processing information; electroplating; wool processing; woodworking; paper processing; optical glass 
grinding; ceramic firing; oil processing; peeling as material processing; custom manufacturing of garments; 
photogravure printing; industrial toxic waste disposal [treatment]; air purification; water purification; energy production; 
engraving services; dental technician services; generator rental; medicinal material processing; fuel processing; 
processing of chemical reagents; framing of works of art; knife grinding.

Cl.41;Educational services; arranging and organizing of academic seminars; mobile libraries; providing on-line 
electronic publications, not downloadable; publishing video tape; providing sports facilities; animal training; running 
lotteries; modelling for artists; instruction services; arranging and organizing of meetings in the field of entertainment or 
education; lending libraries; publication of books; production of radio and television programmes; club services 
[entertainment or education].

Cl.42;Technological research; chemical research; physical research; clothing design; quality control; material testing; 
design services relating to painting and calligraphy artwork; cloud seeding; weighing goods for others; biological 
research; meteorological information.

Cl.43;Hotels; providing campground facilities; animal accommodation; rental of chairs, tables, glassware; day-nursery 
[crèche] services.

Cl.44;Convalescent home services; beauty salon; grooming and/or breeding of animals; gardening; opticians' services; 
hospital; nursing homes.
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4391002    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505501]
Neumeister Hydraulik GmbH

Otto-Neumeister-Straße 9 74196 Neuenstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drive units, other than for land vehicles; driving machines, other than for land vehicles; driving motors, other than 
for land vehicles; sealing joints [parts of engines]; electric motors; electrical pumps; hydraulic transmissions, other than 
for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic valves; hydraulically operated switches; 
hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic lifting gear; hydraulic lift tables; process controllers 
[hydraulic]; hydraulic actuators; hydraulic controls for machines; hydraulic controls for motors; hydraulic valve 
actuators; hydraulic intensifiers being parts of machines; hydrostatic drives, other than for land vehicles; hydrostatic 
drives for machines; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; piston rings; piston rods; clutch cylinders, other than for 
land vehicles; steering linkages for machines; elevators [lifts]; elevator operating apparatus; control mechanisms for 
machines, motors and engines; engines, powertrains, and generic parts for machines; motors and engines except for 
land vehicles; pumps [machines]; regulators [parts of machines]; regulators for engines; actuators for dampers; 
actuators for mechanisms; control mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; thrusters for machinery; valves for 
machines; valves for engines; valves for pumps; cylinders being parts of machines; cylinder blocks [parts of machines]; 
cylinder covers [parts of machines]; cylinders for vehicles other than land vehicles; cylinders for machines; cylinders for 
motors and engines; pistons for cylinders; cylinder liners.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for switching electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating electricity; apparatus 
and instruments for transforming electricity; apparatus and instruments for accumulating and storing electricity; 
apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity; electric control panels; electrical switch cabinets; electrical 
controls; control installations (electric -); electric control apparatus; electric control valves; electric control apparatus; 
electronic controllers; switches, electric; radio control apparatus; remote control apparatus; sensors and detectors; 
controllers (regulators); thermostats.

Cl.12;Powertrains, including engines and motors, for land vehicles; drive gears [land vehicle parts]; drive units for land 
vehicles; gear cases for land vehicles; driving motors for land vehicles; motor drive units for land vehicles; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; main brake cylinders; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; hydraulic servo valves being 
parts of vehicle braking systems; hydraulic servo valves being parts of vehicle hydraulic systems; hydraulic control 
systems for vehicles; hydraulic power transmission units for land vehicles; clutch cylinders for land vehicles; mechanical 
power transmitting mechanisms for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; wheel cylinders for vehicles; actuating drives 
for land vehicles; steering units for land vehicles.
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4391125    06/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505346]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing access to computer, electronic, and online databases for the retrieval of digital music, photographs, 
and audio-visual and text works; transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files; information and consultation in 
connection therewith.

Cl.39;Physical storage of electronically stored data, digital music, photographs, and audio-visual and text works; 
information and consultation in connection therewith.
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Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 018011853 ;European Union 

4391136    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505895]
R. Seelig & Hille oHG

Kevelaerer Str. 21-23 40549 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for heating and cooking; electric tea making machines; electric coffee machines; electric machines, 
equipment and apparatus for preparing hot beverages and cold beverages (as far as belonging to this class); apparatus 
for heating milk (including function for making milk froth); electric coffee percolators and components therefor; hot water 
heaters; electric kettles; filters for drinking water; components, accessory parts, and replacement parts (as far as 
included in this class) for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.30;Tea, fruit tea, non-medical herbal tea, non-medical infusions and substitutes therefor, also with other ingredients; 
tea extracts; iced tea; preparations and ready-to-drink beverages (as far as included in this class) based on tea, fruit tea, 
herbal tea, infusions or extracts thereof or substitutes therefor, also with other ingredients; flavourings for beverages, 
other than essential oils; coffee; coffee substitutes; cocoa; cocoa powder; chocolate powder for drinking; sugar 
confectionery; chocolate confectionery; bread; bakery goods and confectionery; cereal preparations; muesli; sugar; 
natural sweeteners; sugar substitutes; honey.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic beverages with added tea, fruit tea, herbal tea or infusions; fruit drinks; 
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fruit juices; water; flavored waters; syrups for making beverages; preparations for making beverages.
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4391185    23/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505901]
Compagnie de Saint-Gobain

"Les Miroirs" 18, avenue d'Alsace F-92400 COURBEVOIE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry, science, photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry, unprocessed 
artificial resins, unprocessed plastics, fire extinguishing compositions, preparations for tempering and welding of metals, 
chemical products for preserving food, tanning materials; chemicals for the conservation of masonry (with the exception 
of paints and oils), impregnating additives for concrete and mortar; adhesive glues and adhesives intended for use in 
industry; bituminous adhesives for insulation and waterproofing products; plasticizers, seal plasters; silicone; fertilizers, 
substrates; mineral fibers, more particularly mineral fibers in the nature of panels, loose wool, beads, all these products 
being intended for the cultivation of plants, the production of vegetables, fruits, flowers and the germination of seeds; 
hydrophobic coating made from chemicals for glass or organic glass glazing; materials for the protection of glass or 
organic glass glazing surfaces; mineral oxides, refractory oxides, electrofused mineral oxide mixtures used as main 
components for the manufacture of ceramic pastes; industrial ceramics, mixtures of electrocast zirconia and silica used 
as the main components for manufacturing grinding and dispersion agents for industrial machines.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood, dyestuffs; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; decorative and protective 
coatings in the form of paints, coatings for walls, floors and ceilings; flashing cements used as base coats; smooth 
plaster.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; preparations and products for cleaning, polishing, 
abrading, deburring, sanding, grinding, surfacing and all abrasives applied to all surfaces, in particular fabrics, paper, 
fibers, nonwoven materials; abrasives agents.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, metal building materials, transportable metal constructions, non-electric metal 
cables and wires, metal products not included in other classes, ores; metal pipes, tubes and fittings, steel pipes, tubes 
and fittings; rainwater absorption devices, metal water pipe valves, connection sleeves, products roads, plates, grates 
and sewer vents, gutter grates, metal building panels, metal doors and windows, metal doors and windows, metal door 
and window frames, metal walls, metal gates, metal grates and bars, fences, wire mesh, metal shutters; metal locksmith 
and hardware, door and window hardware, metal door handles, hinges, bolts, dowels, nails, latches, bolt stops, screws, 
metal gongs, sliders; staircases of metal; metal sills, metal roofing materials, wall and floor coverings including paving 
stones, slabs, floors, tiles, cornices; metallic chimneys and chimney caps, metallic frames, slate hooks, metallic studs 
and racks, metallic ceilings, metallic beams and beams; cabanas of metal.

Cl.7;Machine tools; motors (except for land vehicles), coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles); machines and parts of machines for the glass industry; machines and machine tools for polishing, abrading, 
deburring, sanding, grinding, surfacing; machines for cutting and scooping stone or concrete structures; control cables 
for machines; pulleys.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; abrasive tools for polishing, abrading, sanding, grinding, surfacing; 
side arms, other than firearms.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), lifesaving (rescue) and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; data processing equipment; 
laboratory apparatus and instruments; glass for scientific, technical glassware and industrial apparatus; electronic 
apparatus and equipment; semi-conductors; optical apparatus and instruments; optical lenses; mineral glasses, 
sunglasses, tinted lenses, treated lenses, light-sensitive lenses; ophthalmic lenses and frames thereof; navigation control 
system for trucks, electronic control system for tire suspension; electromechanical controls for vehicle safety systems; 
automotive operational data loggers, electronic control electronic circuit boards for automobiles.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, implants, cardiac pacing apparatus, 
defibrillators, orthopedic articles; prostheses; suture material; medical devices, namely fish plates, catheters.
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Cl.11;Lighting apparatus, lighting installations, lamps, electric light bulbs; apparatus for heating, for steam production; 
cast iron and steel fuel oil, gas and wood boilers, cast iron, steel and aluminum radiators, water heaters; cooking 
apparatus, hot plates, ovens, oven elements, cookers; refrigerating apparatus, drying, ventilating apparatus; water 
distribution apparatus; water distribution installations; water tank faucets; safety valves, adjustable opening valves for 
water supply networks; cut-off valves; apparatus for protecting networks, namely air bleed valves for water supply as 
parts of water distribution installations; sanitary installations; washbasins, bathtubs, showers; sewerage, wastewater and 
water treatment and treatment facilities, sewage and rainwater purification plants; irrigation and fire protection networks, 
taps, fire hydrants. 

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, mica and products made from these materials not included in other classes, sealing 
rings, seals; semi-manufactured plastic products, sheets, semimanufactured plastic sheets; caulking, stopping and 
insulating materials of any material; insulating materials made of mineral wool; tapes, beads, pipes, rolls intended for 
thermal and acoustic insulation and sealing; insulating materials covered with a surface coating; insulating products 
made of plastic foam; padding materials of rubber or plastic; plates of polystyrene and reinforcing fabrics for thermal 
insulation of facades, mortars for thermal and acoustic insulation, plastic mastics and elastomers for joints; non-metallic 
flexible pipes and tubes, junctions for the aforementioned products; glass fibers and glass threads, as well as semi-
finished products and finished products made therefrom; fabrics, all of these products intended for electrical insulation; 
self-adhesive tapes; plastic films for insulation or for industrial use.

Cl.20;Furniture, bathroom and kitchen furniture, shelving units, display cases, tables, glass shelves, removable 
coverings for sinks, display stands; non metallic screws, hinges; silverplated glass, decorated or colored silver-plated 
glass, mirrors, mirrors coated with a protective film, frames, frame moldings; drain valves and drain pipes made from 
plastic; plastic manual valves; plastic hose clamps for pipes intended to adapt to pipe expansion.

Cl.22;Ropes, strings, nets, tents, tarpaulins, sails, padding materials (excluding rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile 
materials; fiberglass, cables and ropes, all these products being intended for textile uses.

Cl.23;Threads for textile use; fiberglass threads; rubber thread for textile use; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; 
plastic threads for textile use.

Cl.24;Fabrics; fabrics and knitted fabrics made of glass fibers and glass threads for textile use.

Cl.37;Construction, installation, maintenance and repairs of buildings and public and private works, installation and 
repair of machines; rental of construction tools and equipment; consulting services with respect to the installation, 
maintenance, construction and repairs provided from data processing systems, computer databases or computer or 
telematic networks, including the Internet; quarrying services; building insulation.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 018002776 ;European Union 

4391198    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505647]
Ulrich Seuthe

Karl-Siepmann-Str. 51 58300 Wetter Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for the treatment of materials; machines for processing workpieces; machines for machining workpieces 
with at least one tool; machine tools; cutting machine tools; machining centres for processing workpieces and parts 
therefor; machines for deforming; machines for thermal processing, machines for separating or joining workpieces; 
welders; soldering apparatus and slicing apparatus; pumps [machines]; drilling machines and boring apparatus; trueing 
machines and grinding apparatus; sharpening machines and sharpening apparatus; surface treatment machines and 
surface treatment apparatus; housings [parts of machines]; computer-controlled machines, namely machines for the 
treatment of materials, machines for manufacturing goods and articles, machines for processing workpieces, machines 
for welding, soldering, machines for surface treating, machine tools; compute-controlled machines for processing 
workpieces; robots [machines]; electronic robots and robotic systems for the treatment of materials, and the parts 
therefor; robotic apparatus and robot installations; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); generators; machine 
coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and nautical instruments; surveying apparatus and 
instruments; photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic apparatus and cinematographic instruments; 
optical apparatus and optical instruments; weighing apparatus and weighing instruments; measuring apparatus and 
instruments; signalling apparatus and signalling instruments; checking (supervision) apparatus and checking 
(supervision) instruments; life-saving apparatus and assistance instruments (life saving instruments); teaching apparatus 
and teaching instruments; acoustic couplers; data processing couplers; alarms; testing apparatus not for medical 
purposes; audio analysers and resonance analysis apparatus; monitoring apparatus, electric; electric display apparatus; 
electronic notice boards; control boxes (electric -); electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; 
observation instruments; densimeters; detectors; sound detectors; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
sound diagnostic apparatus and resonance diagnostic apparatus; sound diagnostic instruments and resonance 
diagnostic instruments; densimeters; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; electronic pens; electro-
dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; electronic controlling apparatus; steering apparatus, automatic, for 
vehicles; sensor; sensors for use in the control of engines; programmable controllers; electric connection modules; high-
frequency apparatus; boiler control instruments; material testing instruments and material testing machines; 
mathematical instruments; physics (apparatus and instruments for -); sound locating instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; non-medical 
ultrasound apparatus; frequency measuring apparatus; sound frequency meters; frequency meters; apparatus and 
instruments for the generating, measuring, recording and/or evaluating of sound signals; apparatus and instruments for 
measuring and/or recording sound power, sound strength, sound density, sound intensity, sound wave length and/or 
sound frequency; apparatus and instruments for identifying materials; hardness testers; apparatus and instruments for 
measuring material harness; distance measuring apparatus; laser spacing control apparatus; apparatus and instruments 
for monitoring, controlling and/or regulating processes for the treatment of materials; apparatus and instruments for 
reversing magnetisation; apparatus for the magnetic reversal of polarities; apparatus for recording sound signals onto 
storage media; apparatus and instruments for quality control, in particular in the treatment of materials and/or 
workpieces; electronic data memories for apparatus for recording processing data for the treatment of materials and/or 
workpieces; data carriers; computer databases; material testing instruments and material testing machines; 
spectroscopes; acoustic transformers; magnetic data media; phonograph records; compact discs; DVDs and other digital 
recording media; calculators; data processing equipment; computers; computers for installation in machines; computer 
software; software for machines; software for processing workpieces; computer programs for controlling machines, 
apparatus and vehicles; controllers and testing apparatus for vehicles; detectors for vehicles; measuring apparatus and 
diagnostic apparatus for vehicles; electronic robots and robotic systems for material testing, and the parts therefor.

Cl.10;Analysers for medical use; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical analysis and measuring 
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apparatus; medical diagnostic and therapeutic apparatus; medical radiation apparatus; analysers for medical diagnosis; 
acoustic and thermographic instruments for medical purposes; control apparatus for medical purposes; detectors and 
sound detectors for medical purposes, namely hardness testers, sound level meters, X-ray detectors, digital X-ray 
detectors, detectors for imaging diagnostics, photon counting detectors, photodetectors, noise and sound analysis 
detectors, frequency analysis detectors, radiation detectors, surface detectors, monitoring detectors, infrared detectors; 
radiofrequency medical devices; medical sound frequency meters; ultrasound equipment for medical purposes; 
apparatus and instruments for generating, measuring, recording and/or evaluating sound signals for medical purposes; 
apparatus for the medical application of laser radiation; apparatus for the application of laser radiation and sound signals 
for medical purposes; electronic apparatus for medical purposes; surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments, artificial limbs; eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials; medical clothing; exercising apparatus 
for medical rehabilitative purposes; lamps for medical purposes.

Cl.12;Vehicles; electric vehicles; self-propelled electric vehicle; vehicle covers [shaped]; parts and fittings for vehicles, 
and wheels; land vehicles for transport; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; boats, cars, aeroplanes; motors 
for land vehicles, water vehicles and air vehicles; electric motors for vehicles; audible anti-theft alarms for vehicles; 
audible reversing alarms for vehicles; audible warning systems for vehicles; security systems for vehicles [other than 
locks]; couplings and transmission components for land vehicles; air cushion vehicles.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; industrial design; engineering services; technical research; mechanical research; physics research; research 
relating to physics; geological research; surveying; scientific and technological services in the field of workpiece 
processing, acoustics, acoustic workpiece processing, and measuring hardness; material testing; material testing; 
analysis of material treatment processes; conducting technical project studies; creation of designs, design and 
development of hardware and software; data processing program design and development; computer technology 
consultancy, consultancy in the design and development of computers, computer security consultancy, maintenance of 
software; computer system analysis; research and development (for others); rental of computer software for machine 
construction; technological services relating to the diagnosis and control of machines and technical installations, and the 
processing of materials and workpiece testing and quality control; computer rental; calibration (measuring), installation of 
computer programs; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media.
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4391199    26/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505402]
RHODIA OPERATIONS

25 rue de Clichy F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair conditioners; soaps; facial cleansing milk, bath lotion, cosmetic products, hair lotions; dentifrices; fabric 
softeners for textiles; limescale removing preparations for household use.

Cl.5;Antibacterial hand lotion.
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4391206    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506048]
International Business Machines Corporation

New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware and software for cognitive computing; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape 
units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical 
disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, computer 
printers, computer interfaces, computer readers, software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors 
(hardware), computers, computer memories, computer peripherals; recorded computer programs and software; computer 
adapters; computer components; data processing equipment; computer equipment for information management and for 
data management; semi-conductors; electronic data media that can be processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk 
drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game software; video recorders; 
videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, 
namely, computer communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for computers; computer cables 
and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, computer 
mouse pads, electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches, pagers, 
computer control joysticks, computer mice; electronic publications, namely books, magazines and manuals containing 
information on computer technology; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated circuit adapters and smart card 
adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; 
projectors (projection apparatus); remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power 
supply devices; point-of-sale terminals; computer operating system software; software for accessing a global computer 
network; computer database management software; document management software; software for locating, recovering 
and receiving text, electronic documents, graphic illustrations and audiovisual information on company-scale internal 
computer networks and on local, wide-area and global computer networks; software for developing and software for 
designing websites and user manuals, in electronic format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals 
recorded on electronic data media that can be operated by machine and relating to computers or computer programs; 
computer hardware and computer programs; computer servers; computer storage devices, namely high-speed storage 
subsystems for storage and backup of electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network; computer 
software for use in controlling the operation and execution of computer systems, programs and networks; computer 
software for use in connecting disparate computer networks and systems, computer servers and storage devices; 
computer operating system software; computer software for linking together computers and for enabling computing 
across a global computer network; computer software for managing hardware, software and processes that exist within 
an information technology environment, computer systems combining hardware and software for use in management and 
analysis of data and instructional manuals sold as a unit therewith; cloud computing system, namely network integrating 
computer hardware and software for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and consumption metering of computer 
resources; downloadable cloud-computing software for deploying and managing virtual machines to a cloud computing 
platform; computer systems, namely computer hardware and computer software for integrating Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) and capable of 
understanding general human queries and formulating responses; electronic publications.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion services (for third parties); commercial business management and business 
management advice; business information; distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper 
subscriptions for others; accounting; document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; company management consulting services and business consulting 
services; business development services; analysis of market research data and statistics; data processing services; 
arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of computers, information technology and electronic 
business transactions via a global computer network; business consulting services for computer systems that integrate 
Natural Language Processing (NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) 
and capable of understanding general human queries and formulating responses; analyzing and compiling business data; 
systemization of data in computer databases.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer services for cognitive computing; computer services for information 
management; computer services for data management; cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; 
computer software and hardware design for third parties, and support services concerning computers provided by 
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computer specialists, computing services, namely the creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; 
analysis of computer systems, integration of computer networks and databases, computer programming for third parties, 
all relating to commercial interactions on global computer networks; technical support services, namely, repair of 
operating systems and computer programs by computer technicians; design of computer and software interconnection 
systems, namely: electronic interconnection of computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and 
hardware (quality control and technical control); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; 
computer consulting in connection with computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; 
computer advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial 
research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical 
research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, 
scientific research for medical purposes; Computer programming, computer data processing and computer consulting 
services for information technology; computer system integration services; consulting services in the field of design, 
selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for third parties; technical support 
services, namely troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and computer software problems; 
computer system design services for third parties; interconnection of computer hardware and software, namely, 
integration of computer systems and networks; computer software and hardware testing services, namely, testing of 
computer software, computers and servers to assure proper functioning; cloud computing services, namely, network 
integrated computer hardware and software services for dynamic provisioning, virtualization, and consumption metering 
of computer resources; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems and 
virtual computer environments through cloud computing; design and development of computer software for cloud 
storage of data; computer services, namely cloud hosting provider services (cloud computing); computer services, 
namely, electronic data storage and data recovery services.
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4391226    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505587]
INOMATA KAGAKU CO., LTD.

204, Ueno, Naka-ku, Sakai-shi Osaka 599-8244 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Baskets, not of metal; baskets for the transport of items; plastic organizers in the nature of boxes for storage; 
boxes of plastic; storage boxes [furniture] for cables and other goods; plastic organizers in the nature of boxes for 
storage of cosmetics; clothes hangers; bathroom stools; plastic clips for sealing bags for foods.

Cl.21;Soap containers; containers for household or kitchen use, not of precious metal; kitchen utensils and containers, 
not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes, kitchen 
worktops and kitchen sinks; lunch boxes; dishware; cups of paper or plastic; plastic plates; cups; household containers 
for foods; plastic containers for household use; plastic containers for kitchen use; spice jars; kitchen containers; trays 
for domestic purposes, not of metal; spice racks; drying racks for dishes; sponge holders; racks for kitchen accessories; 
sponge racks for kitchen use; storage racks for kitchen utensils; lemon squeezers; graters for kitchen use; funnels for 
kitchen use; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; trays, not of metal, for household purposes; 
chopping boards; cleaning tools and washing utensils; utensils for household purposes; buckets; dustbins; waste 
baskets; clothes baskets; laundry baskets for household purposes; laundry hampers for household purposes; bathroom 
pails; plastic tubs for foot soaking, non-electric; plastic bath racks [caddies]; flower pots; watering cans; saucers for plant 
pots; pill boxes of plastic for personal use; soap dishes; soap holders; plastic baskets for household purposes; shamoji 
[Japanese-style scoops for cooked rice]; ice cube moulds; tissue box covers of plastic, wood and bamboo.
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4391633    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506342]
Zhongshan Zhongzhi Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd.

No 3, South of Kangtai Road, Torch Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone, Zhongshan 528437 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Herbal teas for medicinal purposes; medicines for human purposes; nutritive substances for microorganisms; 
capsules for medicines; herbal teas; Chinese patent medicines; injectable solutions for medical purposes; diet teas for 
medical purpose; medicated liquor; disinfectants; powdered milk for babies; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; 
air purifying preparations; medicines for veterinary purposes; vermin destroying preparations; mosquito-repellent 
incenses; preparations for destroying noxious animals; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; tissues impregnated with 
pharmaceutical lotions; teeth filling material; medicinal drinks; pharmaceutical preparations; decoctions for 
pharmaceutical purposes; digestives for pharmaceutical purposes; active pharmaceutical ingredients; radioactive 
pharmaceuticals; gases for medical purposes; chemical conductors for electrocardiograph electrodes; semen for artificial 
insemination; solutions for contact lenses; media for bacteriological cultures; candy, medicated; chewing gum for 
medical purposes.

Cl.30;Cocoa preparations; tea-based beverages; tea substitutes; sugar; ginseng candy; herbal jelly; instant edible 
bird's nest with sugar; instant extract of chicken and caterpillar fungus in the form of liquid; loquat paste; confectionery; 
cooking salt; yeast; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; vegetal preparations for use as 
coffee substitutes; tea; peppermint sweets; royal jelly; breakfast cereal consisting of dried fruit and nuts; cereal powder-
based food; cereal preparations; noodle-based prepared meals; cereal-based snack food; bean flour; starch for food; 
edible ices; vinegar; seasonings; gluten prepared as foodstuff.
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4391644    05/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505473]
ZHEJIANG VALUE M&E PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

THE SOUTH SIDE OF JIULONG AVENUE, INDUSTRIAL PARK OF WENLING CITY, ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Regulating valves; compressed air machines; electric hammers; gas separating machines; suction pumps; 
centrifugal pumps; centrifuges [machines]; clack valves [parts of machines]; elevating apparatus; elevators; machines for 
separating recyclable material; dynamos; compressed air pumps, hydraulic pressure valves; compressors [machines]; 
knives [parts of machines]; tools [parts of machines]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; hydraulic hand-held 
power tools; pumps [machines]; vacuum pumps [machines]; valves [parts of machines]; pressure valves [parts of 
machines]; air suction machines; blowing machines or fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; bending 
machines; cutting machines; rare gas extraction machinery.

Cl.8;Wrenches [hand tools]; shearers [hand instruments]; hand tools, hand-operated; expanders [hand tools]; tube 
cutting instruments; cutting tools [hand tools]; saws [hand tools]; lifting jacks, hand-operated; scissors; handles for 
hand-operated hand tools.

Cl.9;Measuring instruments; gauges; noise level measuring instruments; levels [instruments for determining the 
horizontal]; gas testing instruments; automatic measuring devices; measuring apparatus; hygrometers; detectors; 
precision measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; flowmeters; electrical vibration measurers; weighing machines; 
anemometers; wind speed meters; pressure measuring apparatus; scales; surveying apparatus and instruments; meters; 
vacuum gauges; manometers; thermometers, not for medical purposes; solenoid valves.

Cl.11;Lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical purposes; lanterns for lighting; cooling appliances and installations; 
air cooling apparatus; safety lamps; lights for vehicles; refrigerating apparatus and machines; refrigerators; lighting 
apparatus and installations.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2019; Application No. : 018012369 ;European Union 

4391676    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506100]
Anocca AB

Östra Vittusgatan 36 SE-371 33 Karlskrona Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biochemicals, namely for in vitro genetic engineering use; biochemicals, namely for ex vivo genetic engineering 
use; biochemicals, namely precursors for in vitro genetic engineering use; biochemicals, namely precursors for ex vivo 
genetic engineering use; biological preparations; biological preparations, namely, for in vitro genetic engineering use; 
biological preparations, for ex vivo genetic engineering use; biological preparations, precursors for in vitro genetic 
engineering use; biological preparations, precursors for ex vivo genetic engineering use; biological preparations for use 
in manufacture; biological preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures, other 
than for medical or veterinary purposes; biological preparations [other than for medical use]; biological preparations for 
use in industry and science; chemical reagents for molecular biology, other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical 
reagents for use in biotechnology, other than for medical or veterinary use; chemical reagents, namely, for in vitro genetic 
engineering use; chemical reagents, for ex vivo genetic engineering use; chemical reagents, precursors for in vitro 
genetic engineering use; chemical reagents, precursors for ex vivo genetic engineering use; diagnostic preparations, 
other than for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic preparations, namely, for in vitro genetic engineering use; 
diagnostic preparations, for ex vivo genetic engineering use; diagnostic preparations, precursors for in vitro genetic 
engineering use; diagnostic preparations, precursors for ex vivo genetic engineering use; immunoassay reagents, other 
than for medical use; immunoassay reagents, namely, for in vitro genetic engineering use; immunoassay reagents, for ex 
vivo genetic engineering use; immunoassay reagents, precursors for in vitro genetic engineering use; immunoassay 
reagents, precursors for ex vivo genetic engineering use; immunoassays based on polypeptides for determining 
immunological profile, other than for medical use; reagents for use in immunoserology; reagents, namely, for in vitro 
genetic engineering use; reagents, namely, for ex vivo genetic engineering use; reagents, namely, precursors for in vitro 
genetic engineering use; reagents, namely, precursors for ex vivo genetic engineering use.

Cl.5;Biological preparations for veterinary and medical purposes; biological preparations for ex vivo gene engineering; 
biological preparations for cellular therapeutics; biological preparations for cellular therapy; biological preparations for 
cell therapy; biological preparations for treatment of deceases using cells; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
biological preparations for treatment of cancer; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; cellular function 
activating agents for medical purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; diagnostic preparation and 
materials for veterinary and medical purposes; diagnostic preparation for medical use; diagnostic preparations; 
diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; immunoassay reagents for medical use; immunomodulators; 
immunostimulants; in vitro diagnostic preparation for medical use; mixed biological preparations for medical purposes; 
personalized antigens; personalized tumour antigens; personalized tumour vaccines; personalized vaccines; 
pharmaceutical compositions; pharmaceutical compositions and substances with anti-inflammatory properties; 
pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of autoimmune conditions; pharmaceutical compositions for the 
prevention of autoimmune diseases; pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of autoimmune disorders; 
pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of inflammatory conditions; pharmaceutical compositions for the 
prevention of inflammatory disorders; pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of inflammatory diseases; 
pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of oncological conditions; pharmaceutical compositions for the 
prevention of oncological disorders; pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of oncological diseases; 
pharmaceutical compositions for the prevention of tumours; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of 
autoimmune conditions; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of autoimmune diseases; pharmaceutical 
compositions for the treatment of autoimmune disorders; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of inflammatory 
conditions; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of inflammatory disorders; pharmaceutical compositions for 
the treatment of inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of oncological conditions; 
pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of oncological diseases; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of 
oncological disorders; pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of tumours; pharmaceutical preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the prevention of cancer; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations and substances 
for the treatment of gastro-intestinal diseases; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for use in oncology; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances with anti-inflammatory properties; pharmaceutical preparations for 
activating cellular function; pharmaceutical preparations for human use; pharmaceutical preparations for immunity 
adjustment; pharmaceutical preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for prevention of tumours; 
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pharmaceutical preparations for regulating the immune system; pharmaceutical preparations for suppressing tumors; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of autoimmune conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
prevention of autoimmune diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of autoimmune disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of diseases of the immune system; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
prevention of disorders of the immune system; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of inflammatory 
conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of inflammatory disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the prevention of inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of oncological conditions; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention of oncological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention 
of oncological diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune conditions; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune 
disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of digestive diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of gout; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of immune system related diseases and disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment 
of inflammatory disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory diseases; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of oncological conditions; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological 
diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of oncological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of tumours; pharmaceutical preparations for treating arthritis; pharmaceutical preparations for treating 
gastrointestinal disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for treating malignant tumours; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treating rheumatological diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treatment of digestive system disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of tumours; pharmaceutical 
preparations for use in hematology; pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology; pharmaceutical preparations for 
use in organ transplantation; pharmaceutical preparations for use in tissue transplantation; preparations for detecting 
genetic predispositions for medical purposes; prophylactic vaccines; reagents for use in medical genetic testing; tumour 
antigens; tumour vaccines; vaccines; vaccines for human use; viral vaccines.

Cl.9;Immunostaining instruments [for scientific purposes].

Cl.10;Apparatus for the diagnosis of autoimmune conditions; apparatus for ex vivo gene engineering; apparatus for 
cellular therapeutics; apparatus for cell therapy; apparatus for cellular therapy; apparatus for treatment of deceases using 
cells; apparatus for the diagnosis of autoimmune diseases; apparatus for the diagnosis of autoimmune disorders; 
apparatus for the diagnosis of inflammatory conditions; apparatus for the diagnosis of inflammatory diseases; apparatus 
for the diagnosis of inflammatory disorders; apparatus for the diagnosis of oncological conditions; apparatus for the 
diagnosis of oncological diseases; apparatus for the diagnosis of oncological disorders; apparatus for tumour diagnosis; 
diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical use; diagnostic instruments for 
medical use; diagnostic testing apparatus for use in immunoassay procedure (medical); genetic testing apparatus for 
medical purposes.

Cl.42;Analysis in the field of molecular biology; analysis of human serum for medical research; analysis of human 
tissues for medical research; biochemical research and analysis; biochemical research in the field of ex vivo gene 
engineering; biochemical research in the field of cellular therapeutics; biochemical research in the field of cell therapy; 
biochemical research in the field of cellular therapy; biochemical research in the field of treatment of deceases using 
cells; biological laboratory services; biological research; biological research and analysis; biological research laboratory 
services; biological research services; biological research, clinical research and medical research; biomedical research 
services; biotechnology research; blood analysis services for scientific research purposes; cell separation research 
services; clinical trials; conducting clinical trials; conducting clinical trials for pharmaceutical products; conducting 
clinical trials in the field of autoimmune disease therapy; conducting clinical trials in the field of cancer therapy; 
conducting clinical trials in the field of gene therapy; contract research services relating to molecular sciences; DNA 
screening for scientific research purposes; genetic engineering services; genetic engineering services relating to plants; 
genetic research; genetic testing for scientific research purposes; laboratory (scientific) services; laboratory research; 
laboratory research in the field of gene expression; laboratory research services relating to pharmaceuticals; laboratory 
testing services; laboratory services relating to the production of monoclonal antibodies; laboratory testing services; 
medical and pharmacological research services; medical laboratory services; medical research; medical research 
laboratory services; medical research services; pharmaceutical research and development; pharmaceutical research and 
development services; pharmaceutical research services; preparation of biological samples for analysis in research 
laboratories; preparation of biological samples for research purposes; preparation of biological samples for testing and 
analysis in research laboratories; product research and development; research and development for the pharmaceutical 
industry; research and development in the field of biotechnology; research and development in the field of diagnostic 
preparations; research and development in the field of immunology; research and development in the pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology fields; research and development of new products; research and development of new products for third 
parties in the field of autoimmunity, cancer and rheumatoid heart disease; research and development of vaccines and 
medicines; research and development services in the field of antibodies; research and development services in the field 
of antibody technology; research and development services in the field of immunology; research and development 
services in the field of microorganisms and cells; research and development services relating to vaccines; research in the 
field of autoimmune disease; research in the field of gene therapy; research in the field of genetic engineering; research 
in the field of inflammatory diseases; research in the field of oncology; research laboratories; research laboratory 
services; research of pharmaceuticals; research on the subject of pharmaceuticals; research relating to biotechnology; 
research relating to medicine; research relating to molecular services; research relating to pharmaceuticals; research 
relating to science; research and development services in the field of immunology; scientific investigations for medical 
purposes; scientific laboratory services; scientific research; scientific research and analysis; scientific research and 
development; scientific research for medical purposes; scientific research for medical purposes in the area of cancerous 
disease; scientific research in the field of genetics and genetic engineering; scientific research relating to biology; 
scientific research relating to cellular therapeutics; scientific research relating to genetics; scientific research relating to 
immuntherapeutics; scientific research relating to prophylactic vaccines; scientific research services; scientific services 
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and research relating thereto; scientific services relating to the isolation and cultivation of human tissue and cells; 
scientific testing services.

Cl.44;Blood bank services; medical clinic services; therapy services; blood banks; medical clinics; clinic (medical-) 
services; health clinic services [medical]; medical and health care clinics; providing personalized therapy; providing 
personalized medical and health care services; provision of medical services; medical testing services relating to the 
diagnosis and treatment of disease; medical testing services relating to ex vivo gene engineering; medical testing 
services relating to cellular therapeutics; medical testing services relating to cell therapy; medical testing services 
relating to cellular therapy; medical testing services relating to treatment of deceases using cells; medical services 
relating to the removal, treatment and processing of human blood; medical services for the treatment of cancer, 
autoimmune disease or inflammatory disease; medical services for the treatment of conditions of the human body; 
medical screening services relating to oncological disease, autoimmune disease or inflammatory disease; medical care 
and analysis services relating to patient treatment; medical diagnostic services; medical health assessment services; 
medical laboratory services for the analysis of samples taken from patients; medical laboratory services for the analysis 
of blood samples taken from patients; medical analysis services; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of 
persons; medical analysis services relating the treatment of patients; medical analysis services for the diagnosis of 
cancer; medical analysis services for cancer diagnosis and prognosis; medical and health services relating to DNA, 
genetics and genetic testing; medical and health care services; medical services in the field of oncology; genetic testing 
for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003387915 ;United Kingdom 

4391696    11/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505743]
BRUT

51 rue Vivienne F-75002 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business consultancy, promotion and marketing; business and advertising services, namely media 
plan establishment services and media space purchase on behalf of third parties; creation of advertising; arranging and 
placing advertisements for others; promoting the goods and services of others through the distribution of video 
advertising on the Internet; arranging and implementation of blueprints and media and advertising concepts; organization 
and promotion of shows, events and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; provision and rental of 
advertising space; rental of advertising time on all communication media.

Cl.38;Electronic and digital transmission and retransmission of sounds, images, documents, messages, data, 
webcasting, audio and video broadcasts in the field of general news and business, namely business, finance, 
entertainment, sports, culture, education, new technologies, environment, food, well-being, fashion and travel; 
telecommunications via national and international networks (Internet); information on telecommunications; 
communications by computer terminals; communications by fiber-optic networks; radio communications; telephone 
communications; online communication services; provision of access to global computer networks; provision of access 
to online forums; provision of access to databases; press agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; radio 
program broadcasting; television program broadcasting; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; 
electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Cl.41;Reporters services in the form of news analysis [updates] and news commentary in the field of general business, 
namely, business, finance, entertainment, sports, culture, education, new technologies, environment, food, well-being, 
fashion and travel; news reporting services; publication of newspapers online; entertainment via webcasts (video 
broadcasting of events on the Internet) and podcasts (broadcasting of audio creation on events on the Internet); 
production of sound, images, motion pictures, documents, messages and data in the field of information and general 
business, namely business, finance, entertainment, sports, culture, education, new technologies, environment, food, well-
being, fashion and travel; organization of events, colloquiums, seminars, cultural events and festivals; organization of 
financial and cultural, educational or entertainment competitions; photo production, video editing, production of films and 
documentaries, editing of written texts; education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment 
information; provision of educational information; vocational retraining; provision of recreational facilities; publication of 
books; book lending; rental of sound recordings; rental of television sets; rental of stage scenery; photography services; 
organization and conducting of lotteries; organization and conducting of colloquiums; organization and conducting of 
conferences; organization and conducting of congresses; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; booking of tickets for shows; game services provided online from a computer network; electronic publication 
of books and journals online; electronic desktop publishing; publication of video, audio and multimedia entertainment via 
digital displays, digital display panels or interactive screens.
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4391711    13/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505524]
LUOYANG HATHA NETWORK TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

B01-3099, ZIJIN CITY, WANGCHENG AVENUE, XIGONG DISTRICT LUOYANG CITY 100760 HENAN PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Waterproof clothing; clothing; headgear for wear; gloves [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; gymnastic shoes; 
hosiery; dance clothes; shoes; layettes [clothing].

Cl.27;Carpet; carpets; non-slip mats; non-textile tapestries (wall curtains); plastic or rubber floor coverings; 
gymnasium mats; stadium mat; mats; floor mats of rubber; bath mats.

Cl.28;Body-building apparatus; game consoles that are not used with an external display or monitor; Christmas trees of 
synthetic material; chess sets; archery implements; toys; swimming pool toys; sports equipment in the form of hockey 
and lacrosse sticks; balls for playing sports; weightlifting belts being sports articles.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 37505811 ;China 

4391715    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505538]
XIAOMI INC.

Floor 13, Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, NO. 68, Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian District 100028 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; 
pedometers; counterfeit coin detectors; dictating machines; holograms; electronic terminals for generating lottery tickets; 
face recognition equipment; phototelegraphy apparatus; scales for weighing, electric; measures; digital signs; 
smartphones; wearable video display monitors; headphones; video projectors; measuring apparatus; optical lenses; 
materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; semi-conductors; chips [integrated circuits]; rheostats; electric plugs; 
sensors; video screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating apparatus; 
electrolysers; fire extinguishing apparatus; X-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; protective helmets; theft 
prevention installations, electric; sunglasses; batteries, electric; animated cartoons; sports whistles.

Cl.35;Advertising; providing business information via a web site; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and 
sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for 
businesses; compilation of information into computer databases; accounting; retail services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sponsorship search.
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Cl.36;Insurance consultancy; financing services; providing financial information via a web site; jewellery appraisal; real 
estate evaluation and appraisal; financial customs brokerage services; surety services; charitable fund raising; 
trusteeship; lending against security.

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer 
network; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing user 
access to global computer networks; providing access to databases; streaming of data; providing online forums; video-
on-demand transmission.

Cl.41;Educational services; arranging and conducting of conferences; mobile library services; providing online 
electronic publications, not downloadable; production of radio and television programmes; providing online music, not 
downloadable; game services provided online from a computer network; entertainment services; toy rental; games 
equipment rental; conducting guided tours; animal training; organization of prize drawings for lotteries; organization of 
lotteries.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; quality control; surveying; cosmetic research; biological 
research; meteorological information; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; design of interior décor; dress 
designing; computer software design; authenticating works of art; graphic arts design; electronic data storage; cloud 
computing; design and development of virtual reality software; evaluation of the design of products and services; 
development of computer platforms; platform as a service [PaaS]; monitoring of computer systems by remote access.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014298 ;European Union 

4391737    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505319]
BIA Separations d.o.o.

Mirce 21 SI-5270 Ajdovscina Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, in 
particular chemicals for the separation and purification of mixtures, and for the isolation of substances; chromatographic 
supports for scientific laboratory use; chromatographic material for the treatment of biopolymers, not for medical 
treatment; artificial porous resins for chromatographic purposes; all the aforesaid goods also provided as parts of kits.

Cl.9;Chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; scientific apparatus and instruments for the separation and 
purification of mixtures, and for the isolation of substances; compact porous discs or tubes of artificial porous resins in 
columns or cartridges for the separation and purification of mixtures, and for the isolation of substances; all the aforesaid 
goods also provided as parts of kits.

Cl.11;Chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes.
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4391783    27/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505176]
Philip Eckhardt

Amsterdamer Str. 230 50735 Köln Germany

Johannes Heming

Amsterdamer Str. 230 50735 Köln Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Coal dust [fuel]; firelighters.

Cl.34;Flavourings for tobacco; flavored tobacco; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; 
flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco substitutes; 
manufactured tobacco; electronic cigarette cartomizers; chemical flavorings in liquid form used to refill electronic 
cigarette cartridges; steam stones for hookahs; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; electronic hookahs; electronic 
smoking pipes; electronic cigarettes; tobacco; tobacco and tobacco products (including substitutes); tobacco tins; 
tobacco pouches; tobacco jars; tobacco substitutes; tobacco products; tobacco filters; tobacco free cigarettes, other 
than for medical purposes; tobacco pipes; hookahs; hookah tobacco; hookah charcoal.
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4391791    09/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505818]
Opala Cosmetics LLC

40529 Grenata Preserve Place Leesburg VA 20175 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Blusher; cosmetic pencils; cosmetics; cosmetics, namely, compacts; cuticle removing preparations; eye make-up; 
eye pencils; eyebrow pencils; facial make-up; false eyelashes; foundation make-up; lip cream; lip gloss; lip liner; lipstick; 
make-up remover; mascara; nail-polish removers; nail buffing preparations; nail care preparations; nail cream; nail 
polish; non-medicated lip care preparations; non-medicated cleansers for personal use, namely, facial cleansers; 
pomades for lips for cosmetic purposes; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; cosmetic pads; 
facial concealer; pre-moistened cosmetic towelettes; cologne; eau-de-toilette; fragrances; perfume; beauty creams; body 
cream; body lotion; cosmetic creams for skin care; cosmetic products in the form of aerosols for skincare; skin lotion; 
skin cleansing lotion.

Cl.9;Sunglasses; carrying cases, holders, protective cases and stands featuring power supply connectors, adaptors, 
speakers and battery charging devices, specially adapted for use with handheld digital electronic devices, namely, 
smartphones; electric charging cables; electronic docking stations; usb charging ports; wireless charging pads for 
smartphones.

Cl.14;Jewelry; key chains.

Cl.18;Backpacks; beach bags; beach umbrellas; cosmetic bags sold empty; handbags; luggage; messenger bags; 
suitcases; travel bags; travel bag organizer inserts specially adapted to travel bags; travel cases; wallets; shoe bags for 
travel.

Cl.20;Beach chairs; beach tables.

Cl.24;Beach towels.

Cl.25;Athletic jackets; athletic pants; athletic shirts; athletic shorts; athletic sweaters; athletic tights; babies' pants; 
baby bodysuits; baby bottoms; baby tops; beach cover-ups; beachwear; belts; blazers; blouses; boots; bow ties; coats; 
dress shoes; dresses; flip flops; gloves; hats; jackets; jeans; jumpsuits; knit bottoms; knit dresses; knit jackets; knit 
shirts; knit skirts; knit tops; knitted gloves; knitted underwear; leggings; lingerie; loafers; maternity clothing, namely, 
tops, pants, shirts, blouses, sweaters, jackets, skirts and dresses; neckties; pants; sandals; scarves; shoes; shorts; 
skirts; slacks; sleepwear; sneakers; suits; sweaters; swimwear; tank tops; tee shirts; tops as clothing; travel clothing 
contained in a package comprising reversible jackets, pants, skirts, tops and a belt or scarf; vests; bibs for babies, 
sleeved, not of paper; clothing wraps; dress suits; footwear, namely, pumps; polo knit tops.

Cl.26;Hair accessories, namely, hair sticks, twisters, jaw clips, snap clips, claw clips, hair ties, scrunchies, hair ribbons, 
hair bows, and barrettes.

Cl.35;Retail services featuring the goods of other vendors provided via a searchable website; provision of an on-line 
marketplace for buyers and sellers of clothing and fashion accessories; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers 
and sellers of cosmetics and beauty care products; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
accessories for smartphones; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of beachwear; provision of an 
on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of hair accessories.

Cl.39;Travel guide and travel information services; travel route planning; booking of tickets for travel; escorting of 
travellers; organizing travel for others.
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4391792    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506263]
Miele & Cie. KG

Carl-Miele-Str. 29 33332 Gütersloh Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Laundry bleach; laundry preparations; cleaning and conditioning preparations for washing laundry and rinsing 
tableware; soaps; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; scouring substances; polishing preparations; abrasives; cleaning 
preparations; household cleansers; household cleaning substances; scale removing preparations for household 
purposes; household bleach; glass cleaning preparations; cleaning agents for glass; cloths impregnated with detergents 
or polishing preparations for cleaning; laundry detergents; dishwasher detergents; cleaning and fragrancing 
preparations; fabric softeners; lime removers.

Cl.5;Disinfectants for household use; disinfectants for washing, drying and rinsing; disinfectant soap.

Cl.7;Sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines; washing machines for household and industrial use, 
including automatic washing machines, washing machines (laundry), washing machines with disinfectant properties, 
washing machines with sterilizing properties, washing and spinning machines for linen, washing machines incorporating 
drying facilities; spin dryers; ironing machines; rotary irons for linen; mangles; electric ironing presses; rinsing machines 
for household and industrial use, including dishwashers, rinsing machines for hotels, laboratories, hospitals, houses and 
doctors' surgeries, rinsing machines for medical apparatus, rinsing machines with disinfectant properties, rinsing 
machines with sterilizing properties; large-chamber washing and cleaning installations; large-chamber washing and 
cleaning installations with disinfectant properties; electrical engines, other than for land vehicles; electromechanical 
machines for beverage preparation; electric food processors; electric blenders for household purposes; electric presses 
for household purposes; vacuum packaging machines; vacuum machines; electric cleaning apparatus for household 
purposes, in particular vacuum cleaners, robotic vacuum cleaners; brushes controlled by blast air for vacuum cleaners; 
electric brushes for vacuum cleaners; floor nozzles for vacuum cleaners; air supplying pipes and air supplying flexible 
tubes for vacuum cleaners; dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; accessories for vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaner 
attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; wax-polishing (machines and apparatus for -), electric; rotary 
machines for ironing clothes; food chopping machines for commercial use; electric kitchen appliances for chopping, 
mixing, pressing, grinding or squeezing; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.8;Electric flat irons; steam ironing stations and systems, comprising steam irons; flat irons.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computers and parts and peripheral apparatus therefor (included in this class); 
computer software programs; computer programmes; recorded and unrecorded machine-readable data carriers for 
household apparatus; data carriers with programs recorded in digital form for EDP applications; electronic publications; 
electronic programme switching apparatus; electronic signalling and control apparatus and controls for household and 
industrial apparatus; electronic assemblies included in this class; dosimeters; accumulators (electric); chargers for 
electric accumulators; remote controls; remote control apparatus; mobile Apps; software; computer software downloaded 
from the Internet; digital books downloadable from the Internet; digital content downloadable provided from a computer 
database or the Internet; computer hardware modules for use in electronic devices using the Internet of things [IOL]; 
cloud computing software; application software for cloud computing services; parts, fittings and accessories of the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.
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G. Rau GmbH & Co. KG

Kaiser-Friedrich-Str. 7 75172 Pforzheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; contact springs; contact rivets of metal, solid and plated; protective sleeves 
(metal hardware); screening cans; caps and a number of small high-precision deep-drawn parts in special shapes of 
metallic materials; wires and profile sections of special alloys and superelastic materials; metal building materials; 
transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; unprocessed and semi-processed 
materials of metal, not specified for use, semi-finished articles of common metals or its alloys, bolds of metal and metal 
hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; metal bourdon tubes; tubes of plated materials, plated with common metals; profile 
tubes of common metals and their alloys, plated materials and stainless steels; plated materials and substrates of copper 
material, nickel and nickel alloys and steel, as ribbons, wires, tubes and profile sections; tubes made from expansion 
alloys; tubes as melt-down alloys for glass/metal or glass/ceramic/metal compounds and of iron/nickel alloys and 
resistance alloys in particular for compensating elements, frames for optical lenses and expansion controllers; thin-wall 
tubes of common metals and heat-treatable copper/beryllium alloys including for further processing into corrugated tubes 
and measuring springs subjected to high dynamic stresses; precision tubes of common metals, stainless steels and 
special materials in particular as guide tubes for test pins or plug-in connections; deep drawn and extruded high-
precision parts in special shapes principally of metallic materials partially combined with composite materials, laminar 
composites and composite fibre materials; thermobimetal snap discs and snap elements; thermobimetal ribbons and 
strips; stamped and moulded parts of thermobimetal; load-bearing plates and contacting plates; contact bimetals with 
coatings of precious metal and substrates of conductive copper materials and all coatable nickel materials and steels; 
semi-finished articles of common metals or its alloys namely, metallic assemblies, stamped and moulded parts with 
defined properties and assemblies of thermobimetals; deep drawn and extruded high-precision parts in special shapes of 
metallic materials, composite materials, laminar composites and composite fibre materials; nickel and nickel alloys, and 
steel being strips, wires, tubes and profiles; thermobimetals of iron/nickel alloys, stainless steels and special materials 
being ribbons and strips; roll-seam welded ribbons and profile sections; thermobimetals, stamped and moulded parts 
with defined properties and assemblies of thermobimetals; roll seam welded ribbons and profile sections; electroplated 
ribbons with nickel and tin, silver, gold, copper, zinc, palladium and chemically nickel-plated; bourdon tubes; tubes of 
plated materials plated with precious metals; profile tubes of precious metals and their alloys, tubes made from 
expansion alloys, precision tubes of precious metals, thermobimetal ribbons and strips, thermobimetals of special 
materials as ribbons and strips, roll seam welded ribbons and profile sections.

Cl.7;Machine tools, motors and engines; bourdon tubes; hollow metallic waveguides being parts of motors and 
engines; tubes of plated materials, plated with precious metals; profile tubes of precious metals and their alloys, plated 
materials; tubes made from expansion alloys; tubes as melt-down alloys for glass/metal or glass/ceramic/metal 
compounds and of iron/nickel alloys and resistance alloys; precision tubes made out of precious metals and special 
materials; parts of motors, machine tools and engines made of composite, laminar composites and composite fibre 
materials and thermobimetals; thermobimetal snap discs and snap elements; thermobimetal ribbons and strips; stamped 
and moulded parts of thermobimetal; metallic assemblies; thermobimetals of special materials as ribbons and strips; 
thermobimetals, stamped and moulded parts with defined properties and assemblies of thermobimetal; roll seam welded 
ribbons and profile sections; electroplated ribbons with nickel and tin, silver, gold, copper, zinc, palladium and chemically 
nickel-plated; deep-drawn and extruded high-precision parts in special shapes of metallic materials.

Cl.9;Electronic, electric and electro technical components namely electric apparatus and instruments, apparatus for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carries; scientific, surveying, electric, 
electronic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; hollow metallic waveguides for applications in high-frequency engineering of copper and copper alloys, 
invar plated with silver, capillary tubes for measuring and control engineering; contact parts, solid and plated, namely, 
electric contacts, thermal contacts, sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric connections]; electronic contact parts 
assemblies; cold extruded parts as heat sinks; load-bearing and connecting elements for power electronics; electric and 
thermal contacts (parts), electrical and thermal contact laminations for electric collectors; composite electrodes for spark 
plugs; capillary tubes.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopaedic articles; suture materials; 
precious tubes of non-ferrous metals, precious metals, stainless steels and special materials being parts of medical 
apparatus; semi-finished products and memory elements of shape-memory alloys for medical engineering applications; 
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parts, tubes, wires of nickel/titanium, (nitinol) for medical technology; stainless steel tubes and wires being parts of 
medical apparatus; tubes as bourdon tubes, profile tubes, tubes of plated materials, of special alloys and thin-wall, 
precision and capillary tubes being parts of medical apparatus; tubes of super elastic materials for medical engineering 
applications.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or plated therewith, namely threads of precious 
metals, wire threads of precious metals, metal wire [precious metals], metal tubes [precious metals], metal pipes 
[precious metals], metal bends [precious metals], metals sheets [precious metals], metal plates [precious metals], metal 
ribbons [precious metals], metal strips [precious metals], precious metals; plated materials with precious metal coatings, 
as ribbons, wires, tubes and profile sections; contact rivets of precious metal, solid and coated; contact parts and 
assemblies with inserts and coatings of precious metal and precious metal alloys being welded, soldered, riveted, if 
required with electroplated coatings; wires and profile sections of precious metal, solid and coated; precious metals, 
unwrought or semi-wrought, semi-finished articles of precious metals and their alloys for use in the manufacture of 
jewellery.

Cl.16;Component parts of writing instruments and writing implements, namely, tubes of plated materials, plated with 
precious metals, profile tubes of precious metals and their alloys, plated materials, precision tubes of precious metals.

Cl.40;Treatment of metals.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software development tools; laptop carrying cases; cell phone cases; cases for telephones; computer 
game software; computer games entertainment software; decorative magnets; memory devices; computer memory 
devices; data storage media; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable computer game 
programs; downloadable video game programs; earphones; eyewear cases; eyewear; headphones; interactive multimedia 
computer game programs; interactive multimedia computer programs; mouse pads; speech recognition apparatus; virtual 
reality software; virtual reality game software; helmet communications systems; headsets; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; animated cartoons; animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films; computer 
programmes; recorded media content; data storage devices; animated films; video tapes.

Cl.11;Air purifiers; barbecues; bed warmers; beverage cooling apparatus; bicycle lights; chandeliers; disinfectant 
dispensers for toilets; electric blankets, not for medical purposes; electric fans; electric kettles; electric lamps; electric 
lights for Christmas trees; electric toasters; LED flashlights; globes for lamps; hair dryers; ice boxes; kettles; lamp 
casings; lamp mantles; lamp reflectors; lamp shades; lamps; lampshade holders; ornamental fountains; pen lights; 
reading lights; toilet seats; water purifying apparatus; water sterilizers.
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Cl.14;Bracelets; buckles for watchstraps; clocks; imitation jewelry; jewelry chains; jewelry; key chains for use as 
jewellery; key chains as jewellery [trinkets or fobs]; lapel pins; necklaces; pendants; watches.

Cl.16;Ball pens; bibs of paper; bookmarks; boxes of cardboard or paper; calendars; chalks; children's books; color 
pencils; crayons; coloring books; comic books; drawing instruments; drawing paper; drawing rulers; erasing products; 
rubber erasers; erasers; correcting tapes [office requisites]; fountain pens; gift boxes; glue for stationery or household 
purposes; greeting cards; loose-leaf binders; paper lunch bags; note books; packaging materials made of recycled paper; 
packaging materials made from mineral-based paper substitutes; writing pads; paintings; paper napkins; paper staplers; 
party ornaments of paper; paste for stationery or household purposes; pencil cases; pencil sharpeners; pencils; pens; 
photograph albums; coasters of paper; cardboard; posters; printed publications; newspapers; rubber stamps; stationery; 
stickers; table cloths of paper; table linen of paper; writing instruments; memo pads; writing paper; wallpaper stencils; 
paper for making bags and sacks; paper for bags and sacks; advertising posters; cartoon prints; educational 
publications; holiday cards; magazines featuring video and computer games; paper hangtags; photographs [printed]; 
printed paper labels; printed stationery; cardboard boxes; boxes of paper or cardboard; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 
paper or plastics, for packaging; cardboard packaging; general purpose plastic bags; decorative wrapping paper; 
packaging materials; paper bags; wrapping paper; tissues; napkins of paper.

Cl.18;All-purpose carrying bags; animal leashes; backpacks; bags for sports; book bags; briefcases; carrying cases; 
collars for pets; duffel bags; handbags; key cases; leather or leather-board boxes; luggage tags; luggage; messenger 
bags; pouches of leather; bags; purses; school satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; suitcases; toiletry bags sold 
empty; toiletry cases sold empty; tote bags; travelling bags; umbrellas; wallets.

Cl.20;Bamboo blinds; beds; book shelves; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs; corks; cradles; cupboards; curtain hooks; 
curtain rails; curtain rings; curtain rods; cushions; desks; dressing tables; easy chairs; fire screens for domestic use; 
furniture; high chairs for babies; mirrors; non-metal bed fittings; non-metal clothes hooks; photograph frames; picture 
frames; pillows; playpens for babies; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; toy boxes and chests; wind chimes; rings, 
not of metal, for keys.

Cl.21;Baby bathtubs; basins; bath brushes; body sponges; beverage glassware; beverageware; bird cages; bottles, 
sold empty; bowls; buckets; cages for household pets; cake molds; candlesticks; candy boxes; cleaning cloths; coasters, 
not of paper and other than table linen; cocktail shakers; combs; cookie jars; corkscrews; dishes; cups; cutting boards; 
dental floss; drinking flasks; dust bins; egg cups; fly swatters; foam drink holders; gloves for household purposes; 
hairbrushes; ice cube molds; ironing board covers; jugs; lunch boxes; mixing bowls; mixing spoons; mugs; napkin 
holders; blenders for food [non-electric]; non-metal piggy banks; paper plates; pastry cutters; pitchers; portable coolers; 
soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; sponges for household purposes; statues of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; tea pots; toilet brushes; toilet roll holders; toothbrushes; toothpick holders; toothpicks; 
trash cans; trays for domestic purposes; vacuum bottles; vases; waste baskets; watering cans; works of art of porcelain, 
terra-cotta or glass.

Cl.24;Banners; flags of textile; bath linen; bed linen; bedspreads; lap blankets; cot blankets; blankets (bed -); textile 
materials to be used in making blinds; cloths for removing make-up; cotton fabrics; covers for cushions; curtain tie-backs 
in the nature of textile curtain holders; curtains; fabrics for textile use; furniture coverings of textile; handkerchiefs of 
textile; mattress covers; pillowcases; quilts; textile place mats; textile tablecloths; towels; wall hangings of textile; 
sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Swimwear; swimsuits; jerseys; waterproof jackets; waterproof pants; rain wear; gloves; mittens; belts (clothing); 
underwear; sleepwear; pajamas; bathrobes; hats; caps (headwear); sun visors; berets; socks; stockings; pantyhose; 
shoes; sports shoes; slippers; sneakers; beach shoes; masquerade costumes; bandanas; knitwear; t-shirts; shirts; winter 
boots; coats; ski pants; cardigans; anoraks; wind resistant jackets; rain coats; shorts; dresses; skirts; vests; sweaters; 
ties; scarves; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts; gowns; bibs, not of paper; leg warmers; arm warmers (clothing); trousers; 
rompers; footwear; headwear; sweat bands for the wrist; jackets [clothing].

Cl.27;Bath mats; carpets, rugs and mats; door mats; floor coverings; foam mats for use on play area surfaces; 
linoleum; wall hangings, not of textile; wallpaper.

Cl.28;Action figure toys; arcade games; arcade video game machines; articles of clothing for toys; balloons; balls for 
games; bath toys; battery operated action toys; board games; sleds (recreational equipment); bubble making wand and 
solution sets; card games; Christmas tree ornaments; dolls; plush toys; gaming machines for gambling; controllers for 
game consoles; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; video game machines; kite reels; kites; 
mechanical toys; musical toys; parlor games; paper party favours; party games; pinball machines; hand-held pinball 
games; protective padding for sports; puppets; roller skates; toys made of rubber; sailboards; sandbox toys; 
skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; action skill games; skis; snowboards; squeeze toys; stand-alone video 
game machines; surf boards; swings; dice games; talking dolls; talking toys; toy masks; toy snow globes; toy vehicles; 
water toys; wind-up toys; electronic toys; plastic toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic tricks; electric action toys; body boards; 
boxing gloves; marbles for games; portable games with liquid crystal displays; rackets; ski bindings.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to chocolate; retail services in relation 
to sorbets; retail services in relation to coffee; retail services in relation to lubricants; retail services in relation to threads; 
retail services in relation to vehicles; retail services in relation to toys; retail services in relation to games; retail services 
in relation to furniture; retail services in relation to desserts; retail services in relation to confectionery; retail services in 
relation to furnishings; retail services in relation to fuels; retail services in relation to tableware; retail services in relation 
to foodstuffs; retail services in relation to horticulture equipment; retail services in relation to cleaning articles; retail 
services in relation to musical instruments; retail services in relation to printed matter; retail services in relation to 
sanitation equipment; retail services connected with stationery; retail services relating to food; retail services in relation 
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to headgear; retail services in relation to fabrics; retail services in relation to cocoa; retail services in relation to jewellery; 
retail services in relation to footwear; retail services in relation to lighting; retail services in relation to luggage; retail 
services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to umbrellas; retail services in relation to toiletries; retail services in 
relation to clothing; retail services in relation to cookware; retail services in relation to metal hardware; retail services in 
relation to educational supplies; retail services in relation to art materials; retail services in relation to recorded content; 
retail services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in relation to festive decorations; retail services in relation 
to wall coverings; retail services in relation to sewing articles; retail services in relation to baked goods; retail services in 
relation to dairy products; management of a retail enterprise for others; retail services in relation to cleaning 
preparations; retail services in relation to ice creams; retail services in relation to food cooking equipment; retail services 
in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; retail services in relation to information technology equipment; retail services in 
relation to audio-visual equipment; retail services in relation to works of art; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; wholesale services in relation to 
chocolate; wholesale services in relation to sorbets; wholesale services in relation to coffee; wholesale services in 
relation to lubricants; wholesale services in relation to threads; wholesale services in relation to vehicles; wholesale 
services in relation to toys; wholesale services in relation to games; wholesale services in relation to furniture; wholesale 
services in relation to desserts; wholesale services in relation to confectionery; wholesale services in relation to 
furnishings; wholesale services in relation to fuels; wholesale services in relation to tableware; wholesale services in 
relation to foodstuffs; wholesale services in relation to horticulture equipment; wholesale services in relation to cleaning 
articles; wholesale services in relation to printed matter; wholesale services in relation to sanitation equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to stationery supplies; wholesale services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to 
fabrics; wholesale services in relation to cocoa; wholesale services in relation to jewellery; wholesale services in relation 
to footwear; wholesale services in relation to lighting; wholesale services in relation to luggage; wholesale services in 
relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to umbrellas; wholesale services in relation to toiletries; wholesale 
services in relation to clothing; wholesale services in relation to cookware; wholesale services in relation to metal 
hardware; wholesale services in relation to educational supplies; wholesale services in relation to art materials; wholesale 
services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to festive decorations; wholesale services in 
relation to wall coverings; wholesale services in relation to sewing articles; wholesale services in relation to baked goods; 
wholesale services in relation to dairy products; wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations; wholesale 
services in relation to ice creams; wholesale services in relation to food cooking equipment; wholesale services in 
relation to non-alcoholic beverages; wholesale services in relation to information technology equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to audio-visual equipment; wholesale services in relation to works of art; advertising; marketing; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; sales promotion (for 
others); advertising agencies; business management of performing artists; import-export agencies; compilation of 
information into computer databases; direct mail advertising; business management of hotels; marketing services; 
outdoor advertising; personnel recruitment; publicity agencies; radio advertising; television advertising; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses); rental of advertising time on communication media; office machines and equipment rental; rental of vending 
machines; production of television commercials; rental of advertising space.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; amusement park and theme park services; animation production services; film 
production; organising competitions; live comedy shows; live music performances; live show production services; 
entertainment in the nature of theater productions; live entertainment; providing entertainment information via a website; 
electronic publishing; music publishing; magazine publishing; book publishing; newspaper publishing; on-line gaming 
services; organisation of tournaments; audio production services; production of radio and television programs; 
production of sound recordings; production of motion pictures; rental of motion pictures; arranging and conducting 
games; rental of sound recordings; video production services; video recording services; production of TV shows; 
production of animated cartoons; production of a continuous series of animated adventure shows; providing on-line 
computer games; entertainment in the nature of prerecorded telephone messages; film distribution.

Cl.42;Computer graphics design services; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
computer software consultancy; computer programming; computer software consulting; computer systems analysis; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; services for the design of computer systems; hosting 
of websites; installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of computer software; web hosting services; graphic design; 
software design; computer hardware design; software development; development of computer hardware; computer 
technology consultancy; updating and maintenance of computer software; data conversion of electronic information; 
engineering.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software development tools; laptop carrying cases; cell phone cases; cases for telephones; computer 
game software; computer games entertainment software; decorative magnets; memory devices; computer memory 
devices; data storage media; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; downloadable computer game 
programs; downloadable video game programs; earphones; eyewear cases; eyewear; headphones; interactive multimedia 
computer game programs; interactive multimedia computer programs; mouse pads; speech recognition apparatus; virtual 
reality software; virtual reality game software; helmet communications systems; headsets; computer game software for 
use on mobile and cellular phones; animated cartoons; animated cartoons in the form of cinematographic films; computer 
programmes; recorded media content; data storage devices; animated films; video tapes.

Cl.11;Air purifiers; barbecues; bed warmers; beverage cooling apparatus; bicycle lights; chandeliers; disinfectant 
dispensers for toilets; electric blankets, not for medical purposes; electric fans; electric kettles; electric lamps; electric 
lights for Christmas trees; electric toasters; LED flashlights; globes for lamps; hair dryers; ice boxes; kettles; lamp 
casings; lamp mantles; lamp reflectors; lamp shades; lamps; lampshade holders; ornamental fountains; pen lights; 
reading lights; toilet seats; water purifying apparatus; water sterilizers.

Cl.14;Bracelets; buckles for watchstraps; clocks; imitation jewelry; jewelry chains; jewelry; key chains for use as 
jewellery; key chains as jewellery [trinkets or fobs]; lapel pins; necklaces; pendants; watches.

Cl.16;Ball pens; bibs of paper; bookmarks; boxes of cardboard or paper; calendars; chalks; children's books; color 
pencils; crayons; coloring books; comic books; drawing instruments; drawing paper; drawing rulers; erasing products; 
rubber erasers; erasers; correcting tapes [office requisites]; fountain pens; gift boxes; glue for stationery or household 
purposes; greeting cards; loose-leaf binders; paper lunch bags; note books; packaging materials made of recycled paper; 
packaging materials made from mineral-based paper substitutes; writing pads; paintings; paper napkins; paper staplers; 
party ornaments of paper; paste for stationery or household purposes; pencil cases; pencil sharpeners; pencils; pens; 
photograph albums; coasters of paper; cardboard; posters; printed publications; newspapers; rubber stamps; stationery; 
stickers; table cloths of paper; table linen of paper; writing instruments; memo pads; writing paper; wallpaper stencils; 
paper for making bags and sacks; paper for bags and sacks; advertising posters; cartoon prints; educational 
publications; holiday cards; magazines featuring video and computer games; paper hangtags; photographs [printed]; 
printed paper labels; printed stationery; cardboard boxes; boxes of paper or cardboard; bags [envelopes, pouches] of 
paper or plastics, for packaging; cardboard packaging; general purpose plastic bags; decorative wrapping paper; 
packaging materials; paper bags; wrapping paper; tissues; napkins of paper.

Cl.18;All-purpose carrying bags; animal leashes; backpacks; bags for sports; book bags; briefcases; carrying cases; 
collars for pets; duffel bags; handbags; key cases; leather or leather-board boxes; luggage tags; luggage; messenger 
bags; pouches of leather; bags; purses; school satchels; sling bags for carrying infants; suitcases; toiletry bags sold 
empty; toiletry cases sold empty; tote bags; travelling bags; umbrellas; wallets.

Cl.20;Bamboo blinds; beds; book shelves; boxes of wood or plastic; chairs; corks; cradles; cupboards; curtain hooks; 
curtain rails; curtain rings; curtain rods; cushions; desks; dressing tables; easy chairs; fire screens for domestic use; 
furniture; high chairs for babies; mirrors; non-metal bed fittings; non-metal clothes hooks; photograph frames; picture 
frames; pillows; playpens for babies; statues of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; toy boxes and chests; wind chimes; rings, 
not of metal, for keys.

Cl.21;Baby bathtubs; basins; bath brushes; body sponges; beverage glassware; beverageware; bird cages; bottles, 
sold empty; bowls; buckets; cages for household pets; cake molds; candlesticks; candy boxes; cleaning cloths; coasters, 
not of paper and other than table linen; cocktail shakers; combs; cookie jars; corkscrews; dishes; cups; cutting boards; 
dental floss; drinking flasks; dust bins; egg cups; fly swatters; foam drink holders; gloves for household purposes; 
hairbrushes; ice cube molds; ironing board covers; jugs; lunch boxes; mixing bowls; mixing spoons; mugs; napkin 
holders; blenders for food [non-electric]; non-metal piggy banks; paper plates; pastry cutters; pitchers; portable coolers; 
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soap boxes; soap dispensers; soap holders; sponges for household purposes; statues of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; tea pots; toilet brushes; toilet roll holders; toothbrushes; toothpick holders; toothpicks; 
trash cans; trays for domestic purposes; vacuum bottles; vases; waste baskets; watering cans; works of art of porcelain, 
terra-cotta or glass.

Cl.24;Banners; flags of textile; bath linen; bed linen; bedspreads; lap blankets; cot blankets; blankets (bed -); textile 
materials to be used in making blinds; cloths for removing make-up; cotton fabrics; covers for cushions; curtain tie-backs 
in the nature of textile curtain holders; curtains; fabrics for textile use; furniture coverings of textile; handkerchiefs of 
textile; mattress covers; pillowcases; quilts; textile place mats; textile tablecloths; towels; wall hangings of textile; 
sleeping bags.

Cl.25;Swimwear; swimsuits; jerseys; waterproof jackets; waterproof pants; rain wear; gloves; mittens; belts (clothing); 
underwear; sleepwear; pajamas; bathrobes; hats; caps (headwear); sun visors; berets; socks; stockings; pantyhose; 
shoes; sports shoes; slippers; sneakers; beach shoes; masquerade costumes; bandanas; knitwear; t-shirts; shirts; winter 
boots; coats; ski pants; cardigans; anoraks; wind resistant jackets; rain coats; shorts; dresses; skirts; vests; sweaters; 
ties; scarves; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts; gowns; bibs, not of paper; leg warmers; arm warmers (clothing); trousers; 
rompers; footwear; headwear; sweat bands for the wrist; jackets [clothing].

Cl.27;Bath mats; carpets, rugs and mats; door mats; floor coverings; foam mats for use on play area surfaces; 
linoleum; wall hangings, not of textile; wallpaper.

Cl.28;Action figure toys; arcade games; arcade video game machines; articles of clothing for toys; balloons; balls for 
games; bath toys; battery operated action toys; board games; sleds (recreational equipment); bubble making wand and 
solution sets; card games; Christmas tree ornaments; dolls; plush toys; gaming machines for gambling; controllers for 
game consoles; ice skates; infant toys; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; video game machines; kite reels; kites; 
mechanical toys; musical toys; parlor games; paper party favours; party games; pinball machines; hand-held pinball 
games; protective padding for sports; puppets; roller skates; toys made of rubber; sailboards; sandbox toys; 
skateboards; skating boots with skates attached; action skill games; skis; snowboards; squeeze toys; stand-alone video 
game machines; surf boards; swings; dice games; talking dolls; talking toys; toy masks; toy snow globes; toy vehicles; 
water toys; wind-up toys; electronic toys; plastic toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic tricks; electric action toys; body boards; 
boxing gloves; marbles for games; portable games with liquid crystal displays; rackets; ski bindings.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to computer hardware; retail services in relation to chocolate; retail services in relation 
to sorbets; retail services in relation to coffee; retail services in relation to lubricants; retail services in relation to threads; 
retail services in relation to vehicles; retail services in relation to toys; retail services in relation to games; retail services 
in relation to furniture; retail services in relation to desserts; retail services in relation to confectionery; retail services in 
relation to furnishings; retail services in relation to fuels; retail services in relation to tableware; retail services in relation 
to foodstuffs; retail services in relation to horticulture equipment; retail services in relation to cleaning articles; retail 
services in relation to musical instruments; retail services in relation to printed matter; retail services in relation to 
sanitation equipment; retail services connected with stationery; retail services relating to food; retail services in relation 
to headgear; retail services in relation to fabrics; retail services in relation to cocoa; retail services in relation to jewellery; 
retail services in relation to footwear; retail services in relation to lighting; retail services in relation to luggage; retail 
services in relation to bags; retail services in relation to umbrellas; retail services in relation to toiletries; retail services in 
relation to clothing; retail services in relation to cookware; retail services in relation to metal hardware; retail services in 
relation to educational supplies; retail services in relation to art materials; retail services in relation to recorded content; 
retail services in relation to sporting equipment; retail services in relation to festive decorations; retail services in relation 
to wall coverings; retail services in relation to sewing articles; retail services in relation to baked goods; retail services in 
relation to dairy products; management of a retail enterprise for others; retail services in relation to cleaning 
preparations; retail services in relation to ice creams; retail services in relation to food cooking equipment; retail services 
in relation to non-alcoholic beverages; retail services in relation to information technology equipment; retail services in 
relation to audio-visual equipment; retail services in relation to works of art; presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; wholesale services in relation to 
chocolate; wholesale services in relation to sorbets; wholesale services in relation to coffee; wholesale services in 
relation to lubricants; wholesale services in relation to threads; wholesale services in relation to vehicles; wholesale 
services in relation to toys; wholesale services in relation to games; wholesale services in relation to furniture; wholesale 
services in relation to desserts; wholesale services in relation to confectionery; wholesale services in relation to 
furnishings; wholesale services in relation to fuels; wholesale services in relation to tableware; wholesale services in 
relation to foodstuffs; wholesale services in relation to horticulture equipment; wholesale services in relation to cleaning 
articles; wholesale services in relation to printed matter; wholesale services in relation to sanitation equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to stationery supplies; wholesale services in relation to headgear; wholesale services in relation to 
fabrics; wholesale services in relation to cocoa; wholesale services in relation to jewellery; wholesale services in relation 
to footwear; wholesale services in relation to lighting; wholesale services in relation to luggage; wholesale services in 
relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to umbrellas; wholesale services in relation to toiletries; wholesale 
services in relation to clothing; wholesale services in relation to cookware; wholesale services in relation to metal 
hardware; wholesale services in relation to educational supplies; wholesale services in relation to art materials; wholesale 
services in relation to sporting equipment; wholesale services in relation to festive decorations; wholesale services in 
relation to wall coverings; wholesale services in relation to sewing articles; wholesale services in relation to baked goods; 
wholesale services in relation to dairy products; wholesale services in relation to cleaning preparations; wholesale 
services in relation to ice creams; wholesale services in relation to food cooking equipment; wholesale services in 
relation to non-alcoholic beverages; wholesale services in relation to information technology equipment; wholesale 
services in relation to audio-visual equipment; wholesale services in relation to works of art; advertising; marketing; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; publication of publicity texts; sales promotion (for 
others); advertising agencies; business management of performing artists; import-export agencies; compilation of 
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information into computer databases; direct mail advertising; business management of hotels; marketing services; 
outdoor advertising; personnel recruitment; publicity agencies; radio advertising; television advertising; on-line 
advertising on a computer network; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses); rental of advertising time on communication media; office machines and equipment rental; rental of vending 
machines; production of television commercials; rental of advertising space.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; amusement park and theme park services; animation production services; film 
production; organising competitions; live comedy shows; live music performances; live show production services; 
entertainment in the nature of theater productions; live entertainment; providing entertainment information via a website; 
electronic publishing; music publishing; magazine publishing; book publishing; newspaper publishing; on-line gaming 
services; organisation of tournaments; audio production services; production of radio and television programs; 
production of sound recordings; production of motion pictures; rental of motion pictures; arranging and conducting 
games; rental of sound recordings; video production services; video recording services; production of TV shows; 
production of animated cartoons; production of a continuous series of animated adventure shows; providing on-line 
computer games; entertainment in the nature of prerecorded telephone messages; film distribution.

Cl.42;Computer graphics design services; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
computer software consultancy; computer programming; computer software consulting; computer systems analysis; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; services for the design of computer systems; hosting 
of websites; installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of computer software; web hosting services; graphic design; 
software design; computer hardware design; software development; development of computer hardware; computer 
technology consultancy; updating and maintenance of computer software; data conversion of electronic information; 
engineering.
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4392592    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506235]
The Indium Corporation of America

34 Robinson Road Clinton NY 13323 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal alloys for soldering materials in the electronics industry; solders of mixed metal powders, solder paste, 
namely, low temperature solder paste.

Cl.35;Provision of information and advice to consumers regarding the selection of products to be purchased, said 
products being nano-materials, specialty alloys, solder paste, solder preforms, solder spheres, solder wire, solder tubing, 
solder ribbon, solder foil, solder fluxes, electrically conductive adhesives, electrically conductive underfills, electrically 
conductive polymers, indium-containing fabrications and pure indium.

Cl.40;Provision of information and advice to consumers regarding manufacturing and assembly of electronic 
components utilizing the nano-materials, specialty alloys, solder paste, solder preforms, solder spheres, solder wire, 
solder tubing, solder ribbon, solder foil, solder fluxes, electrically conductive adhesives, electrically conductive underfills, 
electrically conductive polymers, indium-containing fabrications and pure indium.
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CORRIGENDA 

APPL NO CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1448350 1448350 - (1608-0) 
As per order dated 18/11/2019 the label is amended to delete the words " 
Darjeeling as well as Darjeeling Tea" from the label and the fresh label is 
uploaded. 

4109734 
4109736 

4109734 - (1931-0) 4109736 - (1899-0) 

 The series mark applied in TMA is as follows. The mark was published in TMJ 
inadvertently as a single mark. The mark is corrected to read as 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

4124846 4124846 - (1923-0) The condition to be read as the trade mark shall be used as a 
whole. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

466666 509515 552537 566642 580589

582628 595567 595717 599855 719945

735451 798834 800324 814854 853521

856383 890962 894350 910021 925369

974052 995920 995922 1018162 1020297

1037894 1079559 1102374 1115316 1143549

1169217 1183358 1212593 1225100 1227607

1261256 1277149 1277152 1277153 1282134

1283232 1295947 1302064 1326834 1426605

1439597 1448350 1468943 1497288 1574423

1680476 1688346 1760128 1760129 1785789

1831099 1909838 1910139 1916313 1939280

1943929 1946923 1965023 1966913 1985119

2020658 2049555 2073586 2079616 2088228

2093918 2102260 2124932 2159104 2178859

2181852 2181853 2186398 2186399 2193653

2226876 2250339 2250340 2252024 2258622

2258623 2277152 2286778 2287016 2287163

2292033 2297534 2299089 2299092 2327367

2347656 2347659 2350542 2367157 2390273

2406489 2409117 2419680 2421863 2423385

2428781 2430126 2465597 2467936 2475486

2485300 2489684 2490667 2504909 2509179

2521251 2524927 2524930 2524939 2524940

2524949 2526969 2527933 2535569 2535580

2538466 2543309 2544575 2551138 2551160

2560989 2563269 2565071 2565074 2568328

2568330 2568542 2572367 2575633 2581906

2593759 2596038 2604718 2605165 2605775

2610525 2616535 2617438 2617440 2617446

2617447 2618787 2618789 2634725 2636961

2640654 2640750 2647795 2649353 2653438

2656359 2657368 2660208 2661170 2661933

2668638 2675131 2675133 2675135 2679946

2684599 2687045 2691389 2693543 2694116

2694449 2699801 2699883 2699885 2699888
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2701614 2704534 2705329 2711946 2713915

2713930 2714569 2721008 2721823 2725401

2728013 2729202 2729204 2731642 2732911

2738711 2739498 2746079 2749280 2752113

2752267 2755242 2763016 2774569 2774731

2774734 2776560 2776900 2777857 2783787

2788628 2794507 2796027 2797626 2800529

2800629 2804168 2804797 2806886 2808085

2808097 2808924 2809613 2810689 2811361

2811927 2812859 2814074 2828865 2829564

2833359 2833747 2833817 2834757 2835714

2838516 2841401 2841757 2842788 2842793

2842794 2843010 2846127 2847404 2847688

2848132 2848288 2848857 2851845 2851856

2852948 2853987 2854520 2854956 2855916

2857634 2859615 2859621 2859627 2860066

2860641 2861550 2861669 2865408 2866002

2869361 2870244 2872554 2874273 2875249

2877961 2879726 2882876 2884911 2887113

2887119 2887124 2887274 2888812 2891352

2891796 2892346 2894262 2896001 2900862

2901280 2905963 2908899 2909366 2909367

2912193 2915045 2920379 2920578 2920658

2921633 2927819 2929394 2930019 2931074

2935109 2935265 2937421 2937735 2939832

2940326 2941095 2941296 2944697 2945976

2946078 2948018 2948394 2950023 2950171

2950173 2953682 2958140 2958663 2959026

2960321 2961840 2962352 2962684 2962685

2962705 2962706 2964177 2966368 2969957

2972517 2973754 2973919 2974077 2974569

2974793 2974953 2976044 2976764 2979300

2979488 2979677 2979837 2981829 2981846

2982550 2987155 2987935 2988313 2989431

2989544 2990086 2990136 2991721 2994829

2995002 2995343 2996114 2996643 2997044
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2997876 2998072 2998747 2999137 2999997

3000825 3003024 3005741 3006621 3006622

3006874 3018497 3020860 3021920 3021959

3022406 3022690 3023566 3023611 3024529

3024637 3027114 3027294 3028479 3028497

3030236 3030701 3030725 3034305 3034383

3035124 3036854 3038791 3040185 3041136

3042732 3043775 3044517 3044866 3045085

3045392 3045816 3046040 3046221 3047150

3048224 3048226 3048412 3048425 3048429

3048920 3049538 3049601 3049703 3050436

3052341 3052531 3052613 3053434 3054472

3054580 3054638 3054818 3054902 3054904

3055099 3055354 3055904 3056863 3058090

3058198 3058556 3058557 3058559 3059016

3059017 3060155 3060669 3060720 3060721

3060722 3060727 3060835 3061120 3061395

3063078 3063563 3064082 3064088 3064183

3064195 3064575 3065736 3066150 3066151

3067166 3067437 3068066 3071067 3071068

3071326 3071355 3071770 3076064 3076233

3076576 3076630 3076631 3077554 3077855

3078098 3078116 3078872 3078875 3080404

3080628 3081234 3081487 3082910 3083357

3083359 3083364 3083554 3084378 3084500

3084740 3084746 3084748 3084749 3085011

3085187 3085515 3086766 3087015 3087021

3087166 3088120 3088122 3088131 3088818

3088974 3089455 3089703 3089720 3090889

3091606 3091626 3091670 3092026 3092397

3095857 3096154 3097014 3097654 3097827

3098037 3098038 3098039 3098040 3098977

3099754 3100366 3100441 3100461 3100467

3101530 3102079 3102091 3102434 3103183

3103269 3103906 3104494 3106214 3106726

3106800 3106803 3106804 3107365 3107972
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are available on the official website 
 

3108178 3108915 3110424 3112090 3113375

3113629 3114663 3115734 3117270 3117572

3117641 3122661 3123753 3123756 3123869

3124004 3124134 3127796 3128002 3128203

3128826 3129590 3130399 3130400 3130401

3130415 3130416 3130432 3130434 3130471

3130690 3131503 3131504 3131505 3131506

3132682 3133612 3134659 3134660 3134662

3134663 3134923 3135040 3135661 3138576

3138582 3139087 3139920 3139922 3140026

3140214 3141691 3144691 3144780 3144786

3145766 3146317 3147059 3147346 3147489

3148538 3148700 3149189 3149417 3151396

3151974 3151977 3153121 3153183 3154050

3154223 3154225 3154236 3154237 3155579

3155879 3156917 3157518 3157782 3158151

3158889 3159209 3160304 3160706 3162038

3162039 3162115 3162507 3162764 3162775

3163347 3163799 3164280 3164281 3164368

3164568 3164687 3164970 3165012 3165299

3165626 3165646 3165648 3166661 3166765

3167148 3169735 3171464 3171798 3171926

3173027 3173118 3174070 3175041 3175288

3175762 3176294 3177672 3178043 3181925

3182272 3182445 3183075 3183076 3183081

3183082 3183136 3183150 3185974 3186263

3186423 3186721 3186756 3187150 3188192

3188527 3188530 3190111 3191333 3191339

3191842 3192070 3192547 3192745 3193451

3194010 3194717 3194801 3195878 3196105

3196262 3196803 3196914 3196918 3197121

3197129 3197130 3197526 3197533 3197704

3198339 3198552 3199878 3199996 3200431

3201634 3201990 3202311 3202409 3202466

3202557 3203600 3203658 3203955 3204019

3204733 3204937 3204943 3205040 3205041
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3205596 3206610 3207123 3207132 3209621

3210162 3210747 3211884 3213352 3213356

3214172 3214193 3215489 3216283 3216589

3217344 3217398 3217406 3217628 3217730

3217731 3219900 3220063 3220147 3220813

3220814 3221657 3221660 3222302 3222331

3222376 3222880 3223176 3223227 3223431

3223432 3224211 3224350 3224362 3224369

3224627 3225341 3226208 3226350 3226390

3226666 3227720 3227721 3227722 3227723

3228071 3228105 3228125 3228562 3228975

3229263 3229449 3229834 3230219 3230259

3231618 3231643 3231644 3232129 3232135

3232802 3233406 3233571 3233774 3234727

3234735 3235000 3235483 3237288 3237448

3237543 3237545 3237637 3237815 3237861

3237863 3239252 3239391 3239424 3239474

3239478 3239505 3239506 3239783 3240994

3241535 3241642 3242387 3242578 3244623

3244948 3245533 3245886 3246409 3246650

3247573 3247869 3248232 3248240 3248244

3249521 3249756 3250272 3250662 3250756

3250757 3251803 3252731 3253370 3254082

3255630 3255736 3255737 3256390 3256427

3257104 3257143 3257520 3259527 3259528

3260156 3260312 3260314 3260669 3261499

3261558 3261643 3261687 3263065 3263631

3263804 3264243 3264533 3264536 3264537

3264538 3265092 3266463 3267035 3267574

3268476 3268960 3269153 3270638 3271762

3272129 3272449 3272638 3272950 3273249

3273370 3273413 3274053 3274595 3275626

3275730 3275757 3276965 3277422 3277423

3277460 3278268 3278761 3278992 3279222

3279520 3280032 3280388 3280389 3280438

3280545 3280703 3281148 3282869 3283066
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3283209 3283234 3283445 3283658 3283854

3284376 3284779 3284783 3284784 3285061

3285179 3285482 3285961 3286018 3286019

3286685 3286686 3286935 3286937 3286988

3287033 3287034 3287035 3287545 3287672

3288066 3288069 3288114 3288115 3288174

3288482 3288845 3289016 3289571 3289661

3289937 3290155 3290157 3290208 3290210

3290213 3290215 3290257 3290270 3290599

3290608 3290769 3290772 3290773 3290777

3290778 3291001 3291022 3291052 3291092

3291262 3291331 3291620 3292108 3292122

3292123 3292200 3292289 3292290 3292291

3292574 3292661 3292809 3293331 3293440

3293443 3293445 3293447 3293492 3293635

3293636 3294403 3294404 3294730 3294750

3294751 3294844 3294848 3294853 3294959

3295202 3295228 3295230 3295232 3295235

3295353 3295495 3295946 3296025 3296157

3296430 3296431 3296577 3296717 3296727

3297100 3297101 3297223 3297687 3297688

3297781 3297959 3298271 3298398 3298418

3298701 3298702 3298735 3298770 3299396

3299599 3299628 3299752 3299759 3299957

3299991 3299994 3300090 3300091 3300261

3300338 3300339 3300341 3300476 3300477

3300802 3300804 3300806 3300818 3301445

3301520 3302053 3302110 3302111 3302206

3302230 3302875 3302878 3302881 3302889

3302898 3303055 3303092 3303113 3303364

3303384 3303490 3303493 3303672 3303850

3304228 3304365 3304367 3304377 3304396

3304398 3304404 3304405 3304406 3304428

3304463 3305040 3305041 3305421 3305861

3305932 3305936 3305938 3305940 3305994

3306239 3306263 3306439 3306540 3306579
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3306599 3306703 3306777 3306909 3307239

3307264 3307265 3307318 3308225 3308227

3308323 3308370 3308591 3308808 3309405

3309640 3309641 3309823 3310018 3310327

3310466 3310553 3311060 3311481 3311838

3311846 3311851 3311852 3311877 3311961

3312102 3312346 3312429 3312538 3312804

3312809 3312818 3312819 3312820 3312821

3312915 3313222 3313443 3313444 3313547

3313601 3313857 3313872 3313883 3314403

3315087 3315088 3315347 3315814 3315982

3316037 3316038 3316150 3316153 3316369

3316772 3317005 3317062 3317066 3317513

3317517 3317524 3317528 3317531 3317728

3317916 3317956 3318026 3318028 3318246

3318519 3318702 3318849 3318853 3318854

3318866 3319209 3319365 3319369 3319370

3319372 3319374 3319375 3319381 3319382

3319594 3319595 3319600 3319872 3319873

3319874 3319875 3320170 3320230 3320752

3320861 3321156 3321157 3321181 3321256

3321653 3321876 3322242 3322517 3322603

3323230 3323231 3323233 3323234 3323235

3323236 3323244 3323245 3323247 3323248

3323249 3323250 3323253 3323254 3323255

3323256 3323257 3323258 3323259 3323260

3323261 3323262 3323265 3323267 3323268

3323272 3323273 3323274 3323275 3323276

3323277 3323278 3323288 3323289 3323290

3323291 3323292 3323293 3323294 3323296

3323301 3323302 3323304 3323305 3323308

3323309 3323310 3323311 3323313 3323316

3323319 3323320 3323321 3323322 3323324

3323325 3323326 3323327 3323328 3323329

3323330 3323343 3323362 3323797 3323901

3323911 3323912 3323987 3324404 3324406
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3324456 3325082 3325087 3325119 3325420

3325954 3325955 3326288 3326660 3326698

3327544 3327545 3327547 3328036 3328433

3328434 3328435 3328788 3329146 3329773

3329801 3329816 3329823 3329825 3329970

3330425 3330678 3330679 3330680 3330681

3330683 3330684 3330969 3331286 3331287

3331290 3331291 3331715 3331780 3331783

3331995 3332012 3332014 3332016 3332024

3332031 3332185 3332659 3332760 3332761

3333683 3333686 3333687 3333748 3333749

3333935 3333948 3333952 3334243 3334707

3334708 3334709 3334949 3334950 3335677

3335945 3335990 3336097 3336344 3336981

3336982 3337056 3337094 3337276 3337298

3337606 3338277 3338278 3338610 3339751

3340227 3340897 3340980 3341189 3341190

3341344 3341504 3341511 3341512 3341513

3341515 3341516 3341517 3341518 3341570

3341571 3341572 3341573 3341574 3341575

3341643 3341645 3342337 3342352 3342385

3342388 3342389 3342390 3342391 3343110

3343111 3343114 3343506 3343508 3343512

3343520 3343521 3343524 3343912 3343914

3344185 3344499 3344614 3345334 3345336

3345348 3345353 3345383 3345581 3345583

3345826 3345969 3345976 3345977 3345978

3345979 3346154 3346155 3346157 3346161

3346234 3346315 3346322 3346463 3346464

3346529 3346659 3346991 3346992 3346993

3346998 3347061 3347071 3347073 3347104

3347109 3347112 3347355 3347716 3348308

3348437 3348587 3348696 3348724 3348729

3348980 3349204 3349205 3349486 3349546

3349549 3349550 3349552 3349557 3349868

3349874 3349876 3350018 3350134 3350476
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3350570 3350770 3350788 3350794 3350815

3351050 3351054 3351055 3351057 3351257

3351258 3351436 3351593 3351842 3352547

3352706 3352708 3352713 3352714 3352715

3352718 3352796 3353094 3353154 3353165

3353181 3353940 3353965 3354100 3354400

3354500 3354501 3354856 3355060 3355071

3355362 3355363 3355365 3355367 3355621

3355902 3356031 3356033 3356034 3356035

3356037 3356038 3356040 3356744 3356843

3357087 3357891 3358089 3358615 3359120

3359274 3359322 3359445 3360750 3360972

3361096 3361097 3361254 3361257 3361258

3361390 3362120 3362183 3362231 3362667

3362668 3362669 3362670 3362671 3362672

3362673 3362674 3362683 3362684 3362689

3362690 3362954 3363377 3363633 3363962

3363965 3364097 3364099 3364103 3364113

3364212 3364482 3364483 3364566 3364567

3364569 3364761 3364762 3364766 3364787

3364828 3366195 3366196 3366278 3366479

3368536 3370661 3371150 3371400 3374082

3374448 3375461 3375945 3377110 3377356

3377461 3377564 3379762 3379801 3380113

3381413 3387773 3392387 3393610 3403841

3403917 3406709 3411185 3413702 3414217

3429114 3430635 3435713 3436796 3438149

3438348 3441591 3445160 3447481 3454031

3454038 3455322 3456343 3456348 3457761

3462586 3462956 3464685 3465224 3466030

3466689 3468321 3473167 3473285 3473713

3474136 3475478 3476511 3479484 3484011

3484379 3484425 3484575 3484982 3484984

3485984 3486631 3486637 3486789 3489035

3489726 3490509 3492006 3492400 3495380

3495925 3496767 3498960 3499950 3502176
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3503399 3503614 3505150 3507517 3510744

3511334 3517591 3518541 3519586 3523123

3525258 3525373 3525448 3526643 3527708

3527709 3529185 3529675 3530943 3532944

3532945 3532975 3534002 3535039 3543568

3543572 3543579 3543583 3549579 3552600

3553663 3554053 3554496 3556771 3557068

3557254 3557614 3558630 3559438 3560842

3561712 3562362 3563888 3564029 3565207

3565817 3565825 3565909 3566669 3566770

3567203 3567631 3567632 3567672 3567677

3567727 3567737 3568714 3568718 3568719

3568722 3569131 3569134 3569946 3570331

3570532 3570961 3571057 3571126 3571127

3571292 3571902 3572332 3572705 3572817

3572818 3572820 3573356 3573487 3574183

3574638 3575002 3576090 3576346 3576613

3577297 3577781 3577782 3578189 3578321

3578673 3579681 3579837 3580678 3581560

3582083 3582594 3582633 3582673 3582675

3582677 3582796 3583143 3583707 3583708

3584137 3584971 3585370 3585486 3585489

3585709 3585929 3585930 3586163 3586166

3586339 3586761 3587164 3587174 3587175

3587177 3587178 3587182 3587280 3587921

3590170 3590326 3590939 3591400 3591466

3591467 3591468 3592110 3592159 3592364

3592381 3592382 3592524 3592618 3592619

3592714 3592742 3593253 3593341 3594573

3595330 3595382 3595726 3596038 3596040

3596361 3596382 3596764 3596765 3596766

3596932 3597331 3597434 3597435 3597583

3597845 3598343 3598345 3598347 3598438

3598559 3598764 3598842 3599044 3599164

3599210 3599443 3599912 3599921 3600190

3600223 3600310 3600701 3600976 3601037
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3601613 3601641 3602713 3602714 3602715

3602718 3603302 3603303 3603304 3603437

3603709 3603884 3603944 3604248 3604463

3604737 3604840 3604841 3604842 3604844

3604845 3604846 3604848 3604852 3605663

3605897 3605972 3606210 3606504 3606631

3606658 3606769 3606771 3606841 3606998

3607004 3607005 3607010 3607487 3607488

3608051 3608703 3608810 3608986 3609151

3609152 3609186 3609212 3609436 3609509

3609601 3610123 3610334 3610336 3610390

3610391 3610401 3610402 3610403 3610427

3610683 3610885 3611065 3611066 3611217

3611256 3611433 3611508 3611512 3611522

3611733 3611869 3612039 3612062 3612200

3612561 3612564 3613728 3614345 3614370

3614399 3614401 3614496 3614501 3614522

3614638 3614911 3615066 3615080 3615084

3615128 3615438 3615710 3615711 3616050

3616284 3616978 3616979 3617034 3617073

3617258 3617329 3617588 3618496 3618543

3618544 3618545 3618546 3618700 3618876

3618894 3618897 3618900 3618910 3619161

3619830 3619833 3619966 3620210 3620255

3620636 3621150 3621156 3621164 3621617

3621902 3622014 3622943 3622944 3623053

3623401 3623847 3623860 3624477 3624699

3624828 3625125 3625214 3625215 3625220

3625556 3625667 3625676 3625783 3625824

3626128 3626162 3626175 3626177 3626181

3627044 3627045 3627051 3628426 3628813

3628858 3629134 3629728 3630752 3631535

3632329 3632334 3632340 3633938 3634258

3635666 3635691 3635992 3638886 3639074

3639869 3640002 3640687 3640824 3641212

3642485 3643331 3645023 3645746 3647638
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3648312 3650209 3651359 3652789 3652996

3654320 3654594 3654722 3655933 3656299

3657344 3657762 3657845 3658370 3658849

3660559 3660561 3660562 3660563 3661730

3663839 3663878 3664388 3665451 3665590

3665607 3665948 3665967 3666372 3666373

3666387 3666783 3666866 3667139 3668305

3669134 3672746 3672958 3673933 3677891

3678299 3678457 3678716 3678717 3679552

3680227 3680622 3681283 3681453 3681533

3682973 3682974 3682975 3684222 3684560

3685703 3685938 3686023 3686099 3686295

3687323 3687895 3688794 3690082 3690158

3690159 3690321 3690322 3690325 3690327

3692107 3694235 3700507 3701926 3701928

3704460 3705342 3708461 3710261 3713038

3713039 3713288 3714143 3715094 3715461

3717454 3718902 3724217 3725376 3726224

3726485 3727798 3727799 3728060 3734029

3735406 3736005 3738031 3739362 3740493

3741295 3743340 3745223 3745772 3746679

3747181 3748802 3748900 3750718 3750726

3750797 3751127 3752496 3754227 3754322

3755107 3755339 3755650 3756553 3756663

3758004 3758623 3760576 3761193 3761289

3761560 3762947 3762999 3765796 3766219

3767402 3768660 3769619 3772229 3772258

3772882 3773279 3773396 3775932 3799683

3809295 3815352 3816065 3820361 3886435

3898312 3914989 3925077 3929246 3929260

3929836 3934902 3935470 3936121 3939990

3948489 3948929 3951925 3952264 3952271

3952272 3953415 3955093 3955223 3956202

3957305 3958226 3961839 3962281 3963066

3963068 3964776 3965876 3966703 3968382

3968832 3968833 3969311 3969440 3969952
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3971437 3971809 3972777 3973596 3974801

3976279 3976327 3979279 3979375 3979381

3979432 3980141 3984167 3984511 3987150

3988175 3994490 3994989 4001213 4001214

4012137 4013296 4016544 4020252 4022879

4025089 4025173 4025774 4028044 4028420

4029864 4032369 4032421 4033291 4033304

4033423 4036182 4036210 4036410 4036411

4036591 4036623 4037996 4038601 4038978

4039987 4041260 4041906 4041993 4042275

4042309 4042451 4043014 4043297 4043896

4044175 4044180 4044554 4044656 4044691

4044850 4045339 4045422 4045549 4045631

4045637 4046069 4046133 4046218 4046268

4046357 4046636 4046776 4046783 4046788

4046871 4047024 4047242 4047426 4047439

4047584 4047884 4047948 4048172 4048173

4048174 4048175 4048176 4048453 4048600

4048748 4048797 4048917 4048930 4049009

4049155 4049166 4049432 4049433 4049434

4049435 4049474 4049867 4049973 4050100

4050170 4050261 4050520 4050601 4050676

4050832 4050980 4050987 4051052 4051209

4051293 4051407 4051781 4052543 4052681

4052865 4052866 4053063 4053184 4053185

4054231 4054247 4054356 4055043 4055084

4055087 4055242 4055248 4056191 4056598

4056599 4056615 4056662 4056674 4056922

4056926 4056994 4058275 4058532 4058811

4059546 4059584 4060164 4061312 4061394

4061873 4062281 4062282 4062286 4062581

4062582 4062915 4063609 4064992 4065020

4102125 4118432 4118433 4121254 4121359

4140047 4141267 4145772 4147540 4152092

4154898 4155014 4157150 4158461 4160655

4160753 4160773 4160919 4161688 4163115
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4163854 4165568 4167788 4169588 4169615

4170932 4172438 4172882 4174824 4177314

4178417 4181679 4183244 4183984 4183987

4184136 4184459 4185454 4185820 4185825

4186237 4186381 4186382 4187000 4187322

4187435 4187843 4190327 4190530 4191339

4191395 4191407 4191460 4191727 4191978

4192156 4192159 4192161 4192178 4192249

4192253 4192358 4192755 4193050 4193083

4193100 4193214 4193266 4193444 4193592

4193844 4194085 4194209 4194211 4194212

4194252 4194257 4194350 4194428 4195077

4195394 4195674 4195675 4195755 4196100

4196186 4196187 4196726 4196727 4197465

4198062 4198304 4198433 4198441 4198681

4198736 4198752 4198755 4198959 4199567

4199569 4199574 4199575 4199579 4199915

4200112 4200115 4200116 4200124 4200417

4200502 4200537 4200918 4200929 4201236

4201241 4201325 4201328 4201697 4201701

4201736 4201794 4202208 4202478 4202669

4202729 4202938 4202939 4203010 4203037

4203238 4203243 4203341 4203421 4203551

4203552 4203745 4203768 4203774 4203835

4203958 4204041 4204141 4204142 4204174

4204175 4204366 4204378 4204382 4204443

4204475 4204476 4204502 4204505 4204506

4204507 4204510 4204514 4204515 4204516

4204518 4204709 4204711 4204712 4204716

4204733 4204734 4204735 4204736 4205010

4205147 4205149 4205173 4205224 4205230

4205239 4205293 4205299 4205300 4205313

4205373 4205392 4205592 4205634 4205636

4205722 4205851 4205869 4205879 4205949

4205995 4206024 4206025 4206034 4206076

4206078 4206086 4206171 4206173 4206174
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4206176 4206207 4206209 4206211 4206247

4206248 4206249 4206251 4206263 4206338

4206424 4206500 4206603 4206609 4206645

4206752 4206753 4206795 4206802 4206912

4206916 4206927 4206976 4206977 4206980

4206981 4206983 4206984 4206985 4206986

4206987 4206990 4207010 4207028 4207075

4207096 4207099 4207285 4207310 4207356

4207440 4207465 4207549 4207567 4207625

4207824 4207837 4207848 4207905 4207927

4207959 4207969 4207971 4207994 4208006

4208009 4208042 4208045 4208126 4208129

4208130 4208132 4208133 4208151 4208169

4208201 4208245 4208299 4208323 4208330

4208344 4208348 4208356 4208398 4208454

4208509 4208524 4208532 4208564 4208572

4208594 4208640 4208663 4208684 4208712

4208741 4208756 4208759 4208803 4208815

4208826 4208827 4208831 4208843 4208853

4208863 4208876 4208889 4208890 4208942

4208949 4208961 4208981 4208982 4208983

4208985 4208989 4209067 4209069 4209112

4209113 4209122 4209123 4209125 4209137

4209138 4209139 4209140 4209141 4209164

4209166 4209167 4209169 4209222 4209242

4209272 4209288 4209314 4209344 4209351

4209367 4209412 4209423 4209425 4209430

4209445 4209456 4209464 4209466 4209468

4209476 4209479 4209485 4209488 4209563

4209565 4209571 4209636 4209665 4209699

4209708 4209716 4209725 4209727 4209730

4209731 4209732 4209743 4209746 4209758

4209763 4209765 4209767 4209795 4209802

4209817 4209820 4209853 4209882 4209889

4209913 4209943 4209969 4210023 4210056

4210063 4210067 4210085 4210094 4210107
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4210109 4210110 4210111 4210121 4210124

4210125 4210131 4210134 4210140 4210141

4210146 4210147 4210148 4210149 4210177

4210180 4210201 4210230 4210281 4210325

4210326 4210327 4210335 4210345 4210352

4210353 4210356 4210358 4210359 4210378

4210404 4210410 4210411 4210412 4210413

4210416 4210452 4210548 4210550 4210562

4210591 4210592 4210606 4210615 4210616

4210633 4210652 4210654 4210656 4210672

4210699 4210737 4210741 4210744 4210746

4210794 4210795 4210820 4210845 4210846

4210847 4210852 4210854 4210856 4210857

4210858 4210886 4210910 4210917 4210926

4210928 4210929 4210948 4210949 4210982

4210985 4210989 4210994 4211010 4211022

4211053 4211054 4211060 4211091 4211100

4211159 4211162 4211163 4211184 4211210

4211214 4211218 4211222 4211223 4211240

4211269 4211275 4211327 4211329 4211365

4211384 4211386 4211392 4211398 4211400

4211411 4211413 4211420 4211423 4211426

4211429 4211439 4211469 4211487 4211491

4211500 4211501 4211506 4211513 4211514

4211563 4211600 4211602 4211603 4211605

4211648 4211649 4211652 4211664 4211665

4211671 4211676 4211680 4211716 4211717

4211721 4211723 4211762 4211766 4211767

4211773 4211775 4211778 4211789 4211800

4211809 4211811 4211812 4211839 4211840

4211841 4211860 4211862 4211863 4211864

4211865 4211867 4211868 4211870 4211902

4211946 4211953 4211968 4211982 4212033

4212074 4212081 4212123 4212132 4212139

4212149 4212161 4212162 4212164 4212170

4212215 4212216 4212222 4212243 4212246
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4212272 4212277 4212278 4212284 4212292

4212356 4212378 4212383 4212392 4212399

4212412 4212413 4212423 4212438 4212453

4212528 4212530 4212541 4212542 4212543

4212547 4212548 4212549 4212550 4212551

4212571 4212599 4212635 4212637 4212641

4212687 4212710 4212732 4212738 4212747

4212749 4212752 4212754 4212764 4212790

4212809 4212838 4212841 4212863 4212864

4212890 4212926 4212927 4212936 4212947

4212954 4212976 4213002 4213009 4213030

4213041 4213066 4213067 4213068 4213069

4213070 4213085 4213134 4213140 4213143

4213144 4213146 4213188 4213270 4213275

4213308 4213322 4213334 4213364 4213375

4213377 4213463 4213467 4213469 4213489

4213490 4213493 4213525 4213535 4213538

4213539 4213609 4213610 4213611 4213612

4213613 4213617 4213660 4213687 4213712

4213719 4213720 4213761 4213763 4213770

4213781 4213816 4213817 4213818 4213833

4213852 4213863 4213932 4214005 4214012

4214031 4214035 4214036 4214037 4214046

4214055 4214099 4214227 4214243 4214260

4214270 4214281 4214353 4214359 4214362

4214455 4214461 4214462 4214486 4214508

4214509 4214510 4214512 4214513 4214615

4214654 4214680 4214702 4214703 4214710

4214758 4214805 4214862 4214882 4214884

4214904 4214907 4214929 4214957 4214964

4214976 4214980 4214990 4215034 4215093

4215095 4215112 4215116 4215118 4215120

4215122 4215134 4215152 4215161 4215172

4215183 4215271 4215307 4215372 4215413

4215417 4215426 4215427 4215439 4215460

4215461 4215537 4215545 4215556 4215567
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4215583 4215585 4215621 4215622 4215657

4215659 4215671 4215673 4215679 4215707

4215719 4215737 4215761 4215766 4215785

4215790 4215799 4215802 4215827 4215893

4215920 4215934 4216048 4216052 4216082

4216095 4216097 4216131 4216133 4216134

4216139 4216151 4216153 4216180 4216182

4216191 4216198 4216200 4216226 4216228

4216233 4216270 4216283 4216284 4216285

4216286 4216306 4216323 4216328 4216373

4216374 4216481 4216484 4216530 4216538

4216539 4216548 4216549 4216553 4216554

4216595 4216596 4216604 4216669 4216697

4216727 4216728 4216735 4216745 4216746

4216778 4216779 4216798 4216809 4216810

4216843 4216863 4216866 4216873 4216898

4216914 4216915 4216920 4216960 4217005

4217036 4217040 4217041 4217056 4217057

4217100 4217103 4217109 4217110 4217111

4217114 4217117 4217120 4217132 4217144

4217155 4217164 4217306 4217355 4217379

4217400 4217401 4217402 4217452 4217574

4217595 4217605 4217625 4217675 4217685

4217754 4217793 4217849 4217881 4217898

4217900 4217901 4217913 4217960 4217967

4217974 4218005 4218011 4218021 4218045

4218083 4218096 4218192 4218322 4218379

4218381 4218398 4218431 4218462 4218488

4218507 4218568 4218600 4218611 4218612

4218615 4218616 4218621 4218656 4218663

4218672 4218680 4218790 4218826 4218838

4218848 4218887 4218890 4218895 4218947

4219031 4219078 4219167 4219201 4219245

4219248 4219334 4219336 4219392 4219393

4219397 4219426 4219453 4219455 4219461

4219476 4219584 4219616 4219743 4219746
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4219761 4219773 4219906 4219927 4220037

4220042 4220052 4220054 4220057 4220059

4220061 4220062 4220064 4220077 4220079

4220080 4220081 4220082 4220083 4220137

4220185 4220186 4220224 4220238 4220359

4220544 4220546 4220616 4220622 4220623

4220624 4220714 4220715 4220716 4220736

4220737 4220749 4220770 4220777 4220823

4220922 4220923 4220924 4220927 4220964

4220965 4220968 4221004 4221005 4221007

4221008 4221011 4221153 4221157 4221159

4221175 4221177 4221228 4221229 4221230

4221231 4221361 4221375 4221384 4221391

4221392 4221393 4221411 4221413 4221432

4221433 4221441 4221443 4221461 4221462

4221464 4221551 4221575 4221626 4221646

4221647 4221683 4221723 4221726 4221728

4221733 4221734 4221735 4221736 4221759

4221811 4221817 4221820 4221822 4221918

4221924 4221927 4221928 4221929 4221931

4221954 4221955 4221967 4221975 4221976

4221978 4222068 4222113 4222114 4222116

4222130 4222131 4222164 4222167 4222168

4222175 4222186 4222208 4222221 4222233

4222305 4222309 4222327 4222423 4222424

4222476 4222477 4222504 4222520 4222531

4222537 4222558 4222567 4222571 4222630

4222639 4222643 4222651 4222654 4222663

4222667 4222721 4222741 4222743 4222749

4222750 4222805 4222806 4222861 4222874

4222877 4222883 4222906 4222908 4222944

4222962 4222963 4222966 4222983 4222986

4222987 4223041 4223044 4223061 4223064

4223065 4223070 4223084 4223089 4223094

4223096 4223097 4223210 4223223 4223224

4223235 4223236 4223242 4223245 4223247
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4223255 4223262 4223277 4223295 4223300

4223302 4223314 4223315 4223351 4223353

4223357 4223441 4223444 4223517 4223519

4223522 4223523 4223525 4223533 4223534

4223542 4223567 4223624 4223630 4223664

4223767 4223775 4223784 4223828 4223829

4223863 4223866 4223907 4223911 4223935

4223939 4223951 4223954 4223955 4223971

4223974 4223986 4223992 4223993 4223994

4224060 4224075 4224079 4224089 4224101

4224105 4224106 4224107 4224186 4224219

4224234 4224272 4224296 4224318 4224319

4224326 4224334 4224335 4224355 4224360

4224362 4224369 4224412 4224435 4224457

4224508 4224509 4224510 4224511 4224554

4224559 4224565 4224575 4224583 4224584

4224585 4224599 4224637 4224709 4224764

4224768 4224769 4224794 4224795 4224796

4224802 4224803 4224807 4224808 4224815

4224821 4224822 4224823 4224937 4224950

4224953 4224961 4224997 4225001 4225011

4225035 4225171 4225176 4225180 4225234

4225240 4225254 4225257 4225272 4225282

4225307 4225317 4225321 4225325 4225327

4225328 4225334 4225383 4225492 4225496

4225498 4225499 4225500 4225522 4225542

4225572 4225578 4225597 4225600 4225604

4225686 4225702 4225707 4225710 4225748

4225760 4225770 4225778 4225779 4225785

4225787 4225788 4225812 4225817 4225818

4225844 4225845 4225959 4225980 4225982

4226035 4226062 4226063 4226164 4226185

4226195 4226217 4226222 4226233 4226291

4226366 4226387 4226393 4226417 4226426

4226427 4226470 4226508 4226524 4226541

4226550 4226571 4226574 4226575 4226576
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4226579 4226595 4226600 4226631 4226657

4226667 4226725 4226734 4226756 4226807

4226813 4226814 4226818 4226834 4226838

4226839 4226848 4226868 4226889 4227005

4227008 4227009 4227010 4227023 4227024

4227025 4227026 4227027 4227040 4227043

4227090 4227101 4227154 4227159 4227209

4227210 4227211 4227215 4227227 4227228

4227297 4227305 4227319 4227327 4227348

4227349 4227351 4227432 4227441 4227445

4227449 4227463 4227476 4227478 4227545

4227549 4227550 4227553 4227614 4227618

4227620 4227622 4227632 4227649 4227654

4227656 4227764 4227765 4227919 4227943

4227947 4227950 4227968 4228047 4228064

4228065 4228073 4228156 4228176 4228178

4228179 4228181 4228184 4228295 4228346

4228347 4228353 4228360 4228361 4228365

4228366 4228433 4228450 4228472 4228477

4228478 4228479 4228484 4228514 4228519

4228520 4228524 4228525 4228559 4228571

4228658 4228661 4228677 4228688 4228756

4228767 4228777 4228787 4228841 4228912

4228921 4228925 4228936 4228946 4228947

4228948 4229023 4229024 4229025 4229032

4229110 4229118 4229121 4229122 4229123

4229125 4229141 4229142 4229143 4229151

4229213 4229242 4229307 4229308 4229309

4229310 4229327 4229398 4229438 4229441

4229450 4229532 4229534 4229598 4229655

4229656 4229657 4229658 4229659 4229660

4229706 4229725 4229730 4229733 4229734

4229759 4229760 4229829 4229850 4229854

4229855 4229856 4229881 4229893 4229901

4229906 4229912 4229913 4230062 4230063

4230072 4230306 4230308 4230370 4230371
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4230372 4230373 4230375 4230387 4230411

4230412 4230423 4230435 4230436 4230474

4230504 4230505 4230507 4230508 4230510

4230525 4230526 4230527 4230528 4230550

4230551 4230556 4230857 4230935 4230964

4231567 4231581 4231823 4231824 4231977

4232301 4232302 4232379 4232415 4232429

4232454 4232497 4232545 4232551 4232602

4232613 4232648 4232661 4232709 4232790

4233245 4233299 4233305 4233367 4233376

4233686 4233731 4233959 4234031 4234035

4234213 4234242 4234245 4234576 4235479

4235650 4235653 4235654 4235663 4235757

4236487 4236672 4237144 4237145 4239313
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

555516 14 30/07/2011

557071 30 23/08/2011

613103 5 01/12/2003

643344 9 18/10/2011

1002485 12 10/04/2011

1010923 30 21/05/2011

1023882 29 06/07/2011

1023886 30 06/07/2011

1023887 29 06/07/2011

1023892 29 06/07/2011

1023899 29 06/07/2011

1023904 29 06/07/2011

1023906 29 06/07/2011

1023907 30 06/07/2011

1027151 20 16/07/2011

1027882 7 17/07/2011

1028200 5 18/07/2011

1028745 5 19/07/2011

1028974 5 20/07/2011

1028975 24 20/07/2011

1029357 30 23/07/2011

1029364 30 23/07/2011 11:10:25

1029547 9 23/07/2011

1029648 5 23/07/2011

1031140 34 26/07/2011

1031141 31 26/07/2011

1032093 3 30/07/2011

1032330 30 30/07/2011

1032729 5 31/07/2011

1032750 16 31/07/2011

1032912 25 31/07/2011

1033418 30 01/08/2011

1033750 31 02/08/2011

1033948 5 02/08/2011

1034060 25 03/08/2011

1034409 32 06/08/2011

1034411 32 06/08/2011

1034983 16 07/08/2011

1035789 25 10/08/2011

1035790 25 10/08/2011
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1036676 16 14/08/2011

1036898 9 14/08/2011 14:54:01

1037172 25 16/08/2011

1037173 25 16/08/2011

1038701 32 22/08/2011

1038756 5 22/08/2011

1040961 5 30/08/2011

1041771 5 03/09/2011

1041773 5 03/09/2011

1043306 8 07/09/2011

1043365 18 10/09/2011

1043782 12 11/09/2011

1043830 3 11/09/2011

1045186 5 17/09/2011

1046426 29 20/09/2011

1047887 1 27/09/2011

1048255 30 28/09/2011

1052405 9 16/10/2011

1053145 30 19/10/2011

1053146 30 19/10/2011

1055909 31 01/11/2011

1055910 34 01/11/2011

1057271 31 07/11/2011

1057272 34 07/11/2011

1057595 30 08/11/2011

1058605 9 12/11/2011

1058915 34 13/11/2011 09:35:47

1061072 17 19/11/2011

1061073 16 19/11/2011

1061076 29 19/11/2011

1061078 7 19/11/2011

1061080 5 19/11/2011

1061084 16 19/11/2011

1061085 8 19/11/2011

1061087 5 19/11/2011

1063390 12 28/11/2011

1067242 5 18/12/2011

1072577 9 09/01/2012

1072582 9 09/01/2012
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1073628 25 14/01/2012

1075008 29 21/01/2012
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020  
 

NOTIFICATION 

SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 The advertisement of the mark under application No 4171225 published in the Trade Marks 
Journal No 1927 dated 11.11.2019 is hereby cancelled as the process for withdrawal of 
acceptance of the mark under this application has been initiated. 

2 The advertisement of the mark under application No 3323530 published in the Trade Marks 
Journal No 1925 dated 28.10.2019 is hereby cancelled as the process for withdrawal of 
acceptance of the mark has been initiated. 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1935 ,   06/01/2020  
 

PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

1123718 - 31, 1123717 - 31, 718469 - 5, 1322256 - 5, 624650 - 5, 689371 - 31, 718480 - 5, 1049181 - 31, 
1036980 - 31, 1276009 - 31, 1123724 - 31, 1276008 - 31: Proprietor Altered to INDIAN HERBS 
OVERSEAS , 21, Acharya Niketan, Mayur Vihar, Phase-I, New Delhi - 92 
INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH & SUPPLY CO. (P) LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH & SUPPLY CO. LTD., 
INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH AND SUPPLY CO.(P) LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH & SUPPLY CO. 
LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH AND SUPPLY CO. LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH & SUPPLY CO. 
LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH & SUPPLY CO. (P) LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESERACH & SUPPLY CO. 
LTD., INDIAN HERBS RESEARCH & SUPPLY CO. PVT .LTD.

1434769 - 29, 911054 - 29: Proprietor Altered to BOLA SURENDRA KAMNATH & SONS , KEDINJE 
574110, KARKALA KARNATAKA 
MYSORE MERCANTILE CO. LTD, MYSORE MERCANTILE COMPANY LIMITED

763414 - 9, 800428 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SORELEC , 165 Boulevard de Valmy, 92700 COLOMBES, 
France 
ALCATEL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

1380152 - 7: Proprietor Altered to R.R. RANGHANATHEN,K.MOHAN SENTHIL 
LUMAR,R.R.VIDHYAADHARAM,R.J.GIRIDHAR PRASATH,C.R. DHARANI trading as AQUA FLOW , 
2/189-C, KARAYAMPULAYAM ROAD, MYLAMPATTI POST, CIOBATORE-641062 TAMILNADU 
AQUA FLOW

1571349 - 99: Proprietor Altered to JOHNSON MUTTHEY FUEL CELLS LIMITED , 5TH FLOOR, 25 
FURRINGDON STREET, LONDON, EC4A 4AB, UNITED KINGDOM 
JOHNSON MATTHEY PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

845506 - 9: Proprietor Altered to M/S MARS FILMS , NO.53, GROUND FLOOR,KHADI COMMISSION 
HBCS,VIVEKANADA NAGAR, KATTARIGUPPE MAIN ROAD, BANGLORE 560085 
MARS RECORDING PRIVATE LIMITED.

2247738 - 23, 2247739 - 35, 2245022 - 23, 2245023 - 35: Proprietor Altered to SRI JAYAVILAS 
SUBBARATJ SPINNING MILLS PRIVATE LIMITED , 2/864, THIRUCHULI ROAD, 
KANJANAICKENPATTI, SEMPATTI POST, ARUPPUKOTTAI TALUK-626101, VIRUDHANAGAR 
DISTRICT, TAMILNADU SOUTH INDIA 
ARUPPUKOTTAI SRI JAYAVILAS LIMITED

1315490 - 5, 1365457 - 5, 1315492 - 5, 1354968 - 5, 1406488 - 5, 1336768 - 5: Proprietor Altered to 
V.SUPRIYA , PLOT NO.5, 2ND FLOOR, SANCHARPURI COLONY, PHASE-2, OLD AIRPORT ROAD, 
NEW BOWENPALLY, SECUNDERABAD (A.P) 
UNIX HEALTH CARE,, UNIX HEALTH CARE, UNIX HEALTH CARE., UNIX HEALTH CARE

1133046 - 8: Proprietor Altered to N. V. EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED , P-12, New C.IT Road, 
Kolkata -700073, West Bengal, India. 
LASER SHAVING (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

518507 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to GROSFILLEX SAS 
GROSFILLEX SARL.

763414 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to T & A MOBILE PHONES SAS 
TCL & ALCATEL MOBILE PHONES SAS

763414 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to TCL & ALCATEL MOBILE PHONES SAS 
SORELEC

620817 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to JAGDISH AUTOMOBILES 
P.S. AUTOMOBILES
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

193432 5 31/12/2019 15:13:51

562430 4 31/12/2019 11:45:50

562520 3 01/01/2020 12:30:29

563138 24 03/01/2020 16:07:00

563140 10 03/01/2020 16:07:28

646394 32 31/12/2019 15:14:18

646425 11 31/12/2019 15:14:56

646910 3 02/01/2020 10:59:41

646911 4 02/01/2020 11:00:04

647603 24 03/01/2020 11:38:56

647659 10 03/01/2020 11:39:23

983476 25 03/01/2020 11:32:57

1061502 18 31/12/2019 11:47:08

1061516 16 31/12/2019 11:46:30

1061584 21 31/12/2019 11:53:27

1061591 30 31/12/2019 10:46:41

1061592 31 31/12/2019 10:47:28

1061593 32 31/12/2019 10:47:48

1061594 33 31/12/2019 10:48:11

1061595 34 31/12/2019 10:49:13

1061597 5 31/12/2019 10:50:03

1061598 16 31/12/2019 10:51:07

1061600 16 31/12/2019 10:54:33

1061601 30 31/12/2019 10:55:15

1061604 30 31/12/2019 10:55:37

1061605 16 31/12/2019 10:55:59

1061611 3 31/12/2019 10:56:22

1061615 12 31/12/2019 10:56:44

1061616 7 31/12/2019 10:58:51

1061629 7 31/12/2019 11:00:11

1061632 17 31/12/2019 11:00:34

1061635 12 31/12/2019 11:00:55

1061637 14 31/12/2019 11:01:18

1061639 11 31/12/2019 11:01:42

1061640 12 31/12/2019 11:02:04

1061641 11 31/12/2019 11:02:25

1061643 7 31/12/2019 11:02:46

1061644 30 31/12/2019 11:03:08

1061648 2 31/12/2019 11:03:31

1061649 16 31/12/2019 11:03:52
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1061650 9 31/12/2019 11:04:18

1061653 16 31/12/2019 11:04:40

1061654 16 31/12/2019 11:05:02

1061657 16 31/12/2019 11:05:23

1061659 9 31/12/2019 11:55:18

1061660 6 31/12/2019 11:05:48

1061661 8 31/12/2019 11:55:41

1061668 7 31/12/2019 11:06:14

1061670 16 31/12/2019 11:06:41

1061671 9 31/12/2019 11:07:23

1061672 3 31/12/2019 11:07:46

1061674 16 31/12/2019 11:08:07

1061675 29 31/12/2019 11:08:28

1061676 30 31/12/2019 11:08:55

1061677 16 31/12/2019 11:09:26

1061678 7 31/12/2019 11:09:47

1061694 10 31/12/2019 11:56:06

1061695 32 31/12/2019 11:10:11

1061709 5 31/12/2019 11:10:35

1061710 5 31/12/2019 11:10:59

1061712 5 31/12/2019 11:11:31

1061715 5 31/12/2019 11:11:59

1061717 5 31/12/2019 11:12:28

1061720 5 31/12/2019 11:40:17

1061724 5 31/12/2019 11:40:40

1061725 5 31/12/2019 11:41:01

1061726 5 31/12/2019 11:41:21

1061727 5 31/12/2019 11:41:46

1061731 5 31/12/2019 11:42:06

1061734 5 31/12/2019 11:42:27

1061736 5 31/12/2019 11:42:48

1061737 5 31/12/2019 11:43:35

1061740 30 31/12/2019 11:43:57

1061742 30 31/12/2019 11:57:37

1061746 25 31/12/2019 11:58:04

1061748 7 31/12/2019 11:58:23

1061749 16 31/12/2019 11:58:58

1061750 5 31/12/2019 11:59:20

1061752 5 31/12/2019 11:59:56
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1061753 5 31/12/2019 12:09:13

1061754 5 31/12/2019 12:09:43

1061755 16 31/12/2019 12:10:10

1061759 5 31/12/2019 12:10:33

1061762 9 31/12/2019 12:10:54

1061765 23 31/12/2019 12:16:26

1061766 6 31/12/2019 12:16:50

1061767 6 31/12/2019 12:17:14

1061768 6 31/12/2019 12:17:34

1061769 6 31/12/2019 12:17:56

1061770 6 31/12/2019 15:16:12

1061773 25 31/12/2019 12:18:21

1061774 16 31/12/2019 12:21:39

1061793 19 31/12/2019 12:22:06

1061797 16 31/12/2019 15:16:40

1061822 9 31/12/2019 12:22:40

1061842 30 31/12/2019 12:23:08

1061843 9 31/12/2019 15:17:31

1061844 9 31/12/2019 12:23:50

1061953 9 31/12/2019 12:24:19

1061959 7 31/12/2019 12:24:54

1061960 9 31/12/2019 12:25:18

1061962 19 31/12/2019 12:30:50

1061963 19 31/12/2019 12:31:11

1061965 29 31/12/2019 12:31:32

1061971 9 31/12/2019 12:31:56

1062118 25 31/12/2019 12:33:27

1062130 25 31/12/2019 12:33:51

1062153 25 31/12/2019 12:34:13

1062154 25 31/12/2019 12:34:36

1062155 25 31/12/2019 12:35:02

1062157 25 31/12/2019 12:35:28

1062161 14 31/12/2019 12:35:55

1062162 9 31/12/2019 12:36:23

1062163 5 31/12/2019 15:21:35

1062164 5 31/12/2019 12:36:58

1062165 5 31/12/2019 12:38:12

1062166 5 31/12/2019 12:38:36

1062169 4 31/12/2019 12:38:57
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1062170 4 31/12/2019 12:39:19

1062171 29 31/12/2019 15:18:32

1062175 5 31/12/2019 12:39:44

1062177 3 31/12/2019 12:40:10

1062178 1 31/12/2019 12:40:32

1062179 5 31/12/2019 12:40:55

1062185 2 31/12/2019 12:41:21

1062200 12 31/12/2019 14:43:16

1062201 7 31/12/2019 14:43:44

1062202 5 31/12/2019 14:44:06

1062208 9 31/12/2019 14:44:27

1062209 11 31/12/2019 14:44:46

1062216 16 31/12/2019 14:45:08

1062238 25 31/12/2019 14:45:30

1062240 9 31/12/2019 14:46:17

1062241 17 31/12/2019 14:46:43

1062247 19 31/12/2019 14:49:06

1062251 12 31/12/2019 14:55:28

1062252 12 31/12/2019 14:55:50

1062253 12 31/12/2019 14:56:18

1062257 28 31/12/2019 14:56:43

1062259 5 31/12/2019 14:57:04

1062261 30 31/12/2019 15:19:18

1062263 3 31/12/2019 14:57:28

1062266 12 31/12/2019 14:57:51

1062273 5 31/12/2019 15:03:35

1062278 29 31/12/2019 15:04:00

1062279 30 31/12/2019 15:19:52

1062286 5 31/12/2019 15:20:28

1062288 5 31/12/2019 15:04:22

1062289 5 31/12/2019 15:09:57

1062295 2 31/12/2019 15:23:13

1062298 5 31/12/2019 15:23:36

1062303 5 31/12/2019 15:24:03

1062305 16 31/12/2019 15:24:27

1062306 29 31/12/2019 15:24:50

1062307 29 31/12/2019 15:25:13

1062308 5 31/12/2019 15:25:36

1062309 16 31/12/2019 15:26:01
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1062333 5 31/12/2019 15:29:05

1062335 32 31/12/2019 15:29:27

1062336 32 31/12/2019 15:29:48

1062337 14 31/12/2019 15:30:13

1062338 24 31/12/2019 15:30:35

1062339 25 31/12/2019 15:34:52

1062340 24 31/12/2019 15:35:14

1062343 30 31/12/2019 15:35:35

1062345 10 31/12/2019 15:35:58

1062363 3 01/01/2020 12:31:04

1062366 10 31/12/2019 15:36:28

1062368 16 31/12/2019 15:36:51

1062384 16 31/12/2019 15:37:15

1062388 16 31/12/2019 15:54:28

1062389 16 31/12/2019 15:54:51

1062391 5 31/12/2019 15:55:13

1062393 5 31/12/2019 15:55:32

1062394 5 31/12/2019 15:55:56

1062395 5 31/12/2019 15:56:16

1062396 5 31/12/2019 15:56:40

1062397 5 31/12/2019 15:57:06

1062398 5 31/12/2019 15:57:26

1062406 30 01/01/2020 10:29:23

1062410 30 01/01/2020 10:30:58

1062413 3 01/01/2020 12:31:54

1062419 9 01/01/2020 10:31:31

1062421 11 01/01/2020 12:32:40

1062428 3 01/01/2020 10:32:01

1062432 16 01/01/2020 10:32:25

1062437 29 01/01/2020 10:32:47

1062440 30 01/01/2020 10:33:12

1062448 24 01/01/2020 10:34:04

1062450 12 01/01/2020 10:34:39

1062457 16 01/01/2020 10:35:14

1062459 30 01/01/2020 10:35:33

1062460 11 01/01/2020 10:35:58

1062461 11 01/01/2020 10:37:25

1062462 11 01/01/2020 10:37:48

1062464 3 01/01/2020 10:38:10
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1062465 3 01/01/2020 10:38:30

1062470 9 01/01/2020 10:38:53

1062471 12 01/01/2020 10:39:15

1062476 16 01/01/2020 10:39:37

1062480 16 01/01/2020 10:39:59

1062484 29 01/01/2020 10:40:27

1062487 5 01/01/2020 12:33:15

1062488 5 01/01/2020 10:40:55

1062493 5 01/01/2020 10:41:21

1062502 5 01/01/2020 10:41:45

1062503 5 01/01/2020 10:42:10

1062508 19 01/01/2020 10:42:33

1062550 19 01/01/2020 12:34:05

1062551 20 01/01/2020 12:08:34

1062552 21 01/01/2020 12:14:17

1062553 24 01/01/2020 12:35:24

1062554 27 01/01/2020 12:15:24

1062555 28 01/01/2020 12:18:41

1062556 30 01/01/2020 12:19:53

1062557 31 01/01/2020 12:20:14

1062558 32 01/01/2020 12:20:36

1062559 33 01/01/2020 12:22:29

1062560 33 01/01/2020 12:22:51

1062562 31 01/01/2020 12:23:12

1062563 30 01/01/2020 12:24:49

1062564 27 01/01/2020 12:25:19

1062566 21 01/01/2020 12:25:42

1062567 20 01/01/2020 12:26:06

1062569 18 01/01/2020 12:26:32

1062570 16 01/01/2020 12:26:55

1062575 4 01/01/2020 12:34:58

1062581 30 01/01/2020 12:27:19

1062597 5 01/01/2020 12:27:43

1062679 30 01/01/2020 12:36:32

1062680 25 01/01/2020 12:36:58

1062681 16 01/01/2020 12:37:26

1062682 16 01/01/2020 12:38:04

1062683 16 01/01/2020 12:38:37

1062684 9 01/01/2020 12:39:32
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1062693 29 01/01/2020 12:40:06

1062694 32 01/01/2020 12:40:27

1062702 16 01/01/2020 12:41:01

1062703 9 01/01/2020 12:41:44

1062710 4 01/01/2020 12:42:12

1062713 9 01/01/2020 12:43:03

1062714 10 01/01/2020 12:43:37

1062715 28 01/01/2020 12:44:13

1062731 16 01/01/2020 16:31:27

1062732 30 01/01/2020 14:54:14

1062752 6 01/01/2020 14:54:39

1062765 3 01/01/2020 14:55:02

1062850 9 01/01/2020 14:55:29

1062851 9 01/01/2020 14:55:52

1062853 9 01/01/2020 14:56:17

1062854 1 01/01/2020 14:56:39

1062859 1 01/01/2020 14:57:05

1062860 1 01/01/2020 14:57:40

1062861 34 01/01/2020 14:58:01

1062862 34 01/01/2020 14:58:24

1062863 34 01/01/2020 14:58:49

1062866 34 01/01/2020 14:59:12

1062868 29 01/01/2020 16:35:01

1062872 30 01/01/2020 14:59:43

1062875 7 01/01/2020 15:00:26

1062876 7 01/01/2020 15:00:57

1062877 7 01/01/2020 16:36:31

1062881 17 01/01/2020 15:01:27

1062882 32 01/01/2020 15:01:53

1062883 9 01/01/2020 15:02:15

1062886 30 01/01/2020 15:02:40

1062887 3 01/01/2020 15:03:12

1062892 9 01/01/2020 15:03:42

1062894 9 01/01/2020 15:04:08

1062899 16 01/01/2020 15:04:58

1062900 29 01/01/2020 15:05:35

1062907 7 01/01/2020 15:06:04

1062908 7 01/01/2020 15:06:28

1062911 30 01/01/2020 16:37:07
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1062914 5 01/01/2020 16:37:35

1062916 12 01/01/2020 15:06:57

1062917 12 01/01/2020 15:07:23

1062923 7 01/01/2020 15:07:55

1062925 9 01/01/2020 15:08:22

1062933 5 01/01/2020 15:09:05

1062935 5 01/01/2020 15:09:28

1062937 5 01/01/2020 15:09:53

1062958 21 01/01/2020 15:19:03

1062959 25 01/01/2020 15:19:25

1062960 31 01/01/2020 15:19:46

1062963 32 01/01/2020 15:20:07

1062965 25 01/01/2020 15:20:31

1062969 20 01/01/2020 15:20:57

1062972 20 01/01/2020 15:21:24

1062973 6 01/01/2020 16:38:35

1062975 9 01/01/2020 15:21:52

1062977 6 01/01/2020 16:39:07

1062978 21 01/01/2020 15:59:43

1062981 19 01/01/2020 16:00:29

1062982 20 01/01/2020 16:01:04

1062983 21 01/01/2020 16:01:28

1062984 9 01/01/2020 16:02:05

1062990 1 01/01/2020 16:03:13

1062992 1 01/01/2020 16:03:39

1062996 1 01/01/2020 16:04:15

1062997 9 01/01/2020 16:05:42

1062998 10 01/01/2020 16:06:05

1063001 30 01/01/2020 16:10:50

1063002 31 01/01/2020 16:13:33

1063003 7 01/01/2020 16:13:53

1063009 28 01/01/2020 16:14:18

1063010 25 01/01/2020 16:14:53

1063018 25 01/01/2020 16:15:57

1063025 5 01/01/2020 16:16:19

1063026 5 01/01/2020 16:17:09

1063027 7 01/01/2020 16:17:58

1063028 14 01/01/2020 16:18:22

1063039 9 01/01/2020 16:40:02
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1063067 3 01/01/2020 16:18:53

1063093 12 01/01/2020 16:19:18

1063094 11 01/01/2020 16:19:41

1063095 30 01/01/2020 16:40:40

1063098 8 01/01/2020 16:20:10

1063107 9 01/01/2020 16:41:58

1063114 20 01/01/2020 16:20:44

1063115 20 01/01/2020 16:41:15

1063118 16 01/01/2020 16:28:25

1063120 30 01/01/2020 16:28:46

1063123 30 01/01/2020 16:29:06

1063125 24 01/01/2020 16:29:29

1063128 24 01/01/2020 16:29:51

1063153 32 02/01/2020 10:01:53

1063156 32 02/01/2020 10:02:22

1063157 5 02/01/2020 10:02:44

1063169 5 02/01/2020 10:04:12

1063170 32 02/01/2020 10:04:33

1063171 30 02/01/2020 10:04:55

1063173 10 02/01/2020 10:05:25

1063195 16 02/01/2020 10:05:50

1063204 2 02/01/2020 10:06:18

1063205 3 02/01/2020 10:06:47

1063206 4 02/01/2020 10:07:11

1063207 5 02/01/2020 10:07:32

1063209 7 02/01/2020 10:07:56

1063210 8 02/01/2020 10:08:17

1063212 10 02/01/2020 10:08:38

1063214 12 02/01/2020 10:09:05

1063215 13 02/01/2020 10:09:55

1063216 14 02/01/2020 10:10:43

1063217 15 02/01/2020 10:11:05

1063218 16 02/01/2020 10:11:30

1063219 16 02/01/2020 10:11:55

1063220 17 02/01/2020 10:12:18

1063221 18 02/01/2020 10:22:30

1063223 20 02/01/2020 10:32:08

1063224 21 02/01/2020 10:32:34

1063225 22 02/01/2020 10:32:56
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1063226 23 02/01/2020 10:33:26

1063228 25 02/01/2020 10:34:25

1063230 27 02/01/2020 10:34:59

1063231 28 02/01/2020 11:01:18

1063232 29 02/01/2020 10:35:49

1063235 32 02/01/2020 10:36:08

1063236 33 02/01/2020 10:36:31

1063237 34 02/01/2020 10:39:37

1063247 12 02/01/2020 10:41:04

1063248 12 02/01/2020 10:41:30

1063249 12 02/01/2020 10:42:31

1063253 14 02/01/2020 10:42:57

1063261 30 02/01/2020 10:43:24

1063262 4 02/01/2020 10:43:48

1063263 30 02/01/2020 10:44:15

1063264 9 02/01/2020 10:44:46

1063265 3 02/01/2020 10:45:47

1063266 3 02/01/2020 10:46:11

1063269 30 02/01/2020 10:46:34

1063270 29 02/01/2020 10:47:10

1063271 9 02/01/2020 10:47:36

1063272 5 02/01/2020 10:48:04

1063281 9 02/01/2020 10:48:31

1063288 22 02/01/2020 10:49:02

1063293 28 02/01/2020 11:02:37

1063295 9 02/01/2020 10:49:31

1063296 5 02/01/2020 10:50:00

1063310 5 02/01/2020 11:03:31

1063334 25 02/01/2020 10:50:39

1063336 11 02/01/2020 10:51:10

1063337 31 02/01/2020 10:51:35

1063338 7 02/01/2020 10:52:23

1063342 32 02/01/2020 10:55:34

1063343 30 02/01/2020 10:57:21

1063371 3 02/01/2020 11:05:04

1063380 16 02/01/2020 10:57:50

1063384 6 02/01/2020 11:05:43

1063387 12 02/01/2020 11:09:36

1063388 6 02/01/2020 11:09:59
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1063389 6 02/01/2020 11:32:25

1063391 12 02/01/2020 11:32:51

1063403 5 02/01/2020 11:33:12

1063404 5 02/01/2020 11:33:37

1063407 12 02/01/2020 11:34:00

1063408 30 02/01/2020 14:20:21

1063416 5 02/01/2020 11:45:23

1063432 25 02/01/2020 14:22:17

1063433 25 02/01/2020 14:22:50

1063442 34 02/01/2020 11:45:51

1063445 32 02/01/2020 11:46:49

1063456 9 02/01/2020 11:47:20

1063459 11 02/01/2020 11:48:11

1063460 16 02/01/2020 11:48:48

1063462 16 02/01/2020 11:49:16

1063463 16 02/01/2020 11:57:28

1063465 16 02/01/2020 11:58:19

1063482 12 02/01/2020 11:58:51

1063483 12 02/01/2020 11:59:16

1063484 12 02/01/2020 12:00:20

1063494 1 02/01/2020 12:00:53

1063496 3 02/01/2020 12:01:25

1063500 5 02/01/2020 12:01:49

1063503 3 02/01/2020 12:02:09

1063504 3 02/01/2020 12:02:35

1063507 6 02/01/2020 12:04:55

1063508 9 02/01/2020 12:05:18

1063509 6 02/01/2020 12:05:40

1063514 9 02/01/2020 12:06:03

1063521 5 02/01/2020 12:06:30

1063522 9 02/01/2020 12:06:53

1063524 9 02/01/2020 12:07:19

1063528 5 02/01/2020 12:07:41

1063529 5 02/01/2020 12:08:07

1063530 5 02/01/2020 12:08:34

1063531 5 02/01/2020 12:09:00

1063535 2 02/01/2020 12:09:25

1063536 16 02/01/2020 12:10:00

1063537 20 02/01/2020 12:10:26
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1063538 20 02/01/2020 12:10:55

1063539 5 02/01/2020 12:11:19

1063543 32 02/01/2020 12:12:53

1063544 3 02/01/2020 12:20:15

1063545 30 02/01/2020 12:20:50

1063547 25 02/01/2020 12:26:45

1063548 16 02/01/2020 12:27:11

1063549 9 02/01/2020 12:27:36

1063550 30 02/01/2020 12:28:12

1063551 29 02/01/2020 12:28:41

1063552 30 02/01/2020 12:29:08

1063554 9 02/01/2020 12:29:42

1063555 9 02/01/2020 12:30:11

1063558 9 02/01/2020 12:30:45

1063561 28 02/01/2020 12:31:18

1063568 5 02/01/2020 12:31:45

1063569 5 02/01/2020 12:32:22

1063572 25 02/01/2020 12:32:50

1063590 9 02/01/2020 12:33:13

1063595 30 02/01/2020 12:33:42

1063600 25 02/01/2020 12:34:14

1063606 5 02/01/2020 12:34:46

1063666 30 02/01/2020 12:35:32

1063671 9 02/01/2020 12:35:57

1063674 5 02/01/2020 12:36:30

1063675 32 02/01/2020 12:37:04

1063678 9 02/01/2020 12:37:50

1063681 9 02/01/2020 12:38:12

1063693 34 02/01/2020 12:39:52

1063694 3 02/01/2020 12:40:41

1063696 11 02/01/2020 14:24:51

1063727 16 02/01/2020 14:33:05

1063733 3 02/01/2020 14:34:29

1063734 25 02/01/2020 14:35:52

1063742 19 02/01/2020 14:36:29

1063743 19 02/01/2020 14:38:53

1063744 19 02/01/2020 14:39:29

1063747 19 02/01/2020 14:42:47

1063748 19 02/01/2020 14:43:13
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
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1063750 19 02/01/2020 14:43:43

1063751 19 02/01/2020 14:44:26

1063752 19 02/01/2020 14:45:16

1063753 19 02/01/2020 14:57:45

1063754 19 02/01/2020 14:58:10

1063755 19 02/01/2020 14:58:38

1063756 19 02/01/2020 14:59:08

1063764 30 02/01/2020 14:59:41

1063765 30 02/01/2020 15:00:33

1063773 16 02/01/2020 15:00:59

1063774 16 02/01/2020 15:01:21

1063779 16 02/01/2020 15:01:55

1063780 9 02/01/2020 15:02:30

1063781 17 02/01/2020 15:03:04

1063782 17 02/01/2020 15:03:31

1063790 19 02/01/2020 15:03:58

1063793 25 02/01/2020 15:04:28

1063811 10 02/01/2020 15:05:00

1063812 10 02/01/2020 15:05:30

1063814 7 02/01/2020 15:05:53

1063815 11 02/01/2020 15:06:17

1063817 9 02/01/2020 15:06:44

1063818 5 02/01/2020 15:07:11

1063819 5 02/01/2020 15:07:36

1063820 5 02/01/2020 16:38:51

1063822 5 02/01/2020 15:08:14

1063824 5 02/01/2020 15:08:42

1063825 5 02/01/2020 15:09:07

1063826 23 02/01/2020 15:09:32

1063827 17 02/01/2020 15:10:00

1063828 24 02/01/2020 15:10:31

1063829 23 02/01/2020 15:11:02

1063830 17 02/01/2020 15:11:27

1063831 10 02/01/2020 15:11:53

1063839 30 02/01/2020 15:12:20

1063844 9 02/01/2020 15:12:54

1063845 30 02/01/2020 15:13:46

1063854 3 02/01/2020 15:14:11

1063868 30 02/01/2020 15:14:37
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1063869 3 02/01/2020 15:15:40

1063893 5 02/01/2020 15:16:08

1063894 30 02/01/2020 15:16:31

1063895 29 02/01/2020 15:16:58

1063897 31 02/01/2020 16:07:04

1063905 1 02/01/2020 16:07:32

1063921 20 02/01/2020 16:07:55

1063922 11 02/01/2020 16:08:19

1063926 25 02/01/2020 16:08:45

1063927 9 02/01/2020 16:09:09

1063934 29 02/01/2020 16:09:36

1063949 28 02/01/2020 16:10:02

1063956 5 02/01/2020 16:10:32

1063957 16 02/01/2020 16:11:23

1063977 30 02/01/2020 16:11:47

1063978 30 02/01/2020 16:12:16

1063980 30 02/01/2020 16:12:43

1063982 16 02/01/2020 16:38:23

1063990 1 02/01/2020 16:13:18

1063991 2 02/01/2020 16:13:51

1063992 3 02/01/2020 16:14:19

1063993 4 02/01/2020 16:14:50

1063994 5 02/01/2020 16:15:16

1063996 8 02/01/2020 16:15:39

1063998 10 02/01/2020 16:16:28

1063999 11 02/01/2020 16:16:53

1064000 12 02/01/2020 16:17:36

1064001 13 02/01/2020 16:18:00

1064002 14 02/01/2020 16:18:22

1064003 15 02/01/2020 16:18:47

1064004 16 02/01/2020 16:19:12

1064005 17 02/01/2020 16:21:38

1064006 18 02/01/2020 16:22:43

1064007 19 02/01/2020 16:23:16

1064008 20 02/01/2020 16:23:43

1064010 22 02/01/2020 16:24:09

1064011 23 02/01/2020 16:39:14

1064013 25 02/01/2020 16:28:00

1064014 26 02/01/2020 16:28:38
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1064015 27 02/01/2020 16:30:51

1064016 28 02/01/2020 16:31:15

1064017 29 02/01/2020 16:31:38

1064018 30 02/01/2020 16:32:03

1064019 31 02/01/2020 16:32:28

1064020 32 02/01/2020 16:35:29

1064030 30 02/01/2020 16:36:58

1064063 9 02/01/2020 16:37:20

1064067 17 03/01/2020 11:42:27

1064068 30 03/01/2020 11:42:55

1064069 3 03/01/2020 11:43:16

1064075 5 03/01/2020 11:43:35

1064076 5 03/01/2020 11:43:54

1064082 5 03/01/2020 11:44:15

1064089 5 03/01/2020 11:44:35

1064090 5 03/01/2020 11:44:57

1064092 5 03/01/2020 11:45:20

1064093 5 03/01/2020 11:45:42

1064094 5 03/01/2020 11:46:02

1064095 5 03/01/2020 11:46:22

1064096 5 03/01/2020 11:46:42

1064097 5 03/01/2020 11:47:04

1064099 5 03/01/2020 11:47:29

1064100 5 03/01/2020 11:47:52

1064101 5 03/01/2020 11:48:12

1064103 5 03/01/2020 11:59:56

1064106 29 03/01/2020 12:00:20

1064109 5 03/01/2020 12:00:43

1064121 3 03/01/2020 12:01:06

1064122 5 03/01/2020 12:01:27

1064123 5 03/01/2020 12:01:48

1064124 5 03/01/2020 12:02:13

1064127 9 03/01/2020 12:02:35

1064129 11 03/01/2020 12:03:01

1064134 33 03/01/2020 12:03:25

1064139 21 03/01/2020 12:03:50

1064140 21 03/01/2020 12:04:28

1064142 17 03/01/2020 12:04:50

1064148 12 03/01/2020 12:05:15
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
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1064150 25 03/01/2020 12:05:36

1064152 25 03/01/2020 12:05:58

1064159 5 03/01/2020 12:06:21

1064162 12 03/01/2020 12:06:53

1064187 19 03/01/2020 12:07:16

1064189 19 03/01/2020 12:07:39

1064190 19 03/01/2020 12:16:19

1064191 5 03/01/2020 12:16:58

1064195 30 03/01/2020 12:17:22

1064196 29 03/01/2020 12:17:44

1064210 5 03/01/2020 12:18:07

1064212 5 03/01/2020 12:18:31

1064214 5 03/01/2020 12:18:56

1064215 5 03/01/2020 12:19:20

1064216 5 03/01/2020 12:19:42

1064217 5 03/01/2020 12:20:05

1064218 5 03/01/2020 12:20:37

1064219 5 03/01/2020 12:21:04

1064220 5 03/01/2020 12:21:26

1064222 5 03/01/2020 12:21:53

1064223 5 03/01/2020 12:22:19

1064224 5 03/01/2020 16:08:05

1064243 16 03/01/2020 16:08:28

1064244 9 03/01/2020 12:22:48

1064245 9 03/01/2020 12:23:11

1064246 9 03/01/2020 12:30:49

1064248 9 03/01/2020 12:31:13

1064249 9 03/01/2020 12:31:33

1064250 9 03/01/2020 12:31:53

1064251 9 03/01/2020 12:32:13

1064253 9 03/01/2020 12:32:39

1064254 9 03/01/2020 12:33:01

1064255 9 03/01/2020 12:33:27

1064256 9 03/01/2020 12:33:53

1064260 17 03/01/2020 12:34:15

1064302 24 03/01/2020 12:34:43

1064303 9 03/01/2020 12:35:11

1064307 9 03/01/2020 12:35:32

1064315 14 03/01/2020 12:36:04
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1064316 14 03/01/2020 12:36:32

1064317 14 03/01/2020 12:36:57

1064318 30 03/01/2020 12:37:25

1064323 5 03/01/2020 12:37:46

1064326 3 03/01/2020 12:38:11

1064327 6 03/01/2020 16:09:48

1064328 11 03/01/2020 12:39:33

1064329 7 03/01/2020 12:39:57

1064333 31 03/01/2020 12:40:23

1064340 30 03/01/2020 12:40:46

1064341 5 03/01/2020 12:41:12

1064343 5 03/01/2020 12:41:38

1064344 5 03/01/2020 12:42:05

1064345 30 03/01/2020 12:44:15

1064346 5 03/01/2020 14:25:45

1064347 5 03/01/2020 14:26:26

1064364 25 03/01/2020 14:26:55

1064366 9 03/01/2020 14:27:23

1064367 9 03/01/2020 14:27:55

1064368 9 03/01/2020 14:28:27

1064369 9 03/01/2020 14:28:53

1064378 7 03/01/2020 14:29:16

1064379 9 03/01/2020 14:29:43

1064380 11 03/01/2020 14:30:05

1064381 11 03/01/2020 14:30:38

1064388 6 03/01/2020 14:40:07

1064389 12 03/01/2020 14:40:30

1064390 29 03/01/2020 14:40:55

1064395 30 03/01/2020 14:41:16

1064396 31 03/01/2020 14:41:38

1064397 16 03/01/2020 14:42:04

1064398 16 03/01/2020 14:42:29

1064400 9 03/01/2020 16:11:39

1064403 2 03/01/2020 14:42:58

1064404 3 03/01/2020 14:45:13

1064408 30 03/01/2020 14:47:32

1064411 33 03/01/2020 14:47:54

1064419 9 03/01/2020 16:10:58

1064435 5 03/01/2020 14:48:23
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
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1064437 30 03/01/2020 14:49:01

1064438 25 03/01/2020 14:49:41

1064439 5 03/01/2020 14:50:08

1064449 34 03/01/2020 16:13:53

1064450 34 03/01/2020 14:50:34

1064454 32 03/01/2020 14:51:01

1064456 16 03/01/2020 14:52:07

1064457 16 03/01/2020 14:52:28

1064462 16 03/01/2020 14:52:49

1064483 2 03/01/2020 15:01:55

1064484 1 03/01/2020 15:02:30

1064490 15 03/01/2020 15:03:07

1064491 9 03/01/2020 15:03:30

1064495 30 03/01/2020 15:03:50

1064496 29 03/01/2020 15:04:11

1064497 30 03/01/2020 15:04:35

1064501 29 03/01/2020 15:05:01

1064503 1 03/01/2020 15:05:27

1064504 30 03/01/2020 15:05:52

1064510 9 03/01/2020 15:06:21

1064511 5 03/01/2020 15:06:49

1064512 9 03/01/2020 15:07:12

1064519 25 03/01/2020 15:07:37

1064520 25 03/01/2020 15:07:59

1064524 7 03/01/2020 15:08:22

1064525 9 03/01/2020 15:08:44

1064526 30 03/01/2020 15:15:00

1064528 7 03/01/2020 15:15:20

1064529 7 03/01/2020 15:15:40

1064534 17 03/01/2020 15:16:07

1064538 9 03/01/2020 15:16:28

1064549 16 03/01/2020 15:16:52

1064550 25 03/01/2020 15:17:22

1064555 16 03/01/2020 15:17:48

1064563 5 03/01/2020 16:14:57

1064569 9 03/01/2020 16:15:17

1064573 30 03/01/2020 15:18:24

1064594 3 03/01/2020 15:18:54

1064595 3 03/01/2020 15:19:35
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1064596 3 03/01/2020 15:20:01

1064597 3 03/01/2020 15:20:49

1064598 3 03/01/2020 15:21:14

1064599 3 03/01/2020 15:21:34

1064600 3 03/01/2020 15:21:58

1064601 3 03/01/2020 15:22:23

1064604 3 03/01/2020 15:22:42

1064605 3 03/01/2020 15:23:01

1064606 3 03/01/2020 15:23:25

1064655 3 03/01/2020 15:23:48

1064656 32 03/01/2020 15:24:10

1064659 30 03/01/2020 15:24:33

1064660 30 03/01/2020 15:24:53

1064661 3 03/01/2020 15:25:13

1064662 2 03/01/2020 15:25:38

1064671 11 03/01/2020 16:15:43

1064672 9 03/01/2020 16:16:08

1064673 16 03/01/2020 16:16:34

1064682 25 03/01/2020 16:16:58

1064686 9 03/01/2020 16:17:17

1064690 29 03/01/2020 16:20:51

1064691 3 03/01/2020 16:21:16

1064696 17 03/01/2020 16:21:46

1064697 17 03/01/2020 16:22:09

1064699 5 03/01/2020 16:22:40

1064702 9 03/01/2020 16:31:23

1064706 16 03/01/2020 16:32:39

1064707 5 03/01/2020 16:34:03

1064709 9 03/01/2020 16:34:23

1064710 25 03/01/2020 16:34:42

1064712 14 03/01/2020 16:35:01

1064715 26 03/01/2020 16:35:49

1064716 25 03/01/2020 16:36:10

1064719 31 03/01/2020 16:36:31

1064723 9 03/01/2020 16:36:54

1064724 9 03/01/2020 16:37:24

1064737 24 03/01/2020 16:37:50

1064738 7 03/01/2020 16:38:22

1064739 12 03/01/2020 16:38:45
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1064744 30 03/01/2020 16:39:05

1064745 21 03/01/2020 16:39:32

1064748 30 03/01/2020 16:39:52

1064749 12 03/01/2020 16:40:13

1064751 25 03/01/2020 16:40:33

1064754 29 03/01/2020 16:40:52

1064756 17 03/01/2020 16:41:26

1064762 6 03/01/2020 16:41:49

1064765 9 03/01/2020 16:42:09

1064766 5 03/01/2020 16:43:57

1064768 24 03/01/2020 16:44:22

1064769 16 03/01/2020 16:44:48

1064773 16 03/01/2020 16:45:07
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1935,   06/01/2020

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
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